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Abstract

The history of the relationship between Mdori (the indigenous minority) and

PakehE (the dominant majorit$ is one that is encapsulated in processes of
mediation. Pdkeh6 resolve issues that favour kawanatanga solutions (article I of
the Treaty) while M6ori recommendations almost always line up with solutions

that uphold questions to do with tino rangatiratanga (article 2 of the Treaty). Fach

takes into account forms of accommodation of the other but these compromise

positions are usually the tasks for the public servants who are by definition,

working for the government of the day, and therefore, on the side of kawanatanga.

The point of articulation is critical in the nature of the relationship between Maori

and Pdkeh6. The legal academic, Alex Frame (2002) describes this position as

important for those New Zealanders "who have tried to walk in both worlds,

thereby not only honouring and strengthening their own and each other's cultures,

but also bringing to life a third and co-existing culture of interaction in Aotearoa".

A study of a variety of mediating structures, explores the relationship between

Maori and PiikehE and analyses the effects these have on both parties, especially as

these pertain to developments in MEori education. An approach to settling the

conundrum of prioritising one agenda without creating new grievances for redress

is argued throughout the study. It is argued, further, that a major re-think is needed

of what an education will mean in order to meet the requirements of a

contemporary Polynesian/Westem society that both honours the tenets of its

foundation document as well as providing a rational basis for meeting

commitnents in the modern global society.
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Preface

This is a reflexive study of education in New Zealandviewed as through graduated

lenses that are part MEori, part mainsteam, and part imbricated. Although I would

not consider myself an expert in any of these perspectives, I have, nevertheless,

toiled for more than 40 years to try to understand something of the world of M6ori

education in New Zealand and how it works for Miiori, and in many instances,

why it does not work. It has been a major longitudinal study and at times a
preoccupation when I thought I was doing other things. In trying to understand the

complexities of M6ori education I have always begun from my own stance as a

Mdori person and from what I perceived other MEori people saw was happening in

the process of schooling. Having to draw on other perspectives as found in

disciplines like sociology, philosophy, history, psychology, social geography and

anthropology happened almost like a natural progression. However, if there was an

orientation that I found most appealing and insightful it was the sociological,

especially that brand of sociology that practises a 'reflexive' approach @ourdieu,
1990:34). In basic terms it is a sociology that sets out to oppose the falseness of
dichotomous, dualistic ways of viewing reality "because they lead to mutilations",
for example, between theorists and empiricists, between subjectivists and

objectivists, and notably, between stucturalists and interactionists. I have learned

to see sociological perspectives within the folds of these other disciplines.

sociology entails, as Berger maintains, 'a way of looking at the world'. From my

point of view, and unlike many other disciplines, sociology sets out to apply a

scientific ethic to an exploration of social phenomena without seemingly having to

replace or diminish the magic of those who hold strongly to metaphysical

interpretations of the world. It is this deliberate interface between what Becker

calls the sacred and the secular that most appeals to me. Every other appeal to

analysis in Mdori education pales into significance compared with what is going

on at the precise juncture between what M6ori are demanding in education and

what the mainstream education system is prepared to accede. Miori education like
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sociology encourages and even demands that the researcher learn to mix

categories, to indulge in inter-disciplinary approaches, to seek out altemative

understandings and meanings to critical concepts. Some of these concepts like

science, rationality, objectivity, relativity, power and authority are rarely central

themes in research on Miiori education and that is a major weakness in a field that

has for generations been thought ofas an educational problem area. Even though

discourse in education, outside the academy, chooses to set these critical concepts

aside in preference to notions like curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and

evaluation, it cannot and should not avoid the deeper and often more abstract

debates that constitute the thinking associated with first principles. It is contended

that the prioritising of the latter set of concepts (curriculum, pedagogy etc.) over

the former (science, rationality etc.) is a serious part of the problem experienced in

M6ori education. For example, there is always unnecessaq/ haste to address the

concerns of curriculum without first considering the implications of a selection of
knowledge outside the asymmefical power relationships between MEori and

Pdkeh6. The decisions that flow from that limited discourse hinder rather than help

Mdori participation in education.

Contrary to the existing orthodoxyl, it is argued that an education system that sets

out to prioritise a particular set of characteristics - an English-speaking New

Zealander, strong-willed as an individualis! a go-getter who sees him/herself as

self-sufficient with a have-a-go attitude to life, fair-minded with a sfong
inclination toward the practical, and totally committed to moving forward - is as

much essentialist as it is open,

Many of the policies, practices and strategies to encourage Mdori participation in

mainstream2 education are derived from atempts to match the practices to the

' The NZ education system is based on the principles of an 'open society' and as a result, so we ar€
to understand, is defensibly scientific and rational and, therefore, culturally neutralt What makes an education system 'mainstream' is not about the medium of instrustion in its
institutions but rather whether those institutions come under the auspices of the Education Act
1989' In this sense there is only one education system in New Z*almd,the mainstream one. The
so-called Mii,ori education system is a convenience for talking about those schools, policies etc. that
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identity of a New zealmder, that is, one who is English-speaking, independen!

acquisitive, practical, fair-minded consumer-and future-oriented. In other words,

what we do in education is justified by who we are as New Zealanders. This is the

orthodoxy of scientific and rational education spelled out in terms of cornerstone

values.

Mdori education, like the Meori people, has survived as a distinct entity with a

distinct culture, albeit, modified comprehensively after more than a century of
colonial domination. In today's world, the bulk of the Maori population continue

to view themselves complexly as Mdori with whakapapa (genealogies) and

whdnau/lrapii/iwi (tribal) identities, as well as being New Zealanders with the

status of tangatawhenua (indigeneity).

MEori education is not about prioritising its practices over others, indeed, one of
the major criticisms I make of mainstream education is the assumption it makes in

prioritising PdkehE New Zealand education over any others. If I have a conviction

it is that agency has far more to offer society when culture and structure are seen

as part of an equation that supports and promotes the individual. An education like

this helps to open people's minds to the increased possibilities of keeping cultures

intact and strengthening them rather than distoning them through different policies

of co-option like assimilation, integration, multiculturalism and so forth.

Education is an art form as much as it is a science, a practical activity and a legal

requirement. As such, it operates according to a number of different logics. Given

the practical nature of education through schooting, teachers become involved in
what could be called a 'logic of praxis'. Teachers are often criticised for not

having a deeper understanding of the theories that underline their practices. The

praxis of New Zealand, educationalists is a mixed-bag of often contadictory

beliefs. The educational bureaucrat is keen to maintain in her work a 'logic of

are specifically designed to address MEori interests and concerns and such like: at least that is the
system's claim.
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authority' to ensure policies align with the desires of the minister of education as

well as within regulation and law. In the eyes of others involved in education,

govemment offrcials are considered powerfirl but remote fiom reality. The

educational researchers and academics are seen as being in continuous punuit of
valid evidence and are only satisfied when they can produce research that either

substantiates or refutes their claims. Theirs is a'logic of evidence'. Academics are

prone to intellectual fashion as are bureaucrats. Academics are also perceived by

the educational world as being powerful if not often overly-zealous about ideas

and theories they have no idea wilt work or not in practice. The practitioner is pre-

occupied with a 'logic of what works' and takes into account questions of
authority and evidence only when there is irrefutable evidence that wh* they do

for certain groups or categories of students is not working. Together, bureaucrats,

academics and teachers make up the 'logic of praxis' that determine the shape and

direction of Mdori education and they do this through what are called in this

research, mediating structures.

The four mediating structures analysed in this study are Mdori education reports,

the processes of consultation, institutional marae, and kaupapa M6ori schooling.

Mii'ori play an important role in each of these and therefore acquiesce to some

degree in the exploitation of themselves. The first two arise out of official, mainly
Pnkeh6 soutrces, while the latter two are from mainly Maori sources. They are all
instituted in the offrcial interests of Maori students. They each succeed in some

way and fail in others. It is argued that jointly, they are successful as mediating

stnrctunes in that they give M6ori an authentic sense of participation in the

education system without encouraging any full-blown challenge to the status quo.

Mediating structures are mechanisms for maintaining equilibrium between Miiori
and PEkehd" between officials and practitioners, and between the state and M6ori
communities. A problem arises if one of the parties to the mediation is repeatedly

placed in the position of having to acquiesce in order to assure equilibrium. It is a

hypocritical compromise when acquiescence is assumed on the grounds that the

minority parher to an historical agreement constitutes a necessary condition in
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order for democracy to prevail. There doesn't have to be a policy or a regulation to

maintain this position if ideological mechanisms, such as, mediating structures can

be relied on to deliver the same result. A similar point was made by Mam and

Engels more than 150 years ago:

The ideas ofthe ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas; i.e. the class
which is the ntling material force of sociely is al the same lime its ruling
inlellectual force. The class which has the means of material production d its
disposal hos control d the same time over the meot of merxal production, so
that thereby, generally speaking, the i&as of those who lack the means of mental
production are subject to it. Tlte ntling ideas ue nothing more lltan tlre ideal
expression of tle dominant material relationships (Manr and Engels,
1846n974\.

In New Zealand, and from the perspective of MEori, it is culture rather than

social class that plays the prominent role in shaping the nature of the

relationship between MEori and all others. It is argued that the 'logic of the

market' coupled with the promises of 'secular salvation' through liberal

education, so much loved by Western societies, will always keep MEori in

a subordinate position vis-d-vis mainstream society. Real salvation for both

societies requires MEori to move away from unidirectional mediating

structures and to implement a true acculturation, that is, one that legally

and ethically operates as a two-way process. To achieve this goal there

needs to be two recognised, officially mandated education systems which

have some aspects that operate independently of each other, other aspects

that are integrated and require co-operation from each other, and other

asp€cts that remain intact within the parent body but have areas of
negotiated overlap where collaboration is required in onder for either party

to meet its requirements. I have referred to this overlap as an imbricated

form of acculturation.

There is no question about the fact that MEori as tangata-whemn (the

indigenous people of Aotearoa New Ze,aland) are demanding the nght to be

treated equally under the law. In most cases this right is recognised

although often challenged by M6ori. But MEori are asking for more than

that; as tangata-Mdori (those who choose to assert their heritage as Mdori,
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frose urho &oose to li,ve their lives as lvftori) ffrcyuraot to be tr.pded as

ep.al* Tbe moptinoip'lm urEsirni;larbrr they arc not tho same. ffierr ihe

justice syst€m has a qitical rcle to play in eirsuring the former pinciplo is

ryhold, it is tho €&€ation $J6iah that has, the Bararnuit mle to plsy ih

giving subsmce to the lffic prinoiplc. On those goundq th€re is much

ihct-lt lsinstobedone.



A sociology of Mflori Education: Beyond Mediating structures

Organisation of Thesis - Parts I - m
The study is presented in three parts. Part I establishes a framework for the

analysis of mainstream and Miiori education and hypothesises a theory of
mediating structures. Part II is made up of the data or evidence used to argue the

case about mediating stntctures as major limiting entities in the development of
both mainstream and M6ori education, while Part III suggests a practical outcome

of the research and what might be required to move beyond the constaints of
mediating structures as discussed in the thesis. This is an ambitious project but one

the researcher has been professionally involved in for more than 40 years and is in
that sense, more than what is usually considered the brief for a doctoral thesis.

Part I comprises Chapten I to 4 and provides the theoretical, philosophical,

sociological, and intemational contexts.

Part II is made up of a further four chapters and is a mixture of literature-based

data (chapters 5 and 8), empirical data (chapter 6), and archival data (chapter 7).

Part III has an overview summary and a final chapter (Chapter 9) that serves as a

recommended way-fonvard for education in Aotearoa-New zealutd.

Introductions to Parts I, II and III are included in the appropriate places within the
text.
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PART I F'ramework for analvsis

Introduction to Part I - The problem
This study is about how MEori education (ME) has developed over the last 40

years (1960-2000). The purpose is to show how this object called Mdori education,

beginning in the Native Schools and in an unbroken sequence to today, is being

used by the state, as a mechanism of cultural confiol rather than for educative

purposes. In the same period under investigation, MEori have used IvIEori

education as a mechanism for cultural revitalisation. In this sense, both mainsaeam

and Mdori have appropriated schooling away from its educational purposes.

Described in these terms, Miiori education is an 'ideology' in that it serves the

interests of particular parties or groups (Chapter l). It is not suggested that the

appropriation of M6ori education to serve cultural control and cultural

revitalisation perspectives is used exclusively for these purposes but it is

maintained that cultural control and cultural revitalisation are the central themes

respectively instead of the mandated purpose, that is, education of the young. A

prior question might beo assuming both these assertions to be true, what is the

problem? Given that there is a hierarchy of cultures within New Zealand society

where relations of domination/subordination operate should we be surprised that

the dominant culture is seeking to maintain control or that the subordinate culture

is ambivalent over these attempts at control by taking the offensive and promoting

the revitalisation of their own culture? Neither of these actions is surprising but

what is, is the remarkable level of apparent consensus from both parties as to the

balance of compliance-resistance, usually the result of the quantity and quality of
M6ori knowledge and practice incorporated into educational agendas. Is it a

consensus? If it is, then how is that oonsensus arrived at? What is the consequence

of the consensus? The answers to these questions make up the substance explored

in the four selected mediating structures.

Structure ofPart I
Part I of the thesis explores the status of Miori and M5ori education within New

Zealand society. Three broad questions are discussed as part of a contextualising

of the thesis:
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What is Mdori education in relation to mainstream education?

How has Miiori and mainstream education contributed to the construction

of M6ori identity? and

By what means has the state been able to constitute a subject - MEori - that

thinks of itself as being free and autonomous and acts as though its

responses to the system are the consequences of principles it itself has

chosen?

Subsidiary and related questions are also addressed such as:

. Why a sociological approach?

o What is meant by ideology?

o why notions of identity remain cental concerns for Miiori? and

r How the construct of mediating structures contribute to M6ori internalising
subordination?

Chapter I sets out the argument the thesis addresses. It identifies the key concepts

of the study and how these concepts will be interpreted. There are four major

research questions. A background is given for each in order to clariff the context

of the study. All of the above is then organised around a set of five propositions

which is the argumant reinterpreted to show the sort of evidencc used to reach the

conclusions stated in Part III of the thesis.

Chapter 2 focuses on the definition of the problem in Maori education. It outlines

the thinking behind the thesis and what is meant by 'Maori education as ideology'.

Explanations of key concepts like social control, cultural control, and cultural

revitalisation are discussed within a broad political philosophy. The question of
how the education system contributes to a Mdori educational pathology is

explained via a theory provocatively entitled, 'the success of biased failure'.

Chapter 3 theorises a postmodernist politics of identity. The objective is to try to
understand how a new conoeption of ethnicity and culture miglrt be constructed.

The procedure for exploring this understanding is via a 'socio-biographical,

o

a
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nalrative ofthe researcher. The researcher's story is not intended to be taken as

representative of the socio-cultural construction of Mdori identity in general but it
is suggested that it does tJpiry the variation that exists within those who self-

identifu as Mdori. The socio-biography tells the story of the researcher but it is not

a straight forward autobiographical piece; it is written to represent the backgrounds

of many other Miiori ofthe same generation.

Chapter 4 outlines a theory of mediating stmctures. Mediating sructures are

defined, the functions they serve are discussed, and the role they play in Meori-

PEkehE relations, beginning with what is now being referred to as New Zealand's

founding documen! the Treaty of Waitangi, are explained.

ln order to contexfualise the role of mediating structures within education two

major dimensions are clarified. The fust relates to the highest ideals shaping the

development of New zealand society, and the second the nature and

characteristics of the education system that it nurtures. ME is a microcosm of these

developments both effecting and being affected by them. It is appreciated that ME
and mainstream education (MSE) are not equivalent entities and that in the final
analysis, a modern, democratic, capitalist society such as exists in New Zealand,

will evolve institutions such as we have in education (Carnoy, 1974; Archer,lgg4),

in law (sheleff,l997:309), and in most other ideological state apparatuses, where

social control is at the heart of each structure. The key question then becomes, as

we are reminded by sheleff (ibid.p.3l0), ,,whether social control (through

education) is to be extensively imposed and rigidly enforced, or whether it is to be

no more than a flexible guideline for action".

From the assumptions about the nature of New Zaland society and its education

system three distinctive cultural capitals (one M6ori and the other Pdkeh6) and one

an overJapping or imbricated cultural capital are hypothesised.
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Chapter 4 also provides some explanation of sociological paradigms @urretl &
Morgan, 1979) that are used to frame the mediating structures explored in

Chapters 5-8.



Chapter 0l

Introduction to the study

This study is a theoretical and philosophical critique of the New Zealand

mainstream education system as that relates to M6ori education. It is argued that

mainstream education (MSE) has had a profoundly distorting effect on the

cultural, economic and educational development of Maori to the degree that over

the last four decades M6ori have been exploring the possibility of establishing an

alternative system of education. Their search is based on principles and practices

that derive from a MEori worldview or kaupapa M6ori on the grounds that they

cannot achieve the education they believe they are entitled to within existing

philosophies, policies, structures and practices.

The Native/IvlEori Schools of the period 1867-1969 could be perceived as being

the original alternative education system for Maori. Despite the view that these

schools evolved in a manner that received the approval of most Mdori associated

with them, the fact that they were established, implemented, resourced and

controlled by the state means that they cannot be accurately described as an

alternative to the education system because they were bound by the same

philosophical premises, similar legislative frameworfts, and more or less the same

professional expectations as the mainstream system.

1.1 The argument

I argue that M6ori education (ME) is appropriated and misrepresented by the

advocates of mainstream education. It takes as its starting point the notion that ME
is an ideological constmct in which the vested interests of the dominant Pakehe

society, represented in a variety of critical mediating structures, is virtual insurance

that ME will operate in a deficit, marginalised and failure mode, usually in the

position of 'catching up' with the MSE system but never quite achieving it. ME is

about Mdori culture within the education system but only where a selection of that
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culture is of suffrcient quantity to not pose any threat to the dominant hegemony.

Throughout the 1960s and 70s ME became more and more associated with

differential achievement and in particular with the politics of disparity and 'closing

gaps'. The process under which ME is carried out is called schooling. ME is a

PEkehE invention created through the influence of politicians, the scholarship of
academics, the conservatism of public servants, the pragmatism of teachers, the

imagination of artists and writers and the ambivalence of Mdori themselves.

Through the actions of each of these groups of players they have created a style of
thought and a way of operating that has its own nadition beginning with the

mission schools of the early nineteenth century, evolving into the Native/Ivlaori

Schools of the middle nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and metamorphosing

into contemporary bilinguat schools and kura kaupapa MEori (KKM).

The focus for the study is on how ME has developed over the last 40 years (1960-

2000). The problem is to show how this object called ME, is traditionally and

currently being used by the state as a mechanism of cultural contnol rattrer than for

educative purposes. Running along side this argument I want to show that during

the last 20 years M6ori have also distorted ME, not for any control function, but

rather as a mechanism for cultural revitalisation. Both cultural control and cultural

revitalisation are substitutes for educative purposes. There has been a constant

struggle for the dual agendas of cultural control on the one hand and cultural

revitalisation on the other. Given the power differentials between the two

adversaries, the less powerful goup either has a really compelling r€ason for the

agenda it is promoting or the revitalisation agenda holds some basic social justice

appeal which, if or when satisfied, some argue, will benefit both parties. Described

in this manner, ME is an ideology in that it serves the interests of particular parties

or groups. This is the theme of the next chapter. It is not suggested that ME from

either perspective (cultural control or cultural revitalisation) is used exclusively for
these purposes since experience tells us, that is clearly not the case but it is
maintained that cultural control and cultural revitalisation are the central themes

nevertheless. A prior question might be, assuming both these assertions to be fiue,
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what is the problem? Assuming that there is a hierarchy of cultures within New

Zealand' society where relations of dominationlsubordination operate should we be

surprised that the dominant culture is seeking to maintain control or that the

subordinate culture is ambivalent over these attempts at control by taking the

offensive and promoting the revitalisation of their own culture? Neither of these

actions is surprising but what is, is the level of apparent consensus from both

parties as to the balance of compliance-resistance. Historically, Mdori want more

of their knowledge, values, practices and such like, injected into the system but

they tolerate, albeit grudgingly, what they are actually permined (systemic

authorities usually expect Miori expertise to offer new knowledge, directions, and

practices from their culture but remain vigilant about what they perceive as being

enough to retain hegemony). Is it a consensus? If it is, then how is that consensus

arrived at? What is the consequence of the consensus? The answers to these

questions are revealed through an exploration of four mediating structures

explored in Chapters 5-8 in Part II.

1.2 Conceptual orientation of the study

There are seven general themes that intertwine throughout the study. They are

introduced here in advance as signposts.

The problem of mediating structure
The concept of 'mediating stuctures' defined by the American sociologisg Berger

(1979:169) as "those institutions which stand between the individual in his (sic)

private sphere and the large institutions of the public sphere". They have been

applied as a central analytical tool to explore the key research questions. Where

Berger uses structure in the nanow sense of institution I have engaged a more

critical definition of structure in the sense of relationships of power as used by
Jones in her research (1992).ln shor! mediating stnrctures will mean institutions

and practices that mediate relationships of power, in this case between Maori and
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Pdkehd modes of regulation and change (socio-cultural production and

reproduction).

A critical appraisal of mediating structures and the processes associated with each

is central to the argument of this research. The mechanism of mediating structures

is used by the state in order to impose a definition of the everyday world of
education on MEori, consistent with its interests without seemingly having to

exercise overt power (rules and regulations). By installing in Maori a sense of
relative autonomy the official culture of the powerful Soup functions to legitimate

its own tastes, knowledges, discourses and experiences while simultaneously

subjecting Mdori people to its control and dependence by tying them to a
regulated, colonised identity. This dependence is a form of symbolic violence that

is manifest in what is being labeled mediating structures for example, education

reports (Chapter 5), and the practice of consultation (Chapter 6).

The data basis of the thesis (Part II, Chapters 5 to 8) is an analysis of the struggle

to define the purpose of the education system and thus the meaning of what it
means to acquire an education. This approach, where the data are derived from the

theory rather than the theory fiom the data is somewhat unconventional but is a

reasonable approach, given that the researcher has had more than 40 years in the

mainstream education system.l The British educational sociologist, Davies

describes Durkheim's extensive works in a similar vein where he 'derived' the

theory not from data but the data from theory (1994:9). of course, I am not

comparing the quality of my thesis with Durkheim's contribution to education

except to draw the parallel with one small matter of procedure.

In order to achieve 'buy-in' from a revitalised Maori interest group to the over-

arching philosophical and policy direction of mainstream education, two further

types of mediating structures are incorporate4 institutional marae (Chapter 7) and

I As teacher, adviser to teachers on Miori education, education officer for Northern Region
_sghools' manager developmenUanalyticat services within the Education Review Office, Dean of
Miori teacher education, project manager for the Ministry of Education and Te Puni Kokiri, and
academic in the school of education within a university.
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Milori medium schooling (MMS) (Chapter 8). The last two mediating structures

incorporate a much more subtle form of dividing practice to co-opt and

encapsulate MEori by intensiffing their involvement in the pnocess while

maintaining control over the purposes and outcomes of education. The focus is

always on mediation or process rather than outcome, that is, policies of equality of
educational opportunity are about opportunity rather than equality or education.

Opportunities are made available through ascess to education but neitlrer equality

nor education is ever seriously contemplated let alone achieved. The effect of this

cultural encapsulation is a fragmented genuine MEori subjectivity, which, at the

very deepest level of consciousness, is thoroughly structured by an imposed

middle+lass Westem symbolic order that for most MEori is not achievable even if
such a level of consciousness was considered desirable.

The cultural revitalisation of M6ori which emerged through the early 1980s has

been an attempt by Maori to address at least one critical question among rilly,
namelyn what is Mdori about ME and to answer the question in their own terms.

The success or otherwise of this revitalisation, at least as it is positioned at presen!

will either be reflected in the 'system'2 or in an 'altemative system'3. It is this last

point about the effects of the struggle between cultural control and cultural

revitalisation and the history of consensus politics between Maori and Pakeha that

will influence whether mediating structures will continue to work as they have and

as they are, or whether they will be modified or substituted in the light of the

contest for the hearts and minds of MEori young people.

2 The system refers to all secton (early childhood to tertiary), and all education state
departnentVagencies.
' An altemative system for the schooling of Mnori students has existed in earlier times (the
Native/Ivfdori Schools systern, 1867-1969) but there is a new and radically different'alternative'
system that has been emerging in New Zealand since the early 1980s. In that this system operales
under the jurisdiction of the state monopoly it is part of the mainstream, however, it is an
alternative syst€m to the dcgree that it offers an educdion in MEori across all sectors (kohanga reo
to winanea), with a management/administraive infra-structurc at each level (National Trust Te
Riinanga-nui o Ngii Kura Kaupapa MEori o Aotearoq Te Tauihu). This system is seeking to
establish, through the idea of'education authorities' philosophical and stnrctural coherence at iwi
tribal and national levels.
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It is argued that the major construct by which dominant Pakehd forces have

influenced, shaped, transformed and distorted any attempt to reproduce an

authentic ME, is found in what is described as mediating stnrctures. Mediating

structures provide a way of both including and excluding Maori at the same time

through allowing them a say, indeed, officially sponsoring comment as in advisory

committees (Chapter 5) yet over-riding the decisions M6ori feel most compelled to

offer. Mediating structures play an important role as a consultation device to elicit

from M6ori their preferences in any number of policy areas (Chapter 6) but not

before the substantive decisions have been made with regard to what will count as

consultation data- The notion of a mediating structure is the rationale for giving

MEori institutional cultural space (Chapter 7) but limiting how that spase can be

generalised thus ghettoising ttre activities for which the space will be used.

Mediating structures can be seen :N accepting that there are Miiori ways of
operating in education (Chapter 8) but co-opting those operations in the interests

of maintaining power and authority.

The accumulation of decades of policies and practices in which the effects of
mediating structures, such as those alluded to above and detailed in Chapters 5 to

8, constitute the data-base for this thesis. These effects are discussed in the chapter

on MEori identity (Chapter 3) and in the final chapter that call for a redefining of
ME beyond the constraints of mediating structures (Chapter 9).

It is argued that only by moving beyond mediating structures and establishing a

'full-blown' Kaupapa MEori Education system (KIUE) operating in tandem with a
profoundly more MEori inclusive MSE system, will Aotearoa New Zealand be

able to claim an education that works in the interests of both signatories to the

Treaty of Waitangi. Theoretically, at least, it will then be possible to talk about

what an education might mean for all New Zealanders without the qualifiers,

Maori and mainstream. The theory of mediating structures that lies behind this

thinking about what counts as education, is outlined and discussed in Chapter 4.
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The sociological imagination

Sociology, or more accurately, the sociological imagination is the academic

approach to which I have some intellectual aflinity. Sociology has inspired me and

offered me another frame, another set of eyes, another way of thinking about the

relationship between ME and MSE. We learn from European history that with the

industrial revolution, the emergence of scientific method, the spread of universal

literacy, and the development of a social scepticism, earlier traditions

encompassing the sacred, the magical, collectivist and holistic worldviews c,ame

under serious threat4. Sociology came into existence as one of the emerging social

sciences that set out to achieve secular, scientific, and rationalist acceptance as the

best way for shaping future societys. When PEkehE began to colonise New Zealand

they found MEori occupying the place and stage in the evolution of society where

they themselves had been some centuries before. Maori were observed to keenly

grasp 'the tools of the Pdkehd' such that the provision of cultural space to

accommodate, if not to totally assimilate the natives was seen as a real possibility.

Such tools included superior technology especially weapons; it included what was

perceived as an enlightened cosmology as contained in the Bible; and it included

an enhanced system of communications in the form of literacv.

The sociological tradition is of course, a European invention.It is said.the

master's tools will never dismantle the master's house". The African-America

poet Audre Lorde (Collins, 1992:79) maintains that..they may allow us

temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring

about genuine change". I argue that this act of dismantling is precisely what one

must do if education is to be more than merely an instrument for the purpose of
conveying the dominant definition of tuth, or to justi$ (or legitimate) the

I S9e Martindale (1974) especially chapter 6 on 'Humanism, Scientism and the Types of
Sociological ft*ry, pp.l95-240; see also Mazui (1986) and his description of the threi inter-
related European movements of the Renaissance, the Protestant Reformation, and The
Enlightenment.
' There are several texts available but Zeitlin (196S) especially Part I on the Enlightenment and
Part 2 on Post-Revolutionary Thought; and Nisbet (1973), in particular, chapter 2, The Two
Revolutions, pmvide useful accounts of this historical period.
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prevailing distribution of power and wealth. We must use, according to this study,

the power of the system to get the system to obey its own rules, to follow its own

dictates, or preferably, to negotiate inclusive rules and practices so as to minimise

dictates.

I do not believe that sociology, as a discipline, has any inherent major

philosophical or methodological advantage over any other academic discipline, nor

that it is intrinsically more critical or liberating than any other intellectual practice

but it speaks to me in a voice that gives critique an edge that can be readily

"sharpened into an effective tool for cutting through the illusions that dog (Meori)

political life" to paraphrase from Reiman (1979:159).

The sociological imagination is not considered a conventional type of research

methodology but for the purposes of this study it provides a frame that helps to

accommodate some of the inherent diffrculties of juxtaposing the theory and

practice of kaupapa M6ori alongside the theory and practice of Westem

philosophy. The concept of the sociological imagination is borrowed from the

classical text of the same narne written by the American Man<ist sociologist of the

1960s and 70s, Mills (1977). Five statements are illustrative of the sociological

imagination's relevance to this study:

- The indivi&tal can understard his (sic) own aperience and gauge his ovnfate
only by locating himself within his perio4 tlwt he can btav, his ov'n chances in
life only by becoming awue of those of all irdividuals in his circttmstances
(p.I 2);

- the capacity to shififrom one perspective to another (p. I3):
- to understand lhe diference between 'the personal troubles of milieu' and lhe

public issues of social struclure' (p.10:
- to be awwe af tlw idea of social structure and to use it with sensibility is to be

capable of tracing such linloges among a variety of milieu (p- I 7); ond
- a quality of mind that seems most dramatically lo promise an understanding of

the intimate realities of ourselves in connexionwith larger social realities (p.22).

From my stance, Mills' work has relevance to ME because of its mixture of

humanism and left-wing collectivism (Martindale,l974:229) along with an
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emphatic endorsement of a Mamist approach to social science. In the last of his

several publications Mills wrote:

The social scientists srudy the details of small-scale milieus (sic); Mox sndied
such details, too, but alwoys within the structure of a total suiety. The srcial
scientists, btowing liltle history, study at most shorl-tun trends; Mrt, wing
historical malerials wilh superb mastery, takes as his unit of study entire epocla.
The values of lhe sociol scientists generally lead them to accept their society
pretty much as it ir; the values of Man led him to condemn his society - root,
stocls and branch ( Mills, 1977: I 2-13).

With relevance to ME, several critical themes are pertinent from this quote: the

relevance of the whole context; the need for macro-structural level analyses as

well as micro-ethnographic level analyses; the tendency of social scientists (read

public servants and teachers) to be mainly interested in short-term and quite often

ad hoc solutions; and ahistorical and conservative advocacy ofthe status quo.

In very general terms I sbongly believe that Mdori must develop a mor€ modern,

rational and scientific approach to their understandings and experiences of the

social world, and that PdkehE society, on its part, must develop a more imaginative

approach to their understandings and experiences of the cultural world. The

sociological imagination will contribute to that in e way that focusing on a specific

sociological perspective such as 'realist sociology' (Nash, 1997; Hall, l98l;
Archer, 1995) for example, could never achieve by itself. Realist theory finds

difficulty in accommodating something as intangible as imagination or wairua

(spirituality) yet it would be impossible to understand Maori ways of thinking and

acting without an adequate theory of such intangibles. What I think the

sociological imagination gives us a license to do, is to put the secular and the

sacred together in a dialectical relationship. The relational ontological world that

modem Mdori live in demands a dialectical approach to realist and idealist

epistemologies. Such a world is perpetually struggling with the dynamics and
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tension of the double-bind hypothesis6, of anomieT, of a double-consciousnesss,

and of alienation. These conditions are discussed further in Chapter 3 on Mdori

identity.

Another American scholar who has also figured prominently in my deliberations

over many years has been the interpretivist sociologist, Berger who describes

sociology as "a way of seeing" (1971l.32-33). In his own words,

The fascination of sociologt lies in the fact its perspective malces us see in a new
light the very world in which ve have lived atl our lives. This also constitutes a
tr ansfo r mat i o n of c o ns c i ous ne s s.

And again,

Human phenomena don't speakfor themselves; they mut be interpreted rhere
needs to be a determindion to see lhe social world as it is regudless of one's
own wishes andfeus, that is, to separate what lgfrom what one believes ousht to
be (emphasis in original, p.l7).

Berger's worlq like those of Durkheim and Mills provides a vocabulary, and mor€

importantly, a way of perceiving ME and its relationship with MSE, which is

generative and empowering in a way that little of what I had read in educational

psychology was ever able to inspire in me. sociology as practised by those who

stand in the spaces between left and right politics, sacred and secular orientations,

positivism and relativism, order and conflict theories and so fortft, help to
overcome what I perceive as the misplaced notion of the dichotomy, of having to

choose between opposites. ln theoretical terms the construct of dichotomous

approaches is undoubtedly a useful mechanism but such constructs have a way of
becoming reified and thus losing their potential for transformation.

6 As a first interprctation of the double.bind hypothesis it refers to the situation whelp one is
damned if one does and danned if one doesn't - See Sampson, 1976:503-4.
7 ln simple terms anomie refers to not being able to decipher the rulss or norms of appropriate
behaviour.
8 Double-consciousness is the sense ofalways looking at oneselfthrough the eyes ofothers - See
Harris, 1995:2.
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Berger's appeal is tied up with his works on social sonstructions of reality and

relativism (1967, 1982), humanism (1971), political ethics and social change

(1977), as well as the sacred and the secular (1979). All of these themes rcsonate

within the Mdori context. The popular mass media frequently caricature MEori

values, customs and institutions as though firstly, they were peculiar to MEori, and

secondly, as though they were irrelevant to modern society. The education system,

through its profoundly liberal stance, can offer littte more to Mdori than the hope

that matters will gradually improve from one generation to the next. Whether they

actually do or not, that is, whether matters actually improve or not over time seem

less important than the fact that the question should be raised from time to time.

What matters is also a question dependent on the mood ofthe times. The American

educationalist, Strike argues that in a liberal view of education,

society musl address three issues about education. Firsl, it must have a view of
the claracteristics of people il wishes to produce. Second, il must have a view of
the role of education in maintaining or altering the irctituions of society. Third
it mnt have a view of the role of e&tcation in the distribution of the goods and
services thd society pr&tces (1989:30-31).

An important presupposition argued is that MSE is manifestly liberal in the view

of education it espouses and practices. Mediating structures are the mechanisms

that are used to ensure the liberal view of eduction is the view that will be

promulgated in the interests of all children.

The sociological framework outlined by Bunell & Morgan (1979) has been

modified to explore the mediating structures identified for this research. Although

the framework suffers from at least two of the shortfalls just introduced, namely,

establishing dichotomies (subjective versus objective) and constructs perceived as

representing something real (change versus regulation) it nevertheless, draws clear

analytical distinctions across alternative models.

(a) sociology can be seen to occupy four relatively distinct paradigms:

fu ncti onal ist, interpretive, humanist and structural ist;

O) These paradigms can be seen in terms of being change or transformation

oriented or regulation or equilibrium oriented; and
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(c) The sociological paradigms can also be seen to portray particular

assumptions about the nature of the social world along a continuum of
subjective-objective dimensions.

The case studies explored in Part II, Chapters 5 to 8 have been organised in terms

of the three criteria listed above. The framework is explained in more detail in

chapter 4 as part of the discourse around the theory of mediating structures.

Table l.l Sociological paradigms and mediating stuctures

Sociological
paradisms

Functionalist Interpretive Humanist Structuralist

Mediating
structures

Reports on M6ori
Education

Process of
Consuhation

lnstitutional
Marae

Mnori Medium
Schooling

The relevance of sociologr of education

Much of the research and writing in ME up to the end of the 1970s came from

public servants and scholars whose academic allegiances were in fields like

anthropology (Fitzgerald, 1977), psychology (Ritchie, 1978), history (Banington

and Beaglehole, 1974), social anthropology (Schwimmer, 1973), linguistics

@enton, 1973), and of course, education (Bray and Hill, lg73). Few were writing

on ME from sociological perspectives although they were beginning (Watson,

1967; Adams, 1973; Garrett, 1973) and even fewer from M6ori perspectives,

although those that did (Kawharu, 1965; Walker, 1972)hadan important influence

on the rising generation of MEori scholars.

Those scholars who used sociological perspectives entered very slowly into the

ME field, and like most of the other works mentioned above, stayed within

paradigms which did little to challenge what is often taken-for-granted.

The 1980s was a watershed period for the sociology of education in New Zealand.

By the start of the 80s all the universities were offering classes in the sociology of
education in the wake of developments from Britain in what became known as the

'new' sociology of education. This signalled a shift away from the school as a
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'black box' to researching the relationship between schools and society where

questions like these were being asked:

o what actually goes on in schools;

o how is knowledge selected;

r who controls the schools; and

r who benefits from 'streaming'?..

Questions like these were no longer taken-for-granted but indeed became highly
problematic. Walker was virtually the single M6ori voice at the academic level

pushing issues in ME into this new aFena of scholarship. However, other astute

non-Miori scholars saw many opportunities to research and write in a field that at

almost every turn provided virgin ground for critical analysis.

Most of the universities had lecturers in sociology of education who at least

dabbled, and some who did a great deal more than that, in ME. For example,

Bates, Harker and Nash at Massey; Middleton and Ramsay at Waikato; Diorio and

olssen from otago; Freeman'Moir at canterbury; Jones and McNaughton at

Auckland; and Shallcass and Grace at Victoria. They inhoduced a new public of
M6ori students into the domains of the 'new' sociology of education which, at the

time, were dominated by scholars from Britain like @ernstein, young, willis,
Amot), the united states of America (Apple, Giroux, Bowles & Gintis), in France

@ourdieu, Boudon), and in Australia" by (Connell, and Smith).

Many of the MEori students in those sociology of education classes of the 1980s

are now occupying prominent positions thernselves in developments related to
ME: Graham Smith (Professor and Pro Vice-Chancellor at Auckland University),

Linda Smith (Associate Professor and Director of lntemational Indigenous

Research Unit at Auckland University), Tania Ka'ai @rofessor of Maori at Otago

University), Russell Bishop (Professor of Education at Waikato University),

Arohia Durie (Professor in Education at Massey university), Kathie Irwin
(Manager Research at the Kohanga Reo National Trust), and Joanna Kidman and

wally Penetito (Senior Lecturers in Education at victoria university).
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This relatively lengthy preamble is by way of providing some history in the

relationship between ME and the sociology of education, some of the key figures

in their separate developments, and where the two fields overlap.

It is argued that concepts like cultural capital, hegemony, ideology, cultural

reproduction and such like are already used extensively in the literature related to

ME but too often these concepts are not explored in any depth. The concepts are

often appropriated, frequently distorted, and rarely used to maximise their radical

potential for change. Many of the problems in ME originate in the mainstream

system and it is in this sphere that sociology's radical potential to investigate

below surface meanings, to get at the heart of the matter, need systematic study. It

is hoped that this research contributes to this latter purpose.

The problem of Meori education

ME in everyday as well as in professional and academic usage usually refers to the

education of MEori children or M6ori young people, that is, that section of the

New Zealand population that are either M6ori by descent or are ethnically M6ori.

And by education is usually meant, that proportion of the population involved at

some level of formal learning at early childhood, schools, or tertiary institutions.

Virtually everything that is dealt with in mainstream education (MSE) can be

discovered in some form in ME. Hence, policies in MSE will have a version which

is designed to address related concerns in ME; curriculum statements in MSE will

have a parallel statement in the perceived interests of ME; pedagogical practices

recommended for MSE will have a matching set of practices identified with MEori

students specifically in mind; and where methodologies for the assessment and

evaluation of MSE institutions have been drafted, another set has been outlined for

use in institutions that cater predominantly for Mdori immersion education. The

parallelling of policy, curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and evaluation has

gradually increased over the last 40 years as the bilingual and then kaupapa M6ori

movement found its voice and increased irc tempo for reproducing itself. An
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education about Miori, advocated in the Taha Mdori policies of the 1970s and 80s,

might have held some satisfactions for a significant proportion of the New Zealand

population but they did little to excite the imagination of most Maori who saw

such policies as tokenistic (Smith, G.H., 1990:188).

With the introduction of the first Mdori-English bilingual school at Ruatoki in

1977 @enton, l98l:60) and a further three at Tawera, Hiruharama" and Omahu by

1982 (Departrnent of Education, 1988:32), the dye was cast in order to facilitate an

acceleration in ME developments in a direction which up to then was struggling to

gain the attention of either MEori or PEkehS" politicians or bureaucrats, academics

or practitioners. Of course, there were some notable exceptions among these

groupings, for example, Bentono Hohepa" Smith, Tom and Kaa Williams as well as

the members of the National Advisory Committee on M6ori Education (NACME).

Research by Benton (1981) and Benton (1989) had shown unequivocally that

unless drastic action was taken MEori language was going to die. The incentive

and motivation to focus future ME developments in the direction of M6ori

language revitalisation rather than in the direction of equally established evidence

in other areas, such as academic underachievement (Harker, l97l), was the result

of a deeper yearning among many M6ori to maintain the sense of being M6ori

rather than knowledge about the moribund state of the language. Where the state

needed to take responsibility and resource M6ori language initiatives in schools it

was clear that following the liberal ethic of piecemeal intervention through policies

advocating gradualism (eg. four already established schools being redesignated as

four bilingual schools, over five years) was not going to rescue the language. In

order to redress the injustices associated with a century of schooling as a

"civilising mission" (Simon & Smith, 2001) Miiori needed to be the prime movers.

It was this notion, described above as a deeper yeaming, combined with the idea of

the rectification of past injustices that the second notion of prime movers begins to

take shape. An awakening among M6ori that unless they take direct action, that

unless they become the prime movers in the education of their young people, MSE

will either completely appropriate ME and conclude the civilising mission or ME
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will become, using the words of Mills, "banalised and in the process emptied of
moral force and intellectual cogency" (1977:23), that is, become defunct. The

sentiments expressed in these words have weighed heavily on my mind throughout

a substantial part of my career in education. This thesis is an attempt to clear the

way before setting out to attempt reconstructive surgery on a system pre-occupied

with cosmetic piecemeal intervention.

Where an education about MEori and a minimum of an education rn Meori had

been the norm in ME from at least the beginnings of the Native Schools system,

we note a significant increase in an education in MEori from the 1970s onward.

ME is the area of my professional expertise; it provides me with the experiential

base upon which to assess and evaluate different educational theories, philosophies

and practices, lts well as being the source of much of my emotional sustenance.

From the very earliest association MEori were suffrciently habituated by what

PEkehd had to offer to accept their 'tools' without any suggestion that their own

ancestral treasures would ever need to be compromised, let alone replaced by a
completely foreign agenda. Three such treasures included te reo rangatir4 the

chiefly language; whEnau, hap0, iwi as the major form of social organisation; and

whakapapa as the genealogical links that constitute consciousness of self. Yeg

compromise has been one of the defining characteristics of *re historical

development of ME: MEori wanted what Pdkehe had, but in order to satisfy this

want they had to surrender something. For example, in order to acquire Engtish

language competence, it was made clear that M6ori language must cease from

being used. As another example, Mdori wanted to establish schools for their

people but before they could do so they had to "give at least two acres of land

suitable for a school site" (Simon & Smith, 2001:322-6).

The theoretical juxtaposition of these

sociology) conjure up an exciting set

whakapapa operate like hierarchy? Can

two fields of endeavour (MEori and

of possibilities for investigation: does

a culture with a predominantly sacred-
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orientation survive alongside a culture with a predominently secular-orientation

witJrout one becoming disadvantaged? ME in its post-colonialist garb, is as

different from its pre-European roots as modern sociology is from its Comtean

positivist scientifi c beginnings.

Perhaps the most fransformative cultural space made available to Meori through

colonisation was the institutionalisation of schooling. The Native Schools Act of
1867 established "a national, state-confiolled system of village primary schools for

MEiori under the supervision of the Native Department" and by 1879 transferred to

Department of Education control (Simon, 1998: xvi).

Possibilities of a sociology of Mnori education

Why a sociology of ME? Has sociolog5r something to offer ME and if it has wtrat

is it? These are difficult questions to answer and decidedly more problematic as

the MEori 'renaissance' of the last four decades seeks ways to 'shake-ofP the

colonial baggage of the last 160 years and assert its own updated definitions of
knowing about the world and beyond, as well as knowing about oneself and one's

place in the world, about what of MEori culture is real and what we c:rn know

about it, and how one might decide how to act in the world. These statements

about knowledge, about reality, and about methodology ar€ philosophical

questions and they are as important to an understanding of ME and the

contribution of sociology as any other discipline. But I am interested in sociology

and philosophy to the degree that they can shed light on our understanding of the

relationship between MSE and ME. In that sense then, it is probably more precise

to describe the approach taken in this thesis as deriving from what Mills (1977)

refers to as the sociological imagination .!s described above, in conjunction with

what we might refer to as a philosophical imagination; the mix or over-lap

generated through the sacred and the secular, the experiential and the scientific,

belief and knowledge.
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It is the sceptical edge that the sociological imagination generates through its

programme of action that is needed to dramatically transform ME. In this respec!

my thesis is, that ME exists as a system in its own right, arguably, because the

New Zealand education system is fundamentally flawed. There would not be this

object called ME if the system was successful in educating MEori. A system that

espouses overtly an education in the interest of all students would be inclusive of
MEori if it was successful. This is the same point Bernstein made in his critique of
'compensatory' education when he remarked:

I do not understand how we can talk about ofering compensatory e&tcation to
children who in the first place have not, as yet, been offered an adeqaate
education environment (I 97 3 : 2 I 5).

The preference for the New Zealand orthodox or mainstream education system is

to be inclusive of all New Zealanders. Nowhere is this preference mone succinctly

stated than in the words of the Minister of Education of the day, Right Honourable

Peter Fraser in 1939:

The Government's objective, broadly eryressed, is that every person, whdever
his level of academic abilig, whether he be rich or poor, whether he live in lqwn
or countryt, lus a right, as a citizen, to afree e&rcation of the kindfor which he is
best fitted and to the fullest extent of his powers. (Report of the Commission on
Education in New Zealand {urrie Report, 1962:ll).

Because consecutive govenrments have been unable to achieve this goal they

sanction instead numerous sub-systems that over time become legitimated and so

we get, among other kinds of education, Catholic education, Pacific education, and

ME. My contention is that knowing MEori, is knowing New zealand.

unfonunately, knowing New zealmd, however comprehensively, without

including Mdori knowledge, values, institutions, practices and processes at the

historical and everyday community level is an education that can do everything

except attach people knowingly to the land they call home. An education for New

Zealanders that includes indepth studies of MEori, the land, and their relationship

with non-M6ori in a fulty integrative fashion is not 'M6ori' education, it is
education in its fullest and most meaningful sense.
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Critiquing mainstream education

It is argued that the mainstream education system needs to be more Miiori-

inclusive. This assertion begs at least two questions: more than what, and for what

reasons. To answer the second question first, two reasons are offered in terms of
curriculum (Meori knowledge base):

(a) because the majority of M6ori students in the compulsory sector are in

mainstream schools and these schools need to dramatically improve their

ability to satisS the educational needs of these students. An important way

to do that is to ensure that teachers are familiar with the Maori knowledge

base of the communities they find themselves in. The proportion of
students moving into KMS are likely to increase with the increased

availability of these schools where there is demonstrated interest from

M6ori communities: and

(b) because it is the Maori knowledge base that creates the distinctive and

unique place of New Zealand in the world. All citizens of New Ze*tlmd

have the right to know something of this knowledge base. This could be in

the nature of heritage studies and include the history of relationships

between MEori and PiikehF./non-M6ori peoples.

The idea of an education system being more Mdori inclusive suggests that what

counts as MEori knowledge does not play a prominent role in schools in this

country. This has been the case since the Native Schools Act of 1867. Apart from

specific moments in history dating from the earliest period of assimilation, much

as the cultural adaptation era of the 1930s (Simon & Smith, 2001: 174-202),the

bilingual era of the 1970s @epartment of Education, 1970) and the tatra Maori

period of the 1980s (New zealandEducational Institute, l98l; scott, 19g6), MEori

knowledge has struggled to find a substantive place within the official curriculum

of New Z'ealand schools. More Mdori inclusive suggests not only more content
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than what already exists but content which is seen as important by Maori for the

maintenance and promotion of what it means to be MEori in today's and

tomorrow's worlds.

More content in itself, is also seen as insuflicient. A M6ori inclusive system

would prioritise a knowledge base but it would also need to take into account

M6ori 'ways of knowing' (language, organisation), 'ways of thinking'

(evaluations, accountability), and 'ways of doing' (pedagogy, reciprocity).

The politics of Maori medium education

It is argued that the MEori medium education MtvC) system is profoundly

inhibited by the umbilical attachment it has to mainstream curriculum, pedagory,

assessment and control. The nature of this attachment has its roots in Western

philosophy and emancipatory individualism, in colonialism and cultural

imperialism. The link or relationship is fundamentally racist and patemalistic. The

case made by the British scholars, verma and Bagley (1979:108) applies equally

to the New Zealand context:

The centrd problem is that we live, nol only in a rulti-ethnic, calturally plural
society, but in a racist one,..A society that features socially structured race-
related ineqaalities can accurately be thus described, whateier fhe state of its
rhetoric of intent'.

The MME system, it is argued, needs to be more Mdori-centred for two

reasons:

(a) because it can only truly be an alternative system to the mainsheam when it

can develop under the requisites of whdnau, hapii and iwi-based

curiculum, pedagogy, assessment and control; and

(b) because the standards of what it means to be educated in Mdori terms and

through M6ori criteria must come through a MME system for all students.

They must establish the standards and be party to their assessment and

evaluation if accountability is to have any meaning in this context.

marn
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A MME system is envisaged as a parallel system to the mainstream. It already

exists now in a 'de facto' form and by that is meant, most of the components of an

education system exist as material facts now, but in the eyes of officialsn these al€

all parts of the existing education system not a separate or parallel system. The

KME system is constituted by institutions and by umbrella administrative

structures. These are Te K6hanga Reo and its umbrella organisation, The National

Trust ('early childhood'r0sector); KKM and wharekura and their umbrella

organisation, Te Rtinanga-nui-o-ngi Kura Kaupapa MEori o Aotearca (compulsory

schooling sector); and Wfuranga and their umbrella organisation, Te Tauihu o ng6

WEnanga (tertiary sector).

These educational structures represent all kaupapa Maori institutions from early

childhood, ttrough the compulsory sector, to tertiary levels. ln theoretical terms,

all that needs to be added to complete a parallel system is some form of over-

arching, whakaruruhau, or administrative parent body/bodies. Such a structure will
be discussed in Chapter 8 although it should be recognised that KME is only one

ofthe Mdori medium forms of provision Chapter 8 deals with.

New Zealand is probably too small in terms of population, too centralised in terms

of its educational administration, and too culturally dominated by its mainstream

to accommodate a fully-fledged parallel education system without imposing

constraints on the kaupapa M6ori system that would lead to an inevitable derailing

of its agenda. Nevertheless, the kaupapa Meori system is likely the only authentic

e.It is important to recognise that TKR and the National Trust perceive themselves as being
whdnau-oriented (family-oriented) rather than belonging 0o thcearly childhood sector.

Table 1.2 Kaupapa Miiori education institutions and umbrella organisations

INSTITUTIONS

Ngd Kdhanga Reo

UMBRELLA ORGAMSATIONS

The National Trust

Kura Kaupapa MEori/wharekura -+ Te Riinanga-nui-e.ngE Kura Kaupapa M6ori

W5nanga Te Tauihu
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system of education that will really work in the interests of Meori. If the

mainstream system works because it reproduces from one generation to the next,

people who identiff with the values, customs, mores, laws and institutions

espoused by the sponsors of that system, and if it is also true, that the reason MEori

as a category or as an aggregate do not do as well in that system because they have

difficulty identifoing and owning those same values, customs, mores etc., then a

parallel system makes sense. M6ori cannot continue to be the disproportionate

failures of the system (Chapter 2) while the system seeks more and better ways to

accommodate M6ori aspirations.

1.3 Research questions Ga)
RQ 1: the success of biased failure

why is it that differential achievement has persisted for so long within ME ?

Attendance at schools in New Zealand has been compulsory for M6ori since 1894.

Therefore, the system has been obligated to ensure the education of all Maori

students but it has not. Why? Part of the answer to this questions rests with the

observation that "education has the characteristics it does have because of the

goals pursued by those who control it" (Archer, 1984:l). The problem for M6ori in

education began with the 'Native Schools' where the emphasis was on the

'schooling' of the Mdori child and her whinau in conjunction with the community.

It is argued that a theory of the schooling of Miiori, has always been the priority

rather than a theory of Maori schooling based on a philosophy of ME. It wilt be

argued that this is not a mere semantic play on words but is at the heart of
understanding what the problem is and how to go about transforming it. The

answer to the question is introduced in Chapter 2 and extended in Chapter I in a

discussion around a theory of MEori schooling called kura kaupapa Mdori.

Throughout the thesis frequent shifu are made between macro and micro level

analyses because of a reluctance to privilege one form over the other. A case is

argued forthe'success of biased failure'that is about systemic failure as well as
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individual failure. It is biased because failure falls more consistently on those who

are brown and those who are poor. For such failure to be long-tenn as well as

consistent, the question is raised whether someone must be benefrting, hencen the

success of biased failure. Of course, not all M6ori children fail in schools and of all

those students who do fail, most are not MEori because most students are not

M6ori. Despite the negative nature of the statement, the success of biased failure,

what is really intended is a search for explanations and causes that lead to success

as well as those which lead to failure. Behind the statement is a consideration of
the key parties (education system, schools, teachers, parents, curricula, studants),

key explanatory theories (deficig cultural difference, social inequality, educational

deviance) and the relations between them.

RQ 2: dividing practices - manipulated consensus

How does the mainsheam education system, through the mechanism of
compulsory formal schooling, go about its business of tansforming M6ori

students into subjects from one generation to the next?

The first two questions deal with the cornmon mechanism of subjectification. The

cornmon theme which arises is that of collusion between MEori and Piikeh5 as a

form of consensus albeig a manipulated normative consensus. What is in the best

interests of the mainstream ought to be also in the best interests of Meori.

Foucault (1982:777-778) discusses three 'modes of objectification' (dividing

practices, modes of inquiry, and self-subjectification). They are those

constructions that transform human beings into subjects and for the purposes of
this thesis, the process of transforming MEori into non-Miiori, or at least shadows

oftheir actual potential. Within a similar but different context, Nader et al (1997:l)

describes how 'controlling processes' (the tansformative nature of central ideas

that emanate from institutions operating as dynamic components of power)

consffuct and institutionalise culture. She examines examples of different tlpes of
confrol (manipulated consensus, constructive dialogue, cultural control, immanent
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transformation) to show how individuals and groups are influenced and persuaded

to participate (or resist) in their own domination. Nader's examples of controlling

processes have been modified in the light of the case studies on mediating

structures. The effect of modes of objectification plus controlling processes within

each of the mediating structures explored produces a 'double-whammy' on the

vulnerable participants in each case, that is, those who have less institutional

power in an asymmetrical relationship of dominant/subordinate players. Each of

these pairings is discussed briefly.

The first mode of objectification is what Foucault calls 'dividing practices'. An

interpretation of official reports on ME (Chapter 5) will be the case study used to

explore this mode. Dividing practices are forms of co-option. Co-option occuts

every time Mdori subjects are brought into decision-making bodies or pseudo-

scientific groups to discuss ME matters where they are placed in a position where

they are either divided inside themselves or divided from others. If they are to

operate as M6ori they must first of all either educate their non-MEori group

members about things Meori or be prepared to 'turn-the-other-cheek' in order not

to be challenging every transgression against MEori ways of thinking and acting.

The micro-processes for rcsocialisation involved in those working intimately on

reports provide many opportunities for members to debate issues, for conciliation

and compromise, and to 'get under the skin' of what the American sociologist

Mills distinguishes as the "personal troubles of milieu" venius 'fublic issues of

social structure' (1977:1$. When those in positions of power want to do what is

right but confuse or distort the personal over the sfirctural in matters of

MEori/?dkeh6 relations, the oxymoron of coercive harmony or manipulated

consensus seem like a pragmatic solution to a problem for the 'too hard basket'.

modes of inquiry- constructive dialogue

An analysis of the role of consultation in ME (Chapter 6) will be discussed to

illustrate this mode. Consultations have been widely used by government
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departments for many years to take their views on future directions directly to

MEori communities to get a sense of the strength of support for those views. The

problem with consultation between govemments and MEori are obvious in two

senses. Firstly, every government departrnent (except perhaps Treasury and the

State Services Commission) is required to consult with Mdori. For every round of
consultations the Mdori groups remain relatively the same in terms of membership

(members of a marae community, a hapii, an iwi) but every govemment

department is different in terms of those members attending consultation hui. Over

a l0 year period this problem is multiplied. The govemment departrnent wants to

know what the Mdori community thinks about proposals q b, and c while the

M6ori community wants to know what happened to their recommendations x, y,

and z which they offered at the last five consultation hui. The second problem

relates to the clear disadvantage one party has in terms of a negotiation process; it

feels like there is no negotiation. What governments choose to have on the agenda

defines what counts as grievances and what counts as new directions. What is

wanted from the consultation is a process - how do we convince you of our

definition of the problem; and what stategies are the winning strategies for us in

order to achieve the new direction.

As in dividing practices, the micro-processes for re-socialisation within the role of
consultation provide some (although not as many) opportunities to build familiar

relationships to at least 'put a face' to the participants on both sides of the inquiry.

This is not a trivial outcome. The need for 'constructive dialogue' before, during

and after a consultation will depend seriously on the elements of a constructive

dialogue, namely, mutual leaming, information sharing, co-operation, and a
harmonisation of the major outcomes.

self-s ubjeailicotion - calturol control

The third mode talks about the way a human being turns oneself into a subject. To

illustrate this mode an analysis of what is described as institutional marae is

explored. In its raditional sense a marae is a Maori kin-based institution. Since the
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massive migration of Mdori from rural to urban seffings following the Second

World War, the phenomenon of urban marae came into existence everywhere

MEori found themselves in close approximation in city areas. These marae were in

many ways like traditional rural marae except that most were not kin-based and all

were situated on land that belonged to some other tribe. During the 1970s tertiary

institutions and a growing number of secondary schools began constructing what I
have called institutional marae that operated like half-way houses, bridgrng

institutions or mediating structures to accommodate MEori snrdenB into the host

institution. They also served to accommodate the wider Mdori community into the

host institution as well as being a focal point for the promotion of Maori values

and custom within the host institution.

In some cases (perhaps most) institutional marae reflect the place of Mdori within

the institutions where they exist. Over a relatively short period in the late 1970s

institutional marae appeared on campuses (secondary and tertiary institutions)

throughout the country. They appeared almost unnoticed by the general public and

in short time became institutionalised, or considered a natural and normal part of
those institutions. However, within the separate institutions, debates were far from

idealised versions of race relations, harmonised and consensual, as detail from the

discussions from the review of tertiary marae attest (see Chapter 7). Questions

about who was to benefit from the appearance on campus of such a marae remains

problematic. lssues of cultural control, of 'getting inside people's heads' is, on the

surface, at least, questioning the university's role of 'critique and conscience of
society'. Is the institutional marae another way of exercising that critical role, like

the role played by the science laboratory, or the library, or the lecture theatre?

RQ 3: what knowledge - how distributed?

How does mainsheam society and its education system influe,nce Meori

education?
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The third key question signals a shift from the earlier consensus model in that

M6ori have realised that the 'powers-tlat-be' would never have created kdhanga

reo or KKM, left to their own devices, and MEori have, therefore, had to devise

these stnrctures of their own volition. The problem is a question of difference, for

example (a) how M6ori is a KKM? (b) How M6ori can a KKM be? (c) Is a

kaupapa Maori curriculum in itself sufficient? (d) What is the difference between a

school where everything is taught in Mdori and another school where everything is

taught in English, or Samoan, or Tongan? To answer the research questiono one

must ask about a theory of schooling, a philosophy of education, and a politics of

society. My argument is that the current Mdori medium movement in education

has to be able to address the questions (a to d) above if the altemative system is to

be an educational as well as a liberatory one for MEori. As Rata (1991:41) has

argued most perceptively,

Any challenge by ot indigenous colonised society to the dominanl cryilalist
colonising society would rced to include a challenge to (the) concept of llv
stages and means of lumon liberuion.

The question is mainly about process but the process is not perceived in a vacuum,

it relates fundamentally to the question of what is to count as educational

knowledge, an epistemological as well as a political question. The epistemological

questions to be answered could include what M6ori knowledge should be available

in the curriculum; in Mdori thinking, is knowledge distinctive from belief; and

what is the difference between fact and opinion in the MEori world? The political

questions are, if "knowledge is a selection from the cultures" (Lawton, 1983),

whose knowledge is being selected/ignored; how can change be brought about in

the curriculum; and is it possible to share power and authority and how might that

happen? This question is the focus for Chapters 3 and 4.

RQ 4: what is the difference kaupapa Mlori makes?

Is the kaupapa Mdori response to the distribution of power and the prinoiples of

social control through education likely to make a real difference to MAori student

performance as well as create a better education system for all?
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It is clearly provocative to think of MME as another mediating structure yet it is

possible to see it in that light. In the eyes of those staunch advocates of the KME

movement there are those who see it as the salvation of te reo Maori (the Maori

language) and therefore, the survival of a distinct cultural identity while others see

it as a banner for tino rangatiratanga (self-determination) and the fore-runner for

an alternative education system alongside mainstream education. KME as

practiced in KKM is therefore an institution intermediate between the whdnau and

hapti and the world at large. They exist as a bridge between a fractured Mdori

traditional society and the secular state. On the other hand, KME is a positive

assertion of Miiori aspiration and is therefore more than a resistance movement.

KME follows the notion of an immanent hansformation within MEori society

despite the stated intent of mainstream New Zealand.Immanent transformation is

nothing like "measuring up and falling into line" to quote from Nash (1983), but a

direct challenge to both mainstream hegemonic institutions and practices as well as

to those MEori caught in the malaise of inevitable assimilation into 'Kiwi-culture'.

This question is explored in the final part of the thesis under the heading of the

place and politics of whEnau, hapii and iwi education and attempts by Mdori to

establish what is commonly referred to as a M6ori Fducation Authority. M6ori

should not hold any illusions about how difficult, perhaps even impossible, this

altemative system will be to establish and successfully sustain over time.

However, a numerically growing and vocal faction within Mlori society, which

itsslf is continuing to grow, is taking more measured and bolder steps to get better

organised at local, regional, national and international levels. MEori are responding

to capacity-building recommendations by governments by seeking higher levels of

training and education on a broader front than previously experienced. Meori are

pushing ahead with the kaupapa MEori agenda in education, law, business, health,

communications and politics. They begin by hansforming existing institutions,

and, if education can provide an exemplary model, move on to the creation of

alternative institutions. The kaupapa MEori goal in simple terms is, to socially and
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culturally reproduce M6ori society not as a cultural goup set in concrete about

1840 but as a dynamic cultural entity which retains what Miiori have always

wanted since the beginning of the colonising period, namely, the best of bottr/all

worlds.

1.4 Propositions, evidence and outcomes

Proposition I - The srcoess of biased fsilure

The history of ME is the history of what PEkehE believe Mdori need" in order to

become 'full citizens' of New Zealand (article 3 of the Treaty of Waitangi). The

process is more about socialising and propagandising than about educating, and

what is mone, is relatively successful judging by the proportion of M6ori who fail

in the system and who blame their failure on themselves or on their culture.

The establishment by the Crown of policies, institutions, practices, and stmctures

that define what will count as full citizenship and by default, what will not,

diminishes M6ori at the outset. In education the question is no! why do M6ori fail

in the system and others do no! but" why some acts/behaviours are defined as

achievements and others not.

Table 1.3 Research questions and organisation of chapters

RQl. Why is itthat
differential
achievement has
penisted for so long
within Miori
education?

RQ2. How does
mainstream society
and its education
system influence
Mdori educcion?

RQ3 How does the
mainstream education
system, through the
mechanism of
compulsory formal
schooling, go about its
business of
transforming M6ori
students into
'subjects' from one
generation to the next?

RQ4. Is the Mdori
medium response to
the disfiibution of
power and the
principles of social
contnol through
education likely to
make a real difference
to Mdori student
performance as well as

create a bstter
education system for
all?

Chapters 2 Chapten 3-4 Chapter 5-8 Chaptcr 9
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M6ori are disadvantaged within the system to the degree that the system can be

accurately described as being based on the success of biased failure. He rdkau

morimori, e kore e taea te piki (a tee shom of branches cannot be climbed)

expresses this sentiment in M6ori terms (Mead & Grove, 2001:l l3).

Proposition 2 - The application of mediating structures

Full citizenship for MEori, according to the Crown, requires that M6ori learn to

prioritise the P6kehd agenda and to set aside their own preferences (article I of the

Treaty). The Crown has achieved this goal through the application of what are

called mediating structures through controlling processes which operate to draw

Meori in, to include them in the MSE system without risking pow€r, authority or

control over the educational agenda Indeed, mediating stnrctures/controlling

processes, when operating successfully, will give M6ori the illusion of having

power, exercising authority, and being in control of their destiny in education. This

illusion is like having the shadow without the substance.

Thre€ modes of cultural regulation along with the controlling processes for each

are discussed within the contexts of four mediating stnrctures:

Reinterpretation of these modes of cultural regulation or usages and practices away

from the tyranny of participation as exercised historically through mediating

structures and we are left with MEori blaming themselves for their own condition.

Tahuparae captures this state in the apt aphorism: Ko au te taupd, kihai i pwwai

alat moemoed (l am the obstacle to the fruition of my dreams) (Tahuparae, 1995).

Table 1.4 Cultural regulation, controlling processes and the mediating structures

Modec of cultural reeuhffon Contrcllins pnrcess€g Modiadne structur€s
dividing practices manipulated @nsensus Ch.5 Reports on Mdori

education
modes of inouirv constructive dialoeue Ch.6 Process of Consultation
self-subjectification cultural control Ch.7 Institntional Marae

Ch.8 Meori Medium Schooling
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Proposition 3 - Using the crestive tension in a relationship

MEori preferences in education, as they are in life, are three-fold: (i) to survive as

Mdori, (ii) to be in community with whanau, hapii and iwi, and (iii) to contribute

to the well-being of the society as a whole and the world at large - these are the

problems to be addressed by all peoples in every era (article 2 of the Treaty). It

should be obvious that schooling alone cannot achieve this goal. The relationship,

for example, between schooling and the economy need to meet, in terms of the

Treaty of Waitangi, a 'fiduciary standard' (Wardill, 2001) that disadvantages

neither party.

The rise of the 'MME agenda' may have taken more than a hundred years to

eventuate but there is a sense where such an agenda surfacing was virtually

inevitable, so long as there was an identifiable goup of people who self-defined as

Miiori and did so proudly. Another contributing sense of the inevitable is the

notion that mainstream education would never have invented kohanga reo and

KKM. Not because they lacked the vision or wit but rather because of the false

belief that mainstream education so defined was only in need of modification to

make it right for all learners.

The 'creative tension' in the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and Iwi

M6ori is based on the flawed notion of being like apartrrership without the legal or

constitutional substance associated with partnership. However, it is the creative

tension within the relationship that a theory of culturaUeducational change must

exploit. Again, Mdori fully understand this position: Hui tdtou ka tl! Wehewehe

tdtou ka hinga (United we stand! Divided we fall -Mead & Grove,200l:142).

Proposition 4 - An hypothesised dual education system

Article 3 of the Treaty (full citizenship) can only be attained when the means by

which citizenship for Miiori is achieved (ie. the mediating stnrctures) are called

into question as neo-colonial forms of domination and are, therefore, unjust and

dysfunctional to MAori.
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Attempts by MEori groups to establish a separate education system on the grounds

of mainstream systemic failure of M6ori in education, will not, in the long-term

solve the problem because an asymmetrical power relationship exists between

Mdori and Pdkehd which will in time force the svstem to deconstntct the M6ori

alternative.

What is proposed is a continuing emphasis on issues of participation,

communication, achievement, accountability etc. but through an agenda of place-

based leaming acting as a buffer to mainstream hegemonic excesses.

Proposition 5 - What it means to be educated

A difference model accepts the fact that cultures are different, that notions of

justice and fairness, no less than what it means to be educate4 are different for

different peoples and that difference does not mean deficit.

What it means to be educated is the question to be answered; what is the purpose

of education; and how these questions are to be addressed is the agenda for the

future.

The Crown seems to be in some trepidation in what Mahuta (1979) referred to as

"te hurihanga o te hinengaro " (the revolution of the mind or the intellectual

revolution being experienced by Maori). One wonders what there is to fear in an

education for all.

1.5 Mdori and mainstream education: summary

The research for this work is fundamentally theoretical and exploratory but there is

some attempt to be part of the initiatory practice of conducting fieldwork and

gathering data especially in the case studies of consultation and institutional

marae. But a significant proportion of the theorising herein is deduced from the
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experiences of a lifetime in the educational profession and made more intensive

through enjoying the privilege of working in a university and in one sense, being

able to escap€ from the confinement of schools, teachers, students, curriculum and

parents and an opportunity to concentate on libraries, lectures, ministerial offices,

conference presentations, research and writing. The question of which comes first

among tr*ry, experience, and data has not been that important in my thinking.

Experience weighs heavily because that signals one's entry into the world of

formal education and schooling however, deriving data from theory rather than

theory from data as discussed earlier, has also proven a fruitful exercise for the

insights produced. Further comments on research methodology are inserted in

appropriate places related to the mediating stnrctures Chapters 5 to 8.

As with other indigenous peoples of the modern world (Australian Aboriginal,

Native Americans, First Nations peoples of Canada" lnuit of Alaska) M6ori share

similar problems, which in short-hand terms can be defrned as problems of identity

which can be seen as the function of asymmetrical power relations. The problems

are seen to originate in acts of separation as a result of nineteenth century or earlier

forms of colonisation. The separations are numerous, for example, from traditional

lands, language, cosmologies, economies, sources of power and authority,

knowledge and customs, food supplies and much morc. Chapters 2 and 4 establish

a oway of looking' at these problems (through a sociological and philosophical

imagination) and investigating them. Chapter 3 will examine in some depth the

issues surrounding M6ori identity with the researcher's own experiences as

evidence. The questions addressed include: Is there a problem of identity smong

Maori? Are there modes of objectification? What are they? How are M6ori

identities transformed?
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Chapter 02

The ideolory of Mlori education

2.1 Introduction

The two aims of this chapter are, firs! to show that the ideological foundations of

the development of Mdori education, are directly conditional upon a political

philosophy of racial and cultural superiority. The second aim, is to demonstrate

how ideology - particularly as it is manifested in differential achievement - has

developed as a result of successive iterations of policies and practices that assume

MAori are dependent on PEkehd goodwill without any reciprocal intention on the

part of the mainstream. M6ori want and need what Piikehd have to offer, but

Pdkeha can choose whether they will accept anything that M6ori have to offer the

system. ln other words, the asymmetrical power relationships between MEori and

Pdkeha must be taken into account if policy and practice in M6ori education is to

make any substantial difference in the social relations represented in school

practices such as school attendance, academic performance, participation in the

life of the school and so on. Simon (1936) has already researched and written,

what is undoubtedly the most lucid worh on the issues of ideology in the

schooling of M6ori children. I acknowledge her scholarship in this field.

To get a balanced view about cause and effect it is probably sensible to set out

with relatively neutral premises like (a) Mdori generally want as good an education

as anybody else wants, and (b) the education system, through its teachers, would

like to deliver to Mdori students as good an education through schooling as they

are capable of. The next step is to ask is how well do M6ori students perform in

the system and how does that compare with non-M6ori? The fourth step relates to

teachers and asks how successful they have been in delivering an education to

M6ori in comparison to non-Meori? If the answers to these first four steps throw
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up discrepancies in performance, two funher enquiries would need to follow: (i)

what it is that MEori want from the system, and (ii) what is the role the wider

system plays in M6ori educational performance.

Even a preliminary investigation of some of the oitical literature in the narrow

field of differential achievement in MEori education (Harker, 1978; Department of

Education, National Advisory Committee on M6ori Education, 1980; Nash, 1983)

as well as the statistical data produced and disseminated annually by the Minisfy

of Education for example, NgE Haeata Mdtauranga" (2001) leave little doubt that

simplistic, topdown, linear explanations for M6ori under-achievement is a

nonsense. Reductionist explanations like, it's because they're dumb or lazy or

disorganised, or their culture doesn't value achievement' are at least as dismissive

as other explanations like, 'it's because the teachers are racist, or the curriculum is

not relevant, or assessment is biased, or the environment is culturally insensitive'.

The educational field is as diverse and as complex as the multitude of peoples and

influences within it. One would expect that analysis and explanation need to at

least model that complexity.

This study has set out to find some of the truths underlying developments in MEori

education, without compromisirg, * objective a scientific approach as practicable

within the limits of the thesis. In brief, the thesis argues that the system is loaded

against M6ori from the outset. Even the Native,/MEori School system which lasted

for 102 years was really a system-in-transition, a place-holder until such time as

MEori young people were seen to be sufficiently socialised into the P6kehd world

to join the mainstream. With regard to the mainstream system it has always

accepted M6ori students and it has always treated MEori students paternalistically

as capable of being as good as P5keh6. Achievements have usually been assessed

and evaluated in comparative terms. For MEori, the message is, to achieve any

comparability in any aspect of the education system, you are to set aside your
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M6oritanga (qualities that distinguish you as a M6ori) in favour of acquiring

Piikehatanga (the qualities that will distinguish your socialisation into the world of
the PdkehE). The politics behind this assertion are explained below under the sub-

heading, two political philosophies and the philosophies as they pertain to
education under the sub'heading, two epistemological naditions.

The chapter concludes with a brief discussion on Maori agency and relative

autonomy. Much of what is contained in this chapter and the following two is a

critique of the mainstream education system. The system is represented in a'big
brother' adversarial role manufactured out of consensus (that is, with both

mainstream and MEori agreement). The consensus is seen (by mainstream) as

being neither coercive nor oppositional to MEori but simply different. One is

individualist-oriented, the other relational-oriented. There is no intention to coerce

but the effect is the same. So long as MEori do not get to exercise their

rangatiratanga and mana they see themselves caught up in the determinism of
victim-hood and fatalism. The coercion, outlined in the section on the ideology of
biased failure is meant to convey the message that coercion is a feature of
structures not as a product of intentions, which only individuals can have.

The complexity of actors and influences is organised around what are being called

in this study, mediating stntctures (Part n). The complexity inherent in methods of
procedure, include the application of a sociological imagination (introduced in

Chapter l), socio-biographical data (especially Chapter 3) but also throughout each

of the chapters, with the sub-heading, reflections on experience, and conventional

approaches as found in hermeneutical analysis (Chapter 5), empirical field-work
(Chapter 6), and archival documentation (Chapter 7). The concluding chapter to

the thesis (Chapter 9) is an attempt to suggest a way ahead in developing a truly
complex education system for Aotearoa New Zealand. Such a system will be based

on equality as both a 'legal' and 'ethical' activity. It is a system premised on the
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acceptance of the need for all New Zealand citizens to be able to walk confidently

and knowingly in at least the two cultures that are the founding cultures of this

nation.

2.2 Two political philosophies

The sociologist Mills (1977:15) explains the idea of a political philosophy in terms

of ideals by which we can make choices about positionality and directionality. In

the context of this study political philosophy refers to a set of ideals or an ethic

used to make judgements about people and activities as well as help articulate

goals and guidelines for their aspirations and policies. More importantly a political

philosophy

eontains theories of man, society and history, or ql least assumptions abou han,
society is made up and how il worhs; abou whot ue held to be ils mosl
importanl elemenls and how these elements oe typically related; its major poinls
ofcontlict and how these conflicts are resolved. It suggests the methods ofstudy
appropride to its theories. From these theories and with these methods,

expectations se derived (ibid)

Educationalists in the West have traditionally steered clear of notions of politics in

education and never more so than in education systems that are centnally

administered, organised and controlled such trs exists in New Zealand.

Educationalists like to think that what they do is culturally neutral, non-aligned

politically, ahistorical, and atheoretical. The notion of a child-centred progressive

education has been a central tenet of New Zealand educational practice since at

least the 1940s. Even in today's world, the Education Review Office motto that

appears on their literature is Ko te tamaiti te pfitake o te kaupapa (The child - the

heart of the matter). There is a sense that so long as the child has priority, the

political world of adults will have to play a secondary role. Interestingly enough,

even one of the founding fathers of progressive education, the American

philosopher, Dewey (1938 cited in Bowen & Hobson, 1974:208-13), wrote a
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chapter on progressive education in which he outlined his thinking on the topic of

'social control'.

Social control and cultural revitalisation

The comparative educationalisg Epstein (1978) tells us that within the social

control thesis the basic proposition is the idea that,

avowedly latmanitwian ard reformist action by elites is a disguised efort to
protect its privileged position in the social strucfire against working class
people, who se taught to ascribe their inferior status to tleir mtn lacft of ability
or desire toworkhtd (ibid. p.255).

Epstein's social class analysis easily translates in this context to the issue of

cultural control. The distinction benueen social and cultural theories is often

diffrcult to differentiate. I am using cultural almost as a synonym for social except

that the former is a more limited version than the latter. Cultural control is a

limited version of social control; within the social will be a variety of cultures only

some of which might be under the influence of external controls as described in

the context of education. What might be seen as external controls by some, others

see as a necessity for civil life and a reality to be faced up to. For example, the

Canadian educationalist, Friedenberg (1982:xx) argues in favour of the latter with

his proclamation that:

Schools ha,e no option but to bow to the poticttlt cdture from which they
spring, to teach thd cullure's ideologt through an efricient core anrriczlum, and
al least to do il well, withoul pretending lhd il is anyth@ but cultural lwgemony
that they serte.

From a M6ori perspective external control in Mdori education has a long history

and most of it is viewed in a negative light. The definition of MEori education has

seen several shifts over the p€riod of a hundred years plus, from M6ori education

as the 'civilising' of the natives in the period 1816-1860; MEori education as the

'pacification'of the natives in the period 1860-1880; MEori education as
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'assimilation' in the period 1880-1930; MEori education as 'cultural adaptation'

from 1930-1960; Meori education as 'integration' in the period 1960-1970; MEori

education as 'taha Mliori' and 'bilingual education' in the 1970-1980 period;

Mdori education as 'bilingual education' and 'kaupapa M6ori' in the period 1980-

1990t. Each of these periods is also marked with a shift in emphasis in the

knowledge base taught in schools:

History captured in this linear fashion is a distortion of the reality of each period

but such an arangement does make it possible to see a shift in the nature of the

influences. It was believed that Maori would be civilised through the process of

formal education and eventually assimilated into P6kehd society. As the British

academic, Archer wrote, "Education is fundamentally about what people (those in

power) have wanted of it and have been able to do to if'(1984, pJo|.

Table 2.1 History of socio-cultural control in M6ori education l8l6-1990.

The New Ze,aland education system is no exception to this assertion even when the

only system that existed was the missionary village schools for M6ori. The

Education Act of 1877 set up the shape of the system, the way it was to be

' I have relied heavily on the published works of Barrington & Beaglehole (1974), Simon (1998)
and Simon & Smith (2001) for this surnmary of the history of M6ori education.

Period ldeologr Knowledge emphasis

l816-1860 Civilising mission Literacy, biblical, religious conversion,
M6ori reo

lE60-18E0 Pacifi cation, formal schooling Knowledge as universal, sEcular,
scientific, move to Enelish

1880-1930 Assimilation, universal schooling Agriculture, English increased, industrid,
formal. academic

1930-1960 Cultural adaptation Practical, firnctional (rural), local, manual
trainine- domestic science

t960-1970 Integration, MEori disadvantage Literacy, numeracy, English language
emohasis

r970-1980 Taha M6ori, bilingual education Basic te reo for everybody, general
knowledse of m6tauranca MEori

1980-1990 Bilingual education, kaupapa Mdori M6ori language for all; mdlaurangaM6ori
for Miori
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financed, what was to be taught, and who was to control which aspects @utchers,

I 932:70-8 I ; Campbell, 194l:4549).

What the linear presentation also reveals (Table 2.1) is a gradual shift away from

the forces for assimilation, a strengthening of M6ori resolve to assett their culture,

and an incorporation of the mainstream into the core of MEori culture. This shift

has been described by some as the Mdori renaissance (Webster, 1998), while I

prefer to use the concept of 'revitalisation' which conveys a more focused and

revolutionary transformation than does renaissance. The shift in emphasis in Mdori

education has occurrel over a very short time-span (1980-90) even though the

platform for change has built up steadily from the 1960s. According to the

anthropologist, Wal lace ( I 95 6 :265 ), revital i sation imp lies :

A deliberate, cottscious efort by members of a society to construct a
more satisfuing cttltwe. Revitalisation is tlrus, from a cdnral standpoint, a
special kind of ctlture change phenomena: the persons involved in tle process of
revitalisalion rmtst perceive lheir culture, or some major oeas of it, as a system
(whether accurdely or not); they mrst feel tlwt this cultural system is
unsatisfactory; and they must innovate not merely discrete items, hrt a new
cultural system, srycifrinC new relationships as well as, in some qreas, new
traits.

Not only has the kaupapa Mdori ideology come about as a planned, organised and

conscious attempt to provide an altemative to mainstream education (Smith, G.H.

1997), the years between the emergence of kura kaupapa Mliori (1995) and 2000

has had a marked effect on developments in mainsteam education, for example, as

these pertain to M6ori language provision, MEori-oriented approaches to

governance of schools and Treaty of Waitangi education at tertiary levels to narne

just a few contemporary developments. These components of political philosophy

have also been played out within the intersection of MEori and Western educational

philosophies. These are discussed in the next section.
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2.3 Twoepistemologicaltraditions

The thesis is that education through the process of schooling can equip all students

in New Zealand into at least two epistemological taditions, one with its roots

historically embedded in the West and the other with its origins firmly established

in the Pacific and Aotearoa. In MEori terms the shorthand labels for these two

episternological traditions are Pdkeh6 education and MBori educationn the first

representing the early settlers from Britain and the secon4 the

tangatawhenua/indigene of New Zealand. There is no assumption that these

traditions should be treated as equal although it is understood that they could be,

that they are inherently capable of being treated as equal. Built into this

understanding is the reality of colonialism that advantaged Pdkeh5 knowledge over

MAori knowledge. This says nothing of the potential that MEori knowledge retains

in terms of its capacity to be an advantage for all. To argue that all students in New

Zealand schools can be given the opportunity to learn according to the tenets of at

least two epistemological traditions does not necessarily imply that those traditions

should be either PdkehE or MEori although one could hardly expect a New Zealand

education system to not have its basis in at least one of either MEori or PEkehE

traditions. These are the educational traditions that belong to New Zealand. Having

an education system based on two epistemological haditions does not occur to me

to be in the least bit exaggerated given the ethnic and cultural diversity of most

modern states, appreciating the complexities of modern technologies, and

accepting the democratic principle of being able to choose, which most New

Zealanders demand as a right. It can be a matter of choice except that in a very

limited case, as in the education of Miiori, the choice does not exist. Most New

Zealanders prefer to remain closeted in their English language, European

philosophical traditions and customs rather than indulge too far into the intricacies

of te ao M6ori (the Meori world). MEori, on the other hand, must acquire a

reasonable facility in most things deriving from te ao Piikeh6 (the Pekeh6 world)

simply in order to move with some comfort in the everyday world of the New
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Zealander. Mdori language became virtually moribund before it received anything

like what was necessary for it to revitalise. I am reminded of the words I heard

spoken at a conference by a very distinguished Indian linguistics scholar,

Pattanayak (1983). He remarked:

Where a dominant monolingual situation existed, two languages sre considereda
nuisance, three languages are considered uneconomic: and many languages are
considered absurd Countries where multi-lingual situations predominae, many
languages are corcidered afact of life, any restriction on the choice of language
is considered a misance, while one Imguage is considered uneconomic and
absurd

For more than a century of formal education, this has been the message to Miiori

from the dominant monolingual Pdkehi society. Maori language revitalisation

arising out of 1970s politics has been the thin edge of the wedge. If Meori

language is resourced so that it can become a fully recognised and used language

within New Zealand society, then other aspects of M6ori culture will have a much

better chance of surviving as well. But this is getting a bit ahead. The foundations

for this cultural revitalisation came a little earlier.

Mtroritanga model

In the mid-1970s and early 1980s the Department of Education ran 17 mar,rc-

based in-service courses on Education in a Multi-cultural Society @epartment of

Education, 1982). Those attending these hui (meetings) were made up of local

marae members, inspectors of schools, principals of primary and secondary

schools, numbers of administrators from various educational agencies, and several

guest speakers. As a member of the MEori Advisory Services at the time I had the

privilege of anending and at times contributing to some of these hui. At many of

these hui, the Department used the services of a Tuhoe kaumdtua (tribal elder),

John Rangihau to talk about 'what it means to be a MEori', 'what it means to be

Tuhoe', and 'what it means to be a citizen of Aotearoa New Zealand'. Rangihau

was an eloquent speaker and orator in both English and Maori and he was an
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esteemed rangatira (leader) and kaumatua (elder). The purpose of his session,

which often lasted for several hours, was to convey information about the

complexity of te ao M6ori (the Miori world). Rangihau's audiences, Mgori and

Pekeha" professional and lay, academic and vocational listened in awe and respect

to the words of this tohunga (wise and knowledgeable person). Rangihau spoke to

a conceptual model labelled Mdoritanga (Fig. 2.1 at the end of this chapter).

concepts like aroha (respect), kawa (procedures), reo (language), kai (sustenance),

manaakitanga (hospitality), wairua (spirituality) made up the content of his

delivery as he defined each, related each to one another, spoke of personal

experiences related to each, told a variety of stories related to each and generally

outlined what can be referred to as a theory of Maoritanga. The stmcture of the

model was a lineal design with arrows to show the connectedness and holistic

nature of M6ori thinking. At the four corners of the model was the concepr

P6kehatangi to signi$, according to Rangihau, the comprehensive influence of
PdkehE domination. In his terms, every part of M6oritanga has felt the impact of
the dominant culture of the PEkehS. At one point I asked him why he spent all his

time and energy talking about Mdoritanga to mainly PEkehE audiences when

nobody spoke about the comprehensive influence on MEori of pEkeh6tanga.

He agreed but said he did not think it was his place to do that. The problem,

however, was that nobody thought it was their business to explain Pakehiitanga

Perhaps this intervention, which is exactly what the Department of Education

under the guidance of the highly respected Director of Mdori and Island &lucation,

Alan Smith was trying to do, that is, close the gap in ignorance between what the

educational professionals know and do not know about te ao Maori (the Maori
world). It assumes that when one group of people (pakeh6 teachen for example)

are better informed about another group of people (Maori for example) they are

more likely to empathise with them and less likely to treat them as stereotlpes.

There are good reasons to suggest that the assumption stands up to empirical
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evidence. However, in educational circles the assumptions go a little further than

simply empathy. It is assumed that when teachers (or policy maken,

administrators, and managers) are exposed to the inticacies of M6oritanga" for

example, they will be better informed about M6ori students and their cultural

backgrounds and as a consequence better able to teach them. The justification for

this leap of faith is a little more spurious. To know something about the

significance of te reo Maori to MEori people, tells us nothing about why it is in a

threatened state, how it helps the student to learn at school, or why the teacher

might want to encourage its use within the classroom. Ignorance was supported to

a considerable degree because a cognitive 'gap' existed which made it easier for

PEkehE to take for granted the context within which, in P[kehE hands, M6oritanga

is both diminished and expanded; who is in charge, who has the power, and who is

in control? Maori are indeed, members of an honourable and proud culture 'so

long as they know their place within society'. Nobody ever says this but on the

grounds of Pdkehd being a dominant majority, this is the silent message that

reverberates into every corner of society and into every aspect of everyday life. It

is this aspect of not having to say those words that must be explored further but

before we do, it is important to recognise that Rangihau's theory of Mdoritanga is

only one of several attempts by Mdori scholars to represent a holistic Mdori

philosophy of education (Pere, 1985; Reedy & Reedy,19931' Marsden & Henare,

1992;Te REnanga-nuio NgE Kura Kaupapa M6ori o Aotearo4 1998).

Whether we ane referring to the Mdoritanga theory, Te Wheke2, Te Wheriki,

Kaitiakitanga or Te Aho Matua some things remain consistent. The world is

considered value-bound (aroha, manaakitanga) we learn those values from the

social world (whanaungahngq tangihanga), we internalise them and they become

part of us (whakapap4 reo). They cannot be set aside (mana tapu). We come to

know the social world as being essentially relativist and where multiple realities

are the norrn. Everyone has his/trer own story to tell and variation is the reality

2 
See Pere (1999) 'Te reo me 6na tikanga' which is a kaupapa for Miori language and practice.
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(tikanga). What counts as truth is dependent on an analysis of the text and the

context of the narrative. A person's political identity is based on the premise that

one's rights are equal to oneos obligations (te mauritanga) whereas one's economic

identity is bound up in the premise that giving is equal to receiving 31koh4

ohaoha). The holistic approach means that M6ori culture is heavily oriented

toward wanting to put things together, it is intolerant of disconnecting and

atomising things within the social and natural worlds.

Despite approximately 200 years of the colonial experience, Miiori society

remains, exftaordinary as it seems, basically collectivistic and tribal-oriented in the

midst of a twenty-first century, highly developed capitalist society. Two cultural

elements could be seen to account for this phenomenon. The first is

ttirangawaewae (a place where one can stand; a sense of belonging) and the second

is the marae, the ancient institution brought by M6ori from Hawaiki to these

shores. So long as one has t[rangawaewae one has an attachment to the land

(whenua) and so long as one has attachment to whenua one has mana (power and

authority). And so long as one has a marae there will be kawa (sets of procedures

for different activities) where the institution of hui (gatherings of all description)

and celebration through kai (the partaking of food) and on special occasions,

hakari (ritual feasting) will take place. The continuity of Mdoritanga is ensured

with these two phenomena because the life force (mauri) is intact and the soul or

spirit (wairua) ensures that the connections (iho-matua) are firmly in place.

We can see that in terms of defining MEori education the Mdoritanga theory of the

1970s played a critical role in preparing the ground for the radical progress that

came with Te Kohanga Reo in 1982 and Kura Kaupapa Miori in 1985. It should

be obvious that what is described in the above two paragraphs, is an analysis of the

philosophical implications of the M8oritanga theory. The policies and practices

pertaining to MEoritanga envisaged by mainstream professionals (eg. Taha Maori)

3 I am grateful to Paul Green of Massey University for this insight as part of a lecture on 'the sacred
and the secular' (1978).
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was always going to be some distance, cognitively, and practically from where

most Mdori would like and/or expect them to be.

Liberal educstion model

We turn now to a discussion of the Western epistemological tradition. The theory

that most epitomises the Western tradition in education, is liberal theory. Much has

been written on this topic both for and against. Dewey (1966) where he is
probably the Jbther of liberalism in education, strike (lgg2, l9g9) is a

contemporary educational and social justice advocate. Some of the critiques of
liberalism captured international attention: Bowles and Gintis (1977) attacked

Iiberalism from a political economy approach; radical historians like the American

Karier (1976) saw tJre way in which education was basically about confiol rather

than about progress; and the English educational historian Green (1990) examines,

among other things, the relationship between liberal educational theory, state

formation, and how these account for uneven educational development. I will
focus fnstly on Karier (1976) because of the social control argument he elaborates

and then on Strike (1982,1989) for the social justice orientation running through

his works but before we do, a brief overview of liberal theorv will be in order.

I will argue in this chapter that liberal education, despite the rhetoric of intent

espoused by elites, is really a disguised effort to protect the privileged position

liberalism holds in the social structure of this country. M6ori (probably other

ethnic minorities, and working class people as well) leam to think of themselves as

being less capable and less motivated to succeed and that they have themselves to

blame for it. The role that schools play in this form of social contol is well
documented in the work of the onew sociology of education' intemational scholars,

who were especially active in the 1970s @owles & Gintis, 1977; camoy, 1974;

Flude & Ahier, 1976; Freire, 1977 young, lg7s). New Zealand educational

sociologists were also very active throughout this period and I will discuss those
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works later.

For the pulposes of this fudy, tiberal theory can be characterised under four

criteria: it favours evolutionary change through principles of gradualism, it is

content to use education as a vehicle for proselytisation, it is secular oriented, and

it prioritises nurture over nature which allows the principle of universal educability

to be pursued.

Karier (1976) draws an important distinction between the nineteenth-century

classical liberalism of J.S.Mill and the phitosopher of twentieth-century liberalism,

John Dewey. He was awarc that both shared the principle that an enlightened

society had to strive to achieve "the greater happiness of the geater number" (ibid.

p.9l) but there was disagreement about how this might be accomplished. Mill had

a distnrst of sta0e power and as far as he was concerned the less government

interference, the greater freedom for individuals with its philosophic justification

for a competitive economy, private prop€rty and individualism. Dewey on the

other hand saw individual freedom tied to a positive use of state power with its
philosophic justification for a controlled e€onomy, state planning and managed

change. At the heart of Dewey's liberal educational philosophy is a strong 'social

contol' thesis that Karier identifies in Dewey's work and portrays in a summary

of seven statements. I have selected some corresponding passages from the history

of M6ori education to show something of the parallel thinking that was going on in

New Zealand education over a similar time span (see Table 2.1 earlier in this

chapter).

We tum now to the American educational philosopher, Snike (1989) to explicate

the relationship between liberal and social justice theory. He tells us that all

societies have three issues to address in education. The first of these is to do with

the sort of people it wants to produce. In the liberal view of education these people
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are described by Shike (ibid. p.30) as being autonomous and rational agents. The

second issue the society must address is the role education will play in maintaining

or altering the institutions of society. In line with his liberal theory of justice

approach he argues that individuals will tend to support those institutions ttrat treat

them fairly. The role education will play in the disfribution of the goods and

services produced by the society is the third issue to be addressed. The liberal view

of education is concerned with how, what is considered relevant and important for

society, is fairly distibuted. The meanings underlying the key concepts of

autonomy, rationality and self-respect form a set of moral imperatives for liberal

theory. Strike argues that rationality "is the capacity to choose and act on the basis

of a warranted appraisal of relevant evidence" (p. 40). M6ori have struggled for

generations to succeed in the education system but in general terms, have not

succeeded. Since 1982 and the beginnings of kohanga reo MEori have moved

along a path which is creating a parallel syst€m based on kaupapa MEori (a M6ori

philosophical and practice base). In Strike's terms, M6ori are acting rationally.

Table 2.2 Libenl education and the social control thesis with relevance to MEori
education.
DEWEY'S LIBERAL EDUCATION
'SOCIAL CONTROL' THESIS (following
Strike. 1989)

THE 'SOCIAL CONTROL' THESIS IN
TIIE HISTORY OF MAORI EDUCATION

- the individual would be 'scientifically' shaped
and contolled so as to fulfill the nation's
destiny (p. 91);

The core of MEori educational policy in the
1930's may be found in T.B-Strong's statem€nt
that the type of schooling made available to
Mdori children should lead the 'lad to be a good
farmer, and the Maori girl to be a good farmer's
wife'. During the 1940's this emphasis changed
to trade naining for the boys; an emphasis that
lingered well into the '60s. (Harker in Codd et

al." 1990:33).
- a key concern for rnore effective and efficient
means of social control in order to eliminate
conflict and to establish the harmonious organic
community (p. 9l);

The system has worked well and has contributed
so much to the progress of the race that the
M6ori people themselves have become proud of
their schools. But it is obvious that M6ori
schools must be eventually absorbed into the
general system...It is possible to foresee the
time when the Mdori will be on absolutely equal
terms with the European, receiving no special
treatnent and requiring none. @arrington &
Beasf ehole. 197 4:250, quoting Beeby).
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- ethnic and religious difrerences viewed as a
threat to the survival of the society and had to
be overcome through assimilation (p. 93);

Steadily penetrating the fastresses of MEoridom
the Native school teachers and their wives were
sent out as missionaries of a new social
order..,In the school they were to be prepared

for successful contact with the foreign social
organization which was clearly destined in a

very large measure, if not wholly, to supplant
their own (Butchsr, 1932:t71.

- freedom meant rational control over future
possibilities - 'Control is the crux of our
freedom' (p.94);

When the National Advisory Committec on
Miori Education met in 1956 there were five
Miori representatives and seven PnkehE.,.An
examination of the recommendations relating to
the handing over of rhe M6ori Schools to the
education boards indicate that the Meori
representatives themselves were unaware of the
biases which shaped the negotiation pnrcess.
(Simon & Snith, 2001 :268)

- he favoured the idea that called for elites to
plan the new social order (p. 95);

In the 1930s...the assimilation policy was

replaced with a policy of 'cultural adaptation'.
Under this policy 'the best of M6ori heritage
and custom' was to be incorporated into the
curriculum. It is important to note thd it was the
Department of Education that decided what
represcnted 'the best of MEori heritage and

custom'. (Simon et al, 1998:73).
- the new social order will be planned by an
ideology-free social scientist (p. 95);

The Treaty of Waitangi should be seen as a
basic document which is used to scan our
democratic prccedures in the light of a
particular kind of equality - the equality of two
peoples who entered into a partnenhip in 1840,
when the population ratio was very different
from now (100:1 in favour of MEori), and which
no one who genuinely believes in democracy
should now reinterpret in favour of the group
which has increased in number and advanced in
economic power. This must be what is meant by
bi-culturalism in Aotearoa-New Zealand.
(Snook 1995:il.

- despite the equalitarisn rhetoric, educational
liberals most often, in practice, supported an

education directed from the top down.
'Enlightenrnent', for most implied education
for social control (p. 95).

I had the bright idea ofputting secondary 'tops'
on three native schools....Apirana Ngata, for
reasons that I could not understand at the time
but can appreciate now, held himself aloof frrom

the pmjecl I began to realize that I had

approached them in the European way-
presenting a ready-made scheme, supporting it
with the authong of my position and being
satisfied with something that looked likc
majority approval. I hadn't allowed time for
them to work on the idea in their own way...
(Beeby. 1992:209-10).
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Again, according to Sfrike (ibid. p.al), 'oone is autonomous when one's choices are

not dictated or determined by external happenings, but are made according to

one's own standards of judgemenf'. The umbrella organisation of KKM (Ie

Riinanga-nui o ng6 Kura Kaupapa MEori o Aotearoa) moved to have their

educational philosophy (Te Aho Matua) included in the Education Act 1989

because they had no control (they did not have autonomy) over which existing

schools could be redesignated by the Ministry of Education as KKM, thus making

it possible for their special character to be diminished and not being able to take

action against it.

Self-respect as a moral imperative, "is an aspect of equal r€spect - it is the

psychological requirement of an individual's capacity to secure his or her own

rights and to respect those of others" (Strike, 1989:42). In M6ori terms the self has

a cornmunitarian character that is not adequately embodied in psychological

analysis. A Canadian law scholar (Johnston, 1989:22-23) writes about the notion

of 'self-collection':

In contmst to aggregales, collectivities are 'self-c6llsg1;ag' in the sense thot the members
engage in rule-follovting activity ofa sort ilat constitutes the collectivity. The notion of
'self-collection' is intended as an atalogue to 'self-reflection'. If self-refleaion is basic to
ittdividual identity, self-colbction is basic lo collective idenlity.

There is a clear resonance between the notion of self-collection and the MEori

concept of 'tuakiri' or identity. Mead (2003:273) defines tuakiri as follows: tua

means on the farther side of something while kiri means skin, therefore, tuakiri

probably refers to the elements avryfrom the body that help define the iefti$
and personality of a person That fo side is probably the land, the moutains,
rivers, Iakns, the oceanfront, the islands and the t"o, dl ofwhich ground a
personality to a place.

Following Strike's argument the liberal view of M6ori education would ask the

question, 'Ifjustice is to prevail in the education of Miiori, what is it that needs to
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be distributed and how should that distribution be effected?' The application of

liberal educational theory is not enough in itself to be able to answer the question.

2.4 Native Schools as transition
As indicated earlier, the Native Schools Act of 1867 established the Native and

later M6ori schools system. According to Simon (1992:38), "it was intended that

each Native School would be integrated into the public schools system as soon as

the children in it were 'Europeanised"n. Such a view about the tansitory nature of

Native Schools followed from the practice of not restricting the enrolment of

Maori or Pdkehd children on racial grounds from entering either systern. The

practice continued for the following 100 years but eventually numbers in the

M6ori Schools diminished and in 1969 Meori Schools shifted under Education

Board control. By that time the idea of 'Europeanisation' was no longer a reason

for closure but there can be no argument that the effect was true even though the

rationale had shifted to expediency, efficiency, effectiveness, and improved

education resourcing.

The increased visibility of M6ori in mainstream educalion after 1969 did not have

any ubiquitous effect on the system but there were some 'rumblings' and some of

those rumblings can be attibuted to the fact that "the M6ori Schools are now gone,

our land has gone, our language is dying, and the mana of the people is at a low

ebb'4. The Deparfinent of Education/lrlAcME (1970) produced an irnportant

report that made M6ori language policy and implementation a cenfral focus in

M6ori education that has remained through to 2000.

Not for the first time but with ever increasing persistence MEori are insisting that

the education system will deliver an educationforltaoi and not just about Mdori.

And within the education for MEori will be an education rz M6ori, that is, where

the resources, the mahodologies, and the delivery will be in the medium of Miori.

t See Sharp (lgg7)especially chapter l, pp.3-12.
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In a report written for The Royal Commission on Social Policy, Penetito

(1988:103-108) outlined, as sources of demand in education, what would count as

educations in, about and for MEori. His conclusion, as it relates to the education

system, is summarised as two inter-related concerns:

l. "how to facilitate Mdori communities taking education decisions in their

own best interests; and

the need to clariff the essence of an education which makes valid

tangatawhenua knowledge, values and institutions in such ways that these

become a central part of wh* it means to be educated in Aotearoa New

Zealand" @enetito, 1988:l l2).

Since the period of the Native/Ir4dori Schools these two concerns have remained

high on the Mdori education agenda.

I have argued in this chapter that the social control thesis along with liberal

education plays an integral role in shaping and transforming the nature of Maori

society to fit that of the dominant P6kehd society. There is no suggestion that

agency is neglected, only that the consequences remain consistent with

transformation. One of the major ways it accomplishes that transformation is

through the ideology of what has come to be called MEori education. To a

considerable extent and within the context of schooling (1867-2000), Mdori have

made huge gains in terms of enhancing their individual and collective cultural

capital. One would be churlish to deny such enhancement. However, one would

also need to be ignorant to deny that through processes of schooling M6ori have

also lost much of their valued traditions and customs (cultural capital) to the

degree that in recent times MEori have been exploring the possibility of

establishing an alternative system of educations based on principles and practices

5 Benton (1988) The Matawaia Declardion called for the establishment of an independentMEori
education authority as a firlly funded statutory authority. It was envisaged that the authority would

2.
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which derive from a Maori world view or kaupapa Maori because they have, on

the whole, been unable achieve the education they believe they are entitled to

within existing philosophies, policies and practices.

2.5 Systemic contributions to Mnori education patholory

The thesis applies a sociological imagination to the snrdy of the relationship

between two educations in New Zealand, mainstream and Meori. It is difficult to

avoid arguing a case in M6ori education without reverting to what Bourdieu refers

to as "those pairs of opposites beloved of scholastic thought" (2000:232) and yet

Mdori education as it has existed in New Zaland for more than a century is a

product of mainstream education in a way that mainstream education has never

envisaged being a part of M6ori education. Some might argue with that assertion

but this thesis will demonstate how accurate that statement is. It is argued that

mainstream education operates in the interests of the majority of the population

whose cultural origins are mainly out of Britain and the Western world. These

interests represent a political monopolisation of the educational agenda and have

had a profoundly distorting effect on the cultural, educational and economic

development within M6ori society. The cost to Mdori has been what the famous

nineteenth century Black American scholar Du Bois called, "double-

consciousness, a lack of true self-consciousness (that) only lets him see himself

through the revelation of the other world" (Harris, 1995:2). The MEori education

system of pre-European Aotearoa was a tribal system. In today's world the Miiori

education system is more akin to a virnral system.

The response of a significant proportion of the MEori population to

objectiffing tendencies of the mainstream system has been to explore

possibility of establishing an alternative system of education based

establish an alternative education system from pre-school to adult education based on kaupapa
Mdori principles.

the

the

on
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philosophies, principles and practices which derive from a Maori ideotogical

position or kaupapa M5ori. It is argued that the mainstream system has never

offered or delivered an education that operates primarily in the interests of Mdori,

nor is it expected that it would. Mdori arg in relative terms, a disempowered

minority group within a society structured in dominance. It is argued that the

mainsteam system cannot continue to offer piecemeal solutions to Meori

educational disadvantage on the one hand, and on the other, preven! discourage or

even discriminate against M6ori acting to provide solutions to their own

perceptions of what an education in their own interests might look like. Such

opposition would be discriminatory, un-fair and undemocratic.

Governments in recent years have been following, and indeed promoting the

principle of consumer choice defined simply as, 'voting with one's feet'. The

principle is usually applied as justification, for example, for parents selecting the

sort of school they want to send their children to. There is a growing proportion of
M6ori parents who are wanting to exercise their consumer choice in terms of the

sort of education system they want for their children. The Waitangi Tribunal

Finding Relating to Te Reo Miiori (1986:a6) provides the sort of rationale behind

this parental choice:

Judged by the grtem's ovtn slandords Mdori chil&en qe not being nccessfully
taught, andfor this reason alone, quite apotfrom the ary b prolect the Mdori
language, the education system is being operated in breach oftlrc Treaty.

Documentation of the system's failure to educate Mflori is not simply a matter

which can be laid to rest on teachers as the Waitangi Tribunal quite rightly pointed

out. Evidence will show that systemic failure is comprehensive but the evidence

does not seem to be sufficient in itself to persuade those who have the authority to

make the changes to do something about it. After more than one hundred and thirty
years of a state controlled, organised, operated, and managed education system the

majority of MEori students continue to leave schools without rcceiving a basic
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education. On these grounds alone the system can be seen as a system geared for

failure yet it continues to operate as though the main fault lies elsewhere, for

example, among the Mdori constituent. On these additional grounds there is a

biased failure in the system and its continuation over time would suggest that the

selective failure must be serving some interest.

What has the education system done to address the educational and cultural

concerns of the Mdori population over time? The answer is a great deal. The

question then is, do the policies and practices advocated and implemented in the

interests of M6ori share some features in common, for example, what was the basis

for the policies and practices? What role did M6ori have in the decisions? Were

the policies and practices fully implemented? Were those who were meant to carry

out the practices capable of successfully implementing them? Were there sufficient

resources to enable people to feel confident about what they were doing?

Many Miiori parents are convinced that the education system, after such a long

period of formal schooling, cannot provide the sort of education that they believe

they are entitled to for their young people. The existing system is based around a

regulatory framework which at best maintains M6ori communities at the margins

of society, and at worst converts MEori individuals into brown-skin PEkehE.

Statistics like those in the following table can, and have been reproduced in a

number of Miiori education reports over generations, and show few signs of

abating:

Table 2.3: Comparison of MEori and non-MEori Performance on four indicdors
ofEducation,

Meori Non-Mdori

4 year old participation in ECE 680/o 98Vo

Unspecified suspensions for males from school
(1998) - rate per 1.000

20.6 5.4

Average mathematics score of standard 3 (year 5)
srudents (TIMMS Studv. 1994)

462 520

7o of students leaving school without formal
qualifications (1998)

38o/o lz%o
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In spite of this statistical evidence, there remains a stubborn and at times petulant

resistance to the idea that the system might indeed be wrong for M6ori and that no

amount of piecemeal intervention or 'tweaking' as the bureaucrats like to say will

make the sort of difference that is spelled out in M6ori aspirations. M6ori scholars

and professionals who know about schools, education, and the system do not

support research conolusions like that of Chapple et al (1997) in spite of its

scientific justification and scholarly origins. It is argued that either the science

applied is misguided or the supporting arguments are flawed, or both. Chapple's

conclusion on his review of the research literature assefis,

There is no evidence.... to sugg:est that Mdori chilben do bdly at schools
becsuse their lived calure dus notft irxo, or is opposed to, the uisting school
system or ofproblems ofcultural congruence' 

chappre et ar, IggT:gg

The experience of a majority of M6ori parents is that there is a direct relation

between the lived culture of M6ori children and a school culture that in some

instances contains basic contradictions of M6ori culture. There is no 'valid'

evidence for this conclusion because the only evidence that is made to count is

'research' evidence and the power brokers, so it seems, do not see the need for

research which calls into question the validity and reliability of the system and its

schools for M6ori let alone any other disenfranchised groups. The education

syst€m, and by necessary association, the government of the day seem to find it

preferable to pay out millions of dollars each year (according to the Minisfiry of

Education's own estimates (1997:10), about $l billion fiom a total budget of

approximately $6 billion in 1997) to maintain the status quo in Maori education

than solve the 'real' problem. What is the real problem? If we could answer these

three questions we would be well on the way to answering the two concerns from

Penetito (1988) referred to above.
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How is it that the same groups of people who uphold the values of

freedom, justice through fairness, the right to speak and be heard, the

wisdom to be gained through education, deliberately withhold the

values that others hold dear? Pdkeh6 have been doing such things to

Maori for generations and continue to do so?

What is required for an education in New Ze.aland to be truly educative

for all groups within the society and how can this be affected without

penalising any group?

3. What are the 'ways of knowing' and validating MEori knowledge

within the education svstem?

These are some of the questions resting uneasily below the surface of this study

and are explored in some detail in the chapters indicated. Most of these questions

will be viewed by those in positions of influence in education in a negative light,

even if sympathetically, and as a result not given the attention required. That is

unfortunate but the problems will persist until such time as due regard is given to

the connibution Mdori will make to this society and the world at large.

The ideolory of 'biased failure'6

Up to this point we have seen how the education system has generally failed to

reduce Mdori academic under-achievement and that this failure is, to a

considerable degree, preventable. Even when Miiori have recommended rernedies

to this problem (introduction of M6ori language, closer relationships between

schools and marae, formalised accountability between schools and hap[, increases

in the input of MEori knowledge and custom into the everyday life of schools, and

a more practically-oriented education utilising community expertise) the system

has continually set out to address the problem of disparity between Meori and non-

Meori academic performance rather than explain the marginalisation of Miiori

knowledge, history and custom within the system. What has been most damaging

6 The analysis for this section borrows liberally from a parallel argument on who and what is served
bythe criminal justice system in America by Reiman. (1979) especially Ch.4.

l.
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to M6ori as a people has been the way in which the system's interpretation of the

problem has not only worked to the advantage of mainstream but has actually

conhibuted to the general public, viewing Mdori education as a problem areq and

MEori blaming themselves for their under-achievemen! lack of motivation,

absence of drive to achieve, and general deficiency in applicability and resilience.

The advantages to mainsfteam lie in the ideological message conveyed by the

education system's biased failure.

some use ideology as though it meant 'world-view' (Royal, 2001), while others

speak about it in terms of 'value-system'. The concept has a long pedigree dating

back as far as 1796 (williams, 1985:154) but made famous by Manc and Engels in

The German ideologt (1845-7). It is commonly used in two distinctive ways:

"Sensible people rely on experience, or have a philosophy; silly people rely on

ideology" (Williams, 1985:157). The latter is the pejorative sense and it is this

interpretation that has most significance for my argument. This is not to say my

preference is either silly or accepted uncritically. I have found the French Mamist

scholar, Louis Althusser's four critiques of the way ideology has been used in

theoretical debates (cited in Hirst, 1979:22-39) most useful for my putposes:

- ideology is not a distorted representation of reality, that is, of the real

world;

- ideology is not ideal or spirituat - ideas are real and not 'ideal' because

they are always inscribed in social practices and are expressed in objective

social forms (language, ritual etc.);

- ideolory has no history - the subject is related to the totality through an

'imaginary' relation (emphasis in original); and

- ideology is not false consciousness - it is not a representation of reality.

Given these provisos I think the definition of ideology from Reiman (1979:159)

sits comfortably with my interpretation of the relationship between Miori
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education and the mainstream svstem.

Wen I speak of ideologt, I mean the canscious or unconscious rce of ideas (or
images or other 'messages), nor for tlu ptrpose of coroqing the b-uth but
falsely to jttstify (or legitimale) tle prnaiting distribation of power and wealth
and thus to secltre to (or undermine opposition to) the social order
characterised by tlu distribution of pou'er ardwealth

The argument for the success of biased failure can be summarised in four inter-

related propositions:

our education system has persistently faited a disproportionate number of
Maori children to the extent that it can be considered (at least by Maori) to

be a system 'designed for failure';

Those who are most vulnerable to educational failure are also those who

are not in positions to make and implernent change;

Those with the power to make the necessary changes in the system have

not been persuaded to do any more than make minor piecemeal

adjustments in order to maintain the illusion of transformation;

The ideological message made by the education system's biased failure is

two-pronged:

(i) By focusing on the individual failure of Maori children, the

education system diverts attention away from the contradictions

and injustices of our social and economic institutions and most

importantly, from itself; and

By focusing on the poor who fail, the education system diverts

aftention away from the middle-classes who most profit from

our social, economic and educational institutions.

How is this abstract and theoretical argument interpreted in practice?

1.

2.

J.

4.

(ii)
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2-6 Education or socialisation - Reflection on experience

It is unfortunate that in New Zealand we have an education which is commonly

thought of as the norn, as what is provided through schooling for the mainstream

population, and then we have M6ori education which is either the term given for

the schooling of Mdori youngsters or else the knowledge and practices that derive

from the M6ori world that are made available for all children. It is unfortunate

because, as I will trguo, for any child to be educated in Aotearoa New Zealand, it
should be required that Vtre is exposed to sufficient quantities and qualities of the

two epistemological traditions to feel a real sense of belonging to the land as a

New Zealander. It should not matter to the child whether its ethnic origins are

found in England, Chin4 Tokelarl or South Africa. As New Zealandcitizens they

will learn among much else in their lives what counts as knowledge from the West

and what counts as knowledge from Meori perspectives.

When I trained to teach 40 years ago it was clear to me that I was prepared to go

anywhere and to teach any child. My training as a primary school teacher equipped

me to teach any primary school-age child in New Zealand and in most other

commonwealth countries. As it turned out, apart from one year in Esse4 England

as an Exchange Teacher all my teaching practice took place in this country. It is
only on reflection that I realise that all the schools I taught in were significantly

MSori in school population terms. The one school I chose to teach in because it
was designated a Miiori School was motivated by at least four factors that weighed

heavily on me at the time: I had been teaching for seven and a half years in rural

and urban schools and needed the challenge of running a school as its headmaster

and being obliged to work with its community; I needed to get out of the city with

my wife and daughter so that we could raise a family in a predominantly M6ori

environment; we needed to be able to live where we thought we could save money

and tavel (my wife is a Scot and had lived and trained in Edinburgh and all her

family were in Scotland); and I desperately wanted my family to spend their early
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years close to MEori people where they could learn to relate to and develop

sensitive understandings to the M6ori world. I knew the pressures for familiarity

with the Pakehd world would not hold the same difficulties for them were they to

wait a few years until we moved back to urAan settings and the different

advantages that that brings. It is relatively easy for a M6ori to fit into the Pflkehd

world because, paradoxically, most things in society are positioned to assist that

transition. So why is there a problem with education? The prevailing belief among

PdkehE is that deep down MEori really want to be like Pakeha It is far more

diffrcult choosing to be MEori even when you are M6ori, but if you do not look as

though you are Miiori, for example, if you have fair skin, then choosing to be

M6ori has to be deliberately demonstrated publicly. So I had some very good

reasons for choosing my first school that was significantly MEori.

Teaching MEori children in the urban metropolitan environment, like teaching

most children in that environment was an extremely challenging task. I wanted to

know why it was that children in my classes who came from Samoa or from the

Cook Islands quite often performed better academically than Mdori children in the

same classes yet some of the Pacific children had parents who could hardly speak

any English and the children were sometimes no more advanced linguistically than

their parents in using everyday English. I wanted to know why Pacific parents

always outnumbered M6ori parents on offrcial parents' evenings. The number of

M6ori students who were behaviour problems in and outside the classroom was

completely frustrating; the most common problems being over-aggressiveness,

swearing, challenging authority, or chronic withdrawal. I wanted to know what

was behind these behaviours. My fear at the time was that there might be some

inherent flaw in M6ori cultural development that left scars on the M6ori psyche. I

needed a rural community and I wanted a traditional MEori community where I

could rejuvenate my own cultural batteries and where I had the time and the

opportunity to explore some ofthe answers to these toubling questions.
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The school my wife and I chose and taught in for eight years was a M6ori School

that was originally established as a Native School in 1884. It served a haditional

Mdori community in the sense that it was located on a papakainga ftin-based land

holding) with the whanau (families) situated around a marae (baditional gathering

place), and where the residents were, apart from those who had married into the

community, of the same hapti (sub-tribe; affiliation. Most of the members of the

community belonged to the Ringatu religion (transformed Christian) and was

practiced diligently by most of the community. Most of the adults had some

facility in the MEori language although conversations with children were almost

exclusively in English. Many of the kaum6tua were bemused by our attempts as

teachers to Ey and resurrect the use of te reo Miiori (Maori language) among the

children in the school by using the language in classes. "Yflrcn we were at school

the teacher used to growl us ifwe spoke our language and sometimes we even got

strapped if we kirero Mdori, and now you want to teach our moko and our

tamariki to ldrero Mdori. But what f you teaclrcrs change your minds again?

Koina te mate o te hTware; kaore e mohio he aha te aha?" (That's the trouble

when you don't btow things: you don't btow what's what). I did not have a

satisfactory answer for the kaumdtua then and the proper reply still eludes me. I

am sure they were talking about us, the teachers, the inspectors, the policy makers,

the government. Of course they were right and we knew it but being young

teachers we wsre imbued with the same sort of znal that the early missionaries

must have brought to these communities. We wanted these children to know about

their tribal history and the stories relatd to their marae. We thought the history of

the Ringatu Church and its association with Te Kooti was particularly imporknt

and that these children had a right to that history. The more we learned about these

people the more we wanted their children to know about themselves and their

heritage. We knew that large sections of the tribal estate were confiscated by a

nineteenth century racist government keen to confiscate Meori lands to appease
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land hungry settlers and we thought this was a history at least as important as

knowing 'how the MSoris used to live before the whiteman came'. Our reading of

the school logs revealed an intimate connection with another folk hero and villain

to the Pakehe" Rua'the-Prophet was the name he was widely known by. We

learned that he had several followers from this marae who lived with him in

Maungapohatu. At the time we lived in the community, Dmy decades after Rua's

Maungapohatu was no longer, one of Rua's disciples, a tohunga returned home to

his marae to die now that he was a very old man well into his nineties. We wanted

the children of the school to know about the old man and about Rua. Fortunately,

the school already ran a highly successful kapa haka (performing arts) programme

and had done so for several years. What the programme lacked, unfortunately was

an understanding of the waiata (song poetry), karakia (incantations) and haka

(posture dances) that the children were intensively involved in learning. They

could recite the words perfectly and produce the appropriate actions but 95% of

them did not really understand what they were saying. They learned by rote and

their tutor seemed content to leave it like that and nor did she appreciate anyone,

including the teacher, trying to teach kapa haka any other way than what she had

done for several years, successfully too, if one thinks about the enthusiasm

engendered, the passion arising from the community every time the school kapa

haka group was called on to perform, not to mention the awards the group won in

inter-school competitions from time to time. I did not know the saying at the time

but the adage that became very popular among those resistant to change during the

educational reforms of the late 1980s, 'why fix it if it isn't broken' certainly

seemed to apply to our school kapa haka goup at that time. The years were 1967

ta 1975 and they marked for me a conscious and deliberate beginning to a

formalised enquiry into what M6ori education was and what it could become. This

same period was critical in that it established a foundation or a framework for the

emergence of the most dynamic era in the development of M6ori education as an

entity in its own right; where Miiori education was not only about what was to
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count as Mliori but also what was to count as education. This study is a product of

that enquiry.

It is considered bad manners among M6ori to ask the question 'Ko wai koe-who

are you?' It is suggested the association with the lack of manners comes from the

idea that the basis of the question is more about 'pufting a person in her place', that

is, owho do you think you are?' rather than an enquiry about identification. Ko wai

lroe is likely to invoke an irritated or even an angry response from M6ori . 'He aha

kae-what are you? 'does not even count as a real question because he aha (what) is

reserved for objects other than humans. It will be argued, 'he aha kne?'is the tacit

question that is behind the current Meori struggle for an education in their own

best interests. What we are as Mdori, in a very precise moment of history and the

strategies employed by MEori to resisf what Foucault (1982:777) calls 'modes of

objectification', is an important component of this study. This is the problem this

thesis sets out to address - how does the mainstream education system through the

processes of formal schooling transform M6ori students into subjects? Foucault

argues (ibid. p.781) that there are two meanings of the word subject subject to

someone else by conhol and dependence; and tied to his (sic) own identity by a

conscience or self-knowledge. Both meanings, according to Foucaulg suggest a

form of power that subjugates and makes subject to. Both of these meanings are

located in the practices found in mainsmeam and in kaupapa M6ori education.

As someone who has worked all but a handful of years of his professional life in

the field of Mdori education, on reflection, they have been years tinged with

frustration and exasperation at the seeming inability of the education system to

provide an education that the majority of Miiori could feel good about. People feel

good about an education if it satisfies at least two basic criteria: firstly, if it holds

up a mirror to them and they can see themselves growing and developing in away

that is meaningful for them; and secondly, if it helps them to project themselves
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into the immediate world around them as well as into the world at large.

Why is it that so many intelligent researchers, thoughtful and competent

adminisnatons, as well as professional and caring teachers, who want the system to

work effectively for all students continue to get it wrong for MEori young people

generation after generation? My experience tells me that researchers genuinely

seek to understand what happens with MEori students in classrooms. The

instruments they use in their enquiries ane, on the whole, scientifically designed,

systematically administered, and sensitively adopted. I know that administators

and bureaucrats working in the field of M6ori education are not part of some

malevolent conspiracy plotting to keep MEori frustrated and on the defence, on the

contary, in my experience the administrative professionals in education I have

worked with for more than 15 years have generally been without fault in trying to

do what is best for MEori even if at times their policies and regulations have been

difficult to justiff in the eyes of those who have been tJre'experts-on-the-ground'.

I am equally confident the vast majority of teachers who work with MEori students

really do want them to succeed at school. tndeed, some of New Zealand's

recognised finest teachers such as Sylvia Ashton Warner, Elwyn Richardson, Ruth

Trevor and Gordon Tovey have found their inspiration and 'feel' for the

educational enterprise in working wittr Maori students and M6ori communities,

quite often in the Nativefvtdori School system. But even the ordinary, everyday,

local teacher who turns up Monday moming to teach a class of children, no matter

what level of the education system, no matter what the decile rating of the

institution, and no matter whether large, multi-ethnic, inner-city or small,

composite, rural school, wants all children to do well. The teacher who sets out to

make life difficult for any category of children, including those of Mdori cultural

persuasion, is non-existent. Of course there are teachers prejudiced against M6ori

and all of these are obnoxious but then teachers are human and share all human

failures. Many are also incompetent and a few genuinely racist but I have yet to
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meet teachers who did not want all the children they teach to be successful

learners. So, if it is not incompetence, lack of fairness and intelligence, and

conspiracies of belief that are operating against M6ori then how are we to account

for the generally sad state of MSori education? Is the problem, so often heard from

M6ori, that of inadequate resourcing or institutional racism? Perhaps it is simply a

matter of bad luch misfortune or mischievous mis-labelling. In a universal and

centralised education system such as exists in New Zeiland not everyone can

succeed or fulfil their aspirations through schooling. Perhaps nature (lack of

intelligence) and nurture (an inadequate environment) are the major determinants

of under-achievement as Jensen, Herrnstein, Eysenck and others have been

claiming for decades. What is the reason for the sad state of Miiori education? One

thing I am sure of and that is reductionist explanations are no more helpful than are

holistic explanations. "Holistic explanations", ac,cording to Rose et al (1984:280),

o'bear a sort of mirror image relationship to reductionism". Then what?

As with other indigenous peoples of the modern world (Australian Aboriginal,

Native Americans, First Nations peoples of Canada" Inuit of Alaska) M6ori share

with them intensive problems, which in short-hand terms can be defined as

problems of identity. The problems are seen to originate in acts of separation as a

result of nineteenth century or earlier forms of colonisation. The separations are

numerous, for example, from traditional lands, language, cosmologies, economies,

sources of power and authority, knowledge and customs, food supplies and much

more. Chapter I established a 'way of looking' at these problems (through a

sociological and philosophical imagination) and investigating them. Chapter 3 will

examine in some depth the issues surrounding 'Meori identity' with my own

experiences as evidence. The questions addressed include: Is there a problem of

identity among Mdori? Are there 'modes of objectification'? What are they? How

are M6ori identities transformed? How are M6ori students turned into subjects?
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2.7 Miori agency and relative autonomy: a conclusion

Throughout the duration of the writing of this thesis and indeed for the 40 years

previous the thought has always been present, or at least close to the surface, as to

whether MEori werc neutered victims in a conspiracy to make them subordinate

and to keep them there or whether they were active agents in their own demise.

I'm not sure about a conspiracy of action but I think a conspiracy of belief has

some real possibilities. TheNew Zealand historian, Sharp (1997:293) speaks about

agency in the following way:

An agent is a person, either natural (a man orwoman) or rtificial (the Croutn, a
Governmenl, an iwi, a Cowt of Appeal) who lus the right to act; and the issues

at stake were precisely as to vho had the right to act, eld in acting to wield
authority and to dispose of resources. In te reo tluy vere issues of
rangdiratanga and mano

The simple binaries of coloniser/colonised, dominant /subordinate, and perhaps

even Mdori/Pdkehd, are being called into question by those applying agency

theory. For example, who is a Mdori in today's world is highly problematic but the

same is also true about who is a P6keh6. The question of whether M6ori could

have acted differently is not a neutral question. It depends on whether there was a

choice, what the choices were, whether they were choices that were available

through access, whether there were opportunities to make choices, whether they

were the choices they wanted and so on. I think the very idea of agency (the ability

to act independently) can be perceived as a kind of academic 'escape clause' to

explain a manufactured and manipulated consensus. I see relative autonomy theory

(Flargreaves, 1982:l 15) in a similar light because both theories remain

reproduction-bound. More appealing to me, even with all its shortcomings is

resistance theory Giroux, 1982:10-l l). Whatever can be learned from agency

theory one thing remains clear and that is that issues of rangatiratanga (the

qualities of leadership, self-determination) and mana (authority, self-collection)

are still to be achieved by the majority of the Mdori population.

/?
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Chapter 3 exarnines ttre effects of an education system in which education shapes

the identity of Mdori in such I way that 'being M6ori' is substituted by 'being

educated'. The penalty is disconnection from MEori culfire and dislooation fr,om

the looal community. Analysis is approached through the methodology of a socio-

biography of ttre researcher. The rosearch question addressed is, 'How does

mainsneam society and its education system influence M5ori identity?'
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Fig. 2.1 Mdoritanga Model - Rangihau (1977)

16o@t Etlla'arut$lfr
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Chapter 03

The socio-cultural construction of Mf,ori identity

3.1 Introduction

The British cultural studies academic, Hall (1997:134), tells the story of himself as

a black migrant living in Britain. In answer to the often asked question 'why are

you here?' he said he knew the reasons he was supposed to give: "for education,

for the children's sake, for a better life, more opportunities, to enlarge the mind",

and similar uplifting thoughts but the truth was, so he reiterated, he was there

because it's where his family was not. He came to Britain to get away from his

mother but spent his life finding other stories, other fictions to avoid telling a tnrth

that would not be perceived as being authentic or acceptable.

Hall's story reminded me of an incident I observed when I was a young teacher in

a rural Eastem Bay of Plenty M6ori School. The community serving the school

was in economic terms, relatively poor. The people of the community were 100%

M6ori and lived in a village or papakainga that was on their own land with their

own mara,e located at the centre. They were in every sense spiritually M6ori being

practising ringatii (a Christian faith adopted by the warrior chief Te Kooti) with a

strong sense of their own hapfi (community) and iwi (nibal afliliation). There was

no reason to question the MEori authenticity of the village residents. The nearest

airport to the community was about a 40 minute drive away. One day I caught a

plane from that airport to fly to Auckland. While on the plane I observed a man

whom I thought was originally from the marae and was distantly familiar. I didn't

take too much notice of it but from time to time I would glance his way and try to

catch his attention. When people in unfamiliar surroundings catch each other's

eyes they usually show some sign of recognition or not. He didn't seem to be

avoiding my gaze and so I took that as a tentative confirmation that I must have

been mistaken. When the plane landed in Auckland and we had to walk from the

plane across the tarmac I quickly caught up to him, tapped him on the shoulder and

asked if he was who I thought he was. I still had doubts but was prepared to
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apologise for my rudeness rather than separate with the question of his identity still

in my mind. To my great relief and somewhat surprise, as soon as I touched his

shoulder, he shrugged a quick look at me with a half smile on his face and I knew

at that instant he was indeed Te Ahuapai (fictitious name). The thing wasn Te

Ahuapai looked nothing like he usually looked when I saw him around the marae.

At home he looked more or less like every other 50 year old male: comfortable,

worn but tidy, warm and rela:<ed, and conservative. Offthe plane in Auckland the

words that best describe his appearance are very modern and his demeanour, that

of a 'city-slicker'. His grooming for the part was immaculate in detail from the

trilby on his head to the beautiful leather boots on his feet. With a feigned look of

surprise rather than rudeness I asked, "What happened to you?" He replied most

matter-of-factly, "I've been living in the city for six months now. Do you know

this is the first time in my life I've been anonymous. No one knows me when I

walk down the street. For the first time in my life I can be the person I want to be,

wear the clothes I want to wear, and look the way I want to look". Similar

sentiments are echoed in the passage fiom the geographer, Harvey (1999:5)

commenting on the development of postmodemism:

Raban (Sofi city) appealed unabashedly to notions of subjective indivi&nlism
which lnd so ofien been forced underground by the collectivislic rheloric of the
1960s social movemerrls. For the city vas also a place where people were
relativelyfree to act as, and become what, they pleased. 'Personal identity had
been rendered sofi, Jluid, endlessly open' to the exercise of lhe will and the
imagination.'

A story like this could be interpreted as demonstrating the endemic problems

attached to the parochialism of tribal existence. On the marae Te Ahuapai would

continue to belong the way he and his ancestors had always belonged, proving

their connections to each other, to the mountains, rivers, lands and skies the way

they had always done, through whakapapa (genealogres) and (dialogue). In the city

Te Ahuapai would have to learn how to belong. His new found freedoms might

seem to him like discovering an identity which is not really him. Who was the

'real' Te Ahuapai? I felt ashamed of even having the thought but congratulated

myself for at least having the good sense not to have asked the question out loud. It
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is a question filled with arrogance. It suggests a person can only be one thing, a

'marae' person or a 'cosmopolitan' person. [n truth, Te Ahuapai is both, being

rooted in both and as a resulq belonging to both. One identity is imposed while the

other chosen willingly. The irony is likely that the imposed marae identity would

tend toward being more dominant because that is the charac0eristic of imposed

collective identities, they are chauvinist in nature. By that I mean they tend to be

overly ethnocentric, one either belongs or one does not belong. He seemed to have

understood that identity is an invention formed, as Hall maintains (op.cit. pl35),

"at the unstable point where the ounspeakable' stories of subjectivity meet the

narratives of history, of a culture". The idea of identity as invention or construction

is at the heart of this chapter. This is not to say that one can create one's identity as

one pleases. In the same way there are incentives and possibilities there are also

limitations and constraints. The politics involved in identify formation work in the

same mysterious way as they do in the construction ofthe social formation.

This chapter attempts to take some of the mystery out of the process by the

systematic exploration of the researcher's identity as a M6ori, as an educationalistn

as an academic, and as a New Zealander. This biographical approach is not

without its own peculiarities. The problem is how to speak for oneself while

purportedly also speaking for others without falling into the trap of essentialist and

relativist accounts of situations. It is what Harvey (1993) calls the 'Vulgar

conception" of individual biographies that I have tried to avoid in this chapter. He

says,

I see, interpret, represert and understand the world in tlv way I do because of
the putiairities of my life history.....It proceeds as if norc of as cantlrow of
even some of the shacHes of personal history or internalise what the condition of
being 'the other' is all aboul and leads to an exclusiona'y politics..... And it is
frequently used as a rhetorical device either lo enhance the supposed aulhenticity
and moral auhority of one's own accounts of the world or to deny the veraeity af
other accounls (p.57).

Far from an exclusionary politics, the purpose of a chapter on MEori identity was

to understand others as they understand themselves and from the desire to be

understood as I understand myself. The selection of texts and the categories they
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are grouped into, establish an explanatory framework in order to understand and

analyse contemporary changes occurring within the identity construction of Mdori.

What emerges is "a constellation of beliefs, values, techniques and so on, that is

shared by a community" and what Kuhn called the "disciplinary matrix"
(Bourdieu, 2000:100).

The key question this chapter addresses is 'How does mainstneam society and its

education system influence M6ori identity?' subsidiary questions are, .How do

MEori respond to systemic influences?' and 'what is the effect of this co-

construction?' It is hypothesised that the researcher's educational biography is

more alike than unlike other M6ori educationalists of his generation: raised in a
rural community; associated with a marae base; familiarised with extended

whiinau; experienced mainstream schooling as a MEori minority member;

subjected to the indignities of selected health examinations; and exposed to the

subtleties of personal prejudice and institutional racism. Attempts to understand

this institutional career has taken the researcher down a complex path of discovery

involving fields such as cultural politics, race relations, social justice and other

fields that make up the content of the chapter.

This introduction is a description of the disciplinary matix that begins with a

postmodernist definition of the M6ori politics of identity.

3.2 Postmodernism and 6the politics of identity'
It seems to be that I have bsen a critic of the education system from the time I
entered my first classroom. My very first experience of school as a shy but

energetic five year old remained on the fringes of my consciousness throughout

the twelve long, mostly compulsory years of schooling. The best way now I can

think of describing that first experience of school was that it was remote, detached,

separated from reality, and institutionalised. When I look back at my old school

photos, especially the earlier ones, it is clear that Miiori made up about twenty
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percent of the classes; that is a little higher than the national average for those

times. Those proportions changed dramatically the longer one stayed at school. By

the time I was in the senior secondary school the academic stream was lucky if it
had two or three MEori students in a class. After all these years one had time to get

accustomed to certain characteristics of schools, for example, it is wise to choose

the teachers who like you and your chances of succeeding will be enhanced; you

don't have to understand the content of what you are being taugh! just learn it and

give it back; and there is no point in being concerned about otho bright M6ori kids

(brighter than you) who are not progressing with you - the message you get is that

they made a choice to go into a non-academic stream because they wanted to stay

together, or they wanted to leave school as soon as they could so they could get a

job, or they wanted to be in a class with a lot of other Miiori kids because it was

more fun than without them.

The most frustrating part about schools for me was the relationship between

oneself and the curriculum (perceived as what one was at school to learn). Apart

from being taught to read, little else that we were force-fed was shown to be

relevant. Primary schools were reasonable because virtually everything we learned

was new. But at secondary school, we learned what our teachers taught us when

the exchange worked. A lot of the time it didn't work because although all of the

students were different what we got and the way we got it was aimed at some

fictitious character sitting somewhere in the middle of the room and Vhe was never

a M6ori character. It was difficult to get excited about what one was taught when it
was rarely clear why you werc being taught it. Schooling seemed to be about a

distant promise that PEkehE kids didn't seem to have difficulty perceiving and

M6ori kids always did. That is why I found schooling remote, detached, separated

and institutionalised; they were places set up for Pakehd kids while M6ori waited

around for their turn to come round.

Once I stepped into the university, criticalist intellectual thought almost became a

pre-occupation. Few M6ori sources were available outside the works of Ranginui
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Walker. Sociology led me inevitably to Mam but his social class analysis was

always going to be an awkward bed-fellow for someone whose interests were

closely associated with the subjective and the cultural. However, Mancist thought

has been part of my repertoire ever since although it has never had a central role in

my writing or practice. By the 1970s I was reading everything I could find on the

'new' sociology of education. Specific influences are discussed in more detail

under'selection of categories and texts' later in the chapter.

We are told that M6ori have been coping with multiple identities for centuries

@allara" 1998:335). We should not be surprised, therefore, that ongoing identity

formation is part of the current mood of the times among M6ori. As one might

expect, this is not without its problems. Levine (lgg7) maintains that

reconstructing ethnicity is a blend of primordialism (whakapapa), situationalism,

invention (Spoonley's idea of a'fictive piikehd ethnicity'), the role of myths, and

also a cognitive dimension (ie. systems of classification rather than practices).

'Identity formation' refers to the historical process by which modern M6ori has

been constructed. This includes not only t}re construction of the cultural and

institutional apparatus of Maoridom which constitute the private realm but also the

formation of ideologies and collective beliefs which legitimate state power and

underpin concepts of New Zealander and national character (typical Kiwi) in the

public realm. The point I want to make about Mdori identity is not to maintain that

what we do as M6ori is justification for who we are. That is an essentialist position

that might account for some actions but it is not sufficient. The story of Te

Ahuapai is a reminder that one can act otherwise than according to some

mysterious inbuilt cultural memory. The multiple identities we have are influenced

by a multiplicity of mediating entities. These relationships are represented in

Figure 3.1. We all have individual identities (Ko au) as well as collective identities

(Ko miitou). As New Zealanders, we also know ourselves in relation to the 'other'

but, because of the nature of this latter relationship (minority/majority,

subordinate/dominant, tangatawhenua/tauiwi), how we come to think about

ourselves is no longer a simple matter of choice. We still have private and public
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personae but because the world we live in reflects a modem, Western, capitalist

society, who we are as MEori and what we can become is deeply influenced by

Pdkehd mediating influences (Matthews & Jenkins, 1999). The reciprocal

experience on the part of P6kehi is very much a matter of choice.

Figure 3.1 MEori identity formation.
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3.3 Academic influences : scoping the literature (1970-2000)

I taught in schools throughout the country for l0 years before I studied for my first
extra-mural university credit towards a bachelor degree. There is absolutely no

doubt in my mind that those early years of teaching played a prominent role in my

subsequent academic studies. Every course I pursued, every lecture I attended,

every article and book I read that was related to sfudy was in some way a reaction

or a rresponse to that frrst decade of classroom practice. I was never that interested

in studying a subject like history or earth science in onder that the focus of thar

discipline would be my area of teaching expertise. My interest was mainly around

answering questions like how decisions are made about what will be taught in the

curriculum; why some subjects seem to be more important than others, that is,
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whether they are compulsory or optional for example; why so many MEori

children find schooling a negative experience; why the secondary school

curriculum virtually ignores both the New Zealand and the Maori context and

other similar questions. It is the underlying assumptions about why things are the

way they are that have interested me, probably more than anything else although I
have also had a shong desire to fix things up that I thought needed to be fixed.

Of course the earlier years of my life as a Mdori male, brought up as the second

eldest of a family of I l, in the heart of the rural Waikato also had a significant role

to play in shaping the sort of person who grew up wanting to be a teacher so as to

influence young people's lives through education. Living in the midst of some of
the most arable land to be found anywhere in the world, among relatively well-off
PEkehE who owned the land that was once the domain ofNgati HauE, who were at

that time and remain today, one of the most economically impoverished people in

the country, was a reality that could never be simply set aside. What I thought was

extraordinary and still do is the general level of ignorance of both Maori and

Pdkeh6 of the NgEti HauE territory of how the lands transferred from one set of
owners to the other, and as a consequence, how one group of people became

secure and forward thinking about the future and the other became pre-occupied

with survival and entrenched into a dour existence. This grim picture is replicated

in many other parts of New Zealand and in other parts of the world. One thing

common to them all is the role education plays in maintaining the general level of
ignorance about such matters. The system seems to prefer operating under the

guise of finding solutions for the Ngati HauE problem, or the Maori problem, or

the American Indian problem rather than on itself. As a rezult of this background

knowledge, two critical social justice questions have always been part of my

consciousness: if we are to live in a just society what is it that needs to be

distributed (wealth, prope4, psychic gratification, mana...) and what are the

principles upon which that distribution should be made; the second question relates

to a breakdown or misrecognition in addressing the fnst question and directs our

affention to questions of rectification and redress.
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Having completed a BA degree majoring in education and sociology the ,study

bug' was so firmly entrenched that setting off on the next stage toward an MA in
M6ori education was like stepping into a comfortable pair of old shoes. Master's

papers in the sociology of education, the management of educational change,

Meori education, and multicultural education were consumed enthusiastically. My
thesis was entitled'Mliori Language Teachers'Perceptions of Secondary Schools:

The One-Year Trained Teachers'. I slogged away at this research for a year but

was defeated in the end and had to grve up. I learned two important lessons about

M6ori teachers from this exercise. Firstly, the level of conservativeness among

M6ori secondary school teachers at that time left me in a quandary. They refused

to believe that a one-year teacher training corure might have been inadequate

preparation for a nondegree p€rson to be holding down a full-time professional

position in a modern secondary school. They believed, almost without exception,

that because they were the experts in their field of study, that is, in te reo and

tikanga Mdori, that put them on an equal footing with other secondary school

teachers who were experts in mathematics, science, geography etc. At one level

that is undoubtedly true but at another level it is wishful thinking. There has

always been a hierarchy of subjects in the curriculum and nowhere is that more

obvious than in the secondary school system. Te reo Maori as a subjmt only just

makes it onto the timetable but tikanga MEori, in the light of the system, is a
figment of the imagination. The second lesson followed along similar lines; 14 of
the 16 teachers interviewed believed that the reason so many M6ori sfudents failed

to gain adequate qualifications at secondary school was because they did not work

hard enough and/or because there was no support from their homes. They did not

see that the attitudes they or their colleagues held about Maori students might

actually contribute to the levels of achievement, motivation, desire to stay at

school, resilience and so on that was reflected in the students' behaviours. Not
completing the thesis also taught me an important lesson about myself; I didn't
know how to organise large amounts of data and studying exta-murally did not

help, especially when the thesis was also an extra-mural activity. I had not learned
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how to work in a team, under ongoing supervisory direction, where my thoughts

and my work would be under constant review and critique. As an experienced

teacher and an experienced extra-mural student I did everything, most of the time,

by myself, usually late at night when the family had retired. Unfornrnately, I am

still trying to learn those most valuable scholarly skills without lefting my ego

interfere too much.

There are always important lessons to learn when one is engaged in higher

education and they are not always the ones being pursued. The lessons I learned

from studying for a master's degree proved to me the necessity of research as a

systematic approach to understanding what is happening in schools and classrooms

with MEori students and teachers. Keeping in mind the way in which familiar
phenomena like hierarchy and routines are taken for granted is a much more

difficult lesson to hold onto because of the complexity of life in schools and

classrooms. The study of philosophy so often seems like an indulgence because of
its esoteric nature but knowledge of philosophies soon reveal their penrasiveness

in the everyday world of teaching and leaming. Philosophical reality versus

idealism seemed to be at least as common in usage as that between theory and

practice. Becoming intimately engaged with colleagues at critical moments of the

research project proved to be the one component of the thesis exercise that was

most at risk.

These last comments about the MA thesis are those that are ex-post. The most

difficult and frustrating time, however, was at the point of completing the analysis

of the 16 extended interviews of fluent speakers of Maori, one-year trained,

secondary school teachers. If it wasn't for the fact that I had had l0 years

experience as a teacher in the system I might have been persuaded to re-examine

my presuppositions but I knew with every fibre in my body that what I had elicited
was not right on at least two scores. on the one hand, one-year trained M6ori
language teachers were inadequately prepared to teach in secondary schools, while
on the other hand secondary schools were also ill-prepared to accommodate these
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teachers and the values and practices they would inevitably bring into the schools

from the M5ori communities. Secondly, that blaming the studens and their

families for their own short-comings in terms of cultural capital (dispositions,

literacy levels, study skills...) was only a partial explanation at most of student

performance at school. Concerns like school climate, policies encouraging student

achievemento relevance of the curriculum, accountability of schools to MEori

communities, participation of Mliori in school governance, as well as the calibre of
teachers (qualifications, professionalism, passion) all play important contributing

roles in decisions over student performance. It is well to keep in mind that a degree

of confidence in one's instincts bom of long experience and 'gut-feelings' are not

to be too readily discarded in the face of contrary evidence without that evidence

being severely tested.

At the time my MA thesis came crashing down along with a bruised ego I won a
fellowship for a year to the lnstitute of Education at the University of London. The

education system in New zealand, at the time (19g3) was promoting taha Maori
and multicultural education. I went to London specifically to read in the fields of
race relations, multicultural education, and anti-racist education and also to visit
programmes and institutions that supported these three fields. I was exactly in the

right place at the right time. The Inner London Education Authority and other

Authorities close by were in the midst of an ideological battle in the year I was

there and I had the benefit of scholarly debates on the topics, volatile teacher in-

service courses, radical political proclamations, and extensive media coverage. My
knowledge along with my personal library increased dramatically with texts in the

fields of race relation, multi-cultural and anti-racist education during this time.

There is no substitute I can think of for expanding one's knowledge and

appreciation of the familiar than reflecting on it in an intemational context.

Studying multicultural and anti-racist education and thinking about MEori

education while in London made one issue crystar crear in my thinking. Mdori

education policies that addressed cultural elements (language, religion, customs...)
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to the detriment of structural elements (regulations, codes, accountabilities, power

relations..) would be doomed to failure.

Where an influential sector of the Afro-Caribbean community in London were

vigorously pursuing an anti-racist agenda in education an equally powerful lobby

group of the Indian sub-continent communities were promoting a multicultural

agenda in education. A proportion of the British white population (and the Black

for that matter), at least in London, seemed to be split between the two agendas.

The multiculturalists argued that modern society was a multicultural society and

that unity through diversity was the best way to recognise the multi-ethnic

population. The anti-racists argued that focusing on ethnicity could make a
difference to most things except change power-relations. The problems they

defined were about discrimination on the basis of race that over time became

institutionalised. That discrimination, they argued could not be overcome by

schools taking part in ethnic minority celebrations once or twice a year nor would

learning a few phrases or greetings in the languages represented by the student

population make the slightest inroads into either raising student achievement levels

or in creating a more harmonious society. What was happening in London could

not be generalised throughout England and Wales although there were pockets of
this sort of ferment in several of the indusnial centres like Manchester and Leeds. I
was quite sure the radical nature of what was happening in London would not

translate to the New Zealand context and nor should it. The history of our

education system along with the history of race relations in New Zealand do not

parallel that of Britain but on the other hand I was confident M6ori involved in

education could learn from what was happening in London. The question for me

was how to bring on board mainstream policy leaders, politicians, academics, and

teachers who were looking for solutions that would satis$ the various interest

groups like, IvIf,ori, iwi, samoan, Tongan, vietnamese, utan p6keha, and so on as

well as mainstream New Zealand.
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Selection of categorie and texts

Seven categories of literature are reviewed. Justification of the categories is as

problematic as the selection of literature under each category but going through the

process of thinking what to include and what not is an important step in overall

self-understanding as much as it is about knowing one's field. After 30 plus years

of relatively disciplined reading on the topics and themes that interest me a large

list of books, journal articles, conference papers and such like has accumulated.

Some of these texts become favourites and are revisited frequently while others

linger only briefly in the mind and get put away for later reference. It is the first of
these that I am referring to as having an academic influence on my thinking. The

question now is, what sort of influence and how has that influence been manifested

in my thinking? I am refening strictly to the literature at this point although one

would expect that after several decades of immersion in a field, individuals,

practices and institutions would prove to be inspirational and that actually happens

to be the case. I will refer where appropriate to these inspirational individuals,

practices and institutions within the texts of each category.

Each category is scoped in terms of the influential sources on my thinking in

Mliori education (ME), that is, who said what when and why, how it was important

to me (or not) and what I think could be done about it. The categories are those

areas of academic study that I consider basic for an understanding of ME and what

needs to be done to improve the field. The starting point for this analysis is based

on the premise that the field of ME has been a problem for the education system

since the establishment of the Native Schools System in 1867 and continues up to

the present. The implications of this premise from the point of view of the system

is that apart from sufficient knowledge within the system for Miiori to feel they are

part of a 'known and respected culture', it is important that they have an educalion

that allows them to fit within the norms and practices of a modern industrialised

state on the same basis as all other citizens. From the point of view of Maori

society, it is being in control and managing an education in its own interests, in

relation to the system that is the problem to be addressed. The system has long
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recognised its inability to meet either its own goal or that of Mdori through formal

education. The Currie Commission on Education (1962) was eloquent about this

last point when it said, "[n the MEori people lies the greatest reservoir of unused

talent in the population. The benefit that could finally aecrue in the field of race

relations, if the Mdori could play the important part in all areas of the community

that his numbers warrant, needs no emphasising" @epartment of Education,

1980:4).

Mf,ori education and cultural politics

Starting with Mdori education may seem obvious except that ME, since 1867 has

been inextricably linked with mainstream education (MSE) (Simon, 1992,1998;

Simon & Smith, 2001). ME like rural education, technical education, and special

education are all sub-sets of the generic MSE. If there is an obvious starting point

for a scoping of the literature it is probably MSE. I have avoided that choice not

only because ME is my focus but I want to avoid seeing ME and MSE in

comparative terms even though that is almost impossible to do because of the

dominant dualist, if not quite interdependent way the systems have evolved.

Paradoxically, a MEori system has evolved (at least in the heads of Maori) despite

the fact that there is only one oflicial system and that is the MSE system. Sub-sets

of the system are part of the system. They are not separate or independent or

autonomous.

It should not be surprising that despite the problematic nature of the field of Maori

education, over the years, the field has spawned a significant number of innovative

teachers whose practices have proven to be generative at national as well as

intemational levels (Ashton-Warner, 1980; Richardson,1964; Laughton in May,

1994). Many of these teachers became leaders in education at management and

administrative levels as well as within academia. Another important point that

should be noted is that these teachers have been both M6ori and P6kehii.
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As a young teacher in the 1960s and 70s the writings of Walker in the .l/ew

Zealand Listener and in Education were articles received and consumed with
relish. He wrote on topics that were about education and about Meori, and about

the relationship between M6ori and PEkehE that put current events into cultural and

historical contexts (Walker in vaughn, lg72). By the mid-g0s he was writing
articles that had a much more forthright political edge (Walker, 19g5, 1996). The

books that eventually came out of this latter period were clearly congruent with
creating space for a new cultural politics for education in New Zealand (Walker,

1987, 1990). Of course, Walker was not on his own in either of the two contexts
just described. Some of the articles of the anthropologist, Schwimmer were like
those of the earlier walker period, that is, descriptive and explanatory, and

apolitical (schwimmer,1964,1973).1 thought the 1967 monograph by warson of
the New Zealmd Council for Educational Research on Horizons of unknown

power - Some Lsszes of Mdori schoolingwas in advance of most of the thinking on

Maori education at the time including that of Walker. By 1970 The National

Advisory Committee on M6ori Education (NACME) produced its first public
report and then again, l0 years later, its second (Department of Education, 1970,

1980). By this time politicians, let alone officials had diffrculty camouflaging a

much more overt approach to addressing issues in Mdori education. The fact that
NACME had at least 50% M6ori representation was a radical move. The fact that

of the M6ori on NACIvfE who were nominated by the Education Boards, most

were also strong tribal representatives. This relatively simple recipe for
representation on a national committee produced a mix that was dynamic.

Concerns about the moribund state of te reo Mdori, disproportionate drop-out
rates, educational under-achievement, and the increasing visibitity of brown faces

in all areas of civil society could no longer be catered for using measures that
might be consistent with systemic practice but not perceived by Maori as solving

the problem or getting at the heart of the matter.

While at Massey University in the mid-1970s and early 1980s I was fortunate to be

studying in an Education Department that had lecturers with particular strengths in
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the sociology of education and some in Mdori education. Harker had both

combined knowledge and research areas and they were exactly what I was in

searth of at that time. The book he published with McConnochie (19g5)

summarised much of what I had learned from him and others during this time. I
was introduced to sociology, anthropology, philosophy, the sociology of
education, and comparative education, but most importantly, guided toward an

understanding of the relationship benveen these disciplines that are in themselves

wealthy sources of knowledge. Even the connection to Aboriginal Studies acts as a

catalyst to entering international indigenous scholarship. Harker and McConnochie

(1985) is a study of cultural politics in education. Like all education systems, a

specific cultural milieu or environment is being catered for. Seen in negative terms

all education has a bias toward serving whichever is the powerfrrl group within the

society. The exercise of cultural politics sets out to make that bias overt. That is a

central concern it my own thesis. The question is, will focusing on cultural politics

be enough to reveal a bias. I suspect not. This is behind my exploration of race

relations, social justice and other themes. The second concem is what to do having

revealed a bias. As a practitioner and pragmatist at heart I feel compelled to

complete this picture.

Race relations and the'politics of interpretation'

The second category is race relations. The rationale for this choice is linked to the

second to last sentence of the last paragraph. There is one official system (MSE)

and one de facto system (ME); one operating under pEkehd phitosophies and

practices and the other under M6ori philosophies and practices. Concentrating on

race relations is not to deny that problems of racism exist in this society. The

beginnings of the two systems are foundered on principles of race ideology.

Tierney, Dickinson, syer, Mullard, Gundar4 Jones & Kimberley (19g2:24) argue

that race ideology

.'may be conceived as a belief system which provides a picture of the world in
which individuols are clarsified as inferior/superior in terms of moral,
intelleelual or cultural wortft these being deterministicalty based on what qre
seen cE racial origitts.
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New Zealanders are not comfortable talking about race and nowhere is this more

obvious than in offrcial educational discourses. Discussions about ethnicity and

culture are the preferred concepts for debate from official sources but tttis

preference can be shown to be part of the ideological hegemony. Race, racism and

race relations need to be confronted face-on. We have more than our share of

takawaenga (go-betweens), karanga-rua (those perceived to have a double-calling),

and what the British researcher, Bourne (1980) describes as new radicals in old

clothes ("do-gooders, cheer-leaders, referces, ombudsman"). Among Meori voices,

conceptual preference has historically been in favour of discussions about culture

rather than ethnicity or race and it remains that way at present (King, 1978,1992).

Issues of race when they are debated in public tend to belong to academic

discourse (Spoonley, 1987) and/or the subject of 'ginger' groupst. When issues

arise related to race they are usually Mdori making accusations against Pekehd

racism, they are often highly-charged emotive issues, and most of the discussion,

when it occurs, is in the media2. It is probably too much to call these exchanges

debates even when they are highly organised and closely managed. One well-

known exception among Maori that does confront the question of racism directly

is the work of a committee chaired by a highly respected Tuhoe kaumatua"

Rangihau3. The report is a bold departure from the products of most Ministerial

Advisory Committees in that it does discuss topics that usually would be edited

out or thinned out well before being made public. The report includes.discussions

around topics such as the issue of racism, the faces of racism, the roots of

dependency, and beastly communism. However, in my view, the report still has

culture/biculture and the M6ori perspective as the critical component rather than

problems of reductionism, biological determinism, discrimination, and unequal

power relations. The concept of culture as used by Mnori tends toward being

I An Auckland based group calted 'Programme on Racism' as pafi of the Confederdion of
Churches in Aotearoa New Zealand disseminated a regular newslefier through the l9t0s and
provided a lot of information on race issues fiom current evcnts.
' There is at least one mqior race-based agenda item in the print media every year and quite oftan
several more but at least one will often run regularly for several months. One such item ran at
boiling point for much of 1995 having appeared in the press initially itr 1993.
' Ministerial Advisory Committee on a MEori Penpective for the Department of Social Welfare,
(1e86).
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treated as a biological, genetic, inherited term, equivalent to race. The application

of genealogy or whakapapa as evidence of identity would seem to support a

determinist interpretation of the concept of culture. When Maori talk about Maori

culture they usually mean all those customs, knowledges, stories that are handed

down from ancestors. They might be in use today but they nevertheless are tionga

tuku iho a ngd, tiipuna (treasures handed down from the ancestors). Where we can

talk about a commonly accepted definition of culture we understand that it is

something we, as humans learn like the language we spealq the religions we

practise, the foods we eat and so on. None ofthese characteristics of human beings

are inherent except as capacity. We must learn from others, usually those closest in

proximity to us, to speak a language or languages, to eat with our hands or with

utensils, how to greet and farewell sfangers etc. In the earlier scenario where one

assumes a biological interpretation of culture, there are reasonable grounds to

believe that like the biological concept of race it can be proved to be a nonsense.

I think the avoidance of education on race relations coupled with the relative

absence of New Zealand history in the school curriculum has much to do with the

dearth of informed and reasoned argument on the topic. New Zealand children

leave school after 14 years basically ignorant about race relations and New

Zealand history let alone being informed about racism and its multiple

manifestations. Where students might be exposed at the community level to these

topics in a place-based approach to education the best that can be expected is an

intensive surface level investigation of some local community (often someone

else's) as a sort of bonus for working hard in the classroom all year. It is supposed,

'realn education occurs in the classroom, is mainly teacherdirected, print text-

oriented, and oracy-literacy dependent. The origins of this cognito-centric

approach to education, I will ilgu€, has its roots in PEkehE ethnocentrism and in an

education system foundered with racism at the centre.
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Social justice and the'best of both worlds'

Long before one ever leams the appropriate language for talking about what it is to

know about the world and to know one's place in iq issues of social justice,

usually framed in the context of fair or not fair, equality or inequality, rights,

entitlements, sameness and difference, wants and needs, haves and have nots,

wealth and poverty, come into our consciousness as reality experienced through

being in the world. This reality is to the forefront of most Mdori adults perceptions

of the world. It is interpreted in rural communities through discussions on the

Treaty of Waitangi, land confiscations (raupatu,) following the New Zealand Wars

of the nineteenth century, and MEori rural underdevelopment. ln the urban

situation, the context for interpretation of social justice/injustice among MEori is
related to the separation of whanau from the traditional well-spring of Miiori

custom and belief (the marae), forced associations with non-Mdori people (earlier

policies of 'pepper-potting'), mainsfieam institutions and practices (the

monocultural society), and institutionalised forms of racism (evidenced in the job-

market, accommodation and housing, and the inadequacy of accountability in the

delivery of social services).

From the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840 to the presenq p5kehd have sought ways to

absorb the M6ori population. Different universal policies have become known as

racial amalgamation, assimilation, integration, and multi-culturalism. Evidence

suggests MEori have never wanted to be culturally absorbed by PEkehE but instead

have struggled to create some measiure ofpolitical independence, examples include

Kiingitanga (the King Movement), kauhanganui (convention of chiefs), and

Paremata M6ori (Maori parliament) (see cou 1993:5g-63). The problem as

Sinclair points out is that "those aims were incompatible with New Zealand

nationalism as envisaged by Pekehd' (r986:20s). It is important to recognise the

work that power-relations plays in this scenario but the drama of social justice is

played out on a platform much more subtle than that which relies on the exercise

of coercion, force or even regulation. One of the world's current truly international

academic giants, Chomsky (2003:3t), said in an interview,
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Il's extremely easy to be sucked into the dominant calture, it can be very
appealing. There se a lot of rewards. And what's more, the people you meet
don't look like bad people - you don't want to sit there and irault them. Maybe
they're Wrfectly nice people. So you try to be fiends, maybe you even-te
friends- ltell, you begin to corform, you begin to adqt, yu begin to smooth off
the hoslpr edges - andpretty soon it,s just happened it kind of seeps in.

Of the approximately half a million people who claim to have Mdori ancesty,

there will be very few if any who have not experienced the'sucking effect'of the

dominant culture. It is daily in one's face. It is ubiquitous, comprehensive,

compelling. It will not go away and it will not be ignored. What is more, most

Meori by far, want to be a part of this world but where it becomes unstuck is

where this world is intolerant of MEori wanting to retain a Maori world. The

dominant world says out loud, 'You have to choose Miiori. You can't have both.

We don't want both and so neither can you!' On the surface that sounds reasonable

enough except that M6ori did not have a choice, they were to be Europeanised or

they would cease to exist. MEori have become Europeanised to a substantial

degree but a significant proportion choose to remain culturally Maori. The PEkehE

population, on the other hand, choose to remain mainly ignorant about anything

M6ori much to the chagrin of the tangatawhenua (the indigenous Maori) of this

land. The M6ori politics of self-determination are as alive and well today as they

were at the time of the Land Wars, the Kiingiterr.gq kauhanganui, paremata Maori,

and other kotahitanga movements of the last two centuries. The work of the

Waitangi Tribunal investigating past injustices against Maori and recommending

redress where injustices have occurred has placed issues of social justice in a
position that can no longer be ignored or played down.

Like colonised indigenous peoples everywhere, M6ori are torn between two

competing versions of social justice: they want to be a part of the society to which

they belong and they want to belong to the society they are part of, that is, they

choose, on the whole, to be MEori New Zealanders. Miiori constantly find
themselves in situations that are contradictory, where they are confronted with

ambivalence, where alienation and anomie are frequent bed-fellows; MEori often
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experience the double-bind situation. It is no surprise that MEori arc seen by the

public at large as being never satisfied with their lot. Survival in itself is not social

justice. Rectiffing past injustices is necessary but not suffrcient in ieelf. As the

multi-ethnic, anti-racist British academic, Gundara has argued, 'leople are

disadvantaged because of present forms of racism, present forms of structural

inequalities, and present barriers to choice. While older forms of inequality might

be removed, new forms of inequality are continually being instituted" (1982:ll2).

Philosophy of educstion and the .logic of sameness'

Every culture is interested in reproducing itself. Education plays an important role

in cultural reproduction. If we think about the different 'forms of life',
sociaVcultural activities, or practices that derive from the MEori world, they are

likely to be expressed in a number of ways: as metaphor (the early childhood

adoption of whEriki or woven mat for example); as ritual (such as licr'iakis/

incantation, and tangihangil mourning ceremony); in terms of process (such as

powhiri/ welcoming ceremony); or in terrns of methodology (such as whakapapa/

genealogy). Forms of life such as these we can think of as being indigenous

knowledge, community knowledge, or collective knowledge. Each form is

constructed within a social context, that is, knowledge premised on some idea of a

culture or a society.

In MEori terms, what is known is inseparable from how it is learned, that is,

knowledge takes its meaning from the forms of life within which it is located.

According to Young a1z00o: 531), the process of grounding or embedding, or

giving meaning to knowledge is subtle and difficult to describe concretely.

Enquiries need to start from specific cases of actual communities. The way one

thinks about any specific form of life is critical. lf one form of life is treated as

though it arose in traditional times and remains there, the stance taken is called

philosophical idealism (the world of ideas, of mind as reality - to exist, something

must be perceived by the mind - it looks inward). However, if the specific form of

o I have borrowcd liberally from Young's thinking in this section. see young (2000).
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life is treated as though it originated in traditional times but has been modified,

reconstructed, reconstituted, and reinvented to give it contemporary relevance then

the philosophical stance considered is more likely to reflect a philosophical realism

(realism looks ounvard to the physical world where one uses one's senses to

discover and affirm truth). There is a third position which takes a specific form of
life as being a social/cultural invention created by members of a group to maintain

their identity as a group and to address present circumstances. This third

philosophical position could be described as existentialism (immediate subjective

understandings of events are the source of reality. Each person exercises hiJher

freedom of choice to discover the truth.)

We can conclude that knowledge has both a social/cultural base (even the most

basic categories of thought such as causation and time were social in origin) and

an epistemological base (concerned with finding the tnrth or the meaning of the

idea of tmth) and can therefore be termed sociaUcultural epistemology, that is, that

knowledge is premised on some idea of culture or society. If Mdori education was

conducted within an education system that operated according to its philosophical

beliefs and practices it is likely the pathologies they have historically had to

struggle against mainly to do with the survival of their distinctive culture, would

not be a problem. Their concerns, Iike those of mainstream New Zealand, would

be about how to continue to improve their quality of life through the process of
education. This has not been the case. Instead, Miiori have had to combat what the

French philosopher and psychoanalys! trigaray describes as the 'logic of
sameness' (Gilbert, 2001:298). Gilbert and Irigaray are theorising representations

of sex/sexual differences within a system that,

.is not a system of difference, but, insteal is a ,logic of the same,: that is, within
this system, there is one setr, one sexuality, one form of subjectivity and so on.
The efect of this is thal it is impossible to think offemininip as something self-
determining, sepoate from ord indepetdent of mascaliniry, snd it is impossibte
to be awom(m and, simuhaneously, the aurhoritdive author of howredge.... For
higaray, the problem with developing a separate category for women and a
geruinelyfemale subjectivity is that, at the very deepest level, andfrom the very
earliest stages, our psyche and our thinking te entirely structtred by the
mqs cul i rc symb ol ic or der.
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Translating this text by substituting gender-related concepts to ones representing

Miiori and PEkehd relations, can be seen as being more or less equivalent. The only

part I might re-phrase would be the last part of the last sentence. Mdori thinking is

not, in most cases, entirely structured by the PEkehE symbolic order; there is an

underlying deep MEori consciousness of place. This is what I understand

o'sullivan (1999:l8l) is talking about as the cosmological context. He says, ..the

universe in its full extension in space and its sequence of transformations in time,

is best understood as 'story', in the depth of origin (his emphasis). we bear the

universe in our being as the universe bears us in its being". As the people of
Wanganui say,

I rere kmt mai te av,a rui, mai te kfrhui m&rnga ki rangaroa Ko mr te awa, ko te
ava ka az (The river flows from the mountains to the sea - I am the river, and
the river is me).

Such a statement represents a profound sense of the relational quality of the

unfolding process of evolution. One cannot perceive of Maori education outside

the prioritising effect of relational philosophies. There can be no accepting of
'sameness' ('He iwi tahi tatou', to quote Governor Hobson at the signing of the

Treaty of Waitangi in lS40) without there being an affrrmation of difference.

sociolory of education/knowledge and 'socially constructed reality'
From the moment I began reading sociology and especially the sociology of
education the effect on my thinking was dramatic. Studies in educational

psychology left me absolutely frustrated. Its definition of the problem in Mdori
education seemed to be always something in the make-up of the Meori individual,

her family, and her culture. Psychological accounts of Maori under-achievement,

in fact" explanations of a host of negative outcomes (learning difficulties, non-

standard English, truancy etc.) were just too neat and tidy for my liking. The

sociology of education tumed psychologSr on its head as far as I was concerned. Its

focus was on educational inequalitysand although Man<ist analysis was very much

5 Harvard Educational Review (1973) was a watershed for my newly acquired interest in sritical
scholarship.
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to the forefront6, it was really the inspiration of DurkheimT and Weber sthat the

'new' sociology of education really began to flourish. The sociology of knowledge

@erger & Luckmann, 1967) I found particularly intriguing with its focus on the

social (cultural) location of ideas (Keddie, 1973) and its analysis of the way in

which ideology functions to serve vested interests (Can & Kemmis, 1986).

Analysis in Mdori education could surely benefit from the sociology of education

perspective (Nash, 1983; Harker, 1990) but if there was a problem, it did not take

too long to surface and that was the emergence of new types of analysis with new

insights but still with one glaring omission - what needs to be done? How do we

move from analysis to change? Shifting the blame from individuals to systems,

shifting the analysis from structural-functionalist to criticalisL and shifting the

focus from an examination of children's failure to questioning the status of school

knowledge did little to transform the state of Mdori education. Man< was right

when he argued that, 'the philosophers [and educators - rny inclusioz] have only

interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it'. The 'new'

sociology of education was unquestionably an exciting and challenging discipline

for those 'left-leaning' New Zealand academics that researched in the field of

education such as Bates (1978), Middleton (1993), and Nash (1993). These texts

and many others mainly from New Zealmd, Australia, Britain and the United

States of Americ4 I found greatly appealing. When I ask myself why that is, the

question is a little more difficult to put one's finger on. As a teacher, psychology is

the paramount supportive discipline. I have already expressed my disappointment

about psychology's contribution to M6ori education. Looking back on 30 years of

the sociology of education there is no question that texts now available in this field

have multiplied several-fold but it cannot be said that improvements in MEori

education have little or anything to do with research and scholarship that has

emerged under the rubric of the sociology of education. It remains to be seen

whether Mdori researchers and scholars who studied in the sociology of education

u Probably the best book I have read on Marx and education is that by Sharp (1980)
' The massive contributions from Bernstein (1977) as an example, and Bourdieu (1975) as an
example owe much to Durkheimian theories.
8 W"b"ri- comparative and interprctive sociologl appeared in the works of Young (1975) and
Freire (1985).
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whilst at universities can apply that discipline to transform the status of Mdori

education. Some of the books (Bishop & Glynn, rggg), research (Bishop,

Berryman & Richardson, 2001), and review of policies (Irwin, in Hatton, l9g4)

appearing in recent years are indicative of new possibilities arising out of the new

sociology of education. They all use concepts borrowed from the sociological

perspective, such as, ideology, power relations, society, social construction etc.;

most use secondary sources (New Zealand academic interpretations of overseas

Iiterature); and all integrate theoretical perspectives borrowed from anthropology,

human development, race relations, and political economy with specific Mdori

orientations. Theorising tends to be neither eclectic nor what Bames decribes as

'ersatz' (1995:l). It might take another decade for a clear perspective to emerge

but unlike European/P6kehd scholarship which only requires collaboration among

a significant proportion of those in a field, for a perspective, such as the 'new'

sociology of education to be accepted, Mdori must not only satisfu a similar

criterion among its colleagues, but it must also be acceptable to Miiori in the

community. Because many MEori academics tend to also work with community

groups it is likely the synthesis of theory with practice is already relatively well

developed.

SchooUclassroom and' comm un ity-based action,

The inner life of the classroom and the school, once reflexively experienced and

internalised can never be considered as anything else except as being at the heart

of the educational process. At the centre of that process is what the Welsh

educational sociologis! Davies describes, in relation to Bernstein's pdect, as "the

utter necessity of penetrating pedagogy" (1994:ll). Having taught several hundred

children over a number of years the dynamics of classroom life remain forever a

deeply challenging phenomenon to describe, analyse and evaluate with any degree

of accuracy no matter how long the periods between visits. Yet, teachers, children

and their parents or care-givers, know virtually instinctively that those things that

coalesce around the teacher-student relationship have the most profound effect on

the quality of education students will leave school with. Generally, the effect arises
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from the teachers who work with the child over the period of the child,s

institutional history, however, it is also not unusual for just one teacher throughout

the child's institutional history to make the difference to the child's disposition.

As an under-graduate education extra-mural student in l97l I read everything I
could get my hands on that put education, schooling, curriculum, and pedagogy

under the microscope. These included Goodman (1971), and Henry (1971) on

education; Reimer (1971) and Holt (197t) on schooling; Apple (1979) and

Bemstein (1977) on curriculum; and Koht (1967) and postman & Weingartner

(1971) on pedagogy. Perhaps it was because I was still a practising classroom

teacher, but the most moving account of life in classrooms and schools for me was

the book written by the students called 'Lefter to a Teacher' by the School of
Barbiana. These and other low priced similar texts - published mainly by Penguin

Education Specials - written in accord with a more socially criticat perspective, not

only impressed me with the sheer power of their respective arguments but I found

I could professionally relate much of what they were discussing to what I was

experiencing in Mdori education. They were in a sense, kindred spirits, sharing a

community of thought and action. Some of the more prominent works in this genre

include lllich (1974), Freire (1972), Bowles and Gintis (1977), carnoy (1974),

Sharp and Green (1976) and Willis (1981). Each one of these books t found totally

absorbing and enveloping. These scholars provided a comprehensive theorising of
what goes on in schools and in education in the respective parts of the world they

came from. The problem seems to have been a breakdown in communication

between the researchers, the writers, the policy analysts, the teachers, parents and

their children. The dynamics and complexity of life in classrooms remains a virtual

mystery.

Summary of influences

An overview of the categories and the themes derived from the literature are

comparatively consistent with other recent doctoral research in ME (Simon, 1990;

Smith, G., 1997; Johnston, 1998; Balcolmbe, 2000; Smith, C, Z00Z). They are
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essentially critical of the prevailing dominant/subordinate relationship between

PEkehd and Maori, they are accepting of Mdori playing a more prominent role in

the formal education of their own children (mainly through Kaupapa M6ori

approaches), and they all lean heavily on international

literafure/scholarship/theories to argue their cases. This research shares those

characteristics although, as the title of the thesis suggests, the sociological

orientation is more obvious here than those listed in the footnotes. A basic

breakdown of the literature used in this chapter that has impacted on my thinking

over the years shows that 35%o of the works cited have New Zealand authorship

and of those only 8% can be attributed to Maori writers. The remainder of the

articles or books are from overseas sources with most coming from Britain (24o/o),

America (14%) and the rest from France, Ausfali4 Canada and Brazil. Walker (5)

was the most referenced MEori academic in this chapter, with the French

sociologist Bourdieu next (4), and Simon (3) as a pdkehd educationist and

anthropologist along with the Brazilian theologian, educationist and scholar Freire

(3). Most of the texts are from the periods 1970-79 (57vA,19s0-89 eBVo), and

1990-1999 (25o/o).

A question in some minds would likely be, 'why is there such a heavy influence

from PEkehEi and overseas scholars on someone who describes himself as a Miiori

educationist?' It is a good question and one that deserves serious consideration.

When I ask myself what is my purpose in what I do, the answer has always been to

contribute to making a difference in the education of the Miori student. The way

to do that is to ensure the context within which an education can take place is

congruent with a set of key indicators that operate in her/his best interests. The

problem is that the dominant context has effectively demanded that the Mdori

student needs to adjust to those demands if s/he wants an education. That is my

rationale for focusing on the mainstream, on mainly PEkehE researchers because

up to now they are the ones who do most of the research and produce most of the

literature. Finding gaps in what they explore, issues with regard to methodologies

employed and conclusions based on unsound inferences me critical parts of the
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research endeavour. Of course, M6ori researchers can get these things wrong just

as easily as non-Mdori can but until such time as there is a critical mass of Mdori

researchers it is the non-Mdori variety and the research they do that needs to be

kept under critical scrutiny.

Those M6ori who are researching in education have already made an impact

through the developing methodology of kaupapa Maori research. Such pioneers

include Bishop, Jenkins, and Nepe. Kaupapa Maori research sets out to encornpass

a M6ori philosophical base as well as MEori ways of framing the research

endeavour. The message these researchers convey is that the approach to research

is more than a matter of preference that has with it the underlying notions of
liberal, private, consumer choice. Kaupapa Mdori research is an orientation

suggesting something enduring, and embodying innate facets of what it means to

be MEori. That is the key to Mdori participation in research, in education, in

politics, in business as in anything else.

Looking to overseas research and scholarship is important for me because there are

some areas of study and research that Mdori and P6kehd New Zealanders and the

research brokers have not been interested in pursuing. Most of the overseas

literature that I find useful, takes a criticaliste stance on the way education systems

deliver to ethnic minorities, women and girls, colonised populations, indigenous

peoples, and/or working-class peoples. There are clear parallels between the

concerns coming out ofthese five areas and those ofMdori.

t For a discussion on a 'criticalist approach' to research see Kincheloe & Mclaren in Denzin &
Lincoln (eds'[1994), p.139-140. We are defining a criticalist as a researcher or theorist who
attempts to use her or his work as a form of social or cultural criticism and who accepts certain
basic assumptions (here are two):

- that all thought is firndamentally mediated by power relations that are social and
historically constituted;

- that certain groups in any society are privileged over others and, although the reasons for
this privileging may vary widely, the oppression that characterises contemporary societies
is most forcefirlly reproduced when subordinates accept their social status is natural,
necessarJ, or inevitable;
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3.4 Who is a Miori - the quarrel with ,essentialism'

Who is a MEori has become an increasingly contested definition, however, I will
argue that so long as those who self-define as MEori and can find the spark of life

(the mauri ora)r0 within themrr, then M6ori exist. I am not referring to finding the

'spark of life' as though it was misplaced lost or forgotten. It is a quality that one

sets out to acquire. It is a quality that one sees in others, admires it, and decides to

acquire it for oneself like patience, humility, passion and openness, for example. It

might also include traditional knowledge and practices such as whakapapa

(genealogy) and whaik6rero (formal oratory). The quanel with an essentialist

position is about a struggle against those fundamentalists who have either given up

on the virtues of compromise and mediation, or lost their nerve in the battle for

concessions and decided that the only way to survive as MEori is to operate as

though the world was exclusively MEori. An equally essentialist stance is one

which argues that there is no longer any category that could be legitimately labeled

Mdori because (a) the frequency of inter-marriage over almost 200 yean has

dispersed whatever characterised Maori, and O) those who have chosen later in

Iife to become socialised into the dual heritages of Mdori and PEkehE lack the

conviction and commitrnent to either group placing them in the difficult context of
the double-bind.

The problems related to essentialist positions and the consequence of the double-

bind hypothesis is one of the more difficult arguments in the thesis. The problem is

illustrated by way of the so-called crisis of M6ori identity and addressed by way of
an educational philosophy (tuakiri tangata) introduced in this chapter, illusnated in

Chapter 8 and contextualised in Chapter 9

'o Within Mdori metaphysics the mauri iswithin everything and only when an object dies does the
mauri no longer exist As one of my colleagues exprcsses it, 'I breathe, therefore I am' (Rawiri
Toia). This definition is clearly primordial and if foisted on others, fundamentalist. But Mdori do
not foist such explanations on others. What they expect from othen who want to redefine such
explanations is dialogue and not propagand4 for a one-world view.
'' This is not to deny the problems inherent in setf-identification. See Stewart-Harawin (1993:29)
*rhs s,ggests that selGideutification may be as problematic as legal definitions.
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A Mf,ori identity crisis?r2

Those adults in New zealand society who strongly identifr as MEori puff

themselves up with pride when they see Maori of a younger generation indulging

in acts which symbolise their generation such as speaking te reo Maori, showing

respect to elders, attending hui, helping out without being told, sharing those

things valued, spontaneously expressing emotion, standing up for their whanau,

singing waiata, being humble but never bowing their head to another, and eating

kai MEori. Little more than half a century ago, the legitimate authority among

M6ori for upholding these values, what Durkheim (1960) referred to as the

conscience collective, rested with kaumdtua and their upholding of tikanga. Today,

kaum6tua struggle to maintain their own authority and in many cases tikanga has

become a blueprint for behaviour rather than a framework for acting in the

interests of all parties.

The individual and the social are inexticably linked. Among Maori and other

indigenous peoples, this truism is located in a number of important sites such as

the link to whenua/land (Arohia Durie, 1997:142 and l5l). The familiar link to

land is equally true for Ausfralian Aborigines (Munn, 1996:465) and Native

Alaskans (Kawagley and Barnhardt, 1999). Pepeha/proverbs, as in the following

saying from Tainui, maps out the legitimate tribal territory of those descended

from that waka/canoe. Such pepeha (sayings) were critical for political rcasons

(this is our space), economic reasons (these are our resources) and for

spatio-temporal reasons (we are the land).

Moluu ki runga TamaV ki raro.
Ko Pare Hauraki, ka Pare Waikato.
Ko te kaokaoroa o Patetere.

To emphasise one's attachment to one's tribal ancestors, language is a critical site

for the confirmation of one's individual and social identity. This is dramatically

represented in the assertion which goes, 'without the people you are nobody, you

have no stance':

12 Thi, section is taken from Penetito gtp.S2-65)in Bird & Drewery (2000).
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Ki te kore te iwi, kiia, e kore lcoe e learangatia - he langata.

Is the prioritising of identity through ritual pepeha (sayings), whakataukr

(proverbs), whakapapa (genealogy) like those above, an impediment to clear

thinking about who and what one is and therefore, about who and what one can

become? The ongoing debate about whether urban Mdori and rwi Mdori have

legitimate claims to authenticity seems to be calling the tradition into question.

The inclination to gloriff and romanticise traditional Mdoritanga can lead to an

unanalytical approach in trying to locate oneself in space and time. [n a seminal

article by van Meijl (1996) he argued that the concept of Miioritanga was based on

"an objectified and essentialised conception of M6ori traditional customs" (this is

the notion of reification) and is critical of the idea that Mdoritanga can be lost and

recovered, be treasured and manipulated. In my experience, and many others like

me, this is precisely our experience. I maintain that Mdori, as a people, have never

stopped being MEori but what counts as being Mdori has always been problematic.

Isn't that true for everybody?

It is probably not an accident that more and more Mdori (and other indigenous)

authors, whether as academics or as fiction writers are claiming their tribal links

on everything they produce. The copyright mark says this is your intellectual

property and the iwi affiliation says this is your cultural property. But MEori

identity, at least post-European, and probably earlier has never been that

constrained. As Ballara has argued, 'oMdori have been coping with multiple

identities for centuries" (1998:335); however Hall (1997.4) claims, "Identities are

never unified and, in late modern times, increasingly fragmented and fractured,

never singular but multiply constructed across different, often intersecting and

antagonistic discourses, practices and positions". And in the new languags 6f
postmodernism, "We are told that we are living now in a world of multiple

identities, of hybridity, of decentredness and fragmentation" @yer, 1997:3).
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If the link between the individual and the collective is so formally embodied in

Mdori tradition, thinking, belief and behaviour how is it that an identity crisis

figures so prominently in writings both of, and about M6ori? Explanations about

MEori educational underachievement, unemploymen! ill-health, social dislocation,

suicide, imprisonment and even cot deaths are attributed to crises of identity. Are

we to assume this crisis of identity has its beginnings in the acts of separation

between MEori and their land, M6ori and their language, Maori and their religion,

M6ori and their customsn in other words, the legacy of colonialism? How far can

these acts of separation go, given the ancient haditions of Maori culfure, or is
cultural imperialism through colonisation a totalising experience which is some

kind of justification for its continuation? Brock and Tulasiewicz (1985:6) argue

that cultural imperialism is:

The imposition of a uniform, technologically/economically eficient calture upon a
weaker, traditional folHorislic one which in due course it would destroy. In this
process it is nol the working pdtern of lived culture which is being destroyed, new
values, religion or even being imposed- but the pafrernfor culture, the
very code itself which is being changed This might be accomplished by friendly
missionaries as much as by foreign aggrcssors or persuasive educalionists
intro&rcing new ideologies resulting in new patterns for behwiour whicb in turn
produce octual new attitudes and values.

I have tried to 'get under the skin' so to spealq to investigate the subtleties

surrounding Mdori identity change. It is not new to hear about the confusion,

conflict and even crisis of Mdori identity (Schwimmer, 1973; Vaughan, 1964) yet

M6ori are numerically stronger than ever before and self-identi$ing at least as

convincingly as earlier generations.

What keeps the M6ori agenda alive is its profound belief in its capacity to

contribute to inclusive communities, to share a collective power in the pursuit of
common values, and to transform a society without turning it inside out as in the

new world order of market individualism. It is easy to argue this is mere rhetoric

but out of the millenarian movements (Webster, 1979),the kotahitanga movements

(Cox, 1993), and the Mdori activism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

(walker, 1984), valuable lessons have been learned about combating pdkeha
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power, Western ideology, and the worst excesses of modern capitalism. The whole

idea of a crisis of MEori identity is an oxymoron - an inherently flawed and

internally contradictory notion. But having said that, I do not claim that M6ori are

being all that they can be - this is clearly far from being the case. Both Maori and

the state, agency and strucfure, have important roles to play.

Mdori like to do things together, to acclaim their MEoriness to one another, to meet

and strengthen their social bonds for each other, to participate in games that

challenge and unite, to share food, stories, and histories, and to remember those no

longer in the world of light. Michaels (1992:673) puts this simply: "what this

involves is the representation of your culture not as the things you love to do but as

the things you love to do because they are your cultureo'. Michaels stands firmly by

the view thaf, '\re need to cease to explain what people do or should do by

reference to who they are and/or what culture they belong to' (ibid. p.684,

footnote 39). These ideas are what are defined as an essentialist assertion of
identity. Civilisations have come and gone but it is most unlikely those that

became extinct did so as the result of any essentialist assertion of identity. Identity

is a construction, a process never completed, never a proper fit, a totality. I think

Achebe quoted by Appiatr (1995:108) summarises the tentativeness of identity

very well without diminishing its politicalpotential for intellectual debate.

The duration ofawareness, ofconsciousness ofan identity, has really very liltle
to do with how deep it is. You can suddenly become aware of an identity which
you have been sufferingfromfor a long time without lonwing.

3.5 Tuakiri tangata: identity and the evolution of consciousness

In Spaces of Hope (2000) a prominent Mamist geogrqpher, Harvey, entitles his last

chapter 'The insurgent architect at work' (pages 233-zss). The architect he

describes is seen :

- embedded in a physical and social world full of manifest constraints and

limitations;
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as someone striving to change the world through thinking strategically and

tactically about what to change and where, about how to change what and

with what tools; and

as a person who even when trying to change the world must somehow

continue to live in the world which is full of contradictions and highly

contested meanings and aspirations.

The idea of an 'insurgent architect' appeals as exactly the sort of change agent

needed to progress the defining characteristics of an education for M6ori rather

than the accustomed schooling or socialisation of MEori discussed in Chapter 2,

with the limitations imposed by the 'mediating structures' outlined in Chapter 4

and described and analysed in Chapters 5-8 of Partz. Harvey (ibid. p.2afl warns

thaL

As real archilects of our future we cannot engage in endless problemalisation
and never-ending conversstions. Firm recommenddions rmrsl be advanced and
decisiotts taken in the clear lmowledge of all the limilations and potentiality for
unintended conseguences (both good and bad). |/e need to move slep by step
towards more common

I could not agree more. There has never been a time when so much interest was

shown and so many resources directed toward the fulfilrnent of MEori aspirations

in Mdori education. A review of Ministry of Education Annual Reports on M6ori

Education from 1992-2000 reveal a most impressive range of policies, initiatives

and resources devoted to improving the education of Maori students from early

childhood to tertiary. From the Minisnry of Education's point of view no area of

focus has been better served throughout these years than that related to the

revitalisation of MEori language. But therein lies a paradox. The time of the

greatest official support for te reo me ngd tikanga M6ori (language and custom)

coincides with the moment in history when MEori have the least direct control over

their traditional knowledge in everyday life; it is either dormant, losf or seen as

less relevant in a modern world. The socalled M6ori renaissance has attempted to

recreate a vibrant communally-oriented culture within a socio-political context that
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is individualistic, consumptiondriven and not overly enthusiastic to what it

perceives as a utopian, holding onto the past.

For an insurgent architect to do her work, the first step is to ensure the context is

right. This is the briefest outline of a context for MEori education. [t takes the idea

that learning or education is the evolution of consciousness and that organisations

are learning communities that foster that evolutionl3. In a phrase, Owen argues,

"Leaming, at its root, is nothing more nor less than the evolution of

consciousness", and that, "context is the state or level of consciousness achieved

by the organisation and the individuals involved" (1991:17). There is nothing

particularly revolutionary about this. The stages of consciousness in learning could

be described as E, D, C, B, A, where E represents the lowest level of

consciousness and A the highest. These could then be matched against a reciprocal

set of levels of organisational consciousness, for exampl e, Z, Y , X, Wo V, where Z

represents the lowest level of consciousness and V the highest. We could match

one set against the other to assess likelihood of fit-for-purpose of level of

consciousness in learning with level of organisational consciousness.

Before we translate this idea into practical terms Owens comes up with a surprise.

At the highest level of consciousness of learning he places spirit (A), which he

defines as inspiration or everything we can be. At the lowest end is body @) that

he takes to be the elemental level at which spirit operates, it is about basic needs at

this level. In terms of organisational consciousness, Owens places inspired at the

highest level (V) and is where an organisation's performance exceeds the technical

capacity of its members. At the lowest level is re-active (Z) which defines the

world of the entrepreneur where things are basic and primal. [n between the lowest

and the highest levels of learning and organisational consciousness are a further

three levels. The full set is set out as follows:

t3 I am indebted to a paper by Owen (1991) for providing the inspiration behind this idea.

[http :/iwww.context.orf CLIB tlC27 / Owen.htm].

,_
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Figure 3.2 Matching levels of consciousness between learning and organisation

Levels of Consciousnessr

Learning Organisarion

V. Inspired
W.lnter-active
X. Pro-active
Y. Responsive
Z. Re-active

A. Spirit t
B. Soul I
C. inteliect -.|..+
D. Mind I
E. Bodv I

If there is an inherent problem in the New Zealand education system as it affects

Miiori it is one of context. As it stands in history, the system has rarely been as

bold as it was in establishing the Native Schools system in 1867. From time to

time it has seriously attempted to incorporate elements of MEori knowledge,

custom, arts and crafts, history/social studies and language into the system but

never at the expense of sacrificing any of the major components of Pdkehd

consciousness and definitions of reality. But for M6ori, there is no concept of

being which excludes notions of spirit.

The introduction to a model called 'The evolution of consciousness' described

above will be interpreted in both English and Miiori (as tuakiri tangata) and as

stated earlier, grounded in Chapter 8 and contextualized in Chapter 9.

3.6 Agency and culture: summary

MEori are tangatawhenu4 New Zealanders, Kiwis and the indigenous people of

Aotearoa New Zealand. P6kehe are New Zealanders and Kiwis but cannot be

MEori, tangatawhenua or indigenous to Aotearoa New Zealand. It is not enough to

argue that all were 'travellers' who arrived on these shores at different times even

though that is true. PdkehE society has set itself up as the dominant society. As far

as they are concemed this land did not even have a name before they narned it; all

events that took place here before their arrival were pre-history, that is, before

history; and what really matters is who is in charge rather than who was here first.
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In Mdori terms not only were they here before Pekehe, not only did they narne the

land and every part of it, and not only did they have a comprehensive articulated

history of their association with the land recorded in whakairo/carvings,

moteatea&erse poetry, and whakapapa/genealogies, they practised their history

religiously on a day-today basis. MEori could have acted otherwise, that is, they

could have decided that 'might is right' and allowed themselves to be gobbled up

by the ever-intrusive Western mechanisms of hegemony but they have not. Despite

the internal hegemony of cultural chauvinism, agency, exercised through the

power of rangatiratanga,/self-determination and mana motuhake/an independent

spirit, has remained an important component of the relationship equation. It is a

stubbornness without the negative connotation, it is a belief in the notion that

Mdori have a quality that is worth perpetuating, it is a confidence in the view that

PdkehE will seek out this valuable relational quality that differentiates and

distinguishes MEori from PEkehS. This quality is a heritage passed on through the

millennia that embodies what it means to be MEori/tangatawhenua/indigenous to

this land.
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Chapter 04

A theory of mediating structures in Miori education

4.1 Introduction

There are two elements that are central to the overall coherency of this project,

firstly, the concept of mediating structures, and secondly, the nature of New

Zealand society and the education system which derives from it. As was stated in

the introductory chapter, a basic theme of this study is the integral role that

education plays in moulding shaping and reflecting the nature of Maori society to

fit that of mainstream society. As discussed in Chapter 2, the major way

mainsbeam education accomplishes that integration is through the ideology of

Meori education. This is a study of the relationship between two educations and

the way in which the mainsfieam variety has had a distorting effect on the

developments within the latter, Miiori variation, to the degree that the

establishment of se,parate systems is seen by advocates of kaupapa M6ori

schooling as a logical development. Not all M6ori are advocates of kaupapa Mdori

schooling but that is not to say that those who are not advocates are opponents.

Where a dilemma exists it is in the minds of mainstreamers who by definition are

not comfortable with alternatives especially when the alternative is visibly

minority-driven, for example, by Mdori. MAori in mainstream education (MSE) as

well as Mdori in Mdori medium education (MME) are described in Chapter 3 as

belonging to a culture of those who are 'tnultiply constructed across different,

often intersecting and antagonistic discourses, practices and positions". The

cultural capital which nurtures and sustains each cohort of the MEori population

borrows liberally from at least two fundamental sources: one Pacific in origin

embodied in what O'Sullivan (1999:225) refers to as the "primary matrix" and

Royal (2003:xiii) as 'te kahu o te rangi" (the fabric of the universe); and the

second, in Western European values. These rich heritages have spawned a new

Meori with one foot inside and the other outside the mainstrearn system. To the

new MEori, an education that sets limitations on what it means to be M6ori is
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inadequate in either the mainstrerun or Mdori worlds and, therefore, is not

acceptable; an education which promotes one sort of Maori to the detriment of the

other is considered biased and, therefore, rejected; an education which prioritises

either one, is seen as taking the choice away from where it ought to lie, that is,

with the leamer. Learners will choose from the moment that making a choice has

meaning to him or her, where adequacy and priority will lie. This is the case

argued in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 is an attempt to account for the dominance of mainstream

society/education on Miiori society/education. It is maintained that educational

dominance is the manifestation of processes established through what are called

'mediating structures'. It is postulated that the basic rcasons mediating structures

are central to M6ori/?dkeh6 relations, derives from the socio-political and cultural

backgrounds of the two societies. The M6ori heritage is Pacific and indigenous to

Aotearoa in origin and is profoundly collectivistic in nature; the P6kehd heritage is

European and colonialist in origin and profoundly individualistic in nature. Both

heritages have positive and negative impacts on each other but the nature and

degree of impact each has on the other is determined by the political power

specific to each body and the differentiated sociocultural power shared by both

bodies. In concrete terms, M6ori culture has been severely damaged by a colonial

force that deliberately set out to dismantle its 'beastly communism' (we can read

into this its tribalism and its collectivism). [n response, M6ori have been in a

constant struggle with the education system, to transform it so that it reflects its

image of reality and to enable its aspirations to be realised. On the other hand,

PEkehd society has seen how Europe emerged out of several defining revolutions

(the Renaissance, the Protestant Reformation, and the Enlightenment) over several

hundred years in which collectivism was virtually replaced by individualism.

Pdkehd society were not about to sanction a turning back of the cultural clock and

certainly not to satisff a disgruntled minority, not even when it could be shown

that they had sound reasons for being disgruntled. It has always been in the

interests of Pdkehd decision makers to ensure that they maintained control of the

v,cTOtIA Uj'Jl"',rlclr, 3- ty:tlllcTo)l
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education system. The coercive way to do that is through the mechanisms or

processes of control and regulation but more importantly, for a modem, capitalist,

and democratic society are those mechanisms that derive their power and authority

through consensual and symbolic means. This is the role of mediating structures.

One further point needs to be clarified in this context. As implied by the colonial

label placed on PEkehE society there is a necessary asymmetrical power

relationship between the coloniser and the colonised. This does not alter the fact

that some elements of both cultures are seen as worthy to be shared and others not.

Some elements of the PEkehd materialist culture (clothing technology for example)

and some elements of the M6ori expressive culture (arts and crafts for example)

constitute what I have called an imbricated cultural capital. Over time this over-

lapping rather than integrating or assimilating process has seen a gradual increase

in the social category that shares an imbricated cultural capital.

The chapter begins with a general exploration of the concept of mediating

structures as discussed in the sociological literature. The purpose is to elicit

propositions around the third research question (RQ3), namely, 'How does the

mainstream education system, through the mechanism of compulsory formal

schooling, go about its business of transforming Mdori students into subjects from

one generation to the next?' The creation of a construct labeled Maori education is

a partial answer to the question but the discussion becomes dangerously

tautological. Examples of mediating structures that have operated in the broader

context of MEori-PEkehE relations are introduced in an attempt to generalise the

argument before explaining the selection of the four educational mediating

structures that make up the data base of this study. The last part of the chapter sets

out to provide a way of looking at each of these mediating structures. The first way

of looking is through the perspective of sociology as seen through the lenses of

functionalism, interpretivism, humanism and structuralism. These perspectives, or

paradigms as Burrell and Morgan (1979) prefer to call them, are reasonably
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consistent with most other theorists of sociology.r The second way of looking is

through various mechanisms that are seen to regulate andlor control levels of

inclusiveness and therefore participation of Miiori in the system. The final way of

looking reflects on the creation and reproduction of different cultural capitals that

are seen as the result of the different modes of socio-cultural regulation and

controlling processes within education. The chapter concludes with a set of

propositions derived from the above argument.

4.2 Mediating Structures

According to Peter Berger (1979:169),

Mediding stntctwes re those institutiotrs which stand between the individtal in
his private sphere and the large inslilutions ofthe public sphere.

In the text where this concept is explored by a variety of authors (Mediating

Structures and the Dilemmas of the Welfure State), Berger and his co-author,

Richard John Neuhaus (1996) give four examples of mediating structures:

neighbourhood, family, church, and voluntary associations. They say these

institutions provide mediation by "constituting a vehicle by which personal beliefs

and values could be transmitted into the mega-institutions". The mega-structures

identified include,

the large economic eonglomerates of capilalist enterprise, big labour, and the
growing bureaucracies that administer wide seclors of the society (ibid.p.l58).

Megastructures ane described as "typically alienating" in that 'they were not

helpful in providing meaning and identity for individual existence" (ibid. p.159).

Because mediating structures mediate by constituting a vehicle by which personal

t Some outline what they see as the major sociological paradigms. Kinloch, for example discusses
organic-stucture functional, conflict-radical, and social behaviourist-social psychological (1977:
294). Others focus on classical sociological theorists such as MaDq Du*heim and Weber (Aron,
1976) while a third approach fixes on some of the key ideas that sociology addresses such as

community, authority, status, the sacred, and alienation (Nisbet, 1973). A fourth approach puts each
of the above three approaches within broad themes. Zeitlin (1968) for example, organises his
thoughts around the themes of the Enlightorment, post-revolutionary thought" the Mandan
watershed, and the debate with Man<'s ghost.
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beliefs and values could be transmined into the mega-institutions, they were

therefore, Janus-faced institutions, facing both upward and downward.

Their mediations were then of benefit to both levels of social life: the individual
was protectedfrom the alienations and 'anomier of modern life, while tlw luge
iwtitutions, including the state, gained legitimacy by being relaed b values tlat
governed the actual lives of ordinory people @.148'1.

Berger and Neuhaus argue, "that an institution should be considered a mediating

structure if indeed it fulfilled a mediating role" (ibid. p.ta9). Further on they

caution that their definition allows some forrns of mediating structures that may

indeed play nefarious roles in society. In the New Zealand context organisations

such as gangs and political neo-fascist groups and petty bourgeois extremist

groups (Spoonley, 1987) are examples. As a safeguard Berger and Neuhaus

suggest,

there are (to pul il plainly) both good od bad mediating structures and that
social policy will have to make this dffirentiation in terms of the values being
mediated. (ibid p./,50)

Following this elaboration it is clear other institutions are possible, for example,

the school and in the Miiori context, the marae. It is equally clear that Berger and

Neuhaus (1996) view mediating structures in a positive lighl as mechanisms that

ought to be utilised and recommended as a precaution against what they see as the

"fatal embrace of regulation" (ibid. p.150). Mediating stnrctures, they assert

despite the critics who see them as manifestations of eighteenth century tribalism

and parochialism, are in fact empowering because of these characteristics. They

see the resistance to massification, as well as opposition to the management

mindset of modernisation, rationalisation and bureaucratisation, as being a critical

component of the democratic process and an important development in the

emergenc€ of a paradigm of pluralism.

2 Anomie is used mainly in sociological theories to mean a state of mind where therc is a
breakdown of common bonds, where nomllessn€ss occurs (not aware of whd the norms of
behaviour are).
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Why mediating structures?

The concept of mediating structures is not new and as Berger (1979:169) reminds

us could be one of the central themes of the sociological tradition. The French

philosopher and sociologist Emile Durkheim wrote in 1925:

(ll)ith the exceplion ofthe school, there is no longer in this counlry any society
intermediate between thefamily and the state @urkheim, 196l:232).

Durkheim was so upset by the 'marked inclination toward a fierce individualism'

that had developed in France that he envisaged the growth of new groupings so as

'to breathe life into the spirit of association'. He saw the school as being an

important intermediate association. The weakening of the inclination toward

collective life, according to Durkheim, can be rectified by the socialising functions

of the school; to imbue in children the habit of expressing his interests and

activities in various groups that will counterbalance the fierce individualism of

French life.

Durkheim believed that intermediate associations such as the school had a moral

imperative:

For moralip to have a sound basis, lhe cilben must have an inclination toward
collective life. n is only on this condition thot he can become attache{ as he
should to colleclive aims that are moral aims par excellence. This does not
hopryn atomalically: above all, this inclination tqward collective life can only
become strong enough to shqe behwiour by the most contirwous practice (ibid
p.233).

None of this, however, really answers the question of why mediating structures

emerge, why they continue, or how useful they really are in relation to their

espoused value.

Durkheim tells us they are a function of an overly zealous French individualism.

Whereas from Berger we can infer that mediating shuctures are a kind of 'buffer'

between what an individual can do in her private capacity and what she might be

able to do if she knew how the mega-institutions of the public sphere worked; the

mediating structures would assist her in some way to conduct her business in a
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way satisfactory to her. But why have they become necessary, assuming they

have? Durkheim's life work was spent exploring what Giddens (1977:al)

describes as his, "preoccupation above all with the confrontation betrveen the

dissolving 'traditional' society and the emergent 'modern' t;pe".

Modernity then, according to Durkheim, is one of the reasons for the establishment

of mediating structures. The concept of modernity, the processes of modemisation,

and the phenomenon of modernism are deeply embedded representations of

Westem oulture on the M6ori psyche. With nineteenth century colonisation came

modernity; with modernity, Christianity and capitalism; with Christianity and

capitalism came the highest ideals of individualism, right to private property, and

sovereignty of the people; and with these ideals followed the procedural standrds

located in impersonal bureaucratic administration, regulatory frameworks, and the

separation of the public from the private spheres through the application of the

scientific norm of objectivity. The three highlighted procedural standards play a

prominent role in the critique of mediating structures as they are seen to operate in

Mdori education, while the way forward is viq what Furlong (in Davies, 1994:13)

describes as "a sociology of emotion focusing upon hidden injury. Progress

begins", he maintains, "when we see that educational structure is used not just to

impose certain sorts of behaviour, but to construct young people in particular ways

(which we insist) that they come to sec themselves" (ibid. 1994:13, emphasis in

original).

There is a sense in which a sociology of emotion does figure in this argument but

more importantly is emphasised the need for a sociology of transformation and the

search for what the Marxist geographers, Soja and Hooper (1993:198) refer to as

"a 'thirdspace' of political choice - different but not detached entirely from the

geographies defined by the original binary oppositions", for example, objective-

subjective, concrete-abstract, real-imagined, structure-agency, body-mind.
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Types of mediating structures internal characteristics and processes

From the very earliest associations with the outside world to today, Mdori have

welcomed strangers with what the French postnodern philosopher Denida calls

the "unconditional law of hospitality". He describes this as "a law which lells or

invites us, or gives us the order or injunction to welcome anyone, any other one,

without checking at the border who he or she is, what his or her nationality is, it's

a way of being open to whoever comes" (Simmons & Worth, 2001:27).In the

same chapter, and as though to illustrate the poinf Simmons and Worth describe

the first Frenchmen to arrive on these shores in 1769 on board the Saint Jean-

Baptiste,

The feus which the French had enrcrnined as they sailed toward New kaland
(17 December 1769) proved lo be groundless. 'It is easy to imagine,' one of the
ofricerc wrote, 'the joy felt by our unhappy crew al finding themselves among
people who had already treated us with humanity ' (op. cit. p. I I ).

The point of this brief narrative is to emphasise the M6ori culturally generated

predisposition for establishing courteous relationships with others. Another

cultural trait that has not deserted the Mdori people, despite the gravest threats to

their mana (self belief) and mauri (life force) as a result of the colonial condition,

is that of patience. Yet those in positions of power have felt compelled to maintain

a high level of challenge, boundary marking, and exclusivity against a MEori

openness to working together and taking time to get the relationship right. This is

where dominant hegemonic constructions such as is found in mediating structures

play a role. Mediating stnrctures bring parties together with the view to creating

consensual relationships (much the same way that the role of powhiri (welcome

ceremony) plays in bringing manuhiri (visitors) and tangatawhenua (locals)

together). The difference is often a matter of purpose: why consensual

relationships? If one party knew in advance that it stood in a position of advantage

vis-i-vis another party why would it set out to negotiate or mediate consensual

relations? The powhiri accepts as its baseline principle that the parties involved,

given everyday circumstances, have equal mana and the ritual of coming together

is to protect each other's mana and the mauri of each individual. The
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"unconditional law of hospitality" (ibid. p.27) is that koutou (you, the collective

identity of manuhiri/visitors) and mEtou (us, the collective identity of

tangatawhenua/hosts), along with rdtou (those, the collective identity of those

connected to us who could not be present) are brought together symbolically and

materially for this occasion as t6tou (us combined, that is, the collective identity,

koutou + mAtou + retou = tiitou).

Social formations that are created as a result of the colonial condition are in every

case foundered on relations of dominant hegemonic construction. Attempts to

appease the subordinate group by involving them in early discussions

(review/advisory committees), committing them to face-to-face dialogue

(consultation), appropriating their institutions (marae), and supporting the

grounding of their cultural practices within new institutional forms (kaupapa

M6ori schooling) go some distance to share power and authority but M6ori are

never left in doubt that they are gefting the 'best deal' they can expect at this time.

First there is a mdtou who is in charge. Then there is a koutou who mdtou is

prepared to allow some concession because (a) koutou were here before mdtou,

and (b) koutou and mEtou were signatories to an historical treaty. Riitou are part of

the historical legacy and will remain there while titou, in its modified form, is part

only of the national mythology to be brought out whenever appropriate to honour

the Kiwi New Zealander.

Sources ofconservatism or agents ofchange?

On the jacket of their recently republished book, To Empower People - From State

to Civil Society, the authors, Berger and Neuhaus (1996) state,

that, unlike some aspecls of today's political culture, the mediating structures
proposal is not anti-government... The idea is lhd Wrsons and persons in
community we besl situated to answer what Aristotle said is the (emphasis in
original) political guestion: How ought we to order our political life together? In
this sense, people do needto govern themselves. Tlc 'stale'does not instruct lhe
people; the people inslruct the 'stste'.

They continue,
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The political question is also a moral question, and the medisting struclwes
proposal will not go very far unless it engoges the intellectuol and moral
energies ofthe next generation.

Berger and Neuhaus take a positive and conservative approach to mediating

structures; they see them as good, worthwhile, and useful which is not surprising

given the predisposition of both authors to an interpretive and religious orientation

to sociological theorising. If anything, their approach to the workings of society sit

more comfortably with Mdori ways of thinking than the harder, more positivist and

secular orientations of sociologists with a structural-functionalist inclination. This

does create something of a dilemma for one who is trying to apply a more

scientific and realist approach to an analysis of M6ori education. Once again, the

application of a sociological imagination provides some insights for perceiving

mediating structures that can be both sources of conservativism and

simultaneously, agents of change.

The purpose behind the creation of a mediating stmcture might be to control but it

can also be used as leverage to undermine that control. The Treaty of Waitangi, the

Native Schools, and the M6ori Land Court are examples of this duality of purpose

in practice. These are quite distinct from other structures that resulted from

nineteenth century political and prophetic movements such as Kingitanga

Kotahitanga" Kauhanganui and the Repudiation Movement3. Where the former

structures originated from the actions of Europeans to gain advantage over the land

as well as the hearts and minds of the indigenous population, the latter movements

had their beginnings in the actions of M6ori with the object of holding onto hibal

rangatiratanga in opposition to Pdkehd impositions of individualisationo

governance, confiscations and alienation. One set of structures sets out to separate,

the other to hold on; one has the force of govemment behind it, the other

attempting to simulate a parallel authority; but only the European-originated

structures can be considered mediating stnxctui€s as defined becaus€ they are an

artifact of an asymmetrical power relationship, that is, they are created to force

3 
See Williams (1999) especially Chapter 4, The Land Tcnure Revolution
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association. In effect, you will sign the Treaty so that we can become one people

("He iwi tahi tiitou" in the words of Hobson); there will be a Native Schools

system so that you can become civilised like us ("...to bring an untutored but

intelligent and high-spirited people into line with our civilisation,n' according to

James Pope) (Simon, 1992:9); and there will be a M6ori Land Court so that you

will learn about the absolute priority of the individual ("In this context the

transformation of customary tenure, a communal title often labeled 'beastly

communism', into individual property rights that could be defined became an

imporant element in the process of colonisation and civilisation", explains Stokes,

2002:2). The political and prophetic movements among the M6ori population,

however potentially transformative and successful each was during its time, only

Klngitanga survives into the present. Where each had the potential to play a real

mediating role between tribal communities and the Crown, a two-way exchange of

equals was not in the interests of the Crown, successive govemments, or the early

settlers.

Van Til (1984:318) cites two American economists, Wilber and Jameson who

describe what they see as the revitalising potential in mediating structures for the

future of citizen participation:

Our modern political philosophies - liberalism, conservatism, socialism - luve
failed precisely becmtse they have not understood the importance of mediating
institulions. Liberalism has constanlly turned lo the stde for solutions to srcial
problems while coraervatism sought lhe same in the corporate seclor. Neilher
recognised lhe dcstructiveness to tlw social fabric cansed by reliarce on mega-
irctilutions. Socialism sufers from this same myopia Even though it places its

faith in renewed community, ilfails to see that socialist mega-institutions ue just
as destructive as capitalist ones.

The problem of getting M6ori to participate fully and voluntarily witlrin society

has been a conoern of all govemments, of the corporate sector, of labour unions,

and of state institutions for at least a century. There has always been MEori

participation within mainstream society but always disproportionate. The reason

relates to the illegitimate and/or unjust exercise of power, that is, "that tyranny is

both a real and a potential consequence of participatory development, counter-

intuitive and contrary to its rhetoric of empowerment" (Cooke & Kothari, (eds.)
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2001:3). M6ori have learned like recruits in the army, that participation is not

something one volunteers for. The penalty is too high unless the mediating

structures available to you, operate in your interests as well as in the interests of

others. The questions now are, in terms of Miiori-Pakeha relations, which

mediating structures are considered most appropriate and on what basis should that

decision rest. We need to turn to the broad context of New Zealand society and

consider the sort of education system it is fying to develop.

4.3 The nature of New Zealand society and its education system

The tenor of the discussion thus far treats mediating structures as a slippery

concept, difficult to grasp and pin down to a finite definition. This can be seen as

both a plus and a minus. Mediating structures as applied in this thesis, is consistent

with the ltalian scholar, Gramsci's concept of hegemony, especially as it relates to

his discussion of consent and of coercion.

Gramscl uses the concept of hegemony in two wrys. First, hegemony lns the
meaning of an exercise of control through moral and intellectual leadership by a
dominant class aver olher classes.....The second meaning of lwgemorry refers to
how the dominaed and dominant classes relate to each other. By the use ofboth
coercion and consent, but mainly tlp latter, the dominant classes uses its
economic, social and intellectual leadership to presenl a universal and
immutable view of the world'(Watkins, 1992:52,55).

The notion of class is substituted by culture or ethnicity within the New Zealand

context but it is difficult to comprehend the difference. At the signing ofthe Treaty

of Waitangi in 1840, Governor Hobson was recorded as greeting each of the Mdori

rangatira who signed with, "He iwi tahi tdtou" (we are now one people). This

egalitarian gesture lives on in the New Zealand psyche from then to now as an

assumed unchallenged, and rarely tested truism. Egalitarianism, so it seems, is so

obviously just, as to require no justification. This is the point at which consent is

made to do its work. Reliance on ideological constructions such as education,

religion, and the media appeal to the everyday persons sense of justice, fairness,

goodwill and commonsense in order to conform to the dictates of the dominant

majority. Where consent breaks down, then the disciplinary mechanisms of
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coercion manifest in policies and regulatory frameworks, including legislation, are

brought into play. Consent is highly dependent on the choice of mediating

structures and the way in which they go about gaining consent. These structures

are examined in some detail in Part 2 of the thesis.

This study of ME examines two major dimensions underlying the development in

New Zealand of the society itself and of the education that it has nurtured. ME is a

microcosm of these developments both affecting and being affected by them but in

the final analysis not side-stepping the fact that in a modem democratic, capitalist

society, education (Carnoy, 1974; Archer, 1984), like law (Shelefl 1997) and most

other ideological state apparatuses deal with social control. The key question then

becomes, as we are reminded by Sheleff 0. 310), '\rhether social conhol is to be

extensively imposed and rigidly enforced, or whether it is to be no more than a

flexible guideline for action".

We begin with a sociological explanation of regulation and control versus

transformation and change. Following Burrell and Morgan (1979) the sociology of
regulation is concerned with maintaining six imperatives: the status quo, social

order, consensus (voluntary and spontaneous agreement of opinion), social

integration and cohesion, solidariry, and need satisfaction (individual or system

needs can be satisfied within the context of existing social systems). The sociolory

of regulation follows a conservative politics. As to the sociology of transformation

and change, its concerns are built around radical change, structural conflict, modes

of dom ination, contradiction, emanc ipation, and deprivation.

As is true in all societies throughout history, the key problems to be addressed are

those of how to survive, how to maintain order and how achieve sufficient unity to

ensure continuity and stability in everyday life. Taking into consideration the

values of regulation and change it is reasonable to assume that both will be called

on in any society wishing to address these three problems. The mix will depend on

societal orientation so that for example, sacred-oriented societies will likely want
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to maximise unity, working together, being co-operative, gaining consensus, and

building solidarity whereas, secular-oriented societies would likely be more

concemed with gaining and keeping control, using adversarial approaches, and

pushing all the time for progress. The first (sacred-oriented) prioritises regulation

and equilibrium. Culture, especially, plays a prominent role in maintaining order,

survival and unity. The second (secular-oriented) puts the emphasis on

transformation and change. The creation of stable structures and people's

understandings or consciousness of what counts as desirable changes is critical for

the stability of the secular and conflict-oriented society. It is important to recognise

tle creative tension between change and equilibrium oriented societies. They exist

in a dynamic dialectical power relationship between the sacred and the secular,

traditional and modern. M6ori and PEkehd.

There is a further complicating factor in this regulation/transformation model and

that has to do with New Zealand's history as a colonising nation. The colonisers

are the European ancestors of PEkehS, and those colonised, are the Miori ancestors

of modern MEori. The dialectical power relationship between a somewhat sacred-

oriented MEori society and a secular-oriented PiikehE society is almost prioritising

the suggested norms in reverse order, that is, Mdori are constantly seeking change

in the system while P6kehd continue to regulate to maintain control. As though

that was not complicated enough, the point is also made in this thesis (Chapter 8)

that an important consequence of the kaupapa M6ori agenda, at least as espoused

by some in the field, is its fundamentalist leanings, conservative orientation, and

utopian vision of a reincarnate warrior tradition. Transformation is then seen as the

means toward a regulatory goal. Self-exploitation is still exploitation.

The second key component relating to methodology explores the assumptions

about the nature of education in New kaland with special reference to the

objective versus subjective split that is a significant marker differentiating M5ori

education (ME) from mainstream education (MSE). To conflate the two concepts

and treat them as variations on a single theme is to ignore or at least to underplay
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the fundamental differences that exist between them. Those who view the social

world in objective terms see it as hard and tangible, with empirical entities that are

prior to existence and consciousness. In those terms it is described as being realist.

Compare this orientation with those who see the social world as mainly created or

constructed by people for the benefit of people. This is the subjective view of the

world that is value-bound and if we want to know how that world works" for

example in education, then we need to elicit the points of view of educationalists

and students. The problem about focusing on participants is that it is essentially

relativist.

As in the previous discussion about transformation and change, again we have a

creative tension between objective and subjective societal orientations. Nothing is

ever all one, or the other, however, it is possible to ascertain an orientation to one

or the other as they relate to societies or institutions. PEkehE society tends toward

an objective orientation while MEori society is basically subjective-oriented.

Again, the dialectical power relationship between the objective and subjective

nature of the social world conesponds with the regulation-transformation

dialectical power relationship of the dominant Pdkehli and subordinate MEori

social worlds. The theory of correspondence is only indicative but the experience

of correspondence is much closer when society and its education system is viewed

through a Miori lens.

The most significant values that define this society are tlose based on the

aspirations of dominant mainsheam society, that is, middle-class Pdkehd New

Zealand. Regulation/equilibrium based on objective analysis has priority but

controlled evolutionary change defined as'progress' is also seen as essential in an

ever-changing world. There is, and always has been, an internalised incentive to

maintain an umbilical-like attachment to the ongoing development of MSori

society through education. An array of institutions and sftuctures has emerged over

the last 140 years to mediate the relationship befween M6ori and PdkehE in tune

with the values espoused in Table 4.2 at the end of this chapter.
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Mediating structures - function in Mflori-Pflkehfl relations

For as long as I can remember, and a long time before that, MEori and Pdkehd

relations in virtually every walk of life within Aotearoa-New Zealand have been

via some kind of moderating influence. At the time of the early settlers, the courts

and the law played an important role in helping the settler to separate the land from

the Miiori. And even before thaL the treaty signed at Waitangi helped to divide

Hapii tino rangatiratanga (MEori absolute authority) from Crown kawanatanga

@ekeha governance) and ultimate sovereignty. It is important to recognise, that

neither the politicians of the day nor the settlers saw separation or division as

important strategies in order to accomplish what they wanted. What they wanted

was the opportunity to gain access to land and to settle it as peaceably as possible.

Mdori were not averse to this happening, indeed, the earliest associations between

Europeans and local M6ori were generally harmonious, albeit, heavy with

curiosity. This curiosity was facilitated by thrce facts: that contact was mainly at

the surface level and infrequent; that MEori and European were immediately open

to material exchanges, and M6ori clearly outnumbered Europeans.

Two of the earliest formal and political exchanges revolve around the Treaty of

Waitangi and the establishment of the Native Schools system. Ideas about fairness

come through in the literature about these two bold ventures to the degree that they

can be seen to represent positive interpretations of mediating structures. The same

cannot be said, for example, about the Native Land Court. The apparent unity of

Pekeh[ settler society was juxtaposed with the apparent disunity among M6ori

village society yet there was no perceived need to influence that state of affairs,

and indeed, the development of the colony was dependent on maintaining the

condition of uneven development for as long as possible, or at least until such time

as PdkehE society outnumbered Maori societya. Where the show of force could

lead to conquest and therefore confiscation or raupatu there would be no necessity

o 
See Simon (1992:41) *At the time of the Treaty of Wairnngi it is estimated Miori outnumbered

PEkehd by 40: l. By the end of the 1850s the two populations were almost the sarte".
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for mediating structures, which was the case in the Waikato. Raupatu, however,

was not seen in the same light everywhere:

Taranqki Mdori, unlile Mdori of other places, do not use 'raupatu', or corrquesl,

to deseribe confiscalions resulting from war. They use 'raupatu' for their
marginalisation by the organs of the State, for on lhis visw, they were never
conquered by the sword but were taken by the pen (Williams, 1999:229).

Whereas these first three mediating structures serve to provide some historical

perspective to this section the last three examples (NZEI-Te Miro Meori; Te Ohu

Whakatupu, and 'The Tii tangata Way') are contemporary. What follows is a brief

background on these six mediating structures.

Treaty of Waitangi

The Treaty of Waitangi, in its English form, is perceived by many as being a

shaight-forward agreement in that MEori ceded or transferred sovereignty and

gave the Crown sole rights of pre-emption. In return, the Crown guaranteed MEori

full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their lands, estates, forests and

fisheries and other possessions, promised Crown protection and granted MEori the

rights of British subjects.... The Maori text of the Treaty required that MEori cede

kawanatanga (govemance) over their land to the Crown, kawanatanga being the

authority to govern their own people in the colony.

From the M6ori text it is conceivable that they might have drawn the conclusion

that they were being asked to share some of their authority witlr the British in a

protectorate type relationship. The Ngati HauE chief Tarapipipi Te Watraroa

echoed this interpretation about the K-rngitanga movement, that is, that the

Klngianga will help to govern MEori. Nevertheless, it seems inconceivable that a

warrior race, numerically a majority of at least forty to one, could sign away their

absolute authority. I am reminded of the words of the famous black Algerian

psychologist, Fanon (l 970:65):

The colonial, even when he is 'in the minority', does not feel that this malces him

feel irderior. In Martinique there are two hundred whites who consider themsehes
superior to 300,000 people of colour. In South Africa there are two million whites
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against almost 13 million native people, and it hos never occurred to a single
black to consider himself superior to a member of the white minority.

Like colonised indigenous peoples everywhere, MEori are tom between two

competing versions of social justice. They want to be a part of the society to which

they belong and they want to be belong to the society that they are part of, that is,

they choose, on the whole, to be M6ori New Zealanders. Maori constantly find

themselves in situations that are contradictory, where they are confronted with

ambivalence, where alienation and anomie are frequent bed-fellows; M6ori often

experience the double-bind situation, a sort of heads you win; tails I lose dilemma.

It is no surprise that Mdori are seen by the public at large as being never satisfied

with their lot. Survival in itself is not social justice. Rectifuing past injustices is

necessary but not sufficient in itself.

It is the context that has to be addressed. At the political level Treaty issues need to

be constitutional issues. At the level of the education system, the relationship

between the Crown and MEori is one that began with M6ori (the Native Schools

system, 1867-1969) as a separate system from the mainstream (the Education Act,

1877). Over time, the relationship in education between the Crown and MEori has

developed into a'fiduciaryo obligation on the part of the Crown (Finn in Wardill,

2001):

A person will be a Jiduciary in his relationship with another when and in as far
as that other person is entitled to expect that he will act in anolher's interests or
(as in a parnership) in their joint inleresls, to the exclusion of his own several
interests.

Social justice as fairness, linked to a liberal interpretation of it as described by

Strike (1989:30-31), has its foundations in values like the absolute priority of the

individual, who will learn to become an autonomous and rational moral agent, and

who will be free to choose his/her own conception of their own good. In traditional

Mdori terms, the liberal values espoused by Strike are almost the antithesis of

Meori values. What chance then for a Mdori interpretation of fairness? A Native

Schools inspector reported in 1922 (Simon & Smith, 20012254):
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The Mdori race, notwithstanding the doctrine of the sumival of the JinesL has a
place in the economic scheme of things. 'The people are entitled to llrcir place in
lhe sun, and il is the bounden duty of the dominant race to lead them lo it, gently
if possible,firmly if necessary, bu at all limes patiently.

Although patronising, social Darwinist and racist, a generous interpretation would

still find scope within statements like this for a positive 'spin' on fairness and

therefore a chance for M6ori and PEkehE to come to some agreed and socially just

arrangement in the future. The Waitangi Tribunal is a mediating structue, created

by the Crown to work in the interests of both parties to the Treaty to redress past

injustices back to 1840.

Native/Ivliori Land Cou rt
Many of the early settlers left Britain for New Zealand with the specific intention

of acquiring land which they were led to believe was reasonably priced and readily

available to purchase, as well as being of high quality for production purposes.

One of the early stumbling blocks they encountered was to do with the problem of

title. As Kawharu writes in the foreword to Williams (1999: xvi),

Settlers lwd come to learn, their demand for nibal land could not be

satisfactorily mel unless the landwas clothedwith valid tille.

Thus was created the Native Land Court later to become the Mdori Land Court.

The 1865 Native Lands Act established the Native Land Court that was required to

individualise MEori land tenure before individuals sold land, thus accommodating

colonisation and fostering detribalisation. The effect was to force assimilation.

Nowhere is this point made more dramatically than those expressed in the words

of the historian Ward (in Williams, op.cit. p.l8),

the real problems and the real short-changing of the Mdori, began precisely
when lhey looked lile becoming too efective in their mastery of the techniques of
governmenl and administration and would use their skills to close the lond to
setllement. For the settlers wanted the land and the low was contirntally framed
to deny Mdori more thoz a minor shse in state power and control of resources.
That most precious instilution of British culture, the rule of lan', was prostituted
to the land grab, and brought into the conlempt in which many M6ori today
regrettably still hold it.
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Apart from the unscrupulous separation of M6ori from their traditional landss, the

Native/lvldori Land Courts played a significant role in diminishing the collective

nibal orientation of Maoridom in favour of individualisation (Stokes, 2002), and

contributed as well to the destruction of traditional leadership hierarchies by

establishing a new and powerful class of M6ori interpreters who were not

necessarily rangatira or tohunga but had the good fortune of being associated with

the settlers and could speak English and were therefore called on to translate for the

Minutes of the Miori Land Court. It is a mendacious use of language to suggest that

the MEori Land Court was set up to work in the interests of MEori. On the contrary,

it was as Mdori quite correctly labeled it, 'te kooti tango whenua'o the land-eating

court and documented graphically in maps of the North and South Islands of New

Zealand showing the disappearance of lands owned by MEori in 1860, 1890, l9l0

and 1939 (Ward, 1999:162-166).

There can be no mistaking the advantages to the colonising government and

settlers of the nineteenth century, and later their descendents also gained by the

creation and work of the Native/IVldori Land Court. As a mediating structure, the

Mnori Land Court has been a total failure. As a hegemonic tool for the destruction

of a society's political, spiritual and economic base, it would be difficult to say

what instnrment could have been more successful.

Native/lVleori Schools

(lhe Native Schools) system had been estqblished in accordance with lhe
'civilising' agenda of the nineteenth-century state, specifically to facilitde lhe
'Europeanising' of Mdori. Ihe Native School was thus inlended as a struclural
interface between Mdori cahure and European ctlture - a site where the two
cthures would be brought into an organised collision, as it were - with one
culture being confronted by the other in a systematic way (Simon and Smith,
200t:3).

The idea of a structural interface is the equivalent mediating structur€ of this study.

Not much else needs to be said about the Native/Iil6ori Schools system at this

point given coverage in Chapter 2 and again in Chapter 8. The volume of studies

s Documented in a host of Waitangi Tribunal Repofis dating fiom 1978 to thc most recent Te
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done on the M6ori Schools suggest that on the whole these were the nearest

institutions of those created by a central government to operate as mediating

structures as defined above. At worse, those offrcials closest to them were

patronising and paternalistic but the schools lasted a hundred years because not

only did Mdori come to 'owno them in a psychological sense, but they also

captured the attention of many Pdkehd professional educators who believed in

what they were doing in helping to integrate nvo different but intelligent peoples.

NZEI-Te Miro Maori

The New Zealand Educational Institute is the Early Childhood and Primary School

Teacher Union. Te Miro M6ori came into existence in 1992 having been earlier

recommended in the 1990 report to the annual meeting:

The Institute shall give honour and effecl to the Treaty of Waitangi with Mdori
and Touiwi being equal poties in Instilute operatiotts (Hamilton, 1992:124).

Te Miro M6ori was not a centre or a unit but a structure that more or less

paralleled the mainstream, or more accurately, the 'Tauiwi' strand. Hamilton spells

out the purpose and role of Te Miro MEori in seven statements (1992:124):

(a) represent Maori issues md MEori members in Institute operations;

(b) make deoisions about M6ori issues;

(c) mobilise Miori member involvement in Institute operations;

(d) select those who will represent Mdoridom on Institute business;

(e) promote understanding of MEori needs and aspirations;

(D be one of the parties that will aid the development of a bicultural Institute

and education system; and

G) take responsibility for the development and mobilisation of NZEI Maori

education policy.

The priorities for 1992 onwards will be to develop and establish links between

existing structures and the Miro M6ori, and redistribute resources so that both

parties in the partnership can be effective.

Whanganui-d Tara me 6na Takiwa - Report on the Wellington District (2003) (WAI 145)
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It is clear that from 1992Te Miro Mdori has operated within NZEI as a mediating

structure whose role is to be an agent of change in transforming the education

system from within. The development of the structure has made it possible 'to

empower MEori (teachers) to make decisions" while "requiring the NZEI to

provide sufficient resources and energy to implement and support the decisions"

(Hamilton, 1992:132).

Te Ohu Whakatupu

As the senior Mdori policy analyst in the Ministry of Women's Affairs, Tahi asks,

"How can we, as MEori women, effectively impact on the development of policy

where government is overwhelmingly dominated by policy makers and politicians

who are white and male?" (1995:65). tn the Ministry of Women's Affairs, Te Ohu

Whakatupu, as the MEori Policy Unit, was at least part of the answer to that

question. Tahi was initially an analyst and later its manager during the very

important 'bedding-in' phase of the economic reforms of the Fourth Labour

Government. According to Tahi, it was important that in giving policy advice to

the government, Te Ohu Whakatupu was not about "accepting conventions at the

outset" and that it was critical that they "questioned assumptions and pushed

boundaries" G. 73). In her view, the motivation within their unit was "to optimize

opportunities for M6ori in a PEkehE dominated society" (p. 62). At this time

(1980s-90s), ideas about a bicultural New Zealand society, the promotion of equity

principles to promote the interests of women, and rectification of past injustices

against MEori through the workings of the Waitangi Tribunal figured prominently

in the work of all government departments. One of the structural manifestations of

this period was the establishment of specific M6ori units or centr€s within

government departments to provide a focus for their responsiveness to Mdori. Te

Ohu Whakatupu was such a unit (the Ministry of Education had Te Wahanga

M6ori; the Education Review Office had Te Uepu; the New Zealand Qualifications

Authority had Te Whiinau, and so on).
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As a mediating structure, Te Ohu Whakatupu under the leadership of Tahi, clearly

operated as a catalyst for change even as it set out to accomplish the more liberal

goals of the government of the day. Te Ohu Whakatupu was challenging its own

department, govemment and society itself "to move beyond biculturalism as

theory and policy and apply it practically, as good business practice" (p. 6l).

The'T[ Tangata Way'

Tu Tangata Way, in the words of its own publicity brochure, is about "bringrng

our places of learning into the daily lives of our children" (frame 12)6. It does this

by "positioning the community on site with their children everyday'' (frame 13) to

produce safe schools, better motivated and more positive students, academic and

social enhancemen! substantial increases in leaming time in classrooms, reduction

in truancy, drug use and suspensions, and teachers who are more successful as

teachers (frarne l4). How does it do this?

The Tu Tangata Way has a paid community workforce in the classrooms everyday.

The community workers have specific job tasks everyday that they are required to

complete. The relationship between teachers, community workers, and the students

are expected to be new and unique. Because of the additional support available the

education and social needs of students are responded to immediately. Community

workers are required to promote whanaungatanga, sense of family and the

importance of sharing, respect and basic human values, everyday (frame l8).

The Tu Tangata Way is a mediating structune with a conservative agenda aimed at

bringing about changes from within schools. The key to its effectiveness is

communal participation in the daily lives of children and teachers in classrooms. It

cannot operate without the voluntary assistance of the teaching professionals and

paid support from voluntary associations.

6 The Tu Tangata Way brochure was set out in a series of power-point numbered ofrarnes' some of
which are listed in this section.
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The six mediating structures reviewed represent at least three that are well known

by the New Zealand public and three that are known mainly by specific interest

groups. All of them are politically conservative in the sense that they mainly serve

advocacy roles and recommend to higher order decision-making bodies. In

studying mediating structures such as these, one is often left with a taste in the

mouth that the appetite has been whetted but the main course has yet to be served.

The mediating structures that make up the data base for this research are discussed

below as a moderately expanded interpretation of Table l.l in Chapter l.

4.5 Mediating structures in Mnori education

Orthodox sociological models (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) are applied to an analysis

of a selection of four mediating structures used extensively in ME over the period

1960 - 20007. The sociological paradigms referred to in Burrell and Morgan's text

(functionalism, interpretivism, humanism, and structuralism), will be modified and

reframed in this discussion as 'sociological orientations' to avoid the boundedness

of a purely sociological perspective. ln theoretical terms the orientations are seen

as mutually exclusive. The exclusivity of each orientation is deliberately

constructed to assist analysis although in reality there may well be more continuity

between the models than is shown in this study. The orientations are meant to

describe distinctive ways of looking at the world, whether MEori or PiikehS, ME or

MSE. They represent ways of seeing and therefore provide alternative views of

social and educational realitv.

In the selected mediating structures they are treated like 'terms of reference'. This

is a more precise definition and, more importantly, suggests a way to proceed, or

t It is important to note that the thesis is not primarily about particular sociologists, specific
sociological theories, or sociological paradigms but I am indebted to some sociological studies for
the insights they bring to an analysis of M6ori education. Bunell & Morgan's (1979) macro
analysis of sociologicat paradigms is clearer than most I have read; Mills' (1977) sociological
imagination appeals to my inclination to mix categories and stride across different penpectives;
while Barnes' (1995) social theorising is exactly the sort of discussion needed for this chapter on

mediating structures in Milori education.
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sets guidelines for action in relation to some specified problem The term paradigm,

at least as envisaged by Kuhn (1962), came about as a description after the event

of some practice of 'normal science' was intemrpted by brief periods of

'revolutionary science'. The brief period that each mediating sfucture is explored,

hardly justifies more than what is generally understood when talking about a

'terms of reference'. Orientation, on the other hand, has the opposite effect from

terms of reference; it is less precise, more generic. The four sociological

orientations outlined, are not clearly demarcated one from the other. Each

sociological orientation is, in effect, associated with at least two other adjoining

orientations. The sociological orientations represent fundamentally different

frames of reference. They present themselves, therefore, as altemative models for

the analysis of social processes. A brief outline of the four sociological

orientations and the reasons for the selection of the corresponding four mediating

structures follows.

Functionalism - reports on MEori education

Writing about educational planning in New Zealand, one of educationos senior
offrcials writes,

In the last analysis 'e&tcational policy and planning' cannol really be separded

ftom 'naional development planning' in ils broadest serce. The qims and
policies of the education system need to be in essential larmony with the goals of
the type of society we are trying to creale, the nature of the ecanony we are
seeking to build up, and the maintenance of general social, crltural, and
environmental viability in New Zealand (Preston in Renwick & Ingham,
1974:81).

These words contain the main ingredients for a functionalist approach to

education. They pre-suppose the rationality of planning for unknown futures; they

assume a coherence between the aims of the system of education and the goals of

society at large; they accept that education has a contribution to make to the

economy and New Zealand culture in general; while the use of the abstract 'we'

implies those situated in the culture of policy making are involved in a normative

exercise which includes the ability to win and shape consent. Functionalism is

concemed with providing explanations of the status quo, maintaining social order,
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gaining consensus, and meeting people's needs. It has a strong individualist

orientation, wffi a mainly objectivist appreciation of the nature of the social world.

Functionalism tends toward a realist ontology.

With regard to the chapters on mediating structures (Chapters 5 to 8) we will

explore each in terms of answering two questions: (a) what are the critical forces

that shape Miiori participation; and (b) what are the processes for controlling, or

the modes of regulation, that are incorporated to gain consensus?

Interpretivism - processes of consultation

The interpretive orientation to sociology sees as its primary concern, the issue of

how to explain the world, as it is perceived through the eyes of the participants.

There are several substifute names for interpretivism, for example, hermeneutics

and phenomenology and they are all troublesome to explain especially to

functionalists who perceive interpretivism as idealist and strongly oriented to a

collectivistic orientation. Interpretation plays an important role when trying to

determine the meaning of things. Wilber argues that

no amount of analytic-empirical-scientific data, no mdter haw complete, can
totally establish meaning....Rather, meaning is establishe4 nal by sensory data,
but by unrestrained communicative inquiry and inlerpretalion (1981:32).

Two questions critical to an understanding of the interpretivist orientation, as this

applies to the world of education, are (a) what counts as knowledge; and (b) who

said? These questions belong to the specialist field of the sociology of knowledge.

One of its leading proponents is the American sociologist Berger (1971:128). He

describes the field in these terms:

It concerns iself with the social location of ideas. It rejects the pretence thal
thought occtrs in isolotion from the social context within which particular
people think about prticular things. Ideologt enters the piclure when a certain
idea semes a vested interest in society, or when an interpretation of social
reality is needed so that justificdion is made plausible. Ideologt is a kind of
self-deception but il is not lying; the liar knows he is lytng; the ideologisl does
nol.
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The processes of consultation in MEori education are explored under an

interpretivist orientation because interpretation and translation are always the key

determining factors whenever consultation occurs.

Ilumanism - institutional marae

The primary commitment of a humanistic orientation is to change consciousness

through critique. As with the interpretivist orientation, humanism also tends

toward a collectivist and sometimes, even anarchist individualistic approach. The

French sociologisg Althusser (in Coward & Ellis, 1979:87) writes, "humanism

seeks to explain society and history by taking as its starting point human essence,

the free human subject of needs, of work, the subject of moral and political

action". As might be expected, given the pastoral-like historical relationship

between education interpreted as schools, teachers and students, there is a sbong

humanistic radition in education. Combs (1981) describes the humanist

orientation to education as.

a commitment to educational practice in which allfacets of the teaching/Ietning
process give major emphasis to the freedom, value, worth, dignity, and integrity
of persons. More speciJically, humanistic e&tcdion:

- accepls the learners' needs and Wrposes and develops experiences and
programmes uound tlre unique potential of the learner;

- recognises the primacy of human feelings and uses personal values and
perceptions as integral factors in e&tcational processes ;

- develops a learning climate that nurtures learning environments perceived
by involved individtals as challenging, understanding. supportive, exciting
and free from threat ; and

- develops in learners gerruine concern and respectfor lhe worth ofothers and
skill in codlict resolution.

The mediating structure of institutional marae is investigated under a humanist

orientation because it is probably the only Mdori structure that exists within

education, it is a traditional institution that dates back more than a thousand years,

and it is supposedly positioned within mainstream institutions to serve the cultural

interests of M[ori students as well as being present in concrete form to influence

the consciousness of non-M6ori students.
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Structuralism - Mnori medium schooling

My argument is that the real commifinent ought to be a 'radical structuralism'

rather than a radical humanism although they need not be mutually exclusive.

Perhaps radical humanism is a necessary pre-requisite to radical sructuralism.

Radical structuralism calls for a change to the social order by changing structures

and/or modes of domination. The Mlori medium Education (MME) movement, at

its most transformative edge, includes te kdhanga reo, kura kaupapa M6ori,

wharekura, wiinang4 Te Ataarangi and the notion of a M6ori education authority

and is an attempt to create an alternative structure for the delivery of education. ln

terms of mainstreatn, an MMP parliament is a structural creation designed to

promote a fairer representation of New Zealand's population at the level of

government and as a result there are more M6ori in parliament since MMP than

ever before. A M6ori network of regional radio stations and a national television

channel is an altemative communicative network and has had a profound effect on

Mdori self-perception because now there is a 'Mdori voice' or more accurately,

'Maori voices' being heard nationally as well as locally. These structural creations

are all important contributions toward the establishment of a socially just society.

The question of whether education merely reflects society or whether it has a role

in changing society takes us into the binary hap again of choosing one over the

other rather than both in a relational dialectic. Bourdieu and Passeron (in Giroux,

le82),

postulale thqt the contenl of a given group's culture is an ubitrty selection,
and, furlhermore, that calnral systenv characteristic of social groups are
assigned positions in a 'dominance-subordinalion' hieruchy. They argue thal
the 'system of e&tcdion' then reproduces the ctlture of lhe dominant grouPs so
that power relatiots between groups are socially reproduced in such awry as to
ensure lhe conlinuance of dominanl group hegemony..... They define 'spbolic
violence' as the power of the school to impose and incdcde children with a
culture which repro&tces social cotditions and reldions which oe supportive of
the dominant group.

Research on the implementation of kaupapa M6ori into the education system, even

though linle more than two decades old, already has a lively literature that
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underlines the systemic resistance and symbolic violence brought to bear against

those who would challenge existing structures (Smith, G.H., 1997; Rat4 1991).

The rise of Maori medium schooling is the fourth and final mediating stnrcture

explored in this study.

Table 4.1 The primary concerns of four sociological orientations

TIIE SOCIOLOGY OF CHANG E/TRANSFORMATION

TIIE SOCTOLOGY OF REGULATION/EQT.JILIBRIT'M

Adopted from Bunell & Morgan (1985)

4.6 Propositions for a theoly of mediating structures

The overview discussion on mediating structures, and the four foci specifically

selected to illustrate the role mediating structures play in reproducing the policies

consciousness

harnanism
Primary commitment is to change
consciousness through critique

Key words: totality, consciousness, alienation
critique, spirit, idealism

Chapter 07'Tangata-whenu4 Tangata-Tiriti'
MEDIATING STRUCTURE:
Institutional mrrae

SURIECTIVE

structur€
sfiudaruIism

Primary commitment is to change the social
order by changing strustures, and/or modes of
domination
Key words: structures, conradictions, crises,

science, materialism, superstructure,
substructure, power relations

Chapter 08 'Our Pikeh6'
MEDIATING STRUCTURD:
The rise and rise of Mtori Medium
Schooling

ORIECTIVE
idealist

interprdivism
Primary concern is to explain the world, as it
is perceived through the eyes ofthe
participants

Key words: ospirit', ideal type, typification,
taken-for-granted, consciousness, experiantial,
'being'

Chapter 06 'We're all New Zealanders'
MEDIATING STRUCTTJRE:
The process of consultation
culture

realist

fanctionalhm
Primary concern is with providing
explanations ofthe status quo, social order,
consensus, need sdisfaction, and acfudity
Key words: status quo. Purposive rationality,
positivisg social order, cohesion, solidarity,
scientific

Chapter 05 'Our Mioris'

MEDIATING STRUCTTJRE:
Reports on Miori educetion

society
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and practices that constitute MEori education, can now be restated as propositions

for investigation. Reports on M6ori education (Chapter 5) and the processes of

consultation (Chapter 6) are, and have been official practice for several decades.

They are analytic-oriented mediating structures with value-generating and value-

maintaining agendas. The second two, institutional marae (Chapter 7) and Miiori

medium schooling (Chapter 8) are programmatic-oriented mediating structures

that draw Mdori in and away from oflicial definitions of what M6ori want (how

they get their meaning, identity, fulfilment). Where the first two are seen as

disempowering the second two are seen as containing possibilities for

transformation.

A first proposition is that mediating structures in education operate to distort what

Mdori want from schooling, namely, meaning, cultural identity and personal

fulfilment, that is, the same as what everyone else wants from education. One

prominent form in which this distortion is manifest is in the area of M6ori

academic under-achievement (Chapter 2).

A second proposition is that if the first two mediating structures dealing with

reports on ME and processes of consultation - (Chapters 5 and 6) could be more

like the second two on institutional marae and M6ori medium schooling -
(Chapters 7 and 8), the political order for M6ori would be more meaningful.

Mediation processes between institutional life and the values and realities of

individual life for MEori would be more familiar. hence MEori would feel 'more in

control of their own destinv'.

A third proposition stems from a busy area of study called the 'identity politics of

place - who am I' and a 'spatialised politics of identity - where am I?' which was

introduced in Chapter 3 and the major component of Part III of this research.

Resistance to disempowering mediating structures as they exist in ME is about

commitment to challenging the hegemonic constructions of place, of politics, and

of identity. On the other hand, institutional marae (Chapter 7) and MEori medium
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schooling (Chapter 8) provide a platform for dissecting and critiquing essentialist

uses of concepts like culture, ethnicity and race. To be caught up in the traditional

binary of MEoritanga (cultural capital l) and Pakehdtanga (cultural capita'l 2)

constrains us from recognising what the American professor of English and

humanities, Michaels (1992:680) warns as not being able to account for the

discovery of 'new ways to be different' as he describes reinvented culture (cultural

capital 3). This is my reference in Table 4.2 below to an hlpothesised imbricated

education system and is the central recommendation of this thesis. It can be

likened to the political 'third way' (Giddens, 2000) or 'thirdspace of political

choice' according to Soja and Hooper referred to earlier in this chapter.

The research set out to provide a rigorous examination of the mediating strucfures,

particularly reports on M6ori education and the processes of consultation because

they are the officially initiated practices that need to be minimalised because of

their negative effects on Miori. The second two, institutional marae and kaupapa

M6ori schooling beg the question of whether they can or should be utilised further

in the interests of ME.

Table 4.2 is structured to illustrate the way in which mediating structures produce

and reproduce both Miiori and PikehE cultural identities. In a very general sense it

assumes a generic M6ori cultural capital exists (the characteristics down the left

side of the table), and a generic Pdkehi cultural capital also exists (the

characteristics down the right side of the table). It is assumed further that in an

education system dominated by one cultural goup @akehA) the other cultural

group (Meori) will be consistently disadvantaged for no other reason than it is a

minority as well as being culturally subordinate. A third assumption is that

pressures to assimilate the minority into the Western philosophical world is a

constant feature of an education system designed in the interests of the majority.

Matching this assumption is an ongoing struggle from MEori to retain its authentic

identity by appealing for the inclusion in the system of increased elements of the

kaupapa Mnori agenda. It is hypothesised that there already exists within New
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Zealand society a growing number ofNew Zealanders (predominantly MEori) who

already know how 'to walk in both worlds' and many more (all other New

Zealanders) who want to know how to. It is suggested that the greatest scope for

creating a more just and ethical society depends on the overlap of the two main

cultural capitals but the acceptance of mediating structures needs to be called into

question.

Table 4.2 The emergence of different cultural capitals

A Theory of Mediating Structures in Mlori Education
The Sociel end Culturel Reproduction of Mtori ldentity

Kaupapa Mlori
(MIori cultural capital)

- sacred oriented
- ontologically subjectivist
- epistemologically
relativist
- human nature - determinist

Mllori-Plkehl imbrlcsted
culturel capitel

Ch.2 The Ideologl ofM6ori
Education
Ch.3 M6ori Identity
Pdkehi dominantfir,Iaori
subordinate education system :

WesterD Philorophy
(PIkehI culturrl crpitel)

- secular oriented
- ontological ly objectivist
- epistemologically positivist
- human nature - voluntarist

Ch. 4 'mediating structures'
&'controlling processes'

Modes of Socie.Cultural Rcgulation

- priority of the collective
- role oftikanga

div iding practic e s/ maniptlat e d
congensus

Ch.5 'Meori Education Reports'
m o de s of i n q uiry/ c o ns trttc tive
dialogve
Ch. 6'Role of Consultation'
self
s u bj ec tifi cati oil cultur alc ontrol
Ch,7'Instiutional Marae'

-priority of the individual
- role of the law/regulation

Modes of Cultural-Educational Tnrosformation

- manaaki tangata
- tiitou tiitou
- tino rangatiratanga

- whakawhitiwhiti kdrero I transformation
- contribution through
participation

A theory of Mlori schooling
s e lf- s ubj e c tifi c ati on/ c ul tu ral
coftrol
Ch.E MEori medium
schooling/immanent

- hierarchy
- bureaucracy
piecemeal intervention

- authority and control
- purposive rariondity

- Miiori medium education Ch.g'Whst it means to
educated citizen of
Aot e aroa/N ew 7*al and'.

- bicultural education
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PART II Mediating structures in the development of Miori
education

Introduction to Psrt II - The Data

One of the most consistent messages conveyed throughout the history of MEori

education has been that which has called for more and more participation of MEori

within the education system, Slogans like, 'We need more Miori teachers',

'Teachers can't do it alone', 'M6ori parents must work in partrership with

educationalists', 'M6ori leaders must encourage their students to stay at school

longer', and 'M5ori parents are needed on boards of trustees' have been in the

public domain for many years. What is the problem of participation? How has it

been addressed? What has been the effect of attempts to close the participation

disparity? Even the Native/Jvliiori Schools, it was argued in Chapter 2, were

intended only as a transition in the development towards an inclusive mainstream

system of schools and educational facilities. What were the critical forces that

would shape M6ori participation within the education system throughout this

history, especially those of the period 1960-2000? What were the elements of

development that formed part of the struggle between mainstrEam and M6ori for

control of the educational agenda which, as is well recognised, is synonymous

with the control of the hearts and minds of young people as well as the

development of their intellect? What has been the effect on MEori?

Chapters 5-8 contain the data chapters on mediating sructures. The key research

question being investigated is, 'How does the mainstream education system,

through the mechanism of compulsory formal schooling, go about its business of
transforming Miiori students into 'subjects' from one generation to the next?'

(Research Question 3). The question is informed by what Foucault (1982:777-778)

calls 'modes of objectification', namely, dividing practices, modes of inquiry, and

self-subjectification. Nader et al (1997: I ) gives us an alternative set of 'controlling

processes', namely, manipulated consensus, constructive dialogue and cultural

control which are seen to operate in a manner similar to Foucault's 'modes of
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objectification'. The answer to RQ3 is through the work of mediating stnrctures,

specifically, the four that make up the data base of Part II.

Education reports (Chapter 5) and face-to-face consultations (Chapter 6) have been

the mainstays for many years for communicating the system's intentions, and at

tlre same time, for evaluating the level of agreement among communities of policy

directions recommended. The institutional marae (Chapter 7) is a different

proposition in that like MEori medium schooling they arose out of Miiori

communities choosing to participate in a manner familiar to them. Severe

criticisms of education reports and consultations from M6ori often would draw

heavy flak from mainstream education, while similar criticisms of institutional

marae and MEori medium schooling (Chapter 8) would likely draw an equally

embittered response from Mdori educational sources. I accept that those criticisms

of my research might be forthcoming. My concern is less about the backlash my

work might atfract than the comprehensiveness and cohesiveness of my analysis of

the four mediating structures. As a precaution the selected mediating stnrctures

have been subjected to a composite set of analytical tools borrowed from Foucault

(1982), Nader et al (1997), and Van Til (1984) and others. An introduction to the

contributions from Foucault and Nader appears in Chapter I under RQ3 and again

under Proposition 2.

ln an article on policy studies Van Til (1984) writes about three important

megatrends in citizen participation: the shift from cenfralisation to

decentralisation, from representative democracy to participatory democracy, and

from a focus on hierarchies to networking. These trends are also evident within

educational developments in New Zealand and make up an important component

of the discussions on mediating structures set out in Chapter 4 of this research.

There is, however, one further megahend, if it can be called that, which persis8

and that is the one of maintenance of the status quo, of continuity with the way

things are. This is a state that doesn't happen automatically; it continues because

some people in positions of influence want the status quo to remain. When these
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four megatrends are viewed in the light of some of the critical forces that have, and

continue to shape the participation of M6ori in education, we begin to fill in the

development gaps that have made Mdori education the unique configuration that

exists today. The four critical elements of development identified by Val Til (ibid.)

are appropriate for this study. They are social justice, communications,

lifestyleVl i fe chances, and cultural mobi I isation.

Where participation relates to social justice, we are reminded that rewards within a

society are not equally shared whether they are economicn educational or

otherwise. However, it is important for the system that those disadvantaged feel

that they are deserving of what they receive, as somehow being inevitable and

right, because they are a minority. Co-option plays an important role in this

charade in order to achieve consensus, even of the manufacfured variety made

infamous by Chomskyr. Participation patterns vary in education depending on the

level of relevance of the education offered because people need to feel that the

education they receive they must accept compulsorily as being in their interests.

Access and opportunity are critical but they are not sufficient in themselves. The

element of social justice is explored in Chapter 5 in an analysis of reports on

Mdori education. These reports constitute the initial mediating structure of this

research.

The second critical force shaping participation is what Van Til identifies as

communication (1984:313). According to him, "sommunications affect

participation because persons must interact to advance personal and economic

interests" (and, we will argue, educational, and race relations interests). In MEori

terms, kanohi-ki-te-kanohi, as in face-to-face interactions, has priority over all

other forms of communication but in terms of Maori custonL the primary

interaction is where the relationship is negotiated and agreed. It is not a tacit

aflirmation in advance of negotiation if the dialogue that follows is to be a

' Noam Chomsky (undated) Manufacturing Consent- A feature documentary by Mark Achbar &
Peter Wintonick. Video Education Australasia Pty. Ltd, Bendigo, Victoria, Australia.
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constructive one. The element of communication is explored further in Chapter 6

in our discussion of consultation as a mediating structure.

Life-style/life-chance is the third factor affecting participation. In the midst of a

consumer-oriented society where individualismn privatisation and competition

triumph, Mdori continue to hold firmly to collective concerns like whiinau, hapii

and iwi (family and tribe) as well as the ecological rootedness of whakapapa

(genealogical links to place). There is a problem where life-style becomes a

priority and that is when it becomes an end in itself. As an example, institutional

marae are not created with the view of replacing traditional marae or to increase

the number of marae facilities in any specified area. They will never service a kin-

based community for any extended and continuous period of time. In a legal sense,

they are the property of the institution where they are located. Focussing on life-

styles to the detriment of life-chances is to elicit accusations of 'culturalism' (Rata,

2000:24). The problem relates to the vulnerability of self-subjectification where

the critical forces doing the shaping are oneos own. Instead of being exploited by

outsiders one is exploited by insiders. The problem is not about who is doing the

exploiting as the fact that exploitation occurs at all. The element of life-styleflife-

chance affecting participation is elaborated in a discussion of the institutional

marae as the third mediating structure of the thesis and is the content of Chapter 7.

Cuhural mobilisation is the fourth factor affecting participation. The political shift

from a highly centralised education system to a more decentralised one made

possible in the educational reforms of the late 1980s and early 1990s helped

facilitate the M6ori medium schooling (MMS) movement. There is a close affrnity

between the manner in which institutional marae operates and the development of
Mlori medium schooling. Both depend on modes of cultural regulation that make

self-subjectification an important mechanism for asserting difference; both rely

heavily on cultural control mechanisms that are fundamentalist and essentialist in

nature; and both emerged out of Miori discontent in education and a powerful
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desire to take control over their own educational future. The mediating structure of

Mdori medium schooling is explored in Chapter 8.

These four critical forces have shaped Mdori participation in education and will be

discussed in more detail in the appropriate chapters of Part II.

The megatrends and the forces shaping participation suggest a number of

participatory futures that will be call scenarios. The first of these refers to the

notion of status quo and is therefore hierarchical. At the other end of the

participatory spectrum the scenario is transformation. A liberal extension of the

continuity and hierarchical scenario is the scenario that promotes networking and

conventional imaging while the conservative variation opts for participatory

democracy.

In summary, the combination of (a) four megatrends in participation (status quo,

representative to participatory democracy, a focus on hierarchies to a focus on

networkingo and cenhalisation to decentralisation), along with (b) the four critical

forces shaping participation (continuity, communication, life-style/life-chances,

and cultural mobilisation), plus (c) the four scenarios that form the likely futures

for participation (hierarchical, participatory democracy, conventional imaging, and

transformation) and we are in a position to locate those mediating structures that

best match the patterns of participation in the development of MEori education

1960-2000. The third column on the modes of regulation/controlling processes is

set out as an extension of Table 1.4.
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Outline ofthe structure of Part II-An extension of Table 1.4

Mcgetrcnds Cridcel forces
sheping
perticipetion

lVlode of
nguletion-
Contrclling
DIrOC€sSe3

Scenerio Mcdlating
ctrrct[rc

Cheptcrs

Status quo - continuity
- democracy

- dividing
practic€s
- manipulted
cons€nsus

hierarshical Rsports in
Maori
Education

Ch 05 'Our
Meoris'

Representative
democracy to
participatory
democracv

- authoritarian

communication

- modes ot
inquiry
- constnrstive
dialosue

-pseudo.
democratic
-participatory
dernocrzcv

C.onsultation
inMEori
Edusation

Ch.06'Wc're
all NZers'

Focus on
hierarchics to
focus on
networkinc

- life
styles/chancas

- self
subjectific*ion
- cultural
control

- conventional
imaging
- networking

Institutional
Marae

ch.07
'Tangata-
wheirua-
Tenssta-tiriti'

Certralisation to
desentralisdion

- cultural
mobilisation

- self
subjectificdion
- cultural
control

- transform-
ational
- decentralis-
ation

Miori
Medium
Schooling

Ch.08'Our
PEkehEs'
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Chapter 05

'Our Mioris': reports on Miori education (1960-2000)

5.1 Introduction

How politicians decide what direction an education system will take depends much

of the time on the political philosophy of those who have command of the heasury

benches. A political philosophy is an ideologt in terms of which certain

institutions and practices are justified and others attacked; it is an articulation of

ideals as goals and guidelines for aspirations and policies; it contains strategies

and programmes that embody both ends and means, and, as Mills (1977a:14)

states:

[theyJ contain theories of man, society and history, or d least assumptions about
how society is made up and how it works; about what are held to be its mosl
important elements and how these elements are typically related; its major poinls
of conJlict and how these conflicts se resolved. It suggests the methods of study
appropriate to its theories. From these theories and with these melhods,
etpectations qre derived A political philosophy tells us how tofind out vhere we

stand andwherewe mty be going; it gives us some snswers to these quesliotts; it
prepares us for possible filures.

This chapter sets out to identiff the ideologies, ideals, strategies and theories that

are embedded in the reports on Mdori education and then evaluate what has been

elicited in the light of earlier descriptions of mediating structures and the impact of

these on developments in M6ori education.

A total of 32 reports were selected for the original analysis (these are listed in the

appendix) but were reduced to l0 of the more generative of them, that is, those that

were the boldest in trying to shift away from their anticipated conservatism and set

out to make space for M6ori values, knowledge, and practices. These are the Focus

Reports and are listed below. The reports are discussed in two separate but inter-

related periods: Part I looks at the period 1960 to 1977 andPartz the period 1978

to 2000. These two periods are viewed as the most potentially nansformative in

the history of post-colonial MEori education developments. The first, 1960-77,

signals an awakening of mainsheam New Zealand to the potential within both the
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education system and within M6ori society to contribute to the development of the

nation. The second, 1978-2000 is marked by a major surge forward by MEori in

promoting and revitalising the essence of what it means to be Mdori in their own

terms. All these reports are public documents and at the time of their publication,

freely available to educationists at all levels.

The sociological perspective by which these reports is analysed is primarily

described as 'functionalist' because educational reports, it is argued" are concerned

with providing explanations of the status quo, of the 'way things are', or more

precisely, of the 'way things ought to be'. This is the moral imperative of an

education system embedded in liberal perceptions of social justice. Despite the

remark from the l8e century Scottish philosopher David Hume that 'ought' is not

implied by 'is', that there can be no deductive steps from saying how things are to

saying how they ought to be (Ayer, 1969:30), there would be little point to

recommendations otherwise. Functionalism places a high priority on the

maintenance of stability, of integration and of consensus. A sociology of

regulation or control rather than transformation or change is taken as imperative

while there needs always to be the incentive to be seen to be improving the system

by establishing processes that are more inclusive, more participatory, and therefore

more democratic.

The writers of each report are also charged with the responsibility of bringing a

minority M6ori perspective to the discussions which means M6ori participants

were involved in the various reports to inject M6ori understandings, views, and

perceptions into the deliberations of the goup, and indeed, to the final report. This

endeavour to elicit alternative explanations of the educational world through

legitimating perceptions as seen through the eyes of MEori participants has meant

that an interpretive sociological perspective has to be considered as well when

analysing the reports. It will be argued that the minority status of Mdori compared

with non-M6ori is in accord with the minimal influence of interpretive sociology

vis-i-vis functionalist sociology in the reports, even when the reports in their
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totality were written to address MEori education. This is a basic contradiction that

lurks in the shadows of most/all reports that deal with education and have

something to say about Mdori education. Sadly, the contradiction or what others

might refer to as the 'double-bind' (Sampson, 1976:234), also comes through in

reports that are dedicated to focus specifically on M6ori education. Mdori in

particular are placed in a paradoxical situation in which there is ambiguity about

which way to respond. There is ample research evidence to suggest that

historically, MEori saw benefits in acquiring literacy, speaking English, and

accepting the advanced technology of P6kehi society, but it is equally true that

they did not believe that PEkehZi wisdom was in any way superior to their own

indigenous wisdom; the same is true today as it was 200 years ago. It is this

'damned if you do' and 'damned if you don't' quality of reports on M6ori

education that gives them the characteristic of a 'mediating structure'. The

pathologies surrounding M6ori schooling, as an example, are taken as no longer

tenable once the recommendations are reconfigured as policy, resourced by

govemment, and implemented by teachers. This is the process discussed in

Chapter I under sociology of regulation. It is in this area that the mode of

objectification Foucault calls dividing practices (1952:777) is located. Dividing

practices are forms of co-option. Co-option occurs every fime M6ori subjects are

brought into decision-making bodies or pseudo-scientific groups to discuss M5ori

education matters where they are placed in a position where they are either divided

inside themselves or divided from others. If they are to operate as MEori they must

first of all either educate the non-MEori group memben about things M6ori or be

prepared to 'turn-the-other-cheek' in order not to be challenging every

transgression against Mdori ways of thinking and acting. If the group meets for

more than a day or two they will likely both educate and ignore their colleagues

frequently. The balance between the two extremes gives the M6ori member some

sense of either the worthwhileness or futility of the project.

The micro-processes for resocialisation involved in those working intimately on

reports provide many oppornrnities for members to debate issues, for conciliation
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and compromise, and to 'get under the skin' of what the American sociologist

Mills distinguishes as the 'personal troubles of milieu' versus 'public issues of

social stnrcture' (1977:14). When those in positions of power want to do what is

right but confuse or distort the personal over the structural in matters of

Mdori/Pdkehd relations, the oxymoron of coercive harmony or manipulated

consensus seem like a pragmatic solution to a problem really intended for the 'too

hard basket'.

5.2 Methodolory and argument

It is argued in Part I of this chapter that 'the outward embrace' was the focus in

M6ori education for the period 1960 - 1977. The education system set about

stengthening MEori participation in all its sectors throughout this period by

including M6ori leadership more centrally in decision-making roles highlighted by

the National Advisory Committee on Milori Education (NACME) that came into

existence in 1955 and produced its first major report in 1970. Watson recognised

this development in his statemen! o'For thirty years a deliberate attempt has been

made to foster M6ori history, arts and crafts, in schools attended by Maori

children, and now more generallt''Q967:40).

The full aphorism of the sub-title to Part One is, Ka awhi noa i waho, kare e uru ki

roto (We are outwardly embraced, but never get inside). The reports are subjected

to three forms of analysis. The initial area of analysis of these reports is to assess

and evaluate whether the purpose of each report (udged in the light of its M6ori

membership and the specific issues to be addressed) facilitate M6ori education

remaining a peripheral activity in education or whether it envisages it penetrating

the dominant system in some fashion. Put another way, the question asked of each

report is whether what the committee has set out to address is merely to provide an

outward embrace or whether it could effect or contribute to cultural and

educational transformation. Of course, one cannot know for sure the purposes for

which some activity is undertaken since it is an end-view that involves foresight of
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the consequences that will result from the actions, and even if it was possible to

interview those involved, and many are now no longer available, it is unlikely

interpretations will be the same now as they were at the time of the report. At face

valuen we learn from Dewey (1974:69) that the formation of purposes involves:

observation of surrounding conditions;

knowledge of what has happened in similar situations in the past (through

recollection, information, advice, and warning of those who have had a

wider experience); and

judgement which puts together what is observed and what is recalled to see

what they signify.

The concepts of cultural and educational hansformations were discussed more

fully in Chapter 3 but this quote from Lewis et al (undated) is suggestive of those

areas of reports to be considered:

Transformaions....se reorganisations of previotts cdegories of btowledge.
(They) provide new ittsigh* and impetus to explore the environmenl in a nent
way. In this sense transformalions are not static....achievements, but powerful
combinations of the old and the neu' tfu cqn be used to foster qrd direct
qdditional learning

Further analysis of the reports focuses on an assessment and evaluation of the

various discourses within each report. From a postmodernist and critical

perspective Best & Kellner (1991:32) suggest an approach for analysing how

writers [of a report]:

- characterise and criticise education and its discourses;

- postulate a break with prevailing educational theory;

- produce alternative tansformative theories, positions or perspectives;

create, or fail to create, a theory of tansformative education; and

- provide or fail to develop, a new transformative politics adequate in the

supposed future situation.
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In Part One a selection has been made of five of the 13 reports (the focus reports)

for an in-depth analysis of the purpose statements. Part Two follows the same

pattem of five Focus Reports selected for in-depth analysis from the 19 reports

reviewed. The tables below summarise four categories with two questions in each

in order to clarifu the purpose of each report as well as the various supporting

discursive statements. In most cases the questions are artificially posed in

dichotomous terms to help make clear analytical/theoretical distinctions. They are

posed this way to reflect the asymmetrical power relationship that exists between

Meori and non-Mdori within the education system.

(i) ideologr Ql. What are the main Eblems the writers of the report set

out to address? Q2. Whose interests do the writers of the report think or

believe they are catering for?

(ii) ideals Q3. Does the report view the long term goal as being about

unity, conformity and sameness? Q4. Does the report view the long

term goal as being about difference and diversity?

(iiD strategies Q5. Is there consensus about the need for change? Q6. Is the

unit for change basically targeting the collective /group or the

individual?

(iv) thories Q7. Is there a theory of cultural change? What is said about it?

Q8. Is there a theory of structural change? What is said about it?

An overview of New Zealand society might be helpful at this point. Reduced to its

most basic form, New Zealand society comprises two cultures, one Polynesian in

origin (Maori) and the other Western European Pakeha). Because of its colonial

history these two cultures are constructed in a dominant-subordinate relationship.

Because of their history of more than 150 years of capitalist exploitation these two

cultures have experienced uneven development where the former MEori culture is

disadvantaged economically in relation to those who belong to the PEkehd culture.

Along with the political effects of colonialism and the economic effects of

capitalism is the third side of the holy trinity of the domination of a people and
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that is Christianity-oriented education that first undermined and disrupted, and

then distorted and replaced a MEori cosmology that dated back to the beginning of

time. In New Zealand today, political, economic and educational institutions

struggle to redress the imbalance that history has shaped in MEori/PEkehE

relations. This study, through the analysis of mediating structures (Maori

education reports in this case) is a small attempt to throw light on the contribution

education might make to rectif,ing existing inequalities.

5.3 The functionalist terms of reference

Functionalism sets out to provide essentially rational explanations of social affairs.

The vocabulary of functionalism is located in concepts like, status quo, social

order, consensus, social integration, solidarity, and need satisfaction. Its

approaches are considered realist, pragmatic, problem-oriented, and practical while

regulatory solutions are often seen as necessary outcomes.

The motivation in providing re-interpretations of the reports is not to discredit

them but to throw new insights on them. I think Foucault's concept of 'procedures

of rarefaction' have distinct possibilities in any re-appraisal of works such as those

found in Mdori education reports. With reference to Foucault, Tomlinson (1997:9'l

"refers to the regulation of discourse, as it were,from within (emphasis in original)

- not prohibiting discourse, but keeping it in check by trying to contain regulative

principles. Rarefaction is a complex tem," we are told, "but it has the general

meaning of becoming less dense thus of refinement or purificationo but also of

'thinning out' of the dense mass of what is said about a subject". Mliori are a

minority within New Zealand and in the majority of reports on M6ori education,

remain minority members of these committees. Miori on Pdkeh6 committees are

typically less vocal and commonly are asked to play the role of educating their

PEkehd peers about the MEori world. What ends up in the report from the MEori

contributions is highly problematic. To say that all members of committees have to

'sign-up' to what appears in the final report is a safeguard against false reporting,

or mis-communication or some such distorting effect is to mis-recognise the
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compelling procedures of rarefaction. "These so-called 'voices from the margin'

may not be more authentic, less comrpt and therefore more revolutionaryo'to quote

from Harvey (1996:100), but they are certainly outside of the systems of

determination, they do not have the final say.

The work of committees, such as iue discussed below, are primarily conducted in

dialogue between the members. This dialogue is the primary condition of

discourse but of course reports are not dialogue written down but are rather

interpretations made by one or two people (part of a secretariat quite often) of the

many dialogues conducted by members of the committee. This is why the exercise

of hermeneutics, of critique, and of discourse analysis is so important to get at the

underlying meaning. In her book on Theories of discourse (1986), Macdonell tells

us that'odiscourse is social. The statement made, the words used and the meanings

of the words used, depends on where and against what the statement is made"

(p.l). She goes on to illustrate, "In my institution, there is a distribution and a

hierarchy of discourses. Where a pregnant woman wants her childbirth to be

natural, her statements and the concepts in which she thinks may conflict with

those of the doctor - not all the statements about the woman's pregnancy may be

accepted as 'knowledge': the woman may find her words carry little weight" (p.

2).

5.4 Characteristics of reports

The reading and analysis of reports is different in nature than the reading and

analysis of most other kinds of written material. Firstly, in a centralised system

such as exists in New Zealand, reports are written by a committee the members of

which are selected by government. The committee has a chairperson who is also

selected by government especially for that position. He or she is almost always a

very experienced and highly regarded member of the public with some affinity to

the area under inquiry. The sort of affinity, will depend on govemment and might

include proven expertise, political allegiance, reputation in dealing reasonably
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quickly given diflicult time lines, fairness, in-depth experience in the field and any

number of other criteria. Thirdly, the government prepares the terms of reference

that the committee is expected to work within. These terms of reference ile very

carefully prepared because they constitute what Parekh (1989: 228) says is "its

source of legitimacy, its birth certificate as it were". Fourthly, committees of

inquiry often have the luxury of not having to concem itself, at least overly, with

originality or scholarship although those committees that ignore a sense of history

or wish to argue contrary to the conventional wisdom of their field are likely to

invite unnecessary critique and invective. Finally, once committees submit their

reports to government they usually have no further role except perhaps to

communicate and explain their recommendations to the public. What the

govemment does with the report will most likely depend on how close the report's

recommendations are to government' s expectations.

5.5 Selection of reports

(a) The reports and the recommendations have been selected with three criteria

in mind: first, they were released between the years 1960-2000; second, in

the view of the writerr they made a positive impact among MEori

audiences; and third, they were again, in the opinion of the writer,

important for the effect they had in their time as well as incrementally in

raising and reinforcing a kaupapa Mdori discourse, that is, one that

reinforces a Miiori philosophical position.

The focus reports rue as follows:

Part One 1960-1977

Report 2: The Report of the Commission on Education in New Zealand

(Currie Report, 1962)

t The writer has been a professional participant in the education system from 1960-2000 and
reserves the right to comment as an informed insider.



Report 4:

Report 5:

Report 9:

Report 1l:

Part Two (1978-2000)

Report 15

Report 20:

Report 27

Report 3l

Report 32
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Report of The National Advisory Committee on MEori Education

(NACME, t970)

MEori Children and the Teacher (1971)

Report of the Committee on Communication Between Schools and

Parents: Parent-School Communication (1973)

Report of the Committee on Secondary Education, 'Towards

Partnership' (McCombs Reporf 197 6)

Report of the National Advisory Committee on lvlEori Eclucation

(NACME, 1980)

Review ofthe Core Curriculum for Schools (1984)

Report ofthe Taskforce to Review Education Administration @icot

Report, 1987)

Mdori Participation and Performance in Education - A Literature

Review and Research Programme (1997)

Mflori Commission Reports (1998/99)

5.6 Committee membership

The chairperson in all of the reports as well as the MEori members of the

committees are named where this is known. This is done for two main reasons:

since reports are written by committees under the guidance of the chair it is

obvious that each member has his or her own contribution to make to the inqutry

and a consensus will likely not exist among the members until these can be

negotiated over the duration of the committee's work. The chairperson's authority

in the area of inquiry as well as in the leadership role will contribute significantly

to the speed and durability with which negotiated compromises will be met.

Second, Mdori members of the committees have been named in the descriptions of

the committees because, in MEori terms, nilnes rather than numbers serve the

same purpose as naming the chairperson: Milori audiences can judge credibility,
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expertise, loyalty, authenticity, ffid trustworthiness, that is, a notion of

groundedness of the Mdori members in matters related to the M6ori world. This is

not suggesting there is a single M6ori essence walking around oout there' but in the

everyday sense it is possible to differentiate MEori leadership in the same way

PdkehE leadership (chairpersons) can be selected.

Who the M6ori representation is crul go some way to understanding the nature of

the contribution the report makes in regard to one which 'speaks to M6ori' or one

that does not. The Ministerial Advisory Committee Report for the Department of

Social Welfare chaired by Rangihau (Puao-Te-Ata-Tu, 1986) is an example of this

last point. Rangihau was a deeply respected public servant and a rangatira

(traditional leader) among M6ori everywhere. As far as advisory committee rcports

go, Puao-Te-Ata-Tu has been highly regarded among MEori for its critical analysis

of New Zealand society, the role of the Social Welfare Departrnent, and their

relationships with Mdori. Rangihau's leadership had much to do with this report's

acceptance from government and credibility among Mdori. A subsidiary reason is

that reports are often named after whoever chaired them whereas M6ori members

of committees, like the other members are often either not known or quickly

forgotten. Since the reports I have chosen to comment on are ones that have

generally been favourably received by Meori communities, it is a legitimate

opportunity to at least honour the chair and the Mdori members of these reports.

5.7 Focus on purposes and discounses

The purposes of a selection of Maori education reports (1960-2000) are set outas

Parts I and 2 below. The recommendations have not been a formal part of the

analyses except for specific instances or examples that are atypical in the context

of the r€port. Recommendations are typically perceived, in commonsense terms, as

being the key to the changes the committee would like in the system. They signal

to government and its bureaucrats the need for new policy, adjustment in policy,

and./or the withdrawing of earlier policy in some specific area(s). In this way the
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implementation of major recommendations is often taken as a de facto measure of

the effectiveness of the committee's work as represented in its report. In the

experience of the rcsearcher this is a misguided notion of the work of committees

taking part in national level projects. In reality oflicials are frequent visitors in the

on-going work of committees and they can have a profound effect on what gets

into a report and what does not. Committee members assume that with

recommended new policy also comes resourcing to enable the policy to be

implemented. Of course, commissions like committees can 'get it wrong' while

governments can decide to 'file' those reports it considers either outside the

boundaries of its own governing policies or what it perceives to be outside the

public interest (consider the idea of political philosophy discussed at the beginning

of this chapter). However, any govemment that ignores those recommendations

that the public perceive as being critical for implementation can find itself in

difficulty in terms of public and democratic accountability. Recommendations can

be and frequently are powerful catalysts for change but other things are nec€ssary

ingredients for the success or otherwise of any report. The acceptability of

members of the committee to those they represent is one of these key elements.

TIIT' REPORTS - PART ONE (1960-1977): Ka awhi noa i waho

5.8 Background

The reports released over this 17 year period mark significant progress in the field

of Maori education if for no other reason than the realisation that Mdori do have

something to offer in education for this society and that the system owes it to

Mdori to do something active about that contribution. It should be noted, however,

that changes in Mdori education are almost always seen against a background of

other changes occurring within society itself, for example, the introduction to the

Cunie Report (1962:3) reminds us that at that time, "a new urgency regarding

education" was brooding in all countries throughout the world. The Commission

felt strongly enough to express its beliefs with regard to this new urgency in the

words,
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thst New kaland is not only willing bul aruious lo give the best e&tcdion
possible to all the children in its State-supported schools and to provide for all
chil&en from homes rich or poor the equality of educafional opportunity in

which it profoundly believes (1962:6).

From a Mdori point of view, the establishment of a Native Schools system ( I 867-

1969) operating in conjunction with a mainstream system (1877 to the present)

often felt like PdkehE were trying to embrace M6ori differences but never quite

had the courage, vision or wit to encourage the full range of Mdori socialn cultural,

economic or ducational development in a way of their choosing, hence the sub-

title to Part I reports, 'ka awhi noa i waho' (the outward embrace).

5.9 The Reports

There are 13 works summarised in Part I (1960-1977) eight are reportsn three are

more in the nature of monographs rather than reports, while two are official

handbooks. These works need to be read along side a second cluster of reports on

MEori education that date from 1980 to 2000. The purpose of each report and a

comment on eash is discussed. An analysis of the recommendations follow at the

end of each Part with a concluding statement at the end of the chapter about the

role of Mdori education reports as mediating structures.

Only the analyses of the Focus Reports are included below. The rpmainder

(Reports 1,3,6,7,8,10,12,13) are listed in the Appendix.

REPORT 2 -Report of the Commission on Education in New Zealand (1

[The Currie Reportl 886 pages
Chair: Sir George Cunie
Miori members: Nil out of I I members

Certainly by today's standards it seems exhaordinary that there were no M6ori on

the Commission. In 1955, the Department of Education established a National

Advisory Committee on MdoriEducation (NACME) and in that same year decided
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to abolish the M6ori Schools (Hunn, 1960:25). Hunn also asserted the importance

of education for an integrated race relations policy as well being able to do the

most for the cause of M6ori advancement (ibid. p.22). We know fiom the records

that the Commission did canvas MEori opinion through the usual channels of

submissions (appendix A of the report), interviewing key people, and making

visits to a host of institutions including a significant number of Maori Schools

(34), and a M6ori Girls' College (appendix B of the rePort).Nevertheless, this was

a far from satisfactory initiative from a Commission that affrrmed

the Mdori pupil has the same body of learning to masler as the non.-Mdori. But
such elements of his Mdori background mtst be incfuded in his schooling u will
give him still the sense of belongtng to a race ofbtoytn and respected culture'
(Currie, 1962:41 5 41 6).

The Commission spent one week divided into four groups to visit separate areas

where there were "substanfial numbers of Miiori pupils and M6ori schools to see at

first hand some of the special problems of Maori children" (p.3). The chapter on

M6ori Education (Ch.8 (pp.a0la3f has a total of 23 recommendations. In

underlining the unanimity of the Commission, its secretary, Renwick (1964:l'2)

pointed out the diversity of the group as follows:

Five vere professiotnls: they brought with tlem an intimate howledge of pttblic
education in oru of its mah branches - teacher e&rcation, post-primary eduution,
Echnicol education, or educatiut as a univercity study. Five vere laymen: a housewife, a
farmer, a businessma4 a chemisl and a retired ptblic senanl of the adninblration of
educalion...The chairman confessed hinself to be a complete laymon.

The main external influences on the terms of reference are spelled out as issues in

the first chapter. They are (a) equality of educational opportunity, (b) the function

of schools, and (c) the role of the education system in relation to the national

economy.

pwpose:

The Commission was asked to consider the publicly-controlled system of primary,

post-primary, and technical education in relation to the present and future needs of

the country. Within the broad scope of this reference, the Commission was asked

to "inquire into nine separate entities which made up the terms of reference".
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Meori education was not one of the problem areas the Commission was set down

to investigate, however, "it steadily emerged throughout its deliberations as one

that did require very special attention in itself'(p.401).

Table 5.1 discourse analysis
Commission on education in New Zealand (1962)

comment:

The familiar Fraser policy statement of 1939, was in the eyes of the Commission

"essentially a statement of social aspiration" ( Beeby, 1986:xxxv). It is worth

quoting again as a sort of foundation statement of both New Zealand's egalitarian

philosophy as well as its practice of equality of educational opportunity. Beeby

refers to this philosophy and practice Els an 'educational myth' (ibid.xv) or what

others might call a model in that it is not true or false; it is useful and adequate to

Ql. What are the main p!!q the writers of
the rcport set out to address?

Q2 Whose !g!918 do the writers of the
rcport think or beliwe they rrc cetering
for?

p.7 special measur€s (that) should be taken to
encourage the education of Mdori children
p.418 ...MEori education as an arrea of special
need, requiring special measurcs and, inevitably,
increased exoenditure.

p.414 the nation cannot afford to waste any

unused talent in the population
p.426-7 Mdori cultural identity and the security

thal such feelings ofidentity confer.

Q3 Does the report view the long term goal as

beine ebout unity. conformity rnd semeness?
Q4. Does the report view thc long tern goel

as being about diffcrence end diversity?
p.434 ...indisputably, the aim must be to abolish
all special provisions and all emergcncy measures
as soon as the necd for them Dass€s.

p.7 No. The M6ori people have in law the same

opportunities in educdion as the European.

Q5 Is there conserurus rbout the necd for
chance ?

Q6. Is the unit for change besicelly tergcting
the collective / srouo or tle individurl?

p.15 ln providing true equality ofeducational
opporhrnity for the MEori people of New Zealand,
in aiding them by this means in their effort to
reach equality of status in this community, we
have before us a task of imperative priority.

p.15 No group in the community has given the

Commission greater cause for thought and

discussion than the M6ori people.

Q7. Is there a theory of cultural chanse ?

What is seid ebout it?
Q8. Is there a thcory of C!ry1@LSbCgSg ?.

Whet is seid ebout it?
p.420 the policy of gradual change with consent
ofparents; need for pace ofchange to be greater.
p.415 The school's main task is undoubtedly to
provide...the edusational equipment to enable the
M6ori child to play his part in the modem world.

p.415 Two educational problems are posed: to
determine how far the education offered the

Mdori is in fast the most suitable for his
needs; how best to enable the M6ori to take

advantage of the education that is offered, to

the extent that this lies within the conttol of the
education svstem.
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varying degrees; and it remains open to question even when it is working. The

quote reads,

The Government's objective, broadly expressed, is that every person' v'halever
his level of academic ability, whether he be rich or poor, whether he live in tavn
or country, has a right, as a citizen, to afree education of the kindforwhich he is

best fitted and to the fullest extent of his power. (Renwich 1986: I 6).

REPORT 4 -Report of the National Advisory Committee on Mlori Education
1970).

19 pages.
Chair: J. L. Hunter (Assisant Director-General of Educati on)
Meori members: Out of the 24 members of the working party l0 were MEori.

Four members of the working party were members of the NACME having been

nominated by Education Boards to represent the Mdori people who lived within

the specific Board boundaries (these are shown as the place in parenthesis after

each name). As members of the working party they were also nominated to

represent their respective iwi (the second designation after place): M.D.T.Walters

@argavilleNgeti Whetua), M.R.Jones (Otorohanga/NgEti Maniapoto), fvlrs

M.Penfold (Pakuranga/Te Aupouri), J.Bennett (Havelock Nortlr/Te Arawa).

Six other M6ori were selected for the working party because of their wide

experience in some field of Mdori education but once again, it was their respective

hibal affrliations that were noted in the report: Mrs E.R Tawhiwhirangi (Ngati

Porou), Mr M. Te Hau (Whakatohea), Mr B. Puriri (Ngapuhi), Mr G. Marsden (Te

Aupouri), Mr T.K.Royal (Ngati Raukawa), and Mrs M.Pewhairangi (Ngeti Porou).

The MEori/iwi/Board representation on the working party is a formidable

combination with close affinities to MEori communities, broad experiences across

all educational sectorso insider knowledge of the public sector and the workings of

government. If there was a weakness it was probably related to knowledge of

research in the broader context of education. To speak of weaknesses or gaps in

the representation is to be 'nit-picky', however, significant nibal groupings such as

Wanganui, Taranaki, Kahungunu, Tuwharetoa and Ngai Tahu might think
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otherwise. It was not common for official documents of this time to list tribal

affiliations of Mdori. Today it is almost uncommon for tribal affiliation of M6ori

leadership to be left offin any document.

There are 46 recommendations in the report 13 of which are designated priority.

The recommendations are not organised around themes or categories although the

report is.

The NACME set up a working party to prepare this report. It includes some

members of the NACME and others with a wide experience of MEori education.

Of the 14 Pekeha members of the working parly, 6 were also members of the

NACME representing various interest group organizations: Mr J.L.Hunter

(Assistant Director-General of Education and chairman of NACME as well as the

working party), Mr J.McEwan (Secretary of Mdori and Island Affairs), E.F.Hamill

(Presiden! New Zealand Post Primary Teachers' Association), H.M.Hunter (New

ZealandEducational Institute), H.B.Holst (Officer for M6ori and Island Education,

Department of Education), Mrs G. McDonald (nominated by Minister of

Education).

The remaining 8 Pdkehd members of the working party, selected specifically for

the contribution they had made in the past, or the organisation they represented

could make to Miori education in the future, are no less formidable and include:

Miss L.Shaw (Mdori Education Foundation), Mr J.Osbome (North Shore

Teachers' College), Mr B.A.Gummer (Departnent of Labour), Mr F.W.Shortcliffe

(Auckland Technical Institute), Mr J.F.Hughes (Post Primary Teachers'

Association), Mr N.l$/in (New Zealand Educational Institute), Mr C.C.Watt, Mr

R.F.McFarland and Mr B.A.Kings @epartment of Education).

Membership of the NACME in 1970 was evenly split ethnically (8 MEori and 8

Pakeha) with a senior P6kehd administrator as chairman.
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This relatively detailed discussion around membership, representation and

ethnicity is an important part of the analysis of all the reports reviewed in this

research. Membership, representation and ethnicity contribute to the problematic

of reports on MEori education; in this case, the purposes underlying each report.

The French sociologists, Althusser and Balibar tell us that

a word or concept cetnot be considered in isolation; it only sists in the
theoretical or ideolagical franework in which it is used: its problematic.
(l 983:3 l6)

To provide an example of something of this problematic we know that NACME

was established in 1955 to advise the Minister of Education on all aspects of MEori

education (NACME, 1980:3). On the same page we are told that in 1969 the

committee was reorganised to include wider representation of Meori interests and

to ensure that the majority of members wene Mdori. Between 1955 and 1969 we

can assume that Mlori were not a majority on the NACME yet Watson writes

(1967:36) that'NACME was set up in 1955 with the express purpose of enlisting

the advice of a majority (my emphasis) of M6ori representatives who are

recognized leaders in their own districts". Are we to understand that they need not

be a majority on the committee (to advise on Mdori education) so long as the

majority of them who were on the committee were reoognised leaders in their own

dishicts? This is a part of the dilemma of asymmetrical power relations between

M6ori and non-Mdori; the powerful get to define the context. Butterworth

(1993:40) describes the period from 1950-75 as "the years of prosperity". For

Mlori, Hunn (1960) was a reminder that they wene a minority, albeit one worthy

of surviving so long as the goal of integration was pursued with vigour. The Cunie

Report (1962) established M6ori education as an area of 'special need' "so that

equality of opportunity becomes in every sense a reality for both races" (p.7).

Watson's conference paper of 1967 was at least encouraging and hopeful that

teachers, once they grasped the relevance of Mdori values or social stmcture, could

make a difference. In a historical sense, the most profound change through the

1960s was the phasing out ofthe MEori school system after more than a century.
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pufpose:
As mentioned earlier, the NACME was established to advise the Minister of

Education on all aspects of M6ori education. In this report, the NACME

contextualise their advice within two philosophical premises:

o The need to equip Meori children to realise their full potential; and

r To achieve this goal through principles of socialjustice, for example, (a)

equals should be freated equally (equality of opportunity principle), and

(b) unequals should be treated unequally (the equity principle or what has

become known as affirmative action). The report says that in order for
*M6ori children to realise their full potential....it is often necessary to take

measures that are vastly unequal" (p.3).

Emerging from surface of these two very important premises is a third, more

contentious premise, that which links causally, not knowing one's Miioritanga

(what it means to be MEori), to possessing a damaged self image (low self-

esteem), which is why, it is asserted, so many MEori children under-achieve (not

realise potential) at school. The solution, that follows, is to teach them their

Mdoritang4 so that they can repair their own self-concept and as a result succeed

at school. I know of no research at ttrat time to substantiate such a claim but it was

a view shared by many Miiori who observed the rapid urbanisation-effect on MEori

youth and the economic and cultural forces at work destabilising and marginalising

those who tried to hold onto their M6oritanga in the midst of an unsympathetic

urban P6kehdtanga.

The recommendations of the report are directed toward equipping Mdori children

to fulfil their potential by focusing on the key transitional points in a pupil's

progress through the educational system: from early childhood to the infant school,

from primary to secondary, and from secondary school to the job market.
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Table 5.2 discourse analysis
National Advisory Committee on Milori Education (1970)

comment:

The National Advisory Committee on Mdori Education produced a report that

demonstrated a courage and commitrnent that those in the field were not used to

seeing at this level of the system. Although worded in simple and general terms

there was no disguising the resolve of the Committee wanting to make a real

difference in M6ori education in those matters that Mdori felt most threatened

Ql. What are the main p!!q the writers of
the report set out to sddress?

Q2 Whose!4!g$ do the writers of the
report tbink or believe they erc cetering
for?

p.3 self-image --Mdoritanga; unequal measures
to achieve equality of opportunity
- lack ofconfidence (p.7)
- M6ori population growth rate
- migration form rural to urban
- increased contact between M6ori and non-MEori
- progress of M6ori students in learning English
(p.7)

p3 Mnori children's potential; equality of
opportunity
p.4 local community

Q3 Does the report view the long term goal as

being ebout unity, conformitv end semeness?
Q4. Does the report view the long term goal

es beine about dilference and diversiW?
p.7 teaching ofEnglish to M6ori and Polynesian
pupils; improvements in staffing to allow greater
flexibility in school organisation and enable
closer links to be established between home and
school.

p.7 M6ori language and M6ori studies to all
pupils; M6ori language as a basis for ftrther
understanding both by schools and parents as a

pre-requisite for better race relations

Q5 Is there consensus ebout the need for
chanse ?

Q6. Is the unit for change besicelly trrgeting
the collcctive / grous or the individuel?

p.6 developments in pre-school education be
given high priority; progftunmes (in F14) need
to be graded more closely to the needs, interests
and experiences of Mdori pupils in both content
and method.

p.5 educating PEkehE
p.6 School organisation should be based on

heterogeneous grouping rather than on
streaming; opportunity should exist for the

development of the individual chi [d's potential

Q7. Is there r theory of g!@!3!ggp ?
What is seid ebout it?

QE. Is there e theory of structural chanse ?.
lVhrt is said about it?

p.8,9 teachers to have a sound working
knowledge ofthe cultural background of Mdori
children
p.5 The Committee hopes to see the development
of Mdori-Pdkeh6 groups but it accepts the fact
that some Mdori groups wish to work alone, at
least in the beginning stages.

p.7 provision of five-day hostels; homework
classes
p.8 trade naining schemes !o include girls
p.l0 appointment of advisers on special aspects

of Mnori education; existing M6ori
organisations extended to include adult
education
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about if they were not supported, namely values, language, knowledge, institutions

and relationships. The recommendations were particularly encouraging.

REPORT S-Department of Education, (f9714). Mnori Children and the
Teacher. \ilellinston: Government Printer.

56 pages
Numbers in parentheses are page numbers from the Handbook.
There are references and a bibliography.
Author: Miss Myrtle Simpson
Miori contributors: Mrs M.M Isaacs, Mr F.H. Leonard, Dr S.M.Mead

Each of these M6ori contributors is a recognised expert in some field of education.

Mrs Isaacs was a well known infant classroom teacher in her time; Mr Leonard

was a respected principal of primary schools; Dr Mead was an ex-MEori School

headmaster, an adviser in MEori arts and crafts as well as a respected academic

with degrees in anthropology and M6ori.

The Preface underlines the need for such a publication (see table in Ql below). It

was a sign of the times that even with the M6ori educational, academic, and

administrative expertise available, the Department of Education still saw it

necessary to employ the services of a non-MEori person to prepare this handbook.

This is no mere 'throw-away' judgement. At the time, that is, in l97l I vividly

remember commenting to other teachers about the fact that the Department of

Education, more than a century after the establishment of the Native Schools, still

had to ask a non-Mdori person to research and write a book for teachers' college

students and teachers, about traditional MEori culture, MEori children at home and

at school. This is not to disparage Miss Simpson since it is clear from what we are

told about her (editor of infant readers, senior inspector of schools, and obviously a

highly successful teacher in order to become an inspector) that she could do the

job and do it very well which in fact was the case. It is the blatant paternalism and

the message conveyed to MEori that one wonders about such decisions. It smacks

of a'do what we say and not what we do' message to teachers.
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purpose:

The Handbook is divided into three broad areas: The Influence of Tradition;

M6ori Children at Home; and M6ori Children at School. There are references and

a bibliography.

This Handbook has been published primarily for the use of those directly

concerned in teaching Mdori children and teachers' college students. It is

an attempt to give information and direct the attention of teachers in a way

which will help them to understand the background of MEori pupils who

come into their care (v).

This booklet is based on material wrinen by Miss Myrtle Simpson,

previously Senior Inspector of Primary Schools in Christchurch, and editor

of the Department's series of Infant Readers, Ready to Read (vi).

Three Mdori people were involved to provide criticism and suggestions of

the project: Mrs Maud Isaacs (supervisor ofjunior classes), Fred Leonard

(head teacher), and Dr Hirini Mead (academic) (vi-vii).

Table 5.3 discourse analysis
Mdori ehildren and the teacher (1971a)

Ql. What are the main pgqllq the writers of
the report set out to eddress?

Q2 Whose !4!qS do the writers of the
report think or believe they are cetering
for?

[visibility of Maori children in schools]
p.v Mdori student separation fiom 'centres of
traditional life' (shift from rural to urban)
p.v Change of status from rural majority to urban
minority
p.v Direct responsibility due to hansfer of Mdori
Schools to board control

p.v Those directly concerned in teaching M6ori
children andteachers' college students (p. vii)
p.45 Maori children are fundamentally
imaginative and can be helped to use this
attribute in their work.

Q3 Does the report view the long term goel as
beinc ebout unitv. conformitv end semen$s?

Q4. Does the report view the long term goal
rs beins rbout difference and diversiw?

p.l teacher must know something about Mdori
heritage and appreciate its reality for the modern
Miori; also to know something about the history
of relationship between M6ori and PEkeh6.

p.x 'A great deal will depend on the understanrling
with which he (the child) is mel He will have to
adapt to fte institution but the institution will have

to b€nd towards him'.

Q5 Is there conserrcus ebout the nced for
change ?

Q6. ls the unit for change basically targeting
the collecllive / srouo or the individual?

[No, only that change has to happen]
p.56 Most teachers with long experience of living
and working in M6ori communities feel that their
lives have been genuinely enriched by the
exDerience

p.xi 'Every teacher of Mnori children should
be in some degree a self-effacing student of
Mdori history and culture. When we speak of
undentanding something of MEori culture and

of establishing a pupil with confidence in his
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school, we are concerned primarily with the
spirit of the people, as of the individual.'
p.3l At school, he is wged to succeed as an

individual but he may feel more capable in the

co-operative atrnosphere of a group.

Q7. Is there r theory of ggl$gg!-gbqgg ?
Whet is seid ebout it?

Qt. Is there e theory of glfgg@!3!C4ge ?.

Whet is seid ebout it?
p.3 Walker - bonowing and reciprocating
p.6 Ngata-operating within a social system
p.l0 Kawharu - adapting Mdori social life to
urbanisation
p.l3 Schwimmer - learning through listening,
chanting, practice and performance
p.52 Mead - conducting meetings and reaching
decisions.

p. I Piddington - under the impact of European
culture, Mdori have condensed centuries of
material prcgr€ss into a little over a hundr€d
vcrrc withnrrf rennrrncino their crtltural

heritage

comment:

The literature reviewed on 'the influence of tradition' signal the authors of the

handbook's bias. It begs for a sympathetic understanding of the Miiori child and

his/her cultural background as the way to improving his/her education. The role of

the teacher is paramount but the child has to learn to fit in even as the school bends

to make accommodations.

REPORT 9 -Report of the Committee on Communication Between Schools
and Parents, Perent- School Communication (1973)

pohnson Reportl 56 pages
Chair: J.G.Johnson + 4
Miori members: P.R.Sharples, M. Szaszy

The two Miiori on the committee, Peter Sharples and Mira Szaszy are prominent

professionals in both M6ori and Pdkeh6 worlds. Both are highly qualified in both

worlds with dazzling crdentials for working with community groups. Over the

next three decades Sharples would accelerate his profile in a number of M6ori/iwi-

centred initiatives.

There are 65 recommendations organised under l0 categories [changes in the

nature of schools (13); the visiting teacher (7); guidance counselors (2); the

specialist advisory service (4); the existing inspectorate (2); staffing and teacher
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recruitment (ll); teacher training (13); children having difficulty - suspensions,

expulsions ( 8); secondary school boards (2); communications -general (3)]

The chair was Mr Garfield Johnson who was a prominent principal of a suburban,

multi-ethnic, working-class secondary school throughout the 1970s up to the mid-

1980s. He was instrumental in providing the push behind a number of important

cross-cultural progmrnmes that involved working relationships between schools

and communities, between professionals and lay people, md among MEori,

Pacific, and PdkehE peoples across generations. One such initiative was 'Te Mauri

Pakeaka - Cross-Cultural Community Involvement Arts Programme' which was

conducted mainly on local marae and involving schools from the immediate

locality. The programme was in the nature of an integrated arts approach to

learning and teaching using professional experts and local resource people. These

courses were held throughout the country.

Another very influential professional on the committee was Mr Alan Smith who

was the senior officer for Mdori and Pacific education in the Departnrent of

Education throughout the 1970s and early 1980s. Among other things Smith was

instmmental in creating a powerful catalyst within the schools for promoting,

supporting, and enhancing M6ori and Pacific educational initiatives. This was the

service known as Advisers on the Education of Maori and Pacific Islanders. These

advisers were experts in the field in what it meant to be M5ori, to be a teacher, to

be bicultural and in most cases, bilingual, and by example, what it meant to be a

citizsn of Aotearoa New Zealand.

Both Johnson and Smith were Pdkehd and both fully committed to a future New

Zealand that recognised, understood and leamed to respect the cultural diversity

that is the heritage of all New Zealanders-

Two external influences are particularly worthy of note. The Report of the Race

Relations Conciliator (1973) highlighted two areas in need of attention (a) the
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drop-out rate of Polynesian pupils from secondary schools; and (b) the nature of

the relationship between parents and schools.

purpose:

The committee was to study ways of improving communication between schools

and parents, particularly those whose children are having diffrculty in adjusting to

the school system, with special reference to Mdori and Polynesian children.

The committee was set up against a background of growing concern expressed by

various sections of the community over the last few years arising from suspensions

and expulsions from secondary schools. Three critical introductory remarks are

made:

- *lt is time there was real dialogue between parents and schools about the

values and attitudes which schools should be teaching (p.4);

- There prevails among the majority of teachers a deep ignorance of the

values and attitudes of the Mdori and Polynesian people (p.5); and

- Schools must change. There is a need for a whole shift of purpose so that

schools see caring as one of their prime functions (about values and

cultures of minority groups etc.) and that they involve themselves more in

the community (by offering themselves much more to the community and

by making fullest use of the talents of the community)" (p.6).

Table 5.4 discourse analvsis
Communication between schools ond 97.

Ql. What are the mein p!!q the writers of
the report set out to address?

Q2 Whose !4!ry$ do the writerc of the
report tlink or believe they are cetering
for?

Pl. How to improve the communication between
schools and parents
p.3 The difficulty of building a conservative
institution in the midst of constant change
p.4 need for real dialogue between parents and
schools about values and attitudes schools should
be teaching.

p.7 The child in trouble: from 'wearing
unusual clothes' to 'tying to kill themselves';
very unhappy, most children in trouble are

bored; most see little reason to be any other
way.

Q3 Does the report view the long term goel es
being ebout unity. conformitv and sameness?

Q4. Does the report view the long term goal
es being ebout difference end diversity?

lvesl
o.l I schools should chanse: the nature oftheir

lvesl
p. I I schools need to provide a study ofthe
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curriculum and programmes where aspects of the

culture of minority groups should be taught
background of the major immigrant groups in
New Zealand.
p.22 A teacher training course for mature
persons who are native speakers of Maori be

instituted.

[The point to be made about Q3 and Q4 is that
the definition ofa'good' schooUteacher is one

that meets the needs of all its childrenl

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
change ?

Q6. Is the unit for cbange besicelly targeting
the collective / sroup or the indivtdugl?

p.7 The child in trouble - viewed as an aggregate
p.9 The teacher- all the recommendation in the
world will fail unless the teachers of our schools

see the need to implement them.
p.l0 People communicate with people, not with
systems.

p.6 The school - to hold the schools

responsible for the social condition is of
doubtful validity, but to expect them to be a

major agent in the amelioration of this
condition is to concede without doubt that they

must change:

Q7. Is there e theorT of @chengg ?

What is seid ebout it?
Q8. Is there e theory of g!4!q!3@gg ?.

What is said about it?

p.6 School processes:
-caring about the values and cultures of minority
groups
- involving themselves much more in the
community
p.l9 It is the quality of the person which counts -

Appendix A - withdrawal classes or
opportunity classes.

'Many of us have been concerned for some

time about the problems created by the
increasing number of disturbed children in our
schools'.

comment:

The members of this committee were predisposed to find in favour of the need for

closer relations between schools and communities. This is not a criticism of their

decisions because it is clear from the evidence presented to them that anything less

than what was called for would have been to default on their terms of reference. It

is clear that their efforts to foster cultural solutions was at the expense of

suggestions which aimed at structural changes apart from the relatively banal

opportunity classes which, on the surface, still seem to be about labelling and

stigmatising those who are not well placed to make real changes to the way things

are.

[McCombs Reportl 112 pages
Chair: Hon. Sir Terence H. McCombs
M5ori member: J.T.Rangihau

11 -Report of the Committee on Secondary Education' 5T
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References are footnoted. A list of reports and documents on secondary education

are in the Appendix.

There is a total of 88 recommendations under categories [aims of seoondary

schools (2); multi-cultural education (6); community and school co-operation (7);

curriculum, adaptability and autonomy (5); curriculum development and

guidelines (5); assessment, evaluation and quality (10); secondary school

community (3); mutual conc€rn and guidance services (7); teachers (a);

administration (4); resources (13); secondary education review (3) - some of the

recommendations are multiple]

The committee was to produce a report that would make recommendations on the

relationship between secondary schools and their communities. Although the

membership of the committee was nicely positioned with influential principals,

adminisftators, and academics there was only one M6ori and one Pacific person

present although both of these were highly respected spokes-persons of their

respective communities. It is noted that the committee met on one occasion at Tira

Hou Marae in Auckland. Rangihau appears on committees of other reports in this

research.

The fact that no major review of secondary education had taken place since the

Thomas Report of 1944 was of some concern. The suggestion that secondary

schools and their boards of govemors might have been providing the education

that society expected might have been the reason for the long delay between major

reviews. However, given the aftermath of the Second World War, the 'baby-

boom', the urban migration of Meori, and the influx of Pacific peoples, New

Zealand society experienced a turbulent period. Three important influences are

worth noting.

The Education Development Conference (1975) recommended that schools should

actively seek to enlist parent interest and co-operation and make parents feel

welcome in schools (p.13).
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In 1943, it is reported, there were 166 state and private secondary schools and70%

of primary school leavers went to them. ln 1976 there are 396 secondary schools,

which virnrally all students who leave primary schools enter. The students are of

diverse backgrounds and academic ability and generally stay longer at school

G.l6).

Secondary schooling, seen in the context of 'lifelong education', was beginning to

appear on different agendas. As the report says, "secondary education is not a

preparation for life, but part of life" (p.17)

purpose:
The report was designed to come forward with recommendations on the

relationship between the secondary schools and their communities. It states that

there had not been any major review of secondary education for 30 years, that is,

since the Thomas Report of 1943 @epartment of Education, 1959).

Most of the recommendations related to Mdori education are found in chapter 5 of

the report 'A National Identity' @p.20-29) which begins....

This chapter is about wha it means to be a New kalander-... New kaland
should deseme and enhonce its reputation cui a alnrally well-adjusted
societ1t..... The recommendations oe an attempt to comrynsste for diferences
that put any group at a disadvantage, to remove discrimination, and to provide
.for the development of society beyond mere acceptance of cultural
complexity.....What we had to work towards was lhe step beyond recognition of
difference, beyond respect for diversity, even beyond tolerance.....Whetlwr we
ocbtowledge il or not, there is no New baland Pdkehdwho is not in some sense
culturally Mdori and there is no New kaland Mdori who is not in some sense
calturally PAkehA.

Three implications follow this description on 'A National ldentity': the first is that

no person should be put at disadvantage because ofhis (sic) cultural background;

the second, all people should view our cultural diversity positively, even with

pride; and third, just as mankind has come to appreciate the interdependence of

man and environment we in New Zealand should recognise the interdependence

of culture and culture.
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Table 5.5 discourse analysis
Seco ndary education- Tow ards partners hip ( I 9 73)

comment:

There is a strong belief that permeates the report on the significance of culture and

the role schools have in popularising or normalising the diversities of cultures that

make up the New Zealand society. In the light of the Parent-School

Communication report of 1973, it is clear some kind of consensus about the

Ql. What are the main p!!49_ the writers
of the report set out to addrcss?

Q2 Whose !4!ggg$ do the writers of the
report think or believe they are cetering
for?

p.7 There being no generally agreed and explicit
statement of aims for NZ secondary education
(p.2) the committee was required to come up with
a set of 'desirable developments'
p.2 How to ensure close co-operation between
schools and their Darents and communities

p.l2 [students]
agreed that the primary purpos€ of NZ schools

was the intellectual development of each

student to his full capacity (see also Appendix
I ofreport)

Q3 Does the report view the long term goal as
beins about unitv. conformitv and sameness?

Q4. Does the report view the long term goal

as beins about difference end diversity?
p.5 Stated as a 'set of beliefs' the committee
believed secondary schools should be based on
and exemplifu the values of (a) mutual concern
(b) individuality (c) co-operation (d) autonomy
(e) adaptability and (0 quality.
p.l4 The development of a feeling for other
people and the ability to live and work in
harmony (was) the most important aim of
secondary schools.

p.l5 increasing recognition of the pluralistic
nature of NZ society.
p.20 issues of multi-culturalism are an attempt
to compe$ate for differenc€s, to remove
discrimination, and to provide for the
development of society beyond mere

acceptance of cultural complexity....What we
have to work towards was the step beyond
recognition ofdifference, beyond respect for
diversity, even beyond tolerance.

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
chrnse ?

Q6. Is the unit for chenge basically targeting
the collective/ srouD or the individud?

p.15 Change in all aspects of life is the only
certainty.
p.4 Growing dissatisfaction in the late 1960s
resulted in both local and national resDonses.

p.5 The individual is given priority; the school

is seen as the conduit for recognizing his/her
culture; and for encouraging parental
participation in the educative process.

Q7. Is there a theory ofcultural chanse ?
What is said about it?

QE. Is there a theory of structurel chense ?

What is seid rbout it?

p.4 massive and rapid change is neither necessary
nor desirable; change but only with large-scale
provision of resources.
p.20 What it means to be a New Zealander.
p.30 Real co-operation between teachers, parents
end cnmmrrnitw inferesls rlenmrle nn law nennle

p.35 relationships between school, parents and

community depends partly on the kind of
administrative arrangements that exist.
... school should establish a Community-

School Association
thc er|rrcgtinn Ac.l he qnended to e-nahle

being able to participate in making decisions,
playing an astive part, and notjust being told
what is happening.
p.2l All people should view our cultural diversity
positively, even with pride.

such an association to be a major constituency
ofthe school board ofgovernors
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significance of culture was circulating around educational communities. The

liberal view of the school in terms of developing in individual students a sense of

autonomy, rationality and self-respect along with the need to respect the rights of

others (Strike, 1989, p. 40,45) oomes through stongly in the report.

Once again there is a perceived weakness around concerns to create structural

solutions for existing problems. The nearest this committee got was to recommend

an expansion of the old Parent -Teachers Association (PTA) and replace them

with Community-School Associations.

5.10 Summary analysis, purposes and discoul'ses - part one

Compared with a concept like function, a purpose is something subjective,

something in the mind of the participants in a group or committee. ln the case of

reports, the something in the minds is first in the minds of those who called for the

report, who set the terms of referenceo who selected the chairperson and members

of the commifiee, and in many cases monitored the work of the committee through

to the final report. An analysis, sometimes well after the production of the report

must necessarily be an interpretation based mainly or wholly on the actual report

itself.

One of the most notable characteristics of the reports reviewed in Part One was the

high level of optimism maintained throughout with regard to the capacity of the

education fraternity to 'get it right' for M6ori students within the system. This

judgement is a feature of the comments identified in Tables 5.1 to 5.4. The

disturbing counter-balance to this affirmation is the repeating of this stance by

different committees on different reports over almost two decades without seeming

progress being made. Mdori education is sustained - at least through reports on

education - by a promissory note. After a number of years the mantra of equality

of educational opportunity, special measurres for M6ori learners, the need to live

and work in harmony, the need for teachers to be sensitive to cultural differences,
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and the need for good relationships between schools, parents and communities,

begin to take on some of the qualities of what Dr Beeby calls the educational

myth. He describes this as follows:

To be both acceptable and eflective, a myth has to meet certain conditions: it
must be in general accord with some strong - though not always clearly dertned

- public aspiration; it tflisl be expressed in languagetlexible enough to permit a
reasonably wide range of interpretations, and yet specific enough to proide
practical guidance to administrdors, planner and leachers; it must be

atlainable, at least for tha generation, if it is to sustain twentyfive years of
change without being constantly and confusingly modified (in Renwich
1986:xv).

It is somewhat mean-minded to fieat ideas like, "in the Miiori pupil lies the

greatest reservoir of unused talent in the population" (Currie, 1962:414) as fueling

nothing more than an educational myth (even in Beeby's generous definition of

same) but unlike the advertising slogan of L.V.Martin's, 'It's the putting right that

counts!' it is of no validity to those who depend on others to recti$ problems they

have encountered through educational mal-practices exercised in the past. 'It's the

getting it right to start with that matters in education'. The Currie Report

Q962:aI\ came closest to signaling this dilemma in its statement:

TVo edrcational problems need to be solved Thefirst is to determine howfo the
education ofered tlp Mdori in utr schools is in fact the most suitable for his
needs. The second is how best to enable the Mdori to take advantage of the
education tlnt is ofere{ to the extent that this lies within the contol of the
education system.

Tm REPORTS PART TWO (1978-2000): Ma te kanohi
miromiro
5.11 Background

The miromiro is a small bird that searches for insects in the bark of trees. The

proverb, 'Me te kanohi miromiro,' is used to encourage anyone making a search

for a missing object. In the case of the reports on Maori education for the period

1960 to 1978, I argued that reports on Mdori education were essentially about

outwardly embracing Miiori culture, values etc. (Ka awhi noa i waho) without

getting to the heart of MAori concerns (kare i uru ki roto). In analysing the reports

from 1978 to 2000 we need to ask whether these reports signal a change of heart;
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are we able to identiff those elements that might transform Maori education fiom

the promises of the previous 20 years hence, the whakatauki, 'md te kanohi

miromiro' ('like unto the eye of the miromiro'; Proverb 104, Departnent of

Education, undated)

The notion of a hansformative potential was alluded to in Watson's oHorizons of

Unknown Power'. One of the reasons it is possible to describe the Miori

educational potential as 'unknown' is because the oducation system has not wanted

to know. To know means it would have to do something about it like having to

dramatically increase the volume of m6tauranga ftnowledge) into the system; like

having to include tikanga (values and practices) into the everyday operation of

schools; and like having to deliver programmes in te reo Mdori (Meori language)

across the board. M6ori are often heard to describe the New Zealand education

system and its schools as being a Pdkeh6 system with Pekehd schools run by

Pakehe" for P6kehii. Any foreign people (mainly those of non-English background)

aniving in this country would not take long to reach a similar conclusion. They

would soon realise the folly behind the government propaganda machinery on the

nature of New Zealand society and the historical relationship between M6ori and

P6kehd. On leaming that MEori are the indigenous people of the country and that

they are approximately l5To of the total population they would likely be surprised

and perhaps disappointed at the relative invisibility of the MEori world within

education in New Zealand.

One might have expected that the Hunn Report of 1960 and the Currie Report of

1962 would have provided inspiration for the 1970 NACME Report. The two

Department of Education publications of 1971, 'Mdori Children and the Teacher'

and 'Education of MEori Children' were important in providing both research

support and a certain level of commonsense guidance to teachers on the

recommendations fore-shadowed in the Hunn and Currie Reports while their

influence on the NACME Report of 1970 is also evident. These earlier reports are

the forerunners of the following batch of reports. Do they build on them? Is there a
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clear direction emerging? Is there a fit between what is advocated in M6ori

Education reports and what is happening in the mainstream? Whose 'voice' is

coming through? What seem to be the priority areas? Is there a shift in the

underlying philosophical base in terms of deep structures? How do the

recommendations align with Mdori perceptions of reality?

5.12 The reports

There are 19 works summarised in Part 2: Twelve are reports; one is in the nature

of research monographs; four are monographs; one is a briefing paper; and one a

report of a conference. The pattern of analysis of Part Two reports follows the

same process as for Part One reports.

REPORT 15 - Report of the National Advisory Committee on Meori
Education, IIe Huarahi (l

72 page.
Chair: Peter Boag
Mf,ori Committee members: TeR. Bailey, E.Waak4 J.Clarke, J.Peters,
G.Marsden, E.Tawhiwhirangi, R. Walker, J.B ennett M.Mataira" E.Murchie,
W.Jaram, J.Rangihau, A.Johns, T. Reedy, M.Pewhairangi, V.Penfold,
W.Herewini, T.K.Royal.

ln 1976 it was decided that a working party of the NACME should be fonned from

its members to allow more on-going tasks to be completed. Progress on the

implementation of the 1970 recommendations was hindered by the opportunities

the committee as a whole had to meet and monitor developments. Although

progress was being made o'marked disparity between M6ori and non-Mflori

secondary achievements remains" (p.5). This report was a reflection of that

initiative.

Rather than listing the 87 recommendations it was decided instead to list the

category, Objectives for the Next Five Years (pp. la-16). The Report says that the

committee wanted oto offer some realistic criteria against which schools and
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society may measure progress' by focusing on three areas - what schools, the

Department of Education, and community should aim to do (p.la).

In 1976 the Report of the Task Force on economic and social planning, ,l/ew

kaland at the Turning Point, chaired by Professor Frank Holmes of Victoria

University highlighted the sort of discussion New Zealand wanted in the future but

made it clear that some of the old values inherited from the West such as, the need

for choice (p.31), harmony and mutual respect (p.79) would remain an important

feature of society. Some of the challenges included a massive shift of population

from rural communities to urban and included Mdori as well as Pacific groups.

The Task Force promoted the idea of a multicultural bias within administration but

were well aware of the difficulties posed by a majority who "revealed an extensive

lack of awareness of the true nature of New Zealand society" and suffered an

illusion that "minorities should somehow be content to discard their identity and

merge with the dominant goup" GJ7).

Whereas a reading of the Holmes Report (1976) reveals that ideas and practices

related to cultural diversity and political pluralism were far removed from the

consciousness of economic, finance and business peoples, the Johnson Report of
7977, Growing, Sharing, Learning - The Report of the Committee on Health and

Social Mucation was well advanced by comparison. Both reports talk of the

multicultural society but whereas the Holmes Report has little to say about the

M6ori contribution, the Johnson Report says, "The Miiori people must be able to

expect a solid MEori side of language, values and expressive arts throughout the

system and not just in schools with a large percentage of Maori pupils" (p.16). The

difference is also highlighted by the respective committee membership of each

team, with no M6ori or Pacific representation in the Task Force, but one Pacific

person (Erolini Alailima-Eteuati) and four MEori (Quentin Tapsell, Neil Watene,

John Rangihau; and Horowai Maniapoto) in the membership of the Johnson

Committee.
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purpose:

This is the second major report of NACME and the most comprehensive. There

are six main headings: An Introduction; The Place of M6ori Language in the

Education of Mdoris and Non-M6oris; Early Childhood and Care; The Quality of

Teachers - Recruitment and Training; and Continuing and Second-Chance

Education. There are 87 recommendations in all, appendices which include some

basic statistical dat4 and a reference section. It is obvious just looking at the six

statistical tables in the report that the syndrome of behaviours related to

differential achievement (highest qualifications, retention, and destination of

school leavers) weighed heavily on decisions to be reached by the members of the

committee. What is less obvious are reasons why research on differential

achievement is absent but an article on multiculturalism bv the well known

anthropologist, Metge is actually in the repoft.

Table 5.6 discourse analysis
National Advisory Committee on Maori Education (19E0)

Ql. What are the main nroblems the writens of
the report set out to eddress?

Q2 Whose !g!gS do the writen of the
report think or believe they ere catering
for?

p.4 to achieve the goal of a harmonious multi-
cultural society in NZ.
p.5 to address the disparity between M6ori and
non-M6ori secondary achievement

p.l4 Although somewhat guarded the report
maintains that Maori people should have a

stake in their own education and that of their
children.
p.17 Preserving and developing M6ori culture
through the efforts of both Mdori and NZers in
general

Q3 Docs the report view the long term goel as
being ebout unity. conformitv end sameness?

Q4. Does the report view the long term goal
as beins about differeuee and diversity?

p.6 social cohesion and enhanced mutual respect
between the races through Mnori being
represented in due proportions in all walks of life;
search for a harmonious multi-cultural society.
p.47 ontinuing and second-chance education fits
the same mold as above. [The latter is a
euphemism for the individual failing to take
advantage - the question is whether those who
'failed' even had a first chance].

p.4 Divenity [in a limited sense]is good for
society because it provides opportunities for
individuals and groups to be enriched by
contact with other points of view.
p.37 the statery of drawing school and
community closer together is to move school
meetings into community venues such as

maraes and cultural centres in which Milori
parents are more likely to feel at ease.

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
change ?

Q6. Is the unit for change besically tergeting
the collective / sroun or the individual?

p.6 Yes but schools alone cannot bear the brunt.
Employers, employment agencies, community
qrouDs. the media all have their part to plav.

p.7 We need to examine closely our
educational philosophy, and our classroom
stratesies. the oreanization ofour schools and,
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p.36 The committee cannot accept that Miori
pupils must always be the ones to make the
greatest effort to adapt to I system which is
attuned to the needs ofPdkehd children rather
than to their needs.

where necessary, change them.
p.9 The emphasis so far has been on the
individual. But individuals ar€ very much part
ofthe culture of their goup
p.l 2 Multiculturalism places part of the
responsibility for adaptation on the pEkehE-

Q7. Is there a theory of culturel chanee ?
Whet is seid ebout it?

Q8. Is there a theory of g@@!3@ge ?.
Whet is seid ebout it?

p.7 recognition of MEori views by Pdkehds.
p.9 culture is the 'totality of all a person learns as

a member of the society' (Chinoy)
Rangihau - I am a product of all that my people
tansmit to me
Ngata - M6ori and Pnkehii traditions plus
spirituality.

p.8 as long as examinations rernain" Meori
students have to be able to pass them
p.l I Because of the high rate of interrraniage
with pEkeh6s, and because ofP6kehd
dominance in nrtmbers, MEoris need the
psychological and social support ofPikehis to
help them keep their culture a living thing.
p.l3 need to recruit more Miori teachers
- mara€ recognized as a place of leaming
p.l4 Need to take msasures that are in
themselves unequal in order to meet special
needs.

commcnt:

Multiculturalism remains a central theme of the r€port but there is a clear message

being enunciated by MEori that their culture (language, values, practices), as the

tangatawhenu4 has to play a far more prominent role in the general education of

all New Zealanders than hitherto, that is, the humanitarian path to harmony,

cohesion, and mutual respect mu$ be through the satisfaction of their educational

achievements and not just through efforts to improve their self-esteem. The

research of an Afro-Caribbean academic and teacher, Stone (1981) aligns

somewhat with the writers of the NACME Report but she goes much further in

focusing on educational achievement by concenhating on 'relevant' knowledge

and formal methods of teaching. She puts her position pointedly:

...my thesis thd teachers who emphasise self-concept, self-esteem and enjoynent,
do so at the expense of more concrete objectives (p.241)......the central
recommendation of this sudy is for lhe use of more formal methods of teaching
West Indian children tlroughout primary and secondoy schools (p.2a!.

NACME pointed the way for a major initiative to arise out of the Mdori

community'flar-roots' in 1982.
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67 pages.
Chair: Jim A. Ross (of the Curiculum Review Working Parties + 19 and

Conference + 23 others)
Miori member':s: (of Working Parties, nil out of 2l), (of Conference,4 out of 30:

John M. Bennett (M6ori Education Foundation), John Clarke (rural, mainly M6ori
secondary school), Lorraine P. Nikera (urban primary school), Awi Riddell
(secondary MEori boarding school). Each of the Mdori members has both high
professional credentials and credibility in Mdori communities.

There are appendices but all references are in footnotes. lnstead of

recommendations there is a set of 16 proposals two of which specifically address

M6ori education, namely, the teaching of Maori language as a special need, and

secondly, the inclusion of 'taha Mdori' as an integral part of each school's

programme. In a section on the curriculum for schools 18 issues are reported but

none are specifically related to M6ori. In the slipstream of the NACME Reports

(1970,1980), the New Zealand Educational lnstitute M6ori education repoft, 'Te

Tatai Hono' (1982), and the controversial report from the Race Relations

Conciliator, 'Race Against Time' (1982) no curriculum issue related to MEori

education seems to be an extraordinary omission. In defence of the Department of

Education it could be construed that Mdori were beginning to resist the

multicultural agenda at this time on the grounds that multiculturalism was

replacing biculturalism in the minds of many educationalists. Perhaps the

Department was biding time and putting out feelers for its latest policy direction,

taha MEori (the Maori dimension)a that it outlines briefly in the middle of the

report under the heading 'Biculturalism, Multiculturalism and MEori Education'

(p.31).

pufpose:

The report sets out to define, justiff and describe a core curriculum for New

Zealand schools. The core curriculum is the compulsory and formal part that

constitutes the heart of the education offered by a school. In their own words, "the

2. Elsewhere, Penetito (19E4) was less generous in his critique of 'taha Mdori' in the curriculum
seeing it as tokenistic at best and marginalising Mdori firrther, at worst.
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main purpose of the core curiculum is to ensure that students have the essential

knowledge, skills, attitudes and values which all citizens need to lead effective

lives in New Zealand society" (p.7). The reason for having a core curriculum is

summari sed in three inter-related statements :

(a) to protect the interests ofall students;

(b) to ensure equality of opportunity; and

(c) to enable all students to develop as fully as possible.

If one looks back at the liberal education model discussed in chapter 2, this

definition of the core curriculum sits comfortably within the aegis of that

educational philosophy. It also is consistent with the centralised nature of the New

Zealand education system in which virtually all major decisions related to the

curriculum are made by members of the educational fraternity, albeit, most of

whom are public servants who were ex-school teachers. Educational professional

associations are involved in the discussions (teacher unions, education boards, and

independent schools, but lay members of communities are not included).

Table 5.7 discourse analyis
Review of the core cuniculum of schools I
Ql. What are the mein pllqthe writers of
the report set out to eddress?

Q2 Whose interests do the writers of the
report think or believe they ere crtering
for?

p.6 the compulsory core of the formal curriculum
p.3l Taha Meori (Meori dimension) as

component parts ofthe curriculum - not a
sepamte subject.
-NZers sense of national identity and an

acknowledgement of ethical and cultural diversity

p.7 The main purpose of a core curriculum is
to ensure that students have the essential

knowledge, skills, attitudes and values which
all citizens need to lead effective lives in NZ
society.
p.8 the interests ofall students.. through the
study of a balanced curriculum, to ensure
equality ofopportunity, to enable all students
to develop as fully as possible.

Q3 Does the report view the long term goal as

beine ebout unitv. conformitv end sameness?
Q4. Does the report view the long term goal
as beins about dilference and diversitv?

p.l7 fulfilment as individuals - in our democracy,
there should be a balance between personal

freedoms and civic and national responsibilities

p.3l There are 3 grounds for giving priority to
taha M6ori: M4ori culture is unique to NZ; it is
a distinctive characteristic of the NZ identity; it
is a model and springboard for the study of
other cultures.

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
chanse ?

Q6. Is the unit for chrnge besically trrgeting
the collective / grouD or the individgal?
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p.l3 The consequence ofthe philosophy of'all
schools being multi-cultural' is schools
predominantly P6kehd must ses the promotion of
MEori language and culture within their walls as

essential.
p.36 The committee cannot accept that MEori
pupils must always be the ones to make the
greatest effort to adapt to a system which is
attuned to the needs ofP6kehd children rather
than to their needs.

p.6 Young M6oris must acquire the academic
skills which make them more acceptable !o
employers, as well as those personal and

social attibutes which spring from self-
confi dence and self-respect.
p.9 The emphasis so far has been on the
individual. But individuals are very much part
ofthe culture oftheir group
p.l2 Today we have a better realization thd an

education system desigred to presewe western
traditions may not necessarily meet the special
needs of culturally different groups.
Multiculturalism places part of the
responsibility for adaptation on the pdkehd.

Q7. ts there a thcory of cultural chanqe ?
Whet is said ebout it?

Qt. Is there a theory of structunl chrnse ?.

Wbet is said about it?

p.3l An effective approach to m/c education is
through bicultural education.. .There is a need to
create a significurt place in schools for education
in the Mdori culture.
p.32 The full integration of taha MEori within the
life of the school is an ideal to be aimed at..

p.36 Changes have occuned in part as a

r€sponse by schools to the social, economic
and cultural changes outlined earlier (M6ori
and nrlc studies, bilingual education in some

localities, community schools).

comment:

The writers of the Review of the Core Cuniculum are correct when they say

"schools have to make choices about what to include in the curriculum' (p.38).

The British sociologist, Lawton (1983) made a similar point when he argued that

the cuniculum is a 'selection from the culture(s)' since it is obvious that schools

can't teach everything about the cultures within any society, it becomes necessary

that a selection be made. The questions then becomes, on what basis should a

selection be made and who makes it? The Review of the Core Curriculum made

the selection based on the historical precedent and what it takes to be new

developments. Tatra MEori is one of these new developments. But then the

committee, apparently, suffered a loss of nerve. Whereas all other curriculum areas

are given an allocation of time across the years of schooling for taha MEori all it

says is ono time allocation specified' (p.41). It seems the committee may have

concurred at this point with the pragmatic but nevertheless hollow words of the

Canadian sociologist, Friedenberg when he maintaine4
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Schools have no option but to bow to the porticular culture from which they

spring, to teach thd culnre's ideologt lhrough an eficient core ctrriculam, and
at least to do it well without prelending that il is anything but cvltural hegemony
that they serve (1982).

The problem for some in accepting a statement like this is that going to school is

not a choice for individuals and so long as schooling is compulsory for at least l0

years there is an obligation on the part ofthe school to educate all students. Ifthe

culture of the school favours one group of sfudents over another then it is

disadvantaging one group. If the reflection in the school of a student's culture is an

important factor in whether a student succeeds or fails then schools must either do

all it can to accommodate the culture of all other students or provide systemic

alternatives. Cultural hegemony in education is only acceptable if other than

mainstream cultures have access to schools that privilege their cultures.

REPORT 27-Report of the Taskforce to Review Education Administration
(1e8E)

[Picot Reportl 138 pages
Chair: Brian Picot + 4 others
M5ori member: Whetumarama Wereta

This is a major report with more than 700 submissions. There are l0 chapters

organised into four sections.

There are several indicators as to the critical importance of the Picot Report. One

is that it is labeled a taskforce and not a committee or a review group. Second, it

was requested to report directly to three cabinet ministers, the Minister of

Education who happened also to be the Prime Minister, the Minister of Finance

and the Minister of State Services. Third, it was to review all aspects of

educational adminishation within the New Zealand education system and had nine

months to complete its tasks. In a significant departure from previous practice, at

least in education, the taskforce for such a massive exercise was to be chaired by a

businessman, with one Mdori Affairs social researcher, two tertiary level

educationalists, and a company director. If the educational world felt a taskforce
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was out of character with its activities, and that the highest level of political

interest was way beyond what they were accustomed to, having two business men

out of five with one as chairperson was out-done by the selection of only two

educationalists both of whom were attached to tertiary institutions.

pufpoEe:

The task forces were given high level terms of reference in which they were

required to examine the functions of the Head Office of the Deparfrnent of

Education with a view to focusing them more sharply and delegating

responsibilities as far as was practicable. The work of the adminisnative bodies of

tertiary institutions (excluding universities), secondary and primary schools were

to be examined with a view to increasing their powers and responsibilities. The

role of the Department of Education in relation to other educational services was

the third requirement of the terms of reference. The final activity of the taskforce

was to examine changes in the territorial organisation of public education with

reference to the future roles of education boards, other education authorities, and

the regional offices of the Department of Education.

Requirements from M6ori according to Picot are: first, the provision of the

opportunity for all M6ori children to be educated (either wholly or in part) in the

Mdori language; and second, where the Mdori language is used for the

transmission of knowledge, an environment that reflects MEori values and uses

M6ori forms.

The report sees the need for a system that recognises and supports the culture,

values and language of the Mdori people. In order to promote this objective, the

system opted for changes that would encourage community involvement in

determining the character and direction of local institutions. The key

recommendation in this respect is the requirement that institutions operate

according to a charter to be drawn up in consultation with local groups and to be

approved by central government.
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Table 5.8 discourse analvsis
to review educalion administralion

Ql. lYhrt ere the main p!!g the writers of
the report set out to eddress?

Q2 Whose interests do the writers of the
report think or believe they are cetering
for?

p.22 Overcenhalisation of decision making;
complexity; lack of information and choice; lack
of effective management practices; feelings of
powerlessness
- inflexible procedures
- the system stifles initiative

p.3 Objectives of public education:
- every learner should gain the maximum
individual and social benefit from the money

spent on education
- education should be fair andjust for every
learner regardless oftheir gender, and oftheir
social, cultural or geographical circumstances

Q3 Does the report view the long term goel es

beine about unity. conformity and slrueness?
Q4. Does the report view the long term goal
as being about difference and diversity?

p.65 tt is clear that the revival of the Mdori
language and culture is not seen as an end in
itself, but as the key of lifting the educational
performance of Mdori children.... Education in
the Mdori language and in a M6ori environment
serves to reinforce the identity of Mdori children
and to give them the emotional security and
psychological strength needed to 'take on' the
material knowledge of the Pikeh6.
p.66 In order to promote this objective, we opted
for changes which would encourage community
involvement in determining the character and the
direction of local institutions.

p.44 Each institution set its own objectives,
within the overall education objectives set by
the state. These objectives would reflect the
particular needs of the community in which the
institution is located, and would be clearly set

out in a'charter' drawn up by the institution.
This charter would act as a contract between
the community and the instihrtion and the state.

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
chanse ?

Q6. Is the unit for change basicelly tatgcting
the Golleetiye / grouo or the individuel?

p.6 The time has come for radical change in the
education system's administrative structure
p.36 Tinkering with the system will not be
sufficient to achieve the improvements now
required.

p.5 In essence, our views are that the
government should take only those
administrative decisions it needs to take.
p.43 Learning institutions should be the basic

'building block' of education administrdion,
with control over their educational resources;

that the running ofthe learning institution be a
parbrenhip between the professionals and the
particular community in which it is locafed.

Q7. Is there e theora of cultural chenee ?

What is seid about it?
Q8. Is there a thmry of glgctCrr.blgSe ?.

Whet is said about it?
p.4. Education must be based on the notion of a
partnership ofequals
p.8l It is essential that the change is made in such

a way that everyone feels that they have been
properly informed of the changes to be made; that
thev have been treated fairlv and equitably.

p.36 The idea ofa separate system to cater for
their children's educational needs was made
especially strongly by Maori people who made

submissions to us.
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comment:

From the perspective of the education system the Picot Report is probably the most

important educational report released within the period examined by this research,

that is, 1960-2000. Its importance, from the point of view of the education system

as a whole, derives from its political support to dismantle the machinery of the

current system, to shake it up, and then to reconstruct it following an economic or

market model of accountability. The reforms Picot recommended were to crcate an

education system where every learner would gain 'the maximum individual and

social benefit from the money spent on education' and would be 'fair and just

regardless of gender, social, cultural or geographic circumstances' @aringlon,

l99l:10). For Mdori education the Picot Report was also important in the sense

that it provided official recognition for the educational transformations that were

already under way among several MEori groups. From the time of its release in

April 1988 to the moment of its implementation on I October 1989 the

adminisfation of education within New Zealand would undergo a massive

transformation. For a society that espoused the virnres of gradual piecemeal

change for decades the impact of the educational administrative reforms were

revolutionary and transformative. In Mdori education the possibility of e separate

system, the notion of a partnership of equals, accountability to the Treaty of

Waitangi, and charters which gave communities a legal say about what local

schools would teach seemed too extravagant to believe. And so they were.

Attempts at decentralisation were eventually sfymied and if anything, the

centralised system is at least as pervasive as it ever was. There is no partrership of

equals, but parfrrerships between the central bureaucracy, the Ministry of

Education, and Iwi Education groups have burgeoned from the late 1990s. This is

research for another day. The Treaty of Waitangi remains an active component of

rhetoric rather than reality. Charters simply became submerged under the

proliferation of official requirements so that eventually there was no time or space

in the offrcial life of the school that the community could say 'this is the flavour,

the essence we want to permeate our school. This is what will make us distinctive.

This is us. This is what we want our children to know about our place in the
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world'. The taskforce was undoubtedly genuine in its belief that the charter was

"the 'lynchpin' of the structure (boards of trustees) and would act as a contract

between the community and the institution, and the institution and the state" G.xi).

Of course, it is possible that they could have underestimated the centrality of the

New Zealand system of education and the level of social control needed to get a

society to shift its major underlying assumptions from ones which upheld

education as a good in itself to one which saw education as an investrnent in the

young to benefit the nation in the future.

REPORT 3l-Report for the Ministry of Education, Maori Participation and
Per{ormance in Education - A Literature Review and Research Programma
1996

Simon Chapple, Richard Jefferies and Rita Walker. NZ Institute of Economic
Research (lnc.) 142 pages, fully referenced.

The two M6ori researchers in this project are well qualified as researchers as well

as having credibility in Maori education; Jefferies as an experienced secondary

school teacher and public servant, and Walker as an experienced early childhood

educator and tertiary lecturer. Chapple is an economist who works for the New

Zealand Institute of Economic Research (Inc.) and led the project commissioned

by the Ministry of Education.

Excluding the appendices and references there are I I chapters in the report of 130

pages. There is a comprehensive set of tables and figures and an expansive

references section.

Following the Treasury Briefing papers to the Incoming Government (1987) on

education issues, its influence was so comprehensive and penetrative that

economists and economic theories became a part of the educational zeitgeist, at

least at the level of adminisnation, never before experienced in this country. The

Chapple et al Report (1996) provided the in-depth review of the literature and the

research the Ministry of Education needed to orient its policies. In order to make a

relatively large and 'jargony' economic report more readable for a wider audience
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than public servants a osummary' was also written by Anne Else (1997). Other

economists provided the necessary training in economic theory to assist

educational policy analystss.

pwpose:

In its introduction it says, "This study surveys the literature on disparities between

Mdori and non-Mdori education participation and performance. The aim is to

provide input into a policy process aimed at improving relative M6ori labour

market outcomes" (p.12).The report does not assume that there is a gap in

participation and performance between Mdori and non-M6ori. However, where the

definition of performance comes under considerable critical scrutiny, participation

does not and yet there is, in my experience, as much a tyranny of participation as

there is of performance when it comes to research and policy in M6ori education.

The report was to show:

- what research has to say about the education gap;

- what we still do not know about the education gap;

- what research needs to be done to fill the gaps in what we know; and

- what kinds of education lead to better results for M6ori

Table 5.9 discourse analysis
M6ori participation and performance in education (1996)

Ql. Whet cre the mdn p4q!!q the writers of
the report set out to address?

Q2 Whose !4!q$ do the writers of the
report think or believe they rrt catering
for?

- the education gap between MEori and non-Mdon
with only one aim: to help find ways to close the
gap in 'labour market performance' between
Mdori and non-Miori.
- the literature on disparities between M6ori and
non-Mdori education participation and
performance. The aim is to provide input into a
policy process aimed at improving relative Mdori
labour m arket outcomes.

- current policy writen. According to the
writers the gap between Miori and non-Miori
is ever widening is a myth. . . the evidence
suggests the exact opposite - the gap is slowly
and unevenly narrowing..

Q3 Does the report view the long term goel as

beine about unitv. conformitv end sameness?
Q4. Does the report view the long term goel
rs being sbout difference and divensity?

This is their priority on the grounds that since
education in NZ has largely been supplied by
sow. it mav be that M6ori have similar

Their support of Gould (I996) who comments,

'It is fair to say as far as it goes, the evidence

oroducsd here does suggcst quite strongly that

L See for example, course wort by the consulting economist, John Savage (1998)
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preferences for education overall, but have a low
demand for the type of education provided. They
half-heartedly say that schools may not be
teaching MEori the things they want to know but
they have nothing to add.

as far as between what one might call the
assimilation/modernization and the mana

motuhake/cultural preservation paradigms of
Mnori policy, it is the former which holds out
better hope of continued impmvement in
Mdori socio+conomic standing', makes the
answer no.

Q5 ls there consensus about the need for
change ?

Q6. Is the unit for change basically targeting
the collective / qroup or the individual?

No, but where changes are occuring there is a
belated acceptanc€ eg. the development of Iwi
Education Plans by some iwi may be seen as a
proactive statement in support of these views
(educational provision on atribal basis) but there
again appears to be little known about what has

happened or is happening with these plans and
whether or not they shed any light on the
preferences of Mdori in education.

- there is considerable evidence that on

averiage Mnori families have fewer resources

available to them to ensure that their children
succeed in the education syst€m; the individual
having access to additional resources through
the family is the agent of change eg. to
ovencome the influences of peer pressuFe

Q7. Is there a theory ofculturel chanse ?
What is said about it?

QE. Is there a theory of structuml chanqe ?.
Whet is said rbout it?

- 213 to t/t of the gap can be put down to family
resource factors.
- moves away from a deficit approach to
explaining problems of M6ori participation and
achievement towards recommending changes in
the education system which were claimed to be
part of the problem
- growth of M6ori delivered initiatives (TKR"
KKM etc.) is indisputable

p.l0 The relative family resource position of
MEori is a significant and substantial cause of
educafional disparities.
- by the early I 970s, educationalists began to
focus on school structures as a cause of M6ori
educational disadvantage
- supply-side problems in the education system
(low tchr expectations, lack ofcultural
relevance. racism)

comment:

The report suggests that there exists strong evidence that M6ori on average

perform worse because they do not have the resources to succeed. That sounds like

a reasonable explanation. They speculate that perhaps two thirds to three quarters

of Miiori educational disadvantage is the result of rcsource factors. This relates

roughly to a third to a quarter to be accounted for by the various ethnicity related

factors operating via tastes and preferences, labour market discrimination, peer

pressures and school barriers. Why don't tlrey have the resources is related to the

second part oftheir explanation. In order to get access to the necessary resources

M6ori have to overcome the structural discriminations inherent in the system in the

form of an ethno-centric curriculum, cognito-centric resources for learning, socio-

centric teachers, and a system culturally biased toward European values. If
anything the report ties down explanations of negative M6ori outcomes in
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participation and educational performance to yet another generation of deficit

tlreory explanations. Some of the most exciting developments in MEori education

over the last 40 years have been those that originated from Mdori sources such as

Te K6hanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa MEori, and Wdnanga. The report is almost mute

on that point

REPORT 32-Report for the Minister of Mflori Alfairs, Mlori Education
Commission (1998, 1999a, 1999b)

Chair: Retired Judge Michael J.A.Brown
Mlori members: Dr Pita Sharples, Dr Rose Pere, Margie Hohepa, Terry
Morrison, Pauline Waiti

The Commission arose out of a decision by the Minister of MEori Affairs to create

'think tanks' in the critical areas of Mdori development. Education was one of

those commissions. The group is totally Miiori, some of whom are high-profile

national and international figures @rown, Sharples and Pere) and all are well

qualified academically and professionally.

The members were cornmissioned to consult with the public and'to provide a link

between grass roots opinion and the expertise they brought to the tasks and to

work with the other M6ori Development Commissions to find sustainable,

beneficial and accelerated ways of strengthening the future for M6ori" (1998(b):3).

The life of the Commission was finite, beginning in September 1997 and ending

June 2000.

One of the major external influences driving the work of the Commission was the

Govemment's much promoted and much maligned policy of overcoming disparity

and reducing gaps especially in the educational performance of Meori in respect to

non-M6ori. The Commission operated under the administrative framework of Te

Puni Kokiri, the Ministry of Maori Development.
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pwpose:
As set out in the first report of the commission (Feb 1998:9-10) there are three key

pqposes of the Commission: to be a think tank for the Minister of Maori Affairs;

to provide a link between Mdori grassroots and the Minister; and to contribute as

one of four Commissions on Mdori development.

The net effect of the Commission(s) will be to provide Government with a further

source of contestable policy advice on Mdori development.

Table 5.10 discourse analysis
Milori Education Commission (1 998-99)

Ql. What are the main 4!!g the writers
of the report set out to eddress?

Q2 Whose interesG do the writers of the
report think or believe they are catering
for?

- how to represent the 'authentic' voice of
Mdori communities to government

- what previous knowledge could be of direct
assistance to their task
- identification of educ practices that work for
Maori
- how to maintain meaningful liaison with other
commissions

The fact they state their lst purpose as being a

'think tank' suggests they put advice to the
Min. of MA first
Next is the Mdori 'grassroots' presumably
whinau, hapii, iwi
M6ori dvpt through iwi participation.

Q3 Does the report view the long term goal as
being about unitv. conformitv end sameness?

Q4. Docs the report view the long term goel
as beinc about difference and diversity?

-strategy to enable Mdori to leap the 'disparity
gaps' as well as minimize the development of a
new gap is status quo oriented (02/99)

Reports Feb. 1999 (No 3) and Sept.l999 (No a)
prioritise te reo M6ori, kaupapa M6ori, and a
Mdori education authority highlighting the need

for an alternative structural r€sponse to
diversity. Newsletter 2 is devoted to a

phitosophical discussion of same although
ambival€nce is shown in other items in the

newsletter ee. Alan Duff Charitable foundation.

Q5 Is there consensus about the need for
chense

Q6. ls thc unit for chrnge besically tetgcting
the collective / srouo or the individuel?

There is no innovation or intervention
recommended that does not already exist in the
system in some shape or form. However, they
are looking for more Mdori control of Mnori
education, better resourcing of current te
reo/kaupapa Meori pmvision, improved
information technolog5r access, and greater
accountability of mainstream to Meori
initiatives.

- a holistic rather than a sectoral approach to the
needs and aspirations of M6ori is more likely to
produce both immediate and long-terrr benefits
for MEori.
- policy development must relate to MEori
according to a M6ori worldview (09/99)
- report focuses on the state compulsory
education sector, which is totally regulated and

monitored under a legislative umbrella
- need for a critical mass of expert teachers who
are also Maori (08/98)
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Q7. Is there a theoryof g!@!3!g4g9 ?

Whet is said about it?
Qt. Is there e theory of gl4ctufC!3lggg ?

What is seid about it?

- An ad hoc separate system already exists in
M6ori educ. (TK& KKM, Wharekura"
WEnanga).
- ethos of the school needs to be bicultural, with
bilingual/bicultural teachers

Supporters see a MIori education stnrcture as

an intervention into education delivery, that has

produced unsatisfactory results for Mdori over a
period extending for generations. It is seen as

an innovation aimed at placing control for
M6ori educational development squarely in the
hands of Maori. It is a proposal for M6ori
ownership, cooperation and goup
development. It is perceived as being totally in
accord with the concept of tino rangatiratanga
(08/e8)

comment:

An overall impression gained in reviewing and analysing the reports of the

Commission is that they, as a group, were overwhelmed by the task they faced.

Each member was Mlori and they each brought a huge and Mdori-specific

experience base to the work. Judge Brown had considerable respect from both

Meori and PEkehE as a lawyer and especially as an innovative youth court judge.

His selection as chair of the commission was generally acceptd by Mdori

educationalists as somewhat inspired along similar lines to that of Picot's selection

(a businessman) as chair of the taskforce to review educational administration.

Pere has extensive experience in the education system at all levels and is a

passionate advocate in Miiori education. Waiti comes from a strong Miiori

educational background with particular strengths in the sciences field as well as

curriculum development. Hohepa is an academic researcher in M6ori education

with specialisations in psychology and linguistics. Morrison has a lengthy

background in primary schools as both teacher and manager. Sharples is debatably

the most high profile member of the commission with considerable background

and leadership in M6ori performing arts and the kura kaupapa M6ori movement.

There was no shortage of experience or expertise in the group but what it lacked,

in the view of the researcher, was a leader with the vision to choose a goal and the

courage to pursue it with all the resources at their disposal. This criticism is not

about the chairperson. Indeed, the commission as a whole was probably deluged
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with vision proposals and there would certainly not be any shortage of courage in

the group. But therein lies the problem. What vision from those being espoused?

The kaupapa Mdori agenda; a MEori education authority; increased access to

modern technology; closer relations to community; establishing a full-blown

separate system; a more penetrating integration with the mainstream and so forth.

Almost any of these 'visions' could transform the state of Maori education if the

group was convinced and committed to pursue it with vigour. The Minister of

M6ori Affairs was almost begging for this kind of leadership at the outset. In

fairness, the commission was operating part-time with minimal resources at their

disposal but the Commission itself in its stated 'preferred approach' (Report I'

Feb. 1998, p.8) travelled the conservative and massively overdone route of

'consulting with the people'. The next chapter in this thesis (Chapter 6) explores

the stategy of consultation in greater depth. As every Mdori consultation group

repeats, owe have had enough of being consulted; we want to see some action'.

The reports echo an old problem that M6ori often present as a solution and that is,

by focusing on the familiar elements of culture (language, religion, schooling,

perceptions etc.) almost everything becomes potentially achievable except that

power relations remain unchanged. We can accept that the cultural has become

more political and that has been a necessary shift but 'placing too many eggs in the

culture basket' has a way of detracting from the concerns of structure and power

relations. A change of government, and two years after the Commission ended, the

work of the goup has disappeared altogether. Reason, because there has been no

major structural intervention that has succeeded in disturbing the status quo.

Efforts to support M6ori authority and responsibility in education have been on the

Ministry of Education agenda since at least 1992 (Annual Report of MEori

Education, 1992). If the Miiori Education Commission was going to achieve

anything that could have transformed the status of Mdori in schools and in society,

it would have had to result in interventions aimed at changing historical and

existing power relations between M6ori and PEkehd.
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In Report 2 (August 1998) the Commission comment on the way the 'one-size fits

all' ideology is under attack by proponents pushing the advantages of policies

based on increasing choice, diversity, let the market decide, egalitarianism,

equality of opportunity, level playing fields etc. yet contadict themselves by not

recognizing the complexity of problems facing M6ori through the simplistic and

reductionist solutions they advocate. The Commission falls into its own

reductionist thinking by advocating the need for attitude change without

considering the fact that attitudes come from predispositions that are based on

historical ignorance and often times, institutional racism. Attitude change rarely

leads to structural change.

5.13 Summary analysis, purposes and discounrcs - part two

Comment was made on the level of optimism showing through in the part one

reports. The same can also be said about part two reports but there is a difference.

Part one reports (1960-77) were keen to point out that where gaps existed, for

example in academic achievement, linguistic facility, cognitive development

levels of home support and so on, these problems could be rectified or corrected to

achieve equitable outcomes without necessarily having to disturb or disrupt the

underlying framework or structures. This period in the development of Miori

education falls within the scope of what was called in Britain and the United States

at the same time, 'compensatory education'. Head Start programmes in America

were designed to make up for, and to compensate for, disadvantaged children

through the introduction of special education progr.rmmest. During the period of

the part two reports (1978-2000) there is a'hardening up' of M6ori perceptions of

where the problems lie and the sort of solutions needed. The correction of

l. Penetito (1975) wrote a critique of an article by Anne D.Lopdell (1974) entitled 'Complementary
education for educationally disadvantaged pupils' in Bray & Hill (eds.). The article formed the

theoretical base to a Department of Education handbook for teachen called, 'Language
Programmes for Mdori Children'. Penaito argued that although complementary education was an

advance on comp€nsatory education, in practice teachers would continue to treat complementary as

compensatory, deficit as deficient.
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inequitable outcomes is not the starting point. What M6ori want leads to a

redefining of what the outcomes ought to be and how they can be achieved. For

the first time in the history of the New Zealand education system, the underlying

generative structure of what it means to be educated in New Zealmd, and what it

means to be a New Zealander is called into question by MEori New Zealanders

who are no longer accepting that they are the ones who must always compromise

on their values, aspirations, and practices in order to maintain a society bent on

harmony of interests no matter what the costs. Mdori have always known that

collaborations between themselves and Piikehd are hardly ever equal or reciprocal.

How can they be when the modes of interaction are almost always of the dominant

- subordinate kind, when the language of discourse is predominantly English, and

when one party has the resources and the other does not.

5.14 Mnori Education reports as mediating structures

The period 1960-1977 was an extraordinarily important time for the future

development of M6ori education especially the second half of that period. It is no

exaggeration to say that the 1970s laid the foundation for kdhanga reo, that laid the

foundation for kura kaupapa M6ori, that laid the foundation for wharekur4 and so

on. When the contradictions in the system become too numerous and therefore too

obvious something has to happen. At the 'grand' level, what we see occurring on a

small scale is what Kuhn (1962) called revolutionary science and it happens when

the prevailing paradigm, or central set of assumptions about what Mdori want and

need, and how those demands can be met and who can meet them, are no longer

tenable. The NACME Report of 1970 can be seen as the catalyst for a 'soft

revolution'. The patemalism in the system was the inevitable consequence of the

earlier forms of colonialism. It was not unusual to hear patronising PdkehE

offrcials, professionals and lay people talking about 'our Mdoris' as though they

carried these caricatures around in their pockets. The post-colonial writer, Slemon

(1997) warns of using "the concept of colonialism as an ideological or discursive

formation: that is, with the ways in which colonialism is viewed as an apparatus
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for constituting subject positions through the field of representation" (p.46). The

constitutive power of an ideological state apparatus, like education in New

Zealand, is able to influence who can be selected to represent Mdori, and how they

represent Mdori. This is not achieved by any crass form of 'brute force' or even

indirect forms of ideological regulation but by dividing practiceso such as, Mdori

members of committees having to educate non-Mdori members about what Miiori

want within contexts which are frequently antithetical to those aspirations. The

result is that M6ori have to make compromises to content while non-Mdori make

adjustments to processes. Accumulated over the period of a committee meeting

and working on a report the outcomes are often watered-down Mdori contributions

to the project to such an extent that a sense of being co-opted and therefore

dissatisfied with the product is understandable. The outcome for MEori on

committees is the sense of having a regulated colonised identity that manufactures

two conditions: dependence and symbolic violence. The dependency condition

allows for investigation of educational mechanisms that perpetuate the subordinate

and marginalised position of the M6ori. It is common for MEori on committees to

hear statements like, tell the committee members what you think Maori want but

keep it reasonable (that is, keep it within existing frameworks). Symbolic violence

occurs when the power of the system is able to impose and inculcate a group of

people, for example, M6ori with a culture (that of committees in this instance)

which reproduces social conditions and relations which are supportive of the

dominant group.A private communication with a respected Maori elder who had

over the years sat on several national committees said, "It's no use being too M6ori

on these committees - you'll never be invited back onto another one". I wonder if
PdkehE members on these committees ever thought they might actually be too

PdkehE for the M6ori on them!

There is no suggestion that M6ori on committees have no genuine say about their

views on any topic. A perusal of the names would put a prompt end to that notion.

However, a reminder of the distinction Mills makes about opersonal troubles of

milieu'and the 'public lssaes of social structure ' would not go amiss at this point
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(1977:14). "A trouble', Mills says, "is a private matter such that values cherished

by an individual are felt by him or her to be threatend. On the other hand an

'issue' is a public matter wherc, for enample, some value cherished by publics is

felt to be threatened', for example, mana Meori, mEtauranga MEori, and tikanga"

It is argued that Miiori education reports from 196f2000 have played an

important role as mediating sfiuctures but unless and until they cease their

hegemonio bias their benefit to lvtEori will always remain peripheral. This chapter

has been an exerrcise in unmasking.
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Chapter 06

'Wetre all New Zealandersn - processes of consultation in Mflori
education

6.1 Introduction

ln chapter five it was argued that mainstream and Mdori participants involved in

reporting on MEori eduoation, are only able to meet their terms of reference when

both parties indulge in a series of micro processes aimed at resocialising each other

to accept what each party perceives as 'bottom lines' to the negotiation of a

consensus. In brief, MEori want to convince non-MEori firstly, that as MEori

working in the field of Meori education, they have a unique contribution to make

that comes from being MEori, and secondly, that the mainsteam system has

always operated in the primary interests of the mainstream and as a consequence,

disadvantage Mdori structurally no matter what the influence of agencyl. The

micro-processes played out in the interests of 'taking Mdori on-board' include

such activities as allowing karakia (prayers) at the beginning and end of each day;

whakatau (speeches of welcome) to open proceedings; poroporoaki (farewell

speeches) to conclude proceedings; perhaps even waiata (songs) as an

embellishment to speeches. There is also every likelihood that whenever anything

that has to do with M6ori culture comes onto the agenda, the M6ori participant will

be called on to inform non-Milori present. Raising these matters in this way is not

a cynical ploy since both parties accept these practices as authentic to Mdori and

important for non-Mdori to understand or at least to accept as gestures toward

bicultural understanding.

I I have never undsrstood those who maintained that being an 'insider' did not advantage
perceptually those who had insights about other insiders. Not being able to see the forest because of
tle trees, or familiarity breeding inattention are problems for the insider but no less serious than
those who see the trees but not the forest or those who because of familiarity have contempt. An
article by the noted New Zealand anthropologist Sorrenson (1982) with regard to the views
expressed by Ngata and Buck as to the advantages they had, as Mdori in understanding other
Maori, vis-i-vis non-M6ori seems to me to be entirely reasonable and rational but Sorrenson argues

otherwise. I claim thd insiders have as much and no less insight than ousiders with regard to
perceptions about any phenomenon.
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Pdkeh[ participants on the other hand, take it as their responsibility to protect and

defend the deep underlying values and structures of the existing logic of the

system but where evidence has shown arEas of weakness where improvements can

be introduced that do not disturb the overall balance of the system then negotiation

and compromise are permitted. The interesting thing about this 'responsibility' is

that it seems to emerge out of a kind of tacit agreement among PEkehe present on

committees, that is, the system needs to be shielded from unnecessary

manipulation. This is probably what Shuker (1986:16) was referring to when he

maintained,

The concept of ideological hegemony was advanced by Grunsci to uplain how a
ruling class maintains its dominance through achieing a popnlu conserrsus

mediated through the various institutiors of society, including the schools, mass

media, the lm4 religion, and popular cttlture. Ideological hegemony thus
represents the organisation of consent, a process underpinned by the threat of
actual plrysical coercion by the state.

To co-opt M6ori members of committees into the stream of consciousness needed

to build consensus, giving and taking is needed by both sides but it is rarely an

equivalent exchange given the unequal power relations that the parties bring to the

negotiation2. What eventuates, despite the intentions of the participants, is an

insidious mode of social conhol. The paradox, according to Cooke and Kothari

(2001:146) is "that the more'participatory' the enquiry the more its outcome will

mask the power structure of the community". The implicit appeal from mainstream

to MEori members in the preparation of education reports is to maintain

equilibrium and not to 'rock the boat' unnecessarily which in other language is,

'know your place'. It is argued that the effects of the processes of ongoing mic.ro-

socialisation create dividing practices, which are, contrary to expressed intentions,

manufacturing reports on Mdori education as negative mediating sfructures.

Chapter 6 investigates consultation in Miiori education as the second of those

mediating structures that make up the database of this thesis. The mode of cultural

regulation in this instance is that of inquiry' (Foucault, 1982:777) and

2 
See Cooke & Kothari (eds.X200l) for a discussion on building conseusus and the reification of

social norms (pp.la5-6).
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'constructive dialogue' (Nader et al,1997:l). The mode of cultural regulation or

the mode of objectification as called by Foucault, helps transform human beings

into subjects. Whereas 'dividing practices', identified as forms of co-option,

helped subject M6ori participants in the construction of reports in MEori education,

it is the 'mode of inquiry' that characterise processes of consultation. Peters

(2004:57) refers to these modes of inquiry as *games of truth" where 'the

emphasis falls on how the human subject constitutes itself by strategically entering

into such games and playing them to best advantage".

For the first part of this chapter consultation is contextualized within an ideology

of 'We're all New Zealanders' which has its beginnings at the time of the Treaty

of Waitangi and Governor Hobson's well-known assertion, 'He iwi tahi tEtou' (we

are now one people). MAori were not to lmow it at the time but Hobson was

sealing their fate with his assertion of British sovereignty. Even the exercise of

taking copies of the Treaty around the country to gain further signatures of chiefs

was, according to Orange (1987:91), "inconsequentialo'because surrender through

treaty was suffrcient to satisf, the legal requirements of the Colonial Office. Early

communications between MEori and PEkeh6" of which the Treaty of Waitangi was

the most important, established the logic behind consultative approaches to

participatory democratic methodologies. They are foundered with notions of

ethno-centrism (cultural superiority), racism (white is right), cognito-centrism

(priority of individualism), and ideals of material improvement through acquisition

(properlry rights). These are defined in the various government deparfrnent

publications and what these mean in practice are also elicited from these sources.

We then turn to a case study of consultation in which the researcher was a leading

participant. The objective is to outline the processes by which the consultation was

conducted rather than the ef;Fects or outcomes of the exercise, although reference is

made briefly to official responses that derive from the consultative outcomes. The

chapter concludes with an evaluation of consultation as a mediating structure.
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6.2 We're all New Zealanders

The processes involved in establishing the Treaty of Waitangi as the founding

document of New Zealand could be seen as the first official exercise of

consultation of the Crown with M6ori. Even the tenor sunounding the process can

be seen as a blueprint for further consultations:

- donor party prepares a document in advance of what it wants;

- have the document translated into the language of the recipient;

- donor invites members of the recipient goup to a formal gathering;

- donor presents the document using the formalities of the presenter in the

context of the recipient (sign the document on the marae);

- ensure as many recipients as possible are given the opportunity to discuss

the contents of the document and to sign-up to it; and

- leave the finalised anangements of the document in the hands of the

donors.

The process is taken as a fair and reasonable way of getting 'buy-in' through

participation, at least as perceived by donor societies. The very definition of New

Zealander can be seen as a mirror image of the sentiments expressed through the

Treaty and through processes of consultation. The Crown representative of the

day, Govemor William Hobson may well have been the first to utter the words,

'He iwi tahi tEtou', 'We're all New Zealanders', 'We are one people'3, at the

signing of the Treaty of Waiungi in 1840 but they have been endorsed by virtually

every politician, minister of the church, and school teacher since then. From a

Mliori perspective the phrase represents the ultimate cultural 'clobbering machine'.

How can two fundamentally different peoples and cultures become one as the

result of a treaty? The answer of course, is that it is not possible unless Hobson and

others who share his sentiments have something else in mind. The idea of a

parfirership for example, is high in the rhetoric stakes except it is not refening to

3 'Not all Maori have been convinced by this assertion. Given the wars and the land confiscations
of the early lE60s, it would be surprising if this were not so'(Sinclair, 1986:14).
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partnership in the legal sense but rather "like a partnership" as a leading politician

of the 1990s would have it (Graham, 1997).

The psychologis! Ritchie (1971) wrote about MEori and Pflkehd relations and

posed the question, 'One nation - or two?' to get people to think outside their

prejudices instead of assuming the priority of the assimilated New Zealandera, that

is, the Maori. The historian Sinclair (1986:14) poses adifferent sort of question

when he asked 'have the M6oris chosen to join the predominantly PEkehE nation?"

This rather peculiar question is based on the idea that M6ori at the time of

annexation were not a nation in a European sense. That omission seems to have

disqualified them from being equal partners in the establishing of a national

identity on any other grounds. The political academic, Mulgan (1989:6) argues in

line with Rirchie (op cit.) and suggests that a re-rcading of Hobson, in present day

English, shifts from o\rye are now one people to we are now one nation" (p. 7); the

question of sovereignty is no longer an issue. The Mdori teacher, public servant

and scholar, Penfold (1973) affrmed the cultural identity ofNew Zealander in line

with a social harmony view, so long as it took account of cultural differences.

These differences were likened to individual differences which "we cannot hope to

abolish (therefore) we must learn to live with them".

The debates around the search for national identity and the role education plays in

this regard, revolve around questions of participation, especially participation of

MEori. The notion of the emerging New Zealander weighs heavily as an

underlying principle in the process of participation through consultation. We have

already seen how M6ori participation in official reports on M6ori education

operate (Chapter 5) and now we will explore a second approach by which M6ori

are encouraged to participate in education.

o In the nineteenth c€ntury the Meori was referred to as the 'New Zealander'. See Kendall in
Ritchie (1971, inside cover): "Th€ tnre character of the New Zealanders is not so despicable as

Europeans are apt to imagine".
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6.3 \ilhat is consultation?

It was suggested earlier that consultation, at the time of the Treaty of Waitangi,

was a manifestation of what Weaver (2003:145) describes as the "evangelical

influence" of the Colonial Office 'to exemplify humane colonisation", that is, to

take into account lessons learned from earlier colonial acquisitions in the United

States and Southern Africa. The pressure from settlers for the immediate

availability of land put paid to the distant influences of humanitarian principles. As

Weaver says,

The slide from protection and good intentiors, through negotiations, to
deceptioru, andfinally to lhe use of force showed that frontier avuice throttled
pinciple (ibid.).

It might seem overly dramatic to view consultation in the world of education

following such coercive measures but not so in the world of M5ori-Pdkehd

relations or of MEori education. Three examples will illustrate the point. The

former Director-General of the Department of Education, Renwick (1978),

commenting on the implications of article three of the Treaty in 1840 and the

interests of M6ori being protected by a governor wrote,

One of [lhe governor'sJ responsibilities was to stqnd between the settlers and lhe
Mdoris on everlhing tha offected Mdori interests. It was a noble inention and it
failed The primrose path to the land vars af the 1860's was paved with good
intentions.

The failure was brought about by the expediency and avarice of the early settlers.

The second example is from Simon (1984), the researcher on the MSori Native

Schools system who wrote an article entitled, 'Good intentions but...' (1984)

summarises her rcsearch from her master's thesis. The suggestion is that a system

which continues to devise new policies, to resurect new structures, and to pour in

more resources to improve the level of education for MEori students without

having the desired effect of uplifting Mdori as a people is a waste and a failure

whatever the rhetoric of intent. In more recent times M6ori have initiated

educational interventions in their own interests, without the blessing of the state,

without tax-funded resources, and, in the case of kura kaupapa MEori (KKM),

outside the existing legislation at that time. The kOhanga reo (TKR) movement
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was the first of these structural interventions but it, like KKM, was doomed to

failure without state resourcing. Nowo all TKR and KKM receive state funding.

With state funding comes philosophical underpinnings and contractual obligations,

and these, if one notes the voices of the respective leadership of the kdhanga reo

and kura kaupapa M6ori, are deeply frustrating to whdnau who are obligated to

make these interventions work within the kaupapa (philosophy) and within the

accountabilities of the state. To illustrate the poing kdhanga reo has always

operated under the umbrella of M6ori whiinau development but official recognition

and with it funding, has, from the beginning of state resourcing treated kdhanga

reo as a form of early childhood intervention like kindergarten, play cente and so

on. Both kohanga reo and kura kaupapa MEori are critical initiatives in attempts to

revitalise the MEori language but if the kaupapa (or basic philosophy) suffen as

the result of trying to meet the requirements of external accountabilities we have,

once again, a situation of the tail wagging the dog.

It is claimed in each of these three examples that coercion is not intended, that

there is no conspiracy of action on the part of the system. However, the effects

suggest what might be termed a conspiracy of beliefl does seem to hold some

credibility. Balt (1978:102) describes this form of coercion as "liberal and

ontological":

Through all their contac4 collision and interaction, human individuals...retain
their separate identities. Individuation is, liberal theorists maintoin, a simple and
straightforward m6tter; as distinct bodies can be observed and described so too
can'indii&nls'.

The priority of the individual through causal - and coercive - relations is seen to

indicate contingent relations between individual elements and not about any

"socially constructed ensemble of relations" (ibid.). There is no intentionality,

therefore, if the system does not work for Mdori, the system cannot be held to

account. MSori are not participating as fully as they might.

Two related discussions about the way consultation is applied in New Zealand

with regard to Mdori-government relations follows:
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Constructive dialogue as the mode of inquiry

In order to recognise the differences that exist between MEori and mainstream

most government departrnents prepare their own documents on the use of

appropriate methods of consultation with Mdori (Ministry of Justice - A guide for

consultation with Miiori, 1997; Department of Internal Affairs - Guidelines on

consultation with M6ori, 2002; and State Services Commission - Partnership

dialogue: a Mdori consultation process: He kOrero rangapti, 1989). Departrnental

guidelines are likely to be influenced by guidelines established by the

government's Deparfinent of Mdori Affairs (Te Puni Kokiri - A guide for

departments on consultation with iwi, 1993) that in tum will be modeled by the

guidelines established by the government of the day. The best known of this latter

document is that established by the Labour Government of 1988 entitled Te

Urupare Rangap0 Te RFrangi Kaupapa (Partnership Response - Policy

Statement).

An examination of these documents reveal, not surprisingly, a fair degree of

agreement about what should be considered a quality consultation. Te Puni K6kiri

(1993) Iists seven criteria. First, is clarification of purpose to ensure an

understanding of what outcomes can be expected and thus avoid failing

expectations and allegations of bad faith. Second, is the need for sufficient

preparation and lead-in time, that is, time for M6ori groups to absorb background

material and to consider their own responses to that material. The third criteria is

about the conduct of the actual consultation and the time taken to debate the iszues

publicly before reaching conclusions. This is also the time for 'fronting up' or as

the whakataukl proclaims, 'he reo e rangona, engari he kanohi kitea' (a voice may

be heard, but a face needs to be seen). Fourth, relates to the opportunity to

participate for all those with an interest in the kaupapa. ln the world of education,

consultation need not follow traditional iwi or hap[ lines and might include any

number of pan-M6ori organisations. Depending on the topic for debate, who is

consulted becomes a critical issue and it is better to err on the side of inclusivity

than the opposite. Fifth is described as the need for genuine consultation.
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Consultation that is not genuine is thought of as debate over proposals that are in

fact non-negotiable. Such debate may take the form of not being prepared to

accept any contrary advice unless it fits with the existing framework. Most genuine

consultation it is suggested comes from relationdriven consultation rather than

issue-driven consultation. The sixth criteria is about post-consultation activity such

as reporting back to groups consulted about the process, and further down the line,

about the results of the consultation. And finally, is the important question of

transparency. Transparency relates to honesty and integrity that is the mode of

inquiry. The dialogue between participants in consultation will be constructive so

long as transparency is maintained throughout.

It is important to note that since the Court judgements regarding Treaty of

Waitangi debates of the 1980s5, consultation between Mdori and government

departments has followed principles related to the articles of the Treaty, for

example, in the State Services Commission (1989) document on consultation

under the heading, 'Categories of Mdori Consultation' argue that article I is about

sovereignty and "apart from effective compliance and co-option is not an area

characterised by great demand for consultation". Article 2 speaks about natural

resources and taonga and in answer to the question 'who should be consulted?' and

suggests it should be those with manawhenu4 that is, the respective tribes. Article

3 addresses rights of citizens, personal, not tribal rights; duty of consultation is

with the total Maori community (p. l0-l l).

Consultation as the hegemony of consent

The greatest challenge the education system faces in using consultation to effect

change among Meori is that of action organised by a conception of means-ends

relationships. This kind of action is described by Bhola (1975) as "artifactual

action" that is "those actions which create social-symbolic artifacts - new social

r New Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General (1987), I New Zealatd Law Report, p.641

(Court of Appeal); Tainui Mdori trust Board v Attorney-Ceneral (1989), 2 NZL& p.513. See

McHugh (1997) p.50, footnote 31.
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systems, cultural pattems, organisations and ideologies. Artifactual action, thus

involves culture-making through systematic interventions."

The framework emerging around the concept of consultation is taking on the

following characteristics. Any plan that wants to get at the heart of MEori

education must stafi with the Mdori people themselves and whatever it is they

aspire to for their young people. Any plan is doomed to failure that does not

articulate with the voices of M6ori. A plan that assumes prior knowledge of the

outcome goals and views consultation as a confirmatory exercise focusing mainly

on issues of implementation foolishly believes in its own propaganda. An

education strategy for MEori might be about 'closing the disparity gaP', it might be

directed around 'upskilling M6ori youth for the job market', or it could focus on

'the revitalisation of Maori culture'. It might be about all these goalso some of

them, or a different set of goals altogether like 'becoming a good kiwi',

'biculturalism', 'multiculturalism', or opteparation for the good life'.

Those of us who were responsible for conducting ttre consultafion with MSori in

the period l8 November to l8 December 1997 set out to elicit support for the

proposition that (a) with the engagement of Maori and (b) the responsiveness of

the system (c) Meori educational achievement would be enhanced. In the words of

the Cabinet decision (Cab EEP (97) N9/l), the education shategy that would

eventuate from the consultations would focus on ma<imising the education

system's contribution to the elimination of educational disparity between M6ori

and non-Mdori. As the manager of the consultation process my major

organisational role, as I saw it, was in interpreting what Government was seeking

in the light of what Maori community groups might contribute. I did not see my

role as simply a technical one as in managing a national project, organising

venues, introducing a discussion documen! setting the context for Government

consultation, analysing the data collected and similar activities, however important

these are.
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One of the classical scholars in the hermeneutic tradition, Ricoeur, (in Connerton,

l97S) writes about two basically different hermeneutic styles. The first is

o'interpretation as recollection of meaning" (p. 195) and the second is

"interpretation as exercise of suspicion or demystification" G. 199). I saw my role

as the main facilitator of the consultations involving generous helpings of both

styles.

My analysis of the process of conzultation in the Education Strategy for Miiori

(ES4IO project involves both forms of interpretation but the emphasis without

doubt is the latter, that is, as demystification. As part of the Marxist tradition we

can also refer to 'critique' in a similar manner in that it rests, according to Jacoby

(1975:xviii), "on a notion of truth that resists mindless tolerance; it is a challenge

through the application of critical intelligence". In yet another and parallel

interpretation, we are engaged in the exercise of discourse analysis. The Massey

University sociology of education scholar, Nash applied the notion of discourse

analysis in Mdori education in a discussion of theories of differential achievement.

"At the heart of discourse analysis", he argues, "is the concept of symptomatic

reading: a reading of what is said for what is thus not saido' (1983:69).

6.4 Education Strategr for Miori (ES4IVD - Methodological
considerations

For five weeks between mid-November and mid-December 1997 a joint project

team managed by the Ministry of Education (Te T6h0hii o te MEtauranga) and the

Ministry of Maori Development (Te Puni K6kiri) consulted with 25, mainly M6ori

groups between Invercargill in the south and Kaitaia in the north, New Plymouth

in the west and Ruatoria in the east on strategic directions for the development of

Meori education. The project officially known as 'Education Stratery for MEori'

(ES4IO, arose out of a cabinet decision (June 1997) to maximise progress towards

'qthe elimination of education disparities between MEori and non-MEori" [CAB

(97)M4l/6H and CAB (97) lvI22/3E referl. The decision charged the named two
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govemment departments with three tasks: first, to prepare a discussion document;

second, to conduct regional consultations; and third, to develop an education

stategy for Mdori on the basis, at least partly6, of an analysis of the consultations.

From the consultations the analysis was required to take into account the verbal

submissions from the face-to-face consultations, written submissions from the pro

forma found in the discussion document" and the literature research on

participation and achievement of Mdori previously undertaken by Chapple'

Jefferies and Walker (1996) for the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research

(Inc.).

lt was intended that the education smtegy would also be informed by the

Government's stated commitnent spelled out in Strategic Priorities 1999-2000,

advice from the Maori Education Commission to the Minister of M6ori Affairs

(see Chapter 5 of this thesis), as well as culrent research and practice.

The writer was contracted for seven months as the project manager with the main

task of fronting the consultation process. Much of the earlier project work related

to the discussion documen! 'Making Education Work for M6ori: Talking Points

for Parents and Whdnau' (1997) was well under way before my arrival, while

completion of the analysis post+onsultation and the submission of papers/reports

to Government was not part of the contract. The major contribution of the writer

was related to the organisation and management of the project team and all the

processes involved in planning carrying out, and finalising the consultation

exercise.

My precise involvement as the project manager was for the immediate ten weeks

before the consultations began, five weeks of the consultation, and ten weeks after

the consultations ended. This 25 week period required my full involvement as a

6 No government policy would rest on any one source of information but rather a combination of
research findings, expert advice, its own political direction, resources available, and consultation

with interest groups among other sources.
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member of the project team in setting up and undertaking the consultations, and

completing the first round of analysis of the submissions at the end of the

consultations. The subsequent report to the respective Ministers (Creech, Donnelly

and Henare) was scheduled for somewhere around mid-year 1998, well after my

contract ended.

Working within the ollicial parameters

The discussion documen! 'Te Whakamahi i te MEtauranga md te iwi M6ori -
Making Education Work for Mdori' (1997) is introduced by the chief executives of

the Ministries of Education and M6ori Development. Among other things they

make four statements particularly relevant to this section. The first is an assertion

about the embedded value of education for everybody's future: "Education is a key

to personal, social, and economic successoo. The next two quotes are statements

about the Government's position on Mdori education: "The Govemmsnt's goal is

to see all M6ori getting an education that is as good as that achieved by any other

New Zealander", and "It wants to see M6ori confident in their own culture and

well equipped to contribute to the local, national, and international communities".

The last statement is a reminder to the public about what is needed to make any

education strategy successful: n'There must be a strong practical focus on what

works best on the ground".

The focus for the stratery was to ma.rimise the education system's contribution to

the elimination of educational disparity between Maori and non-M6ori through

increasing the 'engagement' of Maori with the mainstream system; for

engagement, read participation.

The traditional problems the system has had with Mdori education juxtaposed with

the M6ori definition of 'confident in their own culture' and 'what works best on

the ground', makes it clear much more has to be done to transform M6ori

education at the system level, and to organise it considerably better at the
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community level, than exists in most communities at present. By 1997 the

Ministry of Education was also involved in establishing educational partnerships

between itself and quasi iwi authorities and was using the consultation exercise to

seek confirmation of this strategy as a way of enhancing engagement of M6ori and

responsiveness of the system as an approach or strategy for improving M6ori

educational achievement. A major outcome of the consultations was to elicit

people's views about the middle and long-term goals for Mdori education.

Planning the consultations

The venues for the consultations were organised by Te Puni K6kiri (TPK)

managers in collaboration with district Minisfiry of Education (MoE) offices, local

M6ori communities and the schools serving them. The project team agreed that

tikanga MEori (Maori custom) would prevail in terms of the protocols for the

meetings, that is, p6whiri (formal welcome) where the project team and

government officials would be manuhiri (the visitors) and the local people, the

tangatawhenua (hosts); there would be whaik6rEro (formal speeches of welcome

with responses); karakia (an opening prayer) followed by hariru me te hongi

(shaking hands and pressing of noses) and then ending with something to eat

(more in the nature of finger foods rather than a full meal). Those who have

experienced pdwhiri will know that they can continue for hours depending on the

nature of the occasion. Given the number of consultations, the time to conduct and

conclude them, as well as the available budget for the project, it was determined

that each consultation be planned to last four hours maximum inclusive of the

pdwhiri, the meal and the poroporoaki (farewell speeches).

This schedule would permit one consultation a day taking into account travel to the

venue, the actual consultation, travel to the next venue, book into accommodation,

debrief from the previous consultation, organise the data from that consultation,

and prepare for the next venue. This process was repeated for the 24 consultation

meetings running from 18 November to 17 December 1997. One further meeting

was held in January 1998.
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The project team planned to have officials from the MoE and TPK at every hut

(meeting) and their responsibilities were to record their own notes of the

discussions, to join in with discussions but not to lead at any time, and to try and

involve as many community people as possible in the discussions.

The pdect team agreed to keep a register of everybody who attended each hui so

that the record could be returned to them when the write-up was complete. Every

hui had two official observable records; the first was an electronic whiteboard

record with statements as close as possible to verbatim as we could manage while

the second was a laptop computer record taken by a bilingual Mdori-English typist.

The audiences were told at the outset that the note-takers were asked to capture as

many of the actual utterances made as they could of those speaking rather than

listen and make interpretive statements. Audiences were told that if they saw the

record was being interpreted by whoever was writing on the whiteboard they were

to interrupt and set the record straight immediately. They were also advised that

they would receive by mail both records (the laptop and whiteboard versions)

within six weeks of the consultations concluding. The audiences, without

exception were extremely grateful for the openness of the process and said so on

several occasions.

From the point of view of the project manager perhaps one of the perceived most

difficult problems in anticipation of the consultations was that of encouraging

community people to do the talking without having oflicials influencing their

views. On the other hand it was also assumed that in some of the venues M6ori

community leaders were likely to affempt to capture the hui for ends not

necessarily consistent with those as defined by the consulations. The definition of

the problem can never be assumed to be shared by officials and M6ori community

groups, especially if the venue for the consultation, is in the M6ori community

where prominent political figures are present. This next section will comment on

these three cautions: first, the definition of the problem; second, the possibility of
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local capture of the hui agenda; and third, strategies for encouraging community

discourse within familiar practicesT. In relation to process these three concems can

be thought of as having the greatest influence on the success or otherwise of the

consultation from the point of view of government and of Mdori community

members.

Participant obsener

As stated earlier the rationale for the ES4M project is that M6ori students, in

comparison with non-Mdori students need to improve their levels of achievement

and this is best accomplished, on the one hand, by Mdori engaging more with the

education system, and on the other hand, by the education system being more

responsive to the aspirations of M6ori. It was clear that such absractions as

achievement, education system, and aspirations needed to be spelled out with

exanples so that each of the parties could engage having taken some steps to share

key understandings.

At every consultation hui these three concepts were discussed in some detail by the

project manager. Achievement through schooling always needed to be thought of

as a lot more than the traditional ideas of the 'Three-Rs' however important they

wene as the fundamental building-blocks of future learning. The message of

learning about those things important to the M6ori world such as being able to

converse, discuss and debate topics in te reo Mdori, as well as in English, was a

major accomplishment in a society where the English language was so pervasive.

Knowing how to manaaki tangata (look after people), to relate stories of heroes

from Maori history (ng6 tEngata rongonui), and to use the oral tradition to set in

memory such activities as pepeha (local sayings), whakapapa (genealogies) and

karakia (incantations) were always seen as learnings at the heart of what it meant

7 
See Best & Kellner (1991:26). For them, discourse theory emphasises the material and

heterogeneous naturc of discourse. For some, like Foucault for example, an important concern of
discourse theory is to analyse thc institutional or community base of discourse, the viewpoint and

positions fiom which people speak" and the power relations these allow and presuppose. Discourse
is a site and object of struggle where different grcups strive for hegcmony and the pmduction of
meaning and ideologl.
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to be Mdori. These made up the 'Three-Rs' of Mdori achievement. Being able to

'get on' with other people, to be generous of spiri! to value sharing and the

plethora of ways of living in the world other than those dictated by the modern,

competitive, acquisitive world were the sort of messages MEori needed to hear

from those who were enquiring about their aspirations for education for their

tamariki and mokopuna (children and grand-children).

The education system is commonly refened to as though it was some distant all-

powerful bureaucracy that made decisions on high at the centralised level of

govemment about things going on in classrooms and schools at the community

level. In a centralised system such as we have in New Zealand there are legitimate

grounds for thinking this way. The consultations with their official branding

obvious for all to see (check the government cars and rental cars in the marae

carpark; check the number of smngers present wearing dark suits, carrying

satchels, cell-phones and laptops; check the variety, quantity and types of foods

made available for meals) make it clear that the hui is being manufactured for the

specific purpose of serving government first and then the abstract generic Mdori-

At the ES4M consultations the project manager was adamant that 'education

system' in this context needed to be thought of as local members of boards of

trustees, local principals and school teachers as well as all the official govemment

agencies such as the Ministry of Education, the Education Review Office, the

Early Childhood Development Unit, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority

and so on. I was often conscious of the fact that members of these clusters of the

education system, especially those resident in the communities were not always

pleased with my definition of the system; the notion of an abshact, centralised and

distant system, was something of a buffer berween local and central decisions and

actions.

'Getting at' central concerns and aspirations about future directions before the

gathering, analysis and reporting of consultation data was one of the more difficult

challenges for the project team. Over the last 20-30 years the most vibrant,
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exciting and successful initiatives in M6ori education have been those which have

arisen from MEori acting outside the system, that is, not from engaging more with

the system but less. Kohanga reo, kura kaupapa Meori, wharekura, wlnanga and tii

tangatq for example, would likely never have eventuated if left to the mechanisms

and wishes of the state. This is not to say that the state played no part in these

developments because it certainly did. Without the democratic nature of New

Zealand society, without the historical goodwill benveen Mdori and Pdkeh6, and

without the financial assistance of the state in accepting national and regional hui

as a viable means for facilitating Mdori aspirations for the future, the emergence of

developments like those of kaupapa Mdori may not have eventuated. It is also

clear that developments like these would likely de-rail if not for the intervention of

the state.

The task of generating talk from the audience was built around three assumptions.

The fnst was from the project manager who insisted that officials at each hui

(meeting) said only what needed to be said. This assumption has its beginnings in

the asymmenical relationship that exists between those representing government

and those members of a community most of whom will be a sub-culture of the

community except in those communities predominantly MEori. Whether

predominantly M6ori or not, the community will always be in a less powerful

position than govemment officials, all of whom will be carrying a single agenda

(to elicit community views on the purpose of the consultation) while community

members are likely to be conscious of a multiplicity of agendas including what

was the outcome of the last consultation, what do these oflicials really care about

our little community, is our school likely to survive the latest government move to

close small schools, and many others. Our first task was to make clear what the hui

was for and to let the audience know that they could choose to respond in three

different ways (verbally at the hui, through filling in the questionnaire in the

discussion booklet, and by telephoning an 0800 number at the Ministry of

Education). Officials were asked to note but not respond to challenges either in the

powhiri (welcome speeches) or audience responses through the consultation and to
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answer honestly and briefly to queries. In the event of a challenge that could not be

avoided, facilitators were informed to answer by placing the argument within an

historical, policy or political context, and avoid anything personal or defensive like

feeling the need to apologise for the system, for the government for the

bureaucracy, etc. They were told that humour helps if appropriate but most

important was the need to be 'snaight up' (honest), 'telling it like it is' (matter-of-

fact) where the issue is being addressed and not the personality. This is often

exceedingly diflicult if the source of the challenge is well known, and/or if the

challenge is personalised to the facilitator. Focus on the issue is the most helpful

thing to do

Another component of this first assumption was related to participants not having

read the discussion document. It was safely assumed that most people in the

communities would not have had the chance to read the discussion document

(Making Education Work for Maori) because it was not made available until the

consultations got underway. This was especially tnre for the first half of the

consultation meetings. In the case of the ES4M project the document was only 20

pages long, attractively presented with a mixture of bullet-pointed text,

photogfaphs, a table showing venues for consultation meetings, and most

importantly, presented in both Miiori and English. However, it is well known

among officials that Maori audiences in particular are loathe to be influenced by

external parameters being placed on their perceptions of what needs to happen in

any situation. One does not have to dig too far to find justification for the cautious

Mdori approach. The discussion document is organised around the traditional

sectors of early childhood, schooling, and post-compulsory education when

initiatives from Mdori have indicated a need to rethink the organisation of

structur€s, for example, te kdhanga reo perceiving of themselves as whanau

development units rather than early childhood institutions. The text following each

sector emphasises a selection of enterprises that have been seen to work in the

interests of M5ori learners but they appear as though they are government

initiatives when in fact many have emerged out of Maori communities and have
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survived only after bitter and frustrating battles with officialdom. Facilitators at

hui were asked to underline the purpose of Making Education Work for Mdori:

Talking Pointsfor Parents and Whdnan which was that it was to be thought of as a

starter kit for thinking about what to include in a submission. Facilitators were also

asked to emphasise the fact that in the long history of state provided Meori

education, these consultations marked the first time a long-term strategic plan was

being mooted by the Government of the day. Being involved in the making of

history is motivating for most people.

The second assumption for the facilitators simply r€ads, 'leave the audience to do

as much of the talking as possible'. Their instructions were, do not allow

individuals to dominate (as soon as speakers begin to repeat themselves direct

questions to others; check on who agrees or has a different point of view; identiS

the talkers early and encourage them to chair a discussion group). Of course, all

such advice is easier to talk about than to action. Talkers dominate discussions

because they know how to manipulate situations that allow them to keep talking.

One needs to be patient and courteous while making it clear through one's actions

that dominating talk is not approved. Actions like attempting to interject, standing

up, looking to someone else to say something, and quietly thanking the person for

their contribution are useful ways of quietening the constant talker who doesn't

allow others to speak.

Another aspect of this assumption about who does the talking takes a look at the

facilitators. They were asked to ignore verbal statements from the participants that

were factually incorrect and not to intemrpt dialogue among the audience. The

caution was intended to prevent a'them and us' situation, a lay versus professional

scenario. Intem"rptions from offrcials can easily prevent a flow of ideas from

emerging. It is better instead to redirect incorrect statements to the views of others

in the audience or even to ignore them. tn a public forum one needs to be prepared

to hear outrageous comment presented as fact but it is only a problem if the

speaker is perceived as being knowledgeable in the area and/or if the incorrect
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cornment begins to take on the trappings of truth. At that point the main person

running the consultation (the project manager in this case) would intervene and

either reveal the facts if they were known or redirect the comment to whoever had

the necessary information. The power relationship between the mainly M6ori

public and public sector bureaucrats (even M6ori ones) is considerable and no one

likes to look a fool in public even when one is foolish.

The third assumption is about parochialism versus the national interest. [t stands to

reason that most people at a consultation meeting will want to talk about their own

school in their own community in their own district. Why else would the

government want to consult with them if it was not for this parochial flavour that

they were seeking - a sensible question. Paradoxically, however, govetnment

departments who consult with local community $oups are looking for support for

their proposed policies whether this is in education, health, justice, social welfare

or any other sphere of governance. The facilitators were briefed to encourage local

level responses as much as possible and to do so by requesting specific examples

at every opporhrnity. It was suggested that those who were less talkative would be

more likely to participate when they heard the sorts of things other people talked

about. The idea of making verbal submissions can be daunting to some until they

hear the sort of things people talk about which are accepted as submissions.

Specific educational interest groups such as teachers, teacher union

representatives, and specialist services should also be encouraged to participate.

They are likely to be better organised and better informed than the lay public. The

power differential made possible through the bias of organisation is likely to put

less organised groups at a disadvantage. A person may want to comment but

without the advantage of prior debate, the vocabulary for debate, or even

knowledge about who might be supportive, could easily render the potential

speaker silent.
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6.5 An initial analysis of the data

At the system level the consultations were conclusive about one thing: "getting an

education that is as good as that achieved by any other New Zealandef'8 is far

from acceptable for most MEori given the generalised ignorance in the public

about Miiori history, knowledge, values and institutions. At the community level

formal education is the poor relation in the system and in terms of MEori education

is virtually non-existent. The latter is the focus for this chapter.

During the consultations the project team met with a number of groups who

represented certain sectors or specific initiatives: sectors such as early childhood

education, and parents with children in mainsFeam classes participating in

bilingUal programmes, for example, or specific initiatives (awhina m6tua, and tO

tangata) who were passionate about the work going on in their field and wanted to

broadcast their successes. These were all very influential enterprises but none

exceeded the excitement and obvious commitment of those representing the 'Tii

Tangata Way', which, as their brochure proclaims is 'hhere everybody wins". ln

brief, the 'TE Tangata Way' positions the community on site with their children

everyday, and provides community teams working everyday and all day with all

students inside classrooms. The sense of 'ownership' and 'belongingness' as well

as 'success' needs to be explained. Those involved in Tti Tangata would likely ask,

'what has to be explained'? The explanation offered is a central theme developed

through the paper and relates to the question ofreal interests.

What counts as real interests is a moot point. According to Lukes (1974:34-35)

'real interests arc connected with (relative) autonomy and choice'. I will argue that

so long as the organisation of education at the levels of whenau, haptio and iwi

remains problematic the real interests of Mdori will never be addressed.

Organisation of education at whEnau, hapE and iwi levels is necessary because

M6ori parents could then judge what they wanted and preferred were they able to

t All the phrases in quotes above are from the introduction to the discussion document.
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make the choice. One of the clearest messages coming through from the

consultations was the desire by Meori for an education into the best of all worlds.

The best of all worlds included the creation of a M6ori educational environment in

their own best interests rather than what already existed, which was perceived as

an educational environment created by PEkehI in their best interests with M6ori

attachments. Almost every consultative meeting had something to say about the

urgent need for some form of overarching M6ori educational authority although

none of them had much more to say about what it would look like or what it would

do. Some saw these authorities at hapii level, some at iwi level, and others, saw

some kind of national authoritv.

What follows is an analysis of Question I taken from the questionnaire and a

discussion of the responses. The responses illushate many of the points raised in

the section under methodological considerations. The numbers in parentheses

represent actual labeled respondents while the phrases in italics represent tlpical

answers.

Question 1: How would you like to work with others involved in education,
like teachers, parents or boards?

The answers to this question fell into two broad categories: those who saw

solutions at the systemic level and those who felt it best to intervene at the

schooling level.

Those who saw solutions needed in terms of the system suggesled:

(a) the need for attitude changes:

Public perception of the place of Miiori education within the system varies along a

continuum that at one end accepts a limited form of biculturalism/bilingualism and

at the other, the establishment of bilingual units, classrooms and schools.

Extensions of the continuum to target language immersion and structural

separation, that is, kura kaupapa Mdori, are generally viewed with some suspicion
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even though the cuniculum for the whole system remains the same. The solution

to this problem for some was to:

Change attitudes; Mdori educdion is viewed as unimportsfi, elitist, septfiisL
as going no where (202)e.

(b) better knowledge about what is going on:

The difficulty of participating in a system when one is not sure about any of the

many things going on, what the purpose is for the practices one can observe, why

schools are organised the way way they are, and especially, why it is that one's

children are 'turned off by the experience of going to school, is not too diffrcult to

understand. People are more likely to choose to work with others whe'lr they

understand what is happening even if they do not necessarily agree with how it is

done. As one person put it:

W e need to be more aware of cuniulum expectations (166)-

(c) M6ori should take more control of their own education:

Quite a number of people had comments about taking greater responsibility for

their own children's education. Some wanted to do that by creating a parallel

structure:

By eslablishing a collective of MaoA comtmtnicalors, facilitators, educalors and

others skilled at delivering a quolity lcaupqa Mdori edttcdion semice using key

strengths of the collective to manoge the project efectively ond eficiently (l8E).

Another wanted:

A collective process of working together with all levels of tamtiH lewning, a
process in which lcdhanga reo, htra karyapa and wdnanga groups come

logetlvr. This same process also applies with playcefire, prima'7, secondary,

and tertiary groups Q64).

Others thought it best to work within existing arrangements ttrough improved

support networks:

e The nurnber in parenthesis refers to an actual individual response from the consultation

questionnaire.
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By consulting in ways in which we as parcnls can contribute to the educalion of
our tamariki (86);

Through h.aving a facililaor that is able to bring groups togetfur to wotk
through a strategic Mdori education plan (287);

If Mdori themselves could have efective parlnerships and pool their talents

instead of ail going of and doing their own thing we would be able to provide
higher quality schools for our chil&en instead of splitting our resources fm and
wide (253).

(d) better representation :

Membership of Maori on boards of trustees and the process for putting them there

was a concern for a number of people. Comments about board membership

include:

In a tovn sach as (ours) with a low Mdori popttlation provision should be made

for Mdort representation to be mandatory on aII bosds of tnntees. Strong
PAt@hA dominance ensures ltwt Mdori ptents ha'e linle or no chance of
election (228); and

The need to hmte representatives from the Mdori comnrunity on each boud of
trustees, one being tangatawhenua ofthe area(285)-

Comments about the shortfall on the way bards operated were inclined toward

either censuring:

Partnership is not abo& good communicalion, understanding and sharing of
information- it is abaut shored decision making (tfr);

or suggesting subsidiary bodies like:

areaforums to analyse, promote andfacilitate education of our kids. To look d it
for the tou,n, area etc. rather thanjusl a school perspective pl7).

Those v,ho son, solutions at the compulsory schooling level suggated:

(a) closer active involvement between parties:

Some were prepar€d to use coercive measures, or at least relatively aggressive

approaches to bring about closer relations between schools and parents:

Enforce puent iwolvement; as a community-based but school-lead group,

educde parents by showrng them ways to lulp their chil&en (243)'
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Others looked for more conciliatory ways of achieving the same goal:

Co-opration from all agencies when a child presenls wilh a need;

c omplementary monit oring (l 66);

Encourage puents to be more proactive in the educdion of their chil&en, for
example, dterding hui called by the schools atd getting iwolved in tle dqy-to-

day running [of the schoolsJ 060); and

Being active in the classroom ard in other school activities (194).

Some thought the students themselves were too often left out of the

equation:

High school gra&tates could visit and meet wilh prtmary studenls re career

choices etc. (236);

They should have more regulu conlact i,ith ftheJ teacher, say once a month

(104); and

To luve any effect leachers and parents and bosrds mnt irwite students to
meetings; if policies re developedfor any group of people, Iarge or small they

should be consulted and given every opPomnity to lakc pul (222)-

(b) recognition of cultural differences:

The potential for conflict of interest between parents and school and between

teachers and students will likely be a characteristic of compulsory schooling so

long as the phenomenon lasts. Yet, good relationships across this foursome, if high

quality education is to be the outcome, are imperative. Differences between school

culture and home culture were evident in comments like:

Lessformality; even though it is highly impractical, Mdori are more confortable
with a I : I ratio; luge group conferencing can only be achieved if the maiorily in
attendonce ore Mdori- therein lies the problen (97);

Sharing more with parents; getting them into sehools and classrooms; making

schools friendlier to parents (75);

l{orking together is the only way we will sacceed in ochieving the oucomes that
we seekQl$; otd

l{orHng together is tlu wry to go; I'd like to see the conmunications between

schools and communities improved (258).

Differences between sfudent culture and teacher culture carne out in commen8

like:
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lle don't lilre teachers thal give us theory all the time; we lile the fun thing, a
cool teacher (138); and

l\e would like them to listen lo otr opiniorc and our views on education; we
would lile educdion to be fun utd exciting so il stimulates our lerning
copabililies; to learn new ond a diferent variety ofeducation (300).

Some respondents used rights arguments to debate their place in the parfrrership
stakes:

My husband and I would like all others to recognise us as orrr children's
caregivers; as such we would like others to recognise our rigWresponsibility
(inclusive of accountability) to determine the most appropriate form of e&tcation
direction ffor our childrenJ (49); and

Some secondo4t schools don't seem lo grasp the implication and resportsibilry of
biculuralism; until they male a total commitment to acbtowledging tlw unique
place of Mdori, then college life will contimte to be bureaucratic utd ctrltwally
irsensitive (238).

(c) introducing a structural change

Those who come up with recommendations in this area wanted practical changes

of structure to facilitate improved relationships among the parties. The idea of a

'go-between' or mediating procesVstucture was popular:

Have a Mdori liaison Wrson in the school so that Mdori people feel more
comfortable lalking to a Mdori person (270);

Secondryy schools could have whdnau support groups attached to eachform or
vertical class. These groups would be parcnts of students and the teacher of the
c/ass (159); and

ll/e would like to form a Mdori advisory committee which would be a sub-
committee of the board of trwtees; the Mdori advisory committee would be
involved in all decision making processes (192).

The idea of better co-ordination through agencies that operated at a broader level

received some attention:

I would lile to see lhe introduction of Mucation Committees set up in each district with
more ilwn one school comprising represenlotives ofall sectors (pre-school to secondary)
of psents, trustees, teachers and studenU (297); nd

Regionally based education committees are needed so primuy and secondory
teachers and bood members can meet to co-ordinqte a progtamme penaining to
each role: it should be governmentfunded (296)-

Lobby groups were recommended to help 'keep existing structures honest':
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Parents shouldbe encouraged more toform a parcnt collective, to meet with
each other and in turn, the board oftrustees, on a mininal regulo basis. (147);

and

I'd like ' tlwm' (exisling stntctures) to come to' ,ts' (Mdori parefls) on tle marae

and in the community. In practice most leachers in mainstream schools are

cultwally unsafe and umuilling to listen (to us). Grassroots communication is not

occtrring. I can't get myself heard and I 'm on the board of trustees (261).

School specific recommendations include:

Havefewer subjeca but worklonger in those subjecr (l l9); and

I would likc to see teachers itwite parents to meel otd speak with tlrcm aboul

issues on a ftequent basis- k would be an idea for bouds to require compulsory
attendance from pqrents, possibly run on a scheduling Dasr (164).

Discussion

It was clear respondents thought it was important to remind the officials that all

stakeholders were first interested in the education of young people and secondly,

were entitled to have a say in the sort of education those young people received. If
anything there was an unsurprising level of impatience with delays in creating

closer associations between whanau and the professionals:

Bouds, teachers and parents need to face up lo Mdori issues irctead of ptrtting

them in the'too hard basket' (198).

Yet there seemed to be some reluctance in most places to initiate activities that

most people seemed to agree were desirable. As an external facilitator, for

example, the project team was an important catalyst to bring about dialogue

between the interested parties. There may well be problems of educational

leadenhip in the majority of our communities. There was strong support for

Maori-led initiatives inctuding ones that called for relatively dramatic specific

stnrctural developments :

F,stablish a Mdori edttcation authority which is MEorifun&4 Mdori controlled
Mdori devised with Mdori employees who can cder more ffictively for MAon
e&tcationfrom kbhanga reo through to whare wdnanga instilutiorc, gorternmenl

and (state) education irctitutions (247).

Quite a number of the recommendations were a lot more mundane than the

example above but gave a clear signal that Mdori participation in the education of
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their own children was mainly dependent on how well the schools reflected or

encompassed M6ori values and ways of operating:

Make us feel wanted, that we have a contribution to make, approach us

personally, gwe us lime to come to terms with things; empower us to cMlenge
what is happening and not accepl rt (93);

Have a community meeting on the marae to form a community network with

school, marae, AHRCentre, paren8 (2391; and

Through ,r1y iwi; tlere is too little cognizance talten of the position of mana

whenua especially al tertiary lnel (99).

6.6 Policy or politics?

The mood of the participants during the ES4M consultations was influenced by a

number of very specific factors. The face-to-face consultation period was 18

November to l8 December 1997 which many people thought was not satisfactory

because proximity to the end of the school year was a very busy time for schools

and teachers making it difficult for them to attend. Those who were present made

their annoyance public and argued many more of them should have been attending

a meeting as important as this one was. A number of parents felt the scheduled

time for consultation (between 10.00am. and 2.00pm) was not convenient for those

with young children and would have much preferred an evening meeting. Most

consultation meetings had some people who challenged the honesty of the

Ministries and Government in carrying out a consultation 'yet again' when very

little evidence existed that the findings and the recommendations of previous

Maori education consultations led to substantive ameliorative action. Some people

also challenged the relative absence of Pakeha from the consultation meetings, yet

approximately 85%of all Maori students were enrolled in mainstneam schools and

other educational institutions as well as being taught by Pakeha teachers.

Each one of these elements posed a challenge to the consultative team to prevent

participants 'de-railing' the purposes of the project that were to hear what Maori

parents specifically wanted for their children's educational future. Allowing

participants to debate two earlier questions, namely, 'why do Maori have problems
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with the education system?' and owhat is working in the system for Maori right

now?' helped considerably to allow participants to vent their frustrations and then

to focus on a separate reality revolving around present circumstances. These two

sets of concerns are listed in table 6.1 below:

Table 6.1 Concerns about the consultation from the system and from the

community perspectives

Every consultation meeting ended with the final hour closely focused and positive

about what the future for MEori education ought to look like. Where meetings

broke into groups to discuss the questions, a lot more information was being

offered by a wider cross-section of participants compared with those few meetings

(about 23Vo\ where everybody choose to stay as a single entity. The only real

advantage of working in small groups was dictated by the period of the

consultation, that is, with a longer period of consultation the single goup could

have achieved as much as those who broke into several groups.

If there was one defining characteristic of all the consultation meetings it would be

of heightened expectations of conscious, deliberate and planned changes in the

future of Mdori education policy and practice. A number of key issues arose from

the consultations and these are explored in finther discussions with regard to

meaning, consequences, and policy implications. Not in any order they are:

a need to generate a positive image;

need for support systems for students, whenau, and teachers;

urgency regarding the provision of Maori medium education resources;

SYSTEMIC C{)MMINITY
How to elicit the 'voices' of M6ori parents. How to g€t the system to listcn to what M6ori are

savins,

How to consult with a reasonable representation of
Mdori communities.

How to convince the powens-that-be that 'astion'
and not consultation is the issue.

How to ensure consultations are kept within the

'terms of refer€nce'.
How to ensure 'tikanga Mdori' prevailed at the

consultation meetings (with respect to talking
rishts).

How to maximise the Government's agenda
(decentralised accountability, closing the gap.. .)
without diminishine M6ori aspirations.

How to maximise the M6ori agenda (whakamana te

whEnau, te hapii me te iwi) while addressing the

concerns of M6ori in mainshean institutions.
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need for an independent MEori education authority of some description to

manage accountability to wh6nau, hapE and iwi;

need for Treaty of Waitangi obligations to maintain accountability to M6ori in

the mainstream;

need for an overarching Mdori education philosophy to guide all practice; and

the need for relevant research to empower Mdori in terms of confidence in

planning, promotion and development.

These seven concerns are elaborated below.

Positive image

Many participants were conscious of the fact that M6ori had a public image

problem, or as others saw it, many non-Mdori had a negative perception of M6ori.

Whichever perception, the consequences were disadvantaging for MEori and

action was needed to portray a positive picture. Role models were mentioned

frequently as a way to raise expectations and build up self-esteem. Some called for

a media campaign to advertise successful programmes and to draw attention to

MEori who had succeeded in the schools, in the system, and in society. Successful

programmes and initiatives raised included: kohanga reo, kura kaupapa Maori,

wEnang4 te rangakur4 tatari-tauawhi-tautoko, iwi education plans, tii tangat4 te

whdriki and such like. It was felt the public was so ill-informed about such

initiatives yet most people seemed to have a view about why M6ori students fail in

the system, get suspended, leave school without qualifications, and the many

pathologies associated with young M6ori people. A campaign of good news was

seen as well overdue.

Support systems

People throughout the country advocated the need for more parentaUwhinau

involvement in education. It was noted that parental involvement tended to be

hindered by the lack of knowledge about how to assist and support their children at

school. Many parents felt ill-equipped to help their children in school matters and
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wanted structural support and not just encouragement. They wanted both

knowledge and skills.

The questions that needed to be addressed included:

What does the current Government policy, 'from welfare to independence'

mean for education?

What has been the effect of the inter-sectoral initiative, 'sFengthening

families' and what influence has 'parents as first teachers' had on M6ori

families and communities?

When does support become interference?

Are the models promulgated ethno- or socio-centric?

Several people went out of their way to tell the consultation team how programmes

designed to support families often were based on Pdkehii models about what good

parenting was and what a family ought to be.

Maori medium education

A large number of people had views about Mdori medium education but the gist of

what we were told was that the various forms of this option would need

considerable strengthening if it was to become a real choice, or a viable option to

mainstream non-Mdori medium education. At present the resourcing of M6ori

medium education at every level of the education system is seriously inadequate (a

dearth of competent teachers and appropriate teaching/leaming resounces are the

most serious inadequacies).

The fact that most Mdori remained with the mainstream could be seen as a

consequence of the inadequacies of provision of Mdori medium facilities although

history would suggest (McKenzie, 1982) that M6ori have always been steadfast

supporters of mainstream education wherever it existed. Mflori parents, in general,

have neither the incentive nor the encouragement to pursue a MEori medium
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education given the obvious problems of drastic resource shortage, a limited

supply of teachers matatau i te reo M6ori (fluent in the MEori language), and the

absence of solid research confirmation about the benefits of Maori medium

education.

The standard bearerso culturally and philosophically for M6ori medium education

are k6hanga reo, kura kaupapa M6ori, and wdnanga. Each of these are more

shongly associated with whenau, hapE and iwi development than any of the other

M6ori medium initiatives (bilingual, rtimaki reo) and they are generally keen for

government to facilitate the development of strategic plans for M6ori education at

whdnau, hapii and iwi levels.

There was a general consensus that targeting of mainstream teachers to improve

their facility in M6ori language and knowledge of tikanga (custom and ethics) and

mdtauranga was a necessary prerequisite to the continuing development of M6ori

medium education in mainstream classrooms. The M6ori language syllabus (Tihei

Mauriora) in mainstream schools was seen by some as being a current weakness

and an unnecessary compromise to the Mnori language maintenance and

revitalisation policies because schools could choose whether they implemented it

or not.

An autonomous Maori governance authority

The concern for a Mdori education authority of some sort was raised at every hui

throughout the country. Although there was no general agreement about its

purpose, function, role or membership, there was certainty that some sort of

authority outside existing government education agencies was necessary for the

wellbeing of Maori education into the futue.

The reason for this body seemed to be related to questions of confidence and

accountability. The rhetoric followed three streams: the system is never going to

provide an education for us in our best interests; MEori are a minority and the
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interests of the majority will always have priority; and what was needed was a

prioritising of our own interests to ensure the continuation of Mdori as Mdori into

the new millennium. The bicultural continuum (Durie, 1994) already exists in

various forms throughout the country but most developments cease at the level of

dual involvement and participation. Few if any organisations are willing to extend

M6ori development to parallel delivery modes let alone the ultimate choice of

independence. The call for an autonomous Mdori governance authority is an

appeal to honour the parallel or independent options as viable choices.

Accountability to government and to the taxpayer would be no less than at present

but requirements would make explicit the accountability to whSnau, hapii, and iwi

MEori. The consultations revealed a genuine frushation among Mdori with

continuously having to satisfo a system at every level and in every way when that

same system refused to accept M6ori may have different ways of doing things,

may actually have different priorities and perhaps even different goals than it. This

certainly seemed to be the case with many who talked about their involvement in

Mdori medium education.

Treaty of Waitangi snd mainstream accountability

Wherever concerns about the Treaty were raised the context was related to

strengthening the contractual requirements, whether through legislation, regulation

or policy, for delivering in the interests of Maori. The consensus seemed to be that

partnership under the Treaty was certainly worth fighting for so long as the

obligations and benefits applied equally to both parties.

The law has little to say, specifically, about education for Mdori except for rights

to learn the MEori language, and consultation when the charter is being altered.

Mdori are assumed to be inclusive of the population as a whole which would be

fine if being inclusive actually worked but the fact Miiori education is a problem

for the system and vice versa, is testimony to the gap between the ideal and reality.
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The principle of empowerment is how the project team has summarised how to

address most of the concems from the consultations. The lack of power on the part

of the students, parents/whiinau, and communityftrapt is the problem that needs to

be addressed. We have tentatively defined empowerment as (a) knowledge of how

to take advantage of the system, (b) desire to participate in the system, (c) ability

to make a contribution, (d) acceptance by others of at least some of one's

contributions, and (e) the feeling that oneos contribwions may make a difference.

There are some obligations to the partnership that sit firmly on Mdori shoulders

(engagement of Meori) while others are positioned clearly on the system's

shoulders (responsiveness of the system). tn any partrrership there will always be

some responsibilities held in common (collective responsibilities). Educational

empowerment of M6ori (and therefore both parties) occurs when both parties'

ways of being, knowing and doing are accepted as viable alternatives for being

educated. The system falls short in providing an education where Meori can be

M6ori. In fact, the norm for the system as far as M6ori education goes, is about the

negation of MEoriness. The evidence is compelling.

An overarching Meori educational philosophy

Many people were excited by the Mdori education initiatives curently

acknowledged such as kOhanga reo, kura kaupapa Mdori, and whare wdnanga.

Other less known but equally exciting innovations included tii tangata" tiitari-

tauawhi-tautoko, and te rangakura. What made these innovations athactive to

M5ori was that each was distinctively MEori in character, in the way each went

about its business, in the knowledge that was transmitted, and in fundamental ways

of operating. This is my understanding of the notion of an overarching M6ori

education philosophy.

The KKM movement wants to entrench its philosophy of Te Aho Matua in

legislation to protect it and them from outside pollution, and from external

appropriation. Whatever one's views are about legislating philosophy, it is rational
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behaviour on the part of KKM to attempt to keep their model of cultural

transmission from being eroded and interfered with by others who are less

empathetic with the principles and values they espouse. Te Aho Matua is a M6ori

education philosophy specifically for KKM in the same way that Kiingitanga is for

R5kaumanga and Morehutanga is for Ratana. They each set out to answer three

basic questions every education system must address: what should we know, what

do we need to do, and what can we be. The real difference between these

philosophies and the system's is that M6ori identity, first and foremost, is at the

heart of Te Aho Matua" Kiingitanga and Morehutanga and not the mainsheam

identity, whatever that is.

The new M6ori curriculum slatements are a brave initiative but there is a sense in

which most of them are in essence a M6ori translation of the mainstream versions.

There is no necessary problem in that, in fact it is probably the most reasonable

and sensible thing to do given there is no precedent in New Zealand where official

curricula has been translated into a second language, albeit" the original language

of this country. However, much work needs to be done to produce a curriculum

statement that begins with Mdori values and M6ori thinking at the centre of the

enterprise. This is an absolute imperative for the future wellbeing of Mdori culture

and society.

Research to empower Mlori

Despite all the talk about being the most researched people in the world there is,

nevertheless, a real urgency for more Mdori education research. Too often research

is done to see how well MEori education policies have been implemented.

Research to empower M6ori will likely be longitudinal and likely be action-

oriented. It will address the questions M6ori are asking about their own education.

It will address questions the system will likely find uncomfortable such as those to

do with unequal power relationships, ethnocentrism and racism. It has been

popular for some time to describe Mdori education as being in crisis. Any concern

that has been around for as long as the concerns in M6ori education cannot be
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accurately described as crisis since that concept holds the understanding of short-

tenn emergency. Those of us who attended the consulation meetings certainly felt

a sense of urgency and a powerful desire on the part of the participants for the

govemment to get it right. There was little ta[q if any, about crisis but there was a

definite impatience and frusration with the perceived lack of definitive action.

If there was one idea that encapsulated the consultations it was the desire among

Mflori to see the education system support M6ori endeavours to maintain and

project M6ori culture, through their children and young people, into the future.

If there was one major problem that has to be resolved it is the concern about the

dislocation and disconnectedness of MEori whdnaun hapii, iwi from schools, from

teachers, from curriculum, and from governing bodies. In a paper published in

1996, I described the education system as 'lacking intellectual coherence and

moral force' when it comes to M6ori education. There is little about the

educational hierarchy to remind MEori parents that the system belongs to them as

much as it belongs to anyone else. The curriculum describes a world that is too

often not the reality experienced by Mdori students. Teachers want to value their

emotional bonds to all students but how can they when their lnowledge of the

Mdori child and her whEnau lacks authentic connection. Whiinau love and care for

their young ones yet send them off to the school for the school to weave its own

brand of magic on them - many don't know how to engage and are not sure they

want to. To make a difference in M6ori education the system has to give wh6nau

hope. Those who attended the consultation meetings were impressed with the

general level of positive energy. There was a clear understanding that even the

numerous good things happening in M6ori education needed to be anchored and

grounded, and attached to a broader and more substantive reality. As Hargreaves

and Fullan (1998) explain, "It is not only possible, but also essential to build

connections between hopefulness and the structural conditions that promote it".
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6.7 A fiduciary relationship and consultation as a mediating
structure

Some years ago the British peace educator, Robin Richardson had an article in

Connerton (1978) published in the Post Primary Teachers' Association journal

with the intriguing title, 'Now listen childr€n...' (1984). The article was about

what he called the l0 commandments on the nature of bias in education and the

role and responsibility of educators. One of those 'commandments' rtad, 'Never

say or imply that your own view is the only view. Sometimes the consensus view

is the best view; but always remember that it is the consensus view because it is

the best view; it is never the best view because it is the consensus view". In many

ways this statement epitomises the dilemma that is inherent in the act of

consultation, and the ES4M project showed up many of the flaws in the practice.

In recognising the vulnerabilify of Mdori to the decision-making power of the

govenrment and its policy ministries, consultation is implemented as an equity

mode of inquiry based on what is called a "fiduciary principle or standard"

(Wardill, 2001: 35), and "demands that one party acts selflessly and with

undivided loyalty in the interests of the other".

The construction of dialogue around pre-arranged decisions represented in a
discussion document prepared by government through its officials leaves little

doubt that consultation as a process operates as a mediating structure similar to

that of MEiori education reports. When consensus, whether reached through reports

and the contribution of a few selected Mdori or through community consultations

and the contributions of several hundred M6ori, is the only legitimate decision that

can be arrived at, then consultation is arranged in the interests of the dominant

group. This is the negative side of the 'we are all New Zealanders' ideology. As a

Meori graduate remarked more than 30 years ago, "The schools must produce

'educated Mdoris' - not imitation PEkehEs" (cited in Fitzgerald, 1970, p. 60,

footnote 2).
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Chapter 07

' Tan gata-when ua, tan gata-ti riti' - institutional ma rae

7.1 Introduction
The institutional marae is the third of the mediating structures explored in this

study. We begin by considering what a marae is, what its features are and its

significance to Mdori. We will then tum ow attention to the concept of

'institutional' marae and ask how they came about, what their purposes arc, and

perceived problems they might have. The case for institutional marae, using the

data available, will then be examined and analysed in respect to the key researoh

question about how the system goes about tansforming Meori subjects from one

generation to the next. It is hlpothesised that forms of cultural control through

self-subjectification is a consistent feature of institutionalised marae and that this

phenomenon is not shared by naditional marae. It is supposed, therefore, that

institutional marae play a really important role in socialising Mdori and non-Mdori

students and staffinto a limited version of te ao Meori (the Meori world). On the

whole, the institutional marae is a mediating structure operating an acculturation

model of participation, emphasising the merit of prioritising the features of life'

style. Through acceptance of the concept of the traditional marae into Pdkeh6-

oriented institutions it is assumed that improved participation among Mdori

students will mean that they will engage, respect, accept, feel included, gain a

sense of belonging, be empowered, and experience active agency within the

institution in its entiretv.

7.2 What is a marae?

A marae is a kin-based community. The original Mdori inhabitants of Aotearoa

New Zealand brought the institution of the marae with them from their ancestral

homeland of Hawaiki. Without delving into the esoteric knowledge of the marae it

is enough initially to comprehend that for M6ori, the marae is a comprehensive

cosmology. The main characteristics of the marae can be likened to a small villags
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made up of homes for the residences, around an enclosure that has a main building

at its centre, which often will be larger and more highly decorated than any of the

others, and a space in front of it where ceremonies are enacted and rituals

performed. The large building (wharenui) will have a name, usually that of an

eponymous ancestor. The naming of the wharenui is the ancestor name that links

all the members of the marae and is one of the early rituals that make up the

opening of the marae.

When the meefing-house at Victoria University was opened in 1986 these were the

first exchangesl and are more or less the same for most iwi (tribes) across the

country when opening an important house.

Ko wai te ingoa o tEnei whare?

Ko te Tumu Herenga Waka.

Ko te Ako Pai.

Ko TEne-nui-E-Rangi.

No wai ldnei wharc?

What is the name of this house?

Who owns this house?

No Te Ati Awa

No Te Whare WEnanga o Wikitoria

No te iwi me ngd karangatanga hapfi o Te Ati Awa

No ng6 uri whaimuri ake.

Mo woi t4nei whare? Who is going to use this house?

Mo Te Ati Awa.

Mo ngE tauira o ngE whare wEnanga.

It is imporant to rec,ognise that a wharenui erected as part of the university on

university land cannot be a traditional marae in the true sense because it does not

have a kin-based community serving it and it is not located on ancestral land. The

words of the above ritual convey some of this message. The house is named Te

' From a kdrero with Dr Huirangi Waikerepuru 15 Oct 1996. He was one of the three tohunga
(spiritual leaders or expcrts) tlrat conducte.d the dawn c€r€mony.
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Tumu Herenga Waka (the hitching post for the many canoes, meaning the place

where everyone can belong). But when asked who 'owned' the house the answer

was according to tradition, or as close to it as one could get given the

circumstances, that is, Te Ati Awq the resident iwi of the Wellington Block but

also Victoria University. The users of the house were ranked as Te Ati Awa first

and then the students of the universitv.

The traditional marae - The torangawaewae for tangata-whenua

Hippolite, Samuel and Winiata (1996) explain that the origins of the mara€ belong

in its mythological charter from Rangi6tea located in Toi-o-ngE-Rangi that is the

twelfth and highest of the M6ori heavens. It is a widely established phenomenon

located throughout Polynesia.

'The marae', according to one source, "is one of the oldest social institutions in the

world" (Marae, 1975:18). The article goes on to discuss what it describes as

"compelling reasons for perpetuating marae" as set out in a submission to the

Minister of Miiori Affairs of the day, Mr Matiu Rata. The submission was prepared

by Tuhoe elders and reads as follows:

Ko tdou marae he wdhi piringa mo te iwi, he wdhi totika hei tiaki i o tdlou
alrudanga Mdori i runga and i o tdott kowq i o tAbu ture, i o tdlou mana
motuluhz. Kia ptmau ki i o tdtou marae kia taea ai -

le tu pakiri ki te whaikprero
te tangi ki o tiilou mote
te inoi ki a lhowa
te manaaki manuhiri
te whakahaere lwiluinga
rc whakautuki msrena
t e w ha katutakita ki w hanaunga
te akoi ngdmahiangd tipuna
a, kia mdhio ai i te ataahua o le oo mdrama
mo tdtou tAongq tuht iho.

Marae te places of refuge for our people and provide facililies to enable us to
contitrue with our a4,n w6ry of life and within the total sfiltcture of our atn ternts
and values. We need a marae for a whole host of reasow -

That we may rise tall in oraory
Thatwe mryweepfor our dead
That we mry prry to God
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That we may house our guests
That we may hove our meetings
That we may have our weddings
Thatwe may have our reunions
Thal we may sing, we may dance, md tha we mqy leqn our history
And then lmow that richness of life
And lhe proud heritage which is truly ours.

This kdrero (discourse) gives something of the cosmological nature and

significance of the hapii-based marae. The traditional marae is situated as the

ttirangawaewae (the place to stand) for tangata-whenua (the people who are

genealogically bound to that place). It is, as Walker maintains (1975:21), "an

institution that has persisted from pre-European M6ori society'' but it is also an

institution that along with traditional form, still has modern relevance. Walker's

article in Te Mdori (pp.ala7) on the concept of urban marae is a good example of

institutional change, "Where adjustments had to be made to the demands of city

life, provision had also to be made for cultural and social needs" (ibid. p.a3).

Another of those changes to the traditional marae is what I am calling 'institutional

marae', an institution within an institution, a marae within a mainsbeam educational

facility.

Institutional marae - The tiirangawaewae for tangata-tiriti

Over the last 20 years the phenomenon of what I am calling 'institutional marae'

emerged within many secondary and tertiary institutions throughout New Zealand.

It is difficult to ascertain when the first 'mara€' was established in a secondary

school in New Zealmd but according to Clareburt (1992), Te Roopu o Kakariki

Marae at Greenbay College was the first such school-based marae established in

the Auckland area and opened in 1978. An important part of its purpose at that

time was to serve as a resource facility for teachers and as a specific place for

school-community liaison. The first institutional marae established on a tertiary

institution was Te Kupenga o Te MEtauranga (The Net of Knowledge) at

Palmerston North Teachers College and opened in 1980.

This chapter describes the institutional marae as a mediating structure. It is argued

that such an institution exists as a 'half-way house' for MEori students looking for
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sanctuaries within often unfarniliar and sometimes hostile environments. It is also

a'half-way house' for non-MEori students who are learning how to get involved in

a Miiori world, albeit a 'mis-placed' one in the sense of being located in an

unfamiliar location, out of context. The investigation raises questions about the

impact of the instinrtional marae as a mediating structure on the identity of MEori

students and staff. Questions are raised about the influence the marae has on the

institution as a whole in effects like coalition building, cultural appropriation, and

intellectual property .i ghtr.t

7.3 The case for institutional marae

When considering the idea of institutional marae as an example of a mediating

structure, I wrote to all the tertiary institutions in New Zealand to ask them

whether they had such a facility on campus and if they did, what reasons were

established for its existence and if not, why not. The initial enquiry was

exploratory and indicative only because I already had access to many of the files

related to Ako Pai Marae at Wellington College of Fducation and Te Herenga

Waka Marae at Victoria University of Wellington. Some of the respondents

provided me with additional information, all of which I have analysed to make this

case. The institutions that responded are listed in Appendix 7.

Reasons for establishing a marae on campus

In no particular order, what follows'are the stated reasons and purposes for having

a marae on the tertiary campuses listed. ln most cases the respondents to my

enquiry were senior Mdori academics from each institution.

2 It is not suggested anywhere that the institutional marae is any way inauthentic in the sense of
'falling short' of the definition as set by the Tuhoe elders. My only claim in this chaprcr is tha
because the institutional marae is 'owned' by the institution, its potential for educating and

socialising mainstream New Zealand society into the unique cultutzl invention which is Aotearoa
New Zealand, is substituted to a place for ceremony where mainstream New Zealand can feel
comfortable that it is catering for the wishes of M6ori.
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Auckland Institute of Tecbnology:

- to exp€ct students to study at Te Ara Poutama without a maras is like asking an art student

to study without a studio (1996 - in the process of being built).

Manukau Institute of Technology:

- to provide a proper environment for all Tc Tari Mitauranga Miiori activities

- a living demonstration of the bi-cultural nature of Aotearoa society;

- a living demonstration ofthe bi-cultural naturc of the activities within the Institute;

- opportunity for all tauira Mdori (Maori students) to leam and understand tlre unique nature
oftheir identity, language and culture;

- opportunity for dl non-Miiori tauira kaiako (teachers) and kaimahi (workers) to learn and

understand tangata whenua history and aspirations (1996 -being built in 1997).

EIT Hawke's Bay:

- to provide staffwith a wharc-wiinangq that is, a place to wenanga (learn);

- io putt, to fulfil Treaty of Waitangi obligations;
- not a community marae for tangihanga, birthdays, unveilings etc. (local marae is in close

proximity) but rather a whare w6nanga for learning inside of (1994 - marae opened)'

Aoraki Polytechnic:

- to promote the concept of partrership;
- to promote and enhance Kaupapa M6ori in all Departments/Sections of the Polytechnic;

- to provide an environrnent which radiates bi-culturalism, providing cultural enrichment for
dl;

- to offer a learning environment altemative to a formal classroom, for Taha Meori/Cultural
sessions;

- to promote,/enrich the climate of campus life by providing a Tiirangawaewae (standing
place) for all people;

- to ensure the inclusion of aspects of Mdori culture and language in the philosophy,
organisation and curriculum of the Polytechnic, thus enhancing student and cultural
esteem;

- to shengthen cross-cultural communication;
- to ensure the survival and protection of tikanga Mnori;
- to provide a base for the Mdori and Pacific Island Liaison Tutor, M6ori Twors and

educational nesouroe material ;

- fosterstudent learning and achievement ofpotential (1988 -marae established).

Wellinglon Polytechnic:

- to have a proper place to teach and protect our M6ori language and culture;
- a place to perfonr karanga and whaikdrero in the appropriate way without the danger of

people walking across the marae while this sacred cerEmony is being performed;

- to conduct karakia without interference from other elements;

- to have a sacred place to tslk about tapu and noq
- to have a place where one can trust to go and relax and feel peace and serenity;

- to have a place that can be used by both the Polytechnic and the community (1990 - marae

opened).

Whitireia Community Polytechnic:

- to provide a platform on which marae practice can happen and to provide a culturatly
supportive environment for participants;
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- to provide a spirinral base for all M6ori across the institution and a learning ground for all
non-Mdori also (1996 - intention to build in current strategic plan).

Univenity of Auckland:
- to make the University more user-friendly to MEori (1988 - house was opened).

UMTEC Institute of Technology:

- to prcvide a specialised teaching space for piikenga (staff);

- to be available to community organisations for w€ekend seminan (1993 - building
opened).

Victoria University of Wellinglon:
- to serve as the context for giving purpose to the courses offered in Miori Studies;

- to provide the appropriate facilities that would allow the univenity to hold hui (meetings)
on its own territory;

- to allow for the pr€paration of students for active and competent participation in MEori
organisdions;

- to allow the university to play a pan in the multi-cultural society of New Zealand and to
help expose the students to such a society;

- to help link the diverse elements of the university population into a corporate community
by providing a focal point ofunity (1986 - opening ceremony).

Central Instihrte of Technologr:
- (1996 - d this time a marae is but a pipe dream).

University of Otago:

- (1996 - in consultation with iwi it has been decided not to include in a new complex a
marae of a traditional nature),

Massey University:
- (1996 -Massey did not have a marae until the merger with the Palmerston North College

ofEducdion - see above).

Dunedin College of Education;

- (1996 - there is no marae but local traditional mara€ ar€ used on occasions).

Hutt Valley Polytcchnic:
- (1996 -there is no marae but staffwork very closelywith local iwi and when required

plan hui, powhiri etc. to take place at Arohanui Ki Te Tangata at Waiwhetii Marae).

Hamilton Teachers College:

- besides being a focal point for the learning of M6ori studies and MSori language, the
marae/wharenui provides a ttirangawa€wae for all members of the college community,
staffand students, regardless of cultural affliation;

- to make the widest and best use of the marae so thd dl students may learn to feel the spirit
of whanaungatanga and what it means to be tangatawhenua (1987 - marae opened).

The key purposes from this data are ones to do with the appropriateness of contexl

that is, whether the environment is conducive to the leaming and teaching of

Mdori ways of knowing, ways of doing, and ways of being. This is reflected in the

use of concepts like safe place, relaxing place, and spiritual base. Another
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expected commitment was related to issues of identit), and associated values like,

t[rangawaewae (stance), whanaungatanga (maintaining relationships) and

tangatawhenua (a sense of belonging). A third theme was the concern for

protection especially of processes linked to kawa (protocols) such as karanga (the

frst voice of welcome onto a marae), whaik6rero (formal speeches of welcome)

and karakia (ritual incantations). It was taken for granted in each response that te

reo M6ori (the M6ori language) would find its full expression in the context of the

marae. I think a fourth theme is also generally sponsored across the institutions

and that is, forms of coalition. In the M6ori context, coalition is almost an

extension of kinship. Parker (1991:1195) describes a successful coalition as

incorporating a "diversrty of viewpoints and people (whether as individuals or

organisational representatives). Unity is not achieved through homogeneity but by

bringing heterogeneous elements into a whole". MEori undersand this idea

intimately. The purposes that support this notion of coalition are those that are

about the Treaty of Waitangi, partnership, biculturalism and multiculturalism.

The purposes as they are listed in the raw data and as I have interpreted them in the

analysis are more or less universally agreed as the MEori contribution to New

Zealand society. That does not mean that they are necessarily approved by Pakehe

New Zealand. Indeed, the struggle to get approval, on almost any single item in the

several lists, is an exercise in patience and doggedness.

To illustrate, Te Herenga Waka Marae on Victoria University, has its beginnings

in 1963 with the establishment of a M6ori Studies Department linked to the

Department of Anthropology3. ln 1972 a proposal to establish a Chair of MEori

and Polynesian Studies separate from the Department of Anthropology was

recommended but not upheld. In a quinquennial submission to the Council in 1973

a proposal to establish a marae on campus was necolnmended. By 1975 the

position for a Professor of MEori was advertised and a senior Milori lecturer,

' All the documentation for this section is from the Vice{hancetlor's archives, DA and MS,
Department of Anthropology and Mdori Studies f762141U2,1963/69; 1767) 41U2,1972;12251
4 /2/21 | ; [23] 5] N98l 44, I 98 I -84.
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writing on behalf of M6ori language teachers wrote to the Vice Chancellor

suggesting the qualities needed for a MEori professorial appointnnent and the

appropriate processes to be followed. The first Professor of MEori was appointed

in 1977. In 1980 the Council received for the second time an application to

establish Mdori Studies as a separate department from Anthropology. This was

now almost 20 years since Mdori Studies began on campus and the establishment

of the marae was still six years away but that did not prevent opposition in advance

of the marae appearing on campus. In 1984 a vigorous debate occurred on campus

on the speaking right of women on the marae. The historical and philosophical

position of the university was that freedom of speech was sancrosanct. On most

marae throughout the country the role of women excluded them from formal

speech-making on the marae proper but not anywhere else on the marae. On most

marae throughout the country men are excluded from doing the karanga. This is

the tradition. Under protest from Women's Studies and a group of students the

Council and the Mdori Studies Departnent were under siege on the grounds that as

a non-traditional marae they were discriminating against women. The Council's

view was that it was o'imprudent if not improper for Council to attempt to

influence the Miiori Department" (Axford to Poata, May, 1984). In today's world,

the Council's getting it right by doing nothing would probably count as a fair

example of 'political correctness'.

The institutional marae appear to arise out of MEori collectivities (MEori Studies

Departments in the cases explored) choosing to participate in tertiary education in

a manner familiar to them. Where the tertiary institution reflects Westem PEkehE

ways of operating, M6ori look to establish a context that has an inherent inner

meaning to them. Where the tertiary institution recognises itself through its

historical and legal ownership of the institution, what Meori experience as social

reality is a "constellation of culfural structures" that are sfuctured and tansformed

in ongoing practice that appear as obstacles to their progress. Their response is to

fa[ back on their cultural authority, for example, cultural control of the language,

signs and symbols, and most importantly, the day-to-day protocols that operate on
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the maraea. The Mdori response is not that of a mere aggregate but rather a

collective. Johnston argues (1989) that

Collectiities te 'self-collecting' in the sense thal the members engage in rule-

following activity of a sort thot cottstitutes the collectivity. Ihe notion of 'self-

collection', is intended as an analogue to 'self-reflection'. If self-reflection is
bosic to individual identity, self-collection is also basic to collective identity...

Rule-following activity is embodied in concepts like tikanga (custom), kawa

(protocol) and karakia (ritual). Evidence suggests that the institutional marae as

perceived through 'MEori eyes' is mainly about the survival of a Miiori 'life-style'

albeit within a mainstream setting.

7.4 Life-styles or life-chances

Citing DaluendorPs work on Life Chances (1978), Corson talks about the concepts

of 'options' and 'ligatures' as the two distinguishing kinds of 'life chances' that

societies offer to their members.

Put simply, optiotu in educdion sre the range of choices (or prinry goods)

that people receive as a restlt of their education; the wider range of optiotts, tlrc
greater se the lif,e chances that indivi&tals are deemed to posse$. Liganru
me life chances of o very diferent kind; these are the bonds between people that
are established as a result of their membership in society or...participation in
that society's e&rcation....ln some socielies and among some cuhural grouPs
ligalures are regarded as positive ends in themselves to be culfivaed as a goal
in life, and not as the instrunents to other ends thst olher cultures sometimes
hold them to be (1992:193).

The ugly word ligatures is DahrendorPs attempt to find an objective concept that

means bonds, allegiances and connections. In terms of the purposes of institutional

marae .rs set out by the various tertiary respondents, there is undoubtedly a

stronger inclination toward notions of ligatures or bonds than to the establishment

of options, although it would be wrong to say they are ignored. Instead of life

chances defined as options and ligatures I prefer to equate life chances with

options and life Syles with allegiances. From a M6ori point of view tertiary

institutions are better equipped to provide students with options through the nature

n A similar argument is found in Rosemary J. Coombe (1991).
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of their system of credentialing (the higher the qualification the greater the number

of options available) than they are in providing students with a strong sense of

allegiances, except perhaps, in relation to a discipline or fiel4 for example,

mathematics scholars or historians.

The question is whether focusing on life styles to the detriment of life chances is

like cutting off one's nose to spite one's face. This is what I mean by self

exploitation. There is a very narrow gap between seeking to enhance one's cultural

identity at the expense of one's choices in life.

7.5 Institutional marae as mediating stmctures

In sociological jargon the marae is a milieu or total environment. It is a link

between the Miiori of yesterday and an emerging Aotearoa New Zealand of today.

To visit and work on the marae is 'to be transported into the past' and such contact

with 'our deepest roots' is crucial to the ongoing vitality of national culture

(paraphrased from Handler, 1985:2034). ln these terms the institutional marae is a

mediating structure for Mdori in two ways: to leam about the pasL and to learn

about the institution as a whole. The institutional mariae is a campus within a

campus but all is not well in either campus.

"There is a basic social division between MEori and PnkehE' according to Mahuta

(1979). o'This social dichotomy involves ideoloeical differences (emphasis in

original) which are reflected in the oral traditions of the Mdori and written history

of the Pdkeh6". The ideological differences have their substance in policies like

acculturation. This policy was present in PEkehE thinking and acting from the very

beginning: Mliori people would change and become like'them'. If it didn't happen

quickly, it would certainly happen over time and 'diffirsion' or the exchange of

characteristics across cultural boundaries would inevitably occur. Socialisation,

miscegenation and co-habitation would take place but the exchange of values

might never be completed. In a different but parallel situation, Urion (1991:3)
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writes about First Nations peoples and white Canadians. 'Both cultures were in

conflict from the beginning and one was certainly dominant while over time the

other culture became zubordinate. The problem with the acculturation model is

that it affrms the reality and stasis of cultural boundaries".

Despite the willingness to use the institutional marae in tertiary institutions as a

bridging mechanism it is unlikely to bear fruit until such time as at least most of
the schools, deparfrnents and faculties on campus are able to achieve a modicum of

what might be calle4 dual epistemologies within the stn"rcture of the courses they

offer, the staffthey appolnq and the material they produce. Until that time, MEori

will continue to promote the institutional marae as a home away from home, as a

sancfuary, as a half-way house, and as a conc,entration canrp for culture.
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Chapter 08

'Our Pikehfls' - The rise and rise of Miori medium schooling

8.1 Introduction

Up to this point we have explored three of the four elements Van Til (1984) argued

were critical for development through participation. The first of these was the

efement of social justice thatwas defined historically in M6ori education as a trend

to maintain status quo relationships; reports on Mdori education were seen as the

mediating structure (Chapter 5) critical to the maintenance of this relationship. The

second critical factor in achieving Mdori participation was that of communication

via a popular form of participatory democracy known as consultation, the process

for which was explored in Chapter 6 in the national project known as the

Education Strategy for MEori. lnstitutional marae is the third mediating structure

(Chapter 7) and discusses lifestyles/lifechances as the third critical factor shaping

MEori participation in education. This brings us to the fourth factor affecting

participation that Van Til (ibid) describes as cultural mobilisation The mediating

structure applied in this instance is that of MEori medium schooling and makes up

the content of Chapter 8. The political shift from a highly centralised education

system to a more decentralised one such as that intended in the educational

reforms of the late 1980s and early 1990s helped legitimate the MEori medium

schooling movement that began with bilingual schools and expanded dramatically

into kaupapa M6ori schooling.

The development of institutional marae and kura kaupapa schooling share some

important characteristics. Both depend on modes of cultural regulation that make

self-subjectification an important mechanism for asserting difference; both rely

heavily on cultural control mechanisms that are fundamentalist and essentialist in

nature; and both emerge out of Mdori discontent in education coupled with a

powerful desire to take control over their own institutional as well as educational
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future vis-i-vis the mainstream. This latter mediating structure of Mdori medium

schooling is explored in this chapter.

Before delving into the intricacies of the mediating structure under investigation

the pattern followed thus far has been to outline, albeit briefly, the historical,

sociological and educational background of Mdori medium schooling.

8.2 'Our PEkehf,s'

Some of the central themes of this chapter run a parallel course to those reports on

MEori education discussed in Chapter 5. Where that chapter began with the

patronising heading 'our MEoris' this chapter on kaupapa MEori schooling begins

with the equally patonising 'our Pd^kehds'. Whereas 'our Miioris' is premised on

the view that Pdkehd situate themselves in an hierarchical power relationship that

places them in contol over the negotiation of what will count as the content of

reports (even when the topic of the reports is Mdori education), those promoting

M6ori medium schooling (especially at the kaupapa MSori end of the spectrum)

are endeavouring to send precisely the same patronising message to 'our PdkehEs'

except that those in control of the negotiation of what will count as kaupapa M6ori

schooling are Miori. The leadership in the kaupapa MSori movement with the

assistance of some Maori members of parliament, took the action of placing the

philosophy of KKM into legislation, supposedly for the purpose of protecting it

from those who would appropriate it for different reasons and different ends. At

the time leading up to parliament debating the Bill on the KKM philosophy (Te

Aho Matua) it became a concem to their leadership that the Ministry of Education

was considering redesignating mainstream primary schools with significant

numbers of M6ori students, where the support of the majority of parents was

established. That is, mainstream schools could become official KKM by having a

significant number of M6ori students and parents who agreed that their schools

could become KKM without having to do anything more. They would simply

adopt the KKM philosophy and that would be it. Where a Government had a
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policy to establish, say five KKM a year over X number of years, no new monies

would be needed because selected existing schools would fill the quota. Those

parents who sacrificed time, energy, finances, and considerable stress as a result of

having to establish their altemative KKM oschools' outside the existing legislative

fi:ameworkl, as well as having to write an educational philosophy that reflected

their aspirations, were not about to lie down and allow the offrcials to sabotage all

their efforts by simply renaming mainstream schools, KKM, hence, the legislation.

Now, mainsheam schools predominantly M6ori in composition, where there is a

stong Mdori community resource, and where parents wish their school to be

redesignated Mdori can only do so with the agreement of the Ministry of

Education and Te R[nanganui-o-NgE-Kura-Kaupapa-Mdori o Aotearoa which is

the national umbrella organisation of all KKM and Wharekura (prinary and

secondary sectors).

There is, in MEori terms, a major tension in the two contexts of Maori education

reports (Chapter 5) and KKM (Chapter 8). The power relationship in terms of who

has the final say rests in both cases with mainsfieam Piikeh6. MEori must do

everything possible to win the hearts and minds (and resources) of the mainstream

('our PdkehEs') in order to advance its case for kaupapa M6ori schooling, but, in

the endo if consensus is not reached, the decision will be made by mainstream

PdkehE as the dominant force. To maintain this relationship it is imperative that the

mainstream establish systems, structures, policies, regulations and processes where

MEori are seen to be treated equally. The history of the education system is filled

with these equal ffeatment measur€s. The stnrcfural-functional approach, outlined

in the next section (8.3), along with a liberal philosophy of education (discussed in

Chapter 2) spells out how this cultural hegemony has become reified in the system.

The real problem as far as MEori .!re concerned is not to be 'treated equally' but

rather to be 'treated as equals'. The need, they claim, is for differential treatnent

rather than equal treatment. Differential treatment accepts the fact that MEori are

' See Nepe (1991) and Rata (1991) for some of the background on the development of KKM that
prompted the move to 'protect' the KKM philosophy.
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not merely brown Pakeh6. This theme is played out in the remainder of this

chapter from 8.4 onwards.

8.3 Structural-functionalist sociolory

The structural and functional approaches to sociology were introduced earlier

(Chapter 4). Functionalism is described as being concerned with explanations of

the way things are, with equilibrium, with consensus approaches, and with the

maintenance of the status quo while stnrcturalism has as its main commitnents,

change of the social order by changing structures and/or modes of domination. In

earlier sociological thinking structural and functionalist approaches would have

been represented as conflict and order theories but the work by Burrell and

Morgan (1979) argues that the distinction between the two is much more of a

continuum than was recognised by many earlier sociologists. Given what is

already known about the emergence and development of kaupapa M6ori schooling

it is possible to explain these developments in terms of functionalism, in the sense

that need satisfaction, through an emphasis on Miiori language to maintain social

cohesion and cultural solidarity against the hegemony of the state, is seen as a

priority for survival as a distinct people. On the other hand and seemingly in a

confradictory aspect" kaupapa M6ori schooling can also be explained in

structuralist and even radical structuralist terms. The mere existence of a structure

within the mainstream system that is an alternative clearly demarcated on the

grounds of race and culture, suggests a radical departure from status quo policies.

A comparison with the Native Schools System of 1867 to 1969 is not a parallel

case because that development arose out of the stale as a mechanism to appease

and civilise the MEori (Simon & Smith, 2001) whereas kaupapa Meori schooling

arose from the dissatisfactions of Maori not geffing a 'fair-go' in the existing

system (Penetito, 1988; Nepe,I99l; Smith, 1997).

In general terms the kaupapa Miiori agenda is about both the reproduction of

M6ori culture through schooling and the bansformation of dominant stmctures
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within the broader context of education. MEori medium schooling focuses on the

acquisition of a second language as a target language and generally appeals to

liberally inclined mainstream communities, whereas kaupapa MEori schooling is

really about the revitalisation of the M6ori language and culture through

immersion. Kaupapa M6ori therefore shares more of the characteristics of

mainstream education than does bilingual schooling except that the language of

communication and instnrction is M6ori, as is the philosophical base for

curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, organisation etc. Transformation is sought

through programmes that:

(a) target increased attempts at self-governance at both local and national

levels (M6ori education authority initiatives);

(b) dramatically increase the number of Mdori with research degrees at the

highest level (the doctoral programme initiated by Graham and Linda

Smith from the University of Auckland); and

(c) involve MEori in working relationships with other indigenous peoples

world-wide (the World Indigenous Peoples Conference on Education-

WIPCE and the World Indigenous Nations Higher Education Consortium-

wrNr{EC).

The proliferation of kaupapa Mdori-oriented programmes across all sectors of

society, from government and business, through sport and the arts, and every other

societal domain is having a bansforming effect on mainstneam society whether

prepared for or not, asked for or not. Those who doubt the veracity of such a view

should peruse the pages of the 60 plus volumes of the ubiquitous 'Mana'

magazine, subtitled 'The MEori news magazine for all New Zealanders'. This

magazine also lists the government departments and the specific policies they are

promoting to build M5ori capacity in line with at least modified versions of

kaupapa M6ori.
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Work by the British educational sociologis! Margaret Archer (in Monow &

Torres, 1995:l0l) describes a morphogenrc process that seems to relate quite

closely to the pnocesses of kaupapa M6ori discussed above.

Clearly the concept of morphogenesis relates to the problem of complex
reproduction and even transformatio4 and provides an important alternative to
the older mechanical functionalist equilibrium models and a challenge to
s tructw alist-type rypr oaches.

Table 4.1 of Chapter 4 highlights the realisUobjectivist orientations of functionalist

and structuralist approaches in sociological thinking. Central to these approaches is

the problem of agency and structure, or, in Archer's terms the relations between

agency and culture. If we take a step back and remind ourselves of the early

'order' and 'conflict' orientations of sociological theorising we could just as

accurately re-labelthese orientations 'liberal' and 'Marxist'. The liberals subscribe

to an individualist ontology arguing that the world is made up of discrete and

wholly separate entities called individuals. The Mamists on the other hand

subscribe to a relational ontology that insists that the world consists not of entirely

distinct objects and things, but of relations- One can be seen to focus on oagency'

and the other on 'structure'. The agency orientation directs our attention to

individuals who act intentionally. The structural orientation directs our attention

away from motives and intentions of individuals and leads us to focus upon

objective relations. In this way, different actions are a feature of structures not a

product of intentions2.

What makes the rise of kaupapa Miiori schooling sructuralist is the commitnent

by those closest to the movement to assert 'being M6ori' culturally, economically,

politically and spiritually rather than setting out to change dominant stnrctures or

trying to change the mind-set of the dominant society. It is preoccupied with trying

to change itself rattrer than allowing itself to be side-tracked or appropriated by the

dominant agenda.

'I have borrowed liberally from Ball (1978:97'y for the liberal/lvtarxist approaches to his discussion
about coercion.
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The issues of agency, structure and culture will be explored further in the

discussions that follow.

8.4 The rise of oMEori-medium' education a catalyst for
transformation

There is a reasonable quantity of material on the growth of 'Meori-medium'

education in New Zealand although there are also many gaps in the research

especially that produced by MEori researchers. No one person figures more

prominently in M6ori language research than Richard Benton (1981). His research

is seen by one of the early pioneers in the 'kaupapa MEori movement' (Smith,

G.H. 1997) as being the major catalyst for the emergence of M6ori-medium

eduction. Benton's research showed that unless drastic measures were taken to

rescue te reo M6ori from its moribund state (Benton, l99l) it would become like

the mo4 extinct. Benton was also clearly aware that promoting Mdori language

programmes into schools was not enough in itself and that structures needed to be

in place that could support such programmes @enton, 1988). Others outside the

schools were also busily pursuing initiatives to ensure the home base for inter-

generational language transmission was being catered for (Mataira, 1980)3. M6ori

language initiatives through the education system were in place, especially in

mainly primary school bilingual units, classes and schools, s I secondary school

external examination subject, and as an undergraduate tertiary study, well before

the influences of Benton, Smith or Mataira (National Advisory Committee on

MEori Education, 1970) however, there is no doubt that the burgeoning of Maori-

medium education began with the introduction of Kohanga Reo in 1982. Indeed,

the rise was so dramatic and the effect so deep that by 1985 it was clear to those

most intimately involved in what was happening that revitalisation of te reo M6ori

was really about revitalisation of the Mdori people, and revitalisation of the people

meant a rcvitalisation of institutions and those structures that under-gird the

'Katarina Mataira's MA Thesis (1980) was the methodological basis upon which an adult Mdori
language movement was established (Te Ataarangi).
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languagea. Thus was revealed, in the eyes of the MEori-medium advocates, the

need for a full-blown kaupapa Mdori schooling, which would develop into

kaupapa M6ori education, system wide.

E.5 What is'kaupapa Mflori schooling'?

In answering this question three separate but interlinking moments will be

explored across four historical periods listed in Table 8.1.

Assertion of Mgori cultural capital

In 1970 the National Advisory Committee on MEori Education (NACME)

published a report that among other things stressed the importance of

PalehA, puticularly chil&en ond teachers, be made more svvue of the Mdori
wsy of W in a changing society $t.3).

Compared with earlier reports like the Hunn Report of 1961 and the Currie Report

of 1962, the NACME report was unique in that a strong emphasis was placed on

providing M6ori studies and Maori language in the mainstream school curriculum.

Where the earlier reports emphasised the need for M6ori to adapt to a Pdkehii

context and a PEkehE system, this report called on the reciprocal requirement for

PEkehE to understand and be able to respond to the needs of Mdori.

o A survey undertaken in 1995 by Te Puni K6kiri (The Ministry of Miori Development) and Te
Taura Whiri i Te Reo M6ori (Ihe Miori Language Commission) of 2,441 Meori adults found tha
although the statistics were improved from 20 yeans previous, the situation was still extrernely
serious with approximately 600/o of M6ori adults with some facility in te reo MEori but most (83%)
had low fluency or did not speak M6ori at all.

Table 8.1 Historical moments in the emergence of kaupapa M6ori Schooling

197ft l9t& 1990s

Key Historical
I)evelopments

Struggle for survival in
the system -assertion of
Mii,ori cultural capital

Politicisation and
creation of an infra-
sfructure - the New
Risht to the rescue

The rise of M6ori
medium schooling -
cultural mobilisation
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Out of this policy initiative came a series of marae-based in-service courses on

'Education in a Multi-cultural Society'. They ran from the mid-1970s through to

the mid-1980s. The courses were attended by senior administrators from the

central offrces of the Departnent of Education and Education Boards, primary and

secondary inspectors of schools, principals of schools, professional advisers and

teachers. The courses were run by members of the Mdori Advisory Service, senior

education officers of the M6ori and Island Division of the Department of

Education, the tangatawhenua (people of the marae), experts on Mdoritanga as

well as experts on Pacific matters. Marae elders as well as the ringa wera (cooks)

were an integral part of each course as well as being called on at every marae to

outline local history. Each course was from two to four days duration and course

members stayed on the marae throughout, eating, sleeping, singing, talking and

participating in many other authentic matters associated with life on the marae. An

evaluation research report outlines the purpose ofthese courses as:

The experience of marae life was intended lo bring about an ou,ueness of the

feelings of a pople of a minority cttlture when they were etposed lo and irruolved
with a diferent majority calture. Course members leard from Mdori people of
their doubts, their fears, and of the needs of their chilben in educdion
@epartment of Education, I 982:ii).

The key figure on most of these courses was a respected Tuhoe elder by the name

of John Rangihau referred to in earlier discussions. Many times over a number of

years Rangihau espoused his theories of MEori-PEkeha relations, explaining,

interpreting, remembering, and experiencing what it meant to him oto be' Miiori,

and 'to be' Tuhoe. One could never become tired of these multiJayered

r€presentations of knowledge and experience, of ways of seeing, doing and being

that arose out of the consciousness and practice of one kaumEtua (elder). Yet it

became obvious to some that Rangihau talking about Mdoritanga s was not

Mioritanga but rather Rangihau talking about MEoritanga. The context of the

presentation on the marae went some distance to focus audiences on 'MEoritanga'

as a lived cosmology, that is, as a comprehensive and integrated perspectiveo but

t Maori is the generic term for the indigenous people of New Zealand; the suffix 'tanga' denotes
'qualities of , therefore MAoritsneB is the invented concspt that stands for the qualities of what it
means to be an indigenous person of New Zealand or more simply, MSoriness.
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the audience still needed to experience the deeper meanings of each of the

concepts in order to better understand the implications of each on the whole. On at

least one of the marae inservice courses a local elder died and the marae

immediately transformed into its traditional form as an institution to honour the

deceased and to bring, the often disparate extended families together in mouming

the dead and celebrating the living. The organisers of the inservice were persuaded

to remain on the marae and to participate in the tangihanga. The members of the

course had the opportunity to leam one of the many lessons of the meaning of

M6oritanga first hand, rather than through the interpretations (however expertly

presented) of a single person. There is no substitute for an emotionally deep

relationship with Mdoritanga (or any other culture). Those who experience the

relationship can never unlearn it. There is a brief description of the MEoritanga

model introduced in Chapter 2 as figure 2.1.

It makes sense to think about the Mdoritanga narrative as in some way equivalent

to Bourdieu's concept of cultural capital. It seerns entirely reasonable that

Rangihau's endeavour to make his private words and worlds public should have

left him feeling anxious and somewhat ambivalent. As a kaumiitua in the Miiori

world and as an expert in the P6kehd world his views about what constituted being

M6ori would constantly be in need of protection from the dangers of mis-

interpretation and mis-representation and yet this was not a problem in any public

sense. Why? Traditional M6ori social organisation (whEnau - extended family;

hap[ - community; iwi - tribal group) hold fast to the view that every hap0

(community) has its own stories about what constitut€s its cultural capital. Yet

Rangihau is able to tell his particular 'Tuhoe' story on marae all over the country

without serious challenge. As a universally respected kaumiitua he was in a

position that allowed him the freedom to reveal his own interpretation of things

without being pressured to provide justifications. Another interpretation might be

that there is virtual tacit agreement across the whole of M6ori society, at least

when it involves the classical traditions, as to what constitutes the critical

components of what it means to be Mdori. The essenoe of MEori cultural capital
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must include elements such tls te reo Maori (the Maori language as in the

vernacular), wairua (those momentary glimpses beyond time and space), mana (as

spiritual authority and power manifest in the integration of body, mind and

intellect), and whenua (the sense of belonging in time and space similar to

Bourdieu's concept of habitus6).

The assertion of Mdori cultural capital throughout education in the 1970s can be

viewed in hind-sight as what the international linguist Spolsky describes as 'the

continuation of a long process of negotiation of accommodation between

autochthonous M6ori and European settlers" (2003:553). It became evident to

those working within the developing M6ori medium field that the goodwill of

teacherc, public servants and politicians was neitler adequate nor sufficient to

rescue a dying language. Goodwill without the pre-requisite resources, goodwill

without a sound infra-structure, and goodwill without supporting research was like

a promissory note. The 'movers and shakers' within the emerging kaupapa M6ori

domain were ahead of the field bv the time the educational reforms of the 1980s

came into effect.

The educational reforms

A strange thing about the timing of right wing politics in education in New

Zealand is that it was not responsible so much for censuring the emergence of

kaupapa MEori schooling as for compelling it to come out of the closet so to speak.

That is not to say that there was no attempt to discredit the whole kaupapa Maori

movement for there certainly was (Marshall, Peters & Smith 1990). The

discussion on the 'New Right' as a political movement is not central to this thesis

but the propaganda sunounding its implementation was evident in slogans like:

'minimise government', 'I'm proud to be a KiwiA.{ew Zealander', 'kaupapa MEori

initiatives are separatist', 'children should be trained in schools for jobs', 'trouble-

makers should be given a stint in the army', 'unions need to be legislated from

6 Bourdieu (1989:19) says that 'habitus implies a "sense of otre's place'but dso'a sense of the
place of others". ..It is both a system of schemes of production of practices md a system of
perception and appreciation of practices'.
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holding the country to ransom', 'the market is the solution to all our ills', and

osend immigrants home to where they come from'. tn the world of education,

Marshall, Peters and Smith (1990), in a critique of Sexton (1990) claim that his

report to the New Zealand Business Roundtable is "an unabashed example of new

right ideology" because it celebrates the 'market' as the solution to all of New

Zealand's 'ills' in education and recommends full privatisation. It also proposes

that all schools become self-managing, that parents and their children become the

consumers of the system and by so doing enhance the value of competition. What

follows fiom such policies is a clear focusing on the virtue of individualism.

M6ori were quick to identifu problems that lay in wait for them through sfrict

adherence to new right politics (expressed through 'Today's Schools'-The Lough

Report and the Sexton Report, 1990) but saw some promise in the Picot Report

(1987) that had not appeared anywhere prior. Picot offered an 'opt-out' clause

where there was sufficient support to establish schools outside the mainstream.

But, as for the Sexton Report (1990), Marshall et al (1990:27) are unequivocal in

their criticism.

...(h) is an unmitigded, etluocentric ottack on New Tzaland schooling and
education generally and on Mdori in prliculu. The dtack on Mdori is sustained
through the alliarre ofracist policies and propaganda, new right ideologt and
big business interests. There has been a deliberate attempt lo co-opt racisl
hysteria and tofuel Pdkehd paranoia of the 'Brown Peril'- Mdori presence and
competing needs in schooling. Sexton endeavours to not only report on the
'crises' created by M6ori in schooling he is gtilty of also qeqting the 'c-rises'.

For example Sexton devotes two full Wges to denouncing Mdori lmgtage,
falselv implying tM all pupils in all schools are being reauired to leon Mdori
language, thereby fuelling 'fear' among the Pdkehd community (emphasis in
original).

Despite the initiat warn 'fiizzy feelings' Mdori educationalists and Mliori

academics showed toward the receipt of the Picot Report there was no suggestion

that the recommendations of Picot or the subsequent government policy document

Tomorrow's Schools might supercede the kaupapa MEori initiatives as evidenced

in Te Kdhanga Reo and KKM. These initiatives have been well documented in

Smith (1990, l99l). He has argued persuasively in favour of the Meori initiatives

vis-i-vis those of the state on the grounds that much of what is advocated by the
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state has been tried earlier and failed and secondly, that what are seen as new

directions often do not address Mdori needs. On the other hand, kaupapa M5ori

initiatives, described by Smith (1992) almost seem to rise like the sphinx from out

of the ashes of despair. He describes them as'resistance strategies'and goes on to

analyse what it is about these resistances that can be utilised to greater effect in the

hansformation of Mdori education (1997). My view is a little less dramatic and

inclined toward the idea that evolutionary change laid down in earlier periods of

development but especially through the 1970s hastened the emergence of kaupapa

MEori education. This is not to say that mainstream education would have

'discovered' k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa M6ori because I think that most

unlikely. What is probably at least equally problematic is why Meori took so long

to force the issue of demanding an education in their own real interests by taking

direct action a lot earlier, for example, from the days when using M6ori language

in schools was forbidden.

Cultural mobilisation

Mdori-medium education in pursuit of a kaupapa Mdori was the critical factor in

the late 1990s. The Kohanga Reo Movement (1982) and the Kura Kaupapa M6ori

Movement (1985) are often talked about as though they were the beginning of the

'browning of the education system', and while there can be no argument with the

impact they have had, the 'browning' occurred at least l0 years earlier, as Table

8.2 shows. TKR and KKM did much more than 'brown' the system, they put

Mdori in, in a way that radicalised change but the earlier interventions of the 1970s

created a platform from which real change became possible.

The Mdoritanga intervention discussed earlier did a lot to conscientise PdkehE

educationalists as well as providing M6ori with real opportunities to discuss their

perceptions of history, education, race relations and much else within a context

that was at least culturally familiar to them- Now it was PEkehE educationalists that

were forced to experience being the 'Other'.
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Table. 8.2 lnterventions, catalysts for change, and strategic foci for systemic-wide
change in MEori Education 1970-2002

By the 1980s, bilingual schooling was in existence and kaupapa M6ori education

in the form of TKR, KKM and wdnanga was generating excitement among a

rapidly growing proportion of M6ori who were determined to revitalise te reo

M[ori as a language of communication and a language that could be the medium

for learning anything else. The need to be better organised locally, regionally and

nationally was seen as imperative so long as mobilisation of the kaupapa

(philosophy) of M6ori immersion was going to be accepted as right for those

MEori who saw this as in their best interests in future developmentsT.

The 1990s was marked by a further 'logical' step in the movement toward full

participation of M6ori in education. Educational govemance initiatives involving

wh6nau, hapti and iwi (the three key social organisational forms of Mdori society)

generally referred to as 'Iwi Education Plans' began to emerge out of the

communities. These were initiated by the M6ori communities themselves, in most

cases, but the Ministry of Education has played a guiding role with each of them.

'Bilingual schools wene seen as too little too late. Ethnic minority groups in othcr countries had
tried to establish special interest schools, for example, supplementary schools in Britain (Mclean,
1985) and charter schools in America (Apple, 1998; Royal, 2002),all with mixed success.

t97(h 19t0s l9!t0s 2000s

Intenention 'Mioritanga'
teacher in-service
courscs

Tu Tangata
reforms and pan-
Mdori
educational
administrative
bodies created

Whiinau, hapii,
iwi education
plans

Hui Taumata
MEtaurmga.
Te Ao MEori -
Te Ao Whdnui
interface

Catalysts for
change

John Rangihau,
Alan Smith

Kara Puketapu,
Iritana
Tawhiwhirangi

Pita Sharples,
Katarina
Mataira
Whatarangi
Winiata

Tumu Te
Heuheu,
Mason Durie

Strategic focus Mdori culture -
learning'aboutn
M6ori; changing
sonsciousness

Mdori language -
learning'in'
Mdori;
politicisation;
getting better
oreanised

Mdori language
- leaming'for'
M6ori;
curriculum;
creation of infia-
structure

'Being'Miiori;
philosophical
base; community
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There have been sporadic attempts by M6ori to establish a governance model at

the national level but up to now support has not been forthcoming from either

Mdori or official sources.

By the turn of the twenty-first century kaupapa MEori initiatives have become

relatively stable and the remaining work mainly revolves around continued

improvement of facilities, improved provision of kaupapa MEori teacher

education, improving standards of student performance, better quality educational

resources and so on, exactly like mainstream schooling. The emphasis now is

directed by Mdori at mainstream education where the majority of MEori students

are located. It is no longer seen as acceptable that mainsneam schools can be

permitted to continue to virtually ignore the heart of MEori knowledge and

practices. A New Zealand school must reflect the fact that it is a New Zealand

school and not a transplanted British one, a slightly modified Australian one, or an

emotionally bereft Mdori one.

Does this feel lilre transformation?

One of the important questions that needs to be answered about the sort of
influence generated by kaupapa M6ori education is whether things are any better

or not. If they are, then for whom are they better, in what way, and with what

effect? As already mentioned, it has become agreeable to read about the

tansformative potential of kaupapa Miiori schooling but what does that mean,

what is actually being transformed, and how do we lnow? I'm reminded of the

work by the American educationalist, Ellsworth (1989:298) who askedn "Why

doesn't this feel empowering?oo when commenting on repressive myths of critical

pedagogy. The critical theorists of education like to write about "oppressive social

formations", 'orelations of domination" and the like under the umbrella of

emancipation but who actually benefits fiom such abstract discursive arguments?

She writes,

In my visnt of the literature, I found-...that e&tcational researchers who irwokc
concepts of critical pedagogt consistently strip discussiotts of classroom
praclices of historical conle.xt and political position.
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Much of the research on kaupapa Mdori education has derived from the Smiths at

the University of Auckland and their students with occasional works from the

Universities of Otago @ishop), Victoria (lnvin, McCarthy), Waikato (Vercoe),

and Massey @urie, A.) but by far the most common have been those from

Auckland. Most of the works are sociologically-oriented and written for academic

consumptions.

Kaupapa Mdori schooling, judged against criteria such as level and quality of

participation in activities like the national Mdori speech competitions, and regional

and national kapa haka competitions, has clearly had a transformative effect on its

pupils. There might even be grounds for arguing that kaupapa MEori in its broadest

terms is having a transformative effect on the MEori population in general if we

take into account the massive Hikoi (political protest march) against the

Govemment's actions related to the 'foreshore and seabed' Iegislation in 2004; the

opening of MEori Television can also be considered in a similar light.

Whether kaupapa M6ori is having a transformative effect on mainsEeam society is

less difficult to judge but there are indications that a 'generosity of spirit' has made

it possible for transformations to occur that in many instances can be seen as

extraordinary; the emergence of a Mdori Party to contest the recent elections is one

of those; the ongoing work of the Waitangi Tribunal must be another.

8.6 Kaupapa Mflori schools as mediating structures

For KM schools to become mediating structures the work of Mdori-medium

education has to progress a great deal fuither than anything envisaged up to now.

At least three inter-related philosophical questions need to be addressed. The first

is a theme that is taking on a more strident note on the lips of many M6ori and is

t There are some exceptions, for example Bishop and Glynn (2000) write specifically to inforrr the
mainstream about the development of kaupapa Miori edusation wbereas Vercoe (1995) explains
why kaupapa MEori schools are a virtual escape valve for M6ori discontent with the existing
education system.
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what I will refer to as the desire oto be M6ori'. The second is about the vexed

question of the 'ownership of knowledge', while the third is about the nature of

Maori knowledge versus the nature of knowledge that gets into the education

system. There are many incentives for both parties to get it right but there also

remain some major contradictions that need to be fronted up to. O'Sullivan

(1999:xiii) sums it up rather poignantly:

The fundamental diference between tle fititudes of modern and orcient
man cB regrds the vnoundingworld is this: for moder4 scientifrc nan
the phenomenal world is primarily an "It"; for ancient - and alsofor
primitive - man it is a "Thou".

After almost 200 years of acculturation into traditional Miori and European

modemisation, M6ori can no longer be considered primitive but those distinctive

cultural attributes Maori have retained as tiionga (valued possessions) will not be

separated from them by attempts to objectifr the environment. Where the system

has to change nowhere will that be experienced more sharply than by the

classroom teacher who must stnrggle with the question:

What is the knowledge that is needed in order for teachers to better:

(a) understand the M6ori child; and

(b) participate in the MEori community?

I will try to answer this question by discussing three underlying assumptions about

our education system that we should know about before we begin the task of

implementing the production of local M6ori knowledge into our learning

institutions. The assumptions are:

(a) the need to contextualise M6ori knowledge for New Zealand teachers;

(b) the need to face up to the moral dilemma of the ownership of knowledge;

and

(c) the need to unravel the priority of universalism over particularism;
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Contextualising Mf,ori knowledge for New T,er'lsnd teachers

In the last 20 years in particular, M6ori have come out fighting to retain their

language but in the next 20 years it is likely that 'mdtauranga' (knowledge) in its

many manifestations, for example, 'm6hiotanga' (skills), and mEramatanga'

(enlightenment) will become the touchstone for judgements about the progress

being made in the field of M6ori education and its contribution to mainstream

education.

The New Zealand education system has always operated as though all its clients

were either PEkehd or wanted to become Pdkehn; Miiori had much to learn from

PdkehE society but PEkehE" so it seems, had little to learn from M6ori. The

following quote from Kirkness (1992:34) is a telling one but mainly because it is

not realised in practice as far as MEori (or in Kirkness's case, Canadian First

Nations peoples), are concerned:

Unless chil&en learn about theforces which shape them: the history of their
people, their values and arstoms, their language, theywill never really btow
themselves or their poterilial as luman beings.

The message from kaupapa Mdori schooling is an appeal to all teachers to know

the Mdori children we teach, as individuals, as members of whEnau, as

tangatawhenuq as manuwhiri, as members of hapii and iwi, as New Zealanders,

and as thinking and feeling human beings. Despite 200 years of colonialism the

Meori population is numerically stronger than it has ever been. It could be argued

that M6ori identity is weaker because of inter-marriage, urbanisation,

industrialisation, and other forces related to the push for modernisation. M6ori

language loss and similar characteristics are the constant effects of colonialism, [f
by that is meant M6ori language and culture is no longer like it was prior to

Europeanisation then that is obviously true. But one of the reasons MEori have

survived culturally is because they have been able to adapt to changes (sometimes

through choice and sometimes through coercion) and as a rcsult are stronger today

than they have ever been. But they have paid a price. The lesson M6ori need to
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team is an equally obvious one and that is 'there are many ways to De M6ori' and

there is no such thing as 'the' Mliori identity, there are only M6ori identities,

What is Mdori knowledge and what components of M6ori knowledge would

educationalists find most helpful in coming to understand MAori students? As a

M6ori educationalist of some experience I have often reflected on the questions

teachers have asked me about M6ori knowledge. I have thought about the things I

have done with teachers over the years that they may have enthused over. I could

remind myself of things I have seen and heard which I wish teachers had asked me

about beforehand but didn't. If one thinks about current curriculum, pedagogy,

assessment and evaluation, management and governance, to name but a few of the

key components that make up the educational enterprise, it soon becomes obvious

that one cannot do justice to local Maori knowledge by steering a piecemeal

intervention course. This assumption then asserts the wisdom of a planned

approach to lcrowledge production.

Apple and Franklin (1979:178) remind us that the knowledge that got into schools

in the past and gets into schools now is not random. It is, as has already been

mentioned, selected and organised around sets of principles and values that come

from somewhere, that represent particular views of morality and deviance, of good

and bad, and of what 'good people act like'. Local Mdori knowledge, just like

PEkehd universal knowledge, is constructed; it reflects local MEori powerful

groups. This makes on-the-ground negotiations with communities over what will

be legitimate knowledge absolutely critical.

There is no one fxed idea of what Mdori local knowledge is. There is really no

such thing, traditionally as 'M6ori' knowledge. There is only whdnau/hapiiliwi

(!YHD knowledge. However, in today's world, the generic knowledge made

universal, such as 'the Mdori migration to Aotearoa' and 'M6ori were cannibals

before the arrival of Christianity' is perceived as being legitimate 'M,iori'

knowledge (not tribal knowledge). Neither of these items of M6ori knowledge
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originate from MEori sources nor do they originate from WHI sources yet they are

still treated on the whole as legitimate Miori knowledge.

I will begin by unravelling three inter-related agenda items that we as New

Zealand teachers need to know more about.

The moral dilemma of ownership of knowledge

The answers to the question about what knowledge teachers need if they are going

to make a difference to M6ori students raises a moral dilemma. In order to acquire

this knowledge, that is, to learn it, the knowledge must become things that teachers

possess but at the same time such knowledge need not be essential to the being that

they are. For example, as an infant or primer, as they were called when I was at

primary school, I learned to recite rhymes like 'Hickory dickory dock', to sing

songs like 'Frere Jacques', and to read and relate to historical stories like 'Robert

the Bruce and the Battle of Bannockburn', but at no stage was I ever convinced I

was European because even though these were knowledges that I possessed they

were not essential ingredients to my being as a M6ori. The acquisition of MEori

knowledge poses no threat to a teacher's identity but the mere fact that the teacher

has it can make a world of difference to a Mdori child.

On the occasions when we did learn Miiori knowledge we behaved as children do,

that is, we accepted what the teachers told us and even defended our teachers

against our parents who often criticised what the teachers had told us. Our parents

said things like, 'You don't pronounce his narne T'Cootee it's Te Kooti; and he

wasn't a rebel either, he stood up for his people against land sharks who were

ripping off our people.' We would reply, 'What do you know about history any

way, you hardly even went to school and the only book you can read is the Best

Bets. Our teachers know about Mdori better than vou do.'

Sentiments like these have echoed around the corridors of schools and the kitchens

of homes for generations. Most teachers still do this grave injustice to MEori

knowledge and M6ori parents still argue with their children about their teachers
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without either party doing anything constructive about rectifring the problem. I

too have been one ofthose parents and a variant form ofone ofthose teachers: I

taught the generic M6ori topics like, 'How the MEori came to Aotearoa' and 'How

the M6ori lived before the white man came' but never really made it personal, and

never really attached it to people living today. It was an outdated museum study.

The second element of a context for building a Mdori knowledge platform for

teachers focuses more specifically on the sort of knowledge that might become

part of the cuniculum.

Particularism vensus un iversalism.

In M6ori terms knowledge is particularistic whereas school knowledge,

taditionally, is perceived as being universalistic. This has the potential to pose

another dilemma for education, namely, what knowledge should be made available

for teaching and evaluating in the classroom? What knowledge should teachers

have of their pupils in order to be able to empathise and help them leam more

effectively? I think that the Miiori knowledge that gets into the learning institutions

should be a selection from local whdnau/trapii/iwi sources. This follows the same

argument that Denis Lawton (1983) makes with regard to his definition of the

curriculum for schools. His definition of curriculum is 'a selection from the

cultures' that are served by the learning institutions. Not all local knowledge is

appropriate in institutionalised settings and nor would these local sources want all

their knowledge to be made available publicly if that was possible, which of

course it is not.

My argument is that local whdnau/hap[/iwi must decide what should be available

and how it should be made accessible. In traditional Maori terms knowledge has a

spiritual dimension in that it is handed down from one generation to the next and is

often referred to as ngE tliongo tuku iho (the treasures handed down). Knowledge

is always perceived in relational terms rather than as something fxed in time and

space, tuia i rungq tuia i raro, tuia i roto, tuia i waho, tuia te here tangata, ka

rongo te po, ka rongo te ao (combined across all space and time). Knowledge is
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specific to place, Mokau ki runga, Tamaki ki raro (the region designated by Mokau

above and Tamaki below). Knowledge is tied to one's identity through language,

ko te reo te mauri o te mana MEori (my language is the foundation of my being as

a MEori). Mdori knowledge serves all these purposes and much more. It is

contemporary as well as being traditional; it is secular as well as being sacred; it is

theoretical as well as being practical; it is both idealist and materialist, othenuise,

how could we talk about M6ori being and existing in the world if the only

knowledge we valued was traditional, ng6 tdonga tuku iho? PdkehE do not have a

monopoly on ouniversalistic' knowledge. Almost 200 years of colonialism cannot

deny the liberating effects that European universalising knowledge has had on

countless MEori people. But as stated earlier, there has been a price. With

particularism comes community, solidarityn connectedness and meaning which is

the counter or up-side of what Berger (1979:169) refers to as "the rootlessness of

modernity".

The final agenda item for the teaching repertoire in order to conte)cualise M6ori

schooling is the separation of socialisation from education.

Distinguishing socialisation from education

The missionaries were the first to exploit the MEori predisposition and capacity to

learn. History books on the Native Schools, ethnographic anthropological studies

of the old time M6ori, and travelogues of nineteenth-century Europeans are filled

with wonder at the Mdori capacity to learn from others. With the formalisation of

education through schooling and the shift from the original agend4 to start where

learners were and pnogress along paths determined by those learners, to 'this is

what we want you to know and how we want you to know it', marked the

beginning of the so-called 'Maori problem in education'. By using schooling to

socialise Maori, the exercise of 'pastoral power' (Foucaulq 1982:782-783) became

embodied in what it meant to be educated; it was salvation oriented as part of the

'civilising mission'. The exercise of pastoral power created a condition whereby

the logic of the priority, 'the individual over the collective', becomes a matter of
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PART m Phce and the politics of whinau, hapii, iwi and Miori
education : education for all

Introduction to Part III - Beyond Mediating Structures

A British academic once wrote, "Education is fundamentally about what people

(those in power) have wanted of it and have been able to do to it" (M.S.Archer,

1984). The New Zealand education system is no exception to this assertion even

when the only system that existed was the missionary village schools for M6ori.

The Education Act of 1877 set up the 'shape' of the system, the way it was to be

financed, what was to be taught, and who was to control which aspects. The

system was to be centralised, run by goveming elites, based on the Scottish

system, which implied an academic curriculum, assimilationist with regard to

Mdori, and expected to promote a liberal philosophy.

The systern was to establish its hegemony over MEori through policies variously

described as Europeanisation, civilisation, amalgamation, assimilationo integration,

and today, mainstreaming. The emergence of kaupapa M6ori schooling in the mid-

1980s posed a challenge to the mainstreaming agenda. Typically, mainsheam New

Zealand responds negatively to organised Meori attempts to assert their mana

Miiori outside a perceived MEori context. The 'cultural safety' in nursing debate of

the 1990s, the establishment of the frst 'kura kaupapa MEori' outside the legal

definition of schooling in the mid-l980s, the creation of a M6ori television station

in 2000, are projects that 'survived' the severest of challenges from the

mainstream. The fear appears to be about separate development, even when the

leadership of these initiatives (lrihapeti Ramsden, Pita Sharples, Whatarangi

Winiata) argue that these initiatives were about giving M6ori development a fair

chance and not about separate development. Their agendas remain tentatively 'on

the table', awaiting final approval, gestating within the collective mind of Pdkehd

society.
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Mainstreaming and/or Separate Development

Mainstreaming is a 'way of thinking' as much as a policy that recognises most

M6ori students in the system choose to be educated alongside all other students

under the same conditions as all other students. Mainsheaming is consistent with

all other historical policies aimed at assimilating Mdori into the general stream of

education (integration, taha Miiori, multiculturalism, and biculturalism).

Mainstreaming always begins by asking what the majority population wants, no

matter what the topic (including M6ori), and only when that demand has been

satisfactorily met, does it turn its attention to asking how M6ori fit in, only then

does it ask what should be done to satis$ their requirements. Mainstreaming

demands that everything done to meet the alternative wants of M6ori, be assessed

against mainstream standards/norms/criteria.

Arguments for greater MEori control over an education in their own best interests,

for separate developmen! and for the establishment of a MEori education authority

are almost always seen as a kind of threat in which power relations are called into

question. The mainstream has not recognised the specific nature of specific

problems as they applied to MEori education (loss of language and the relationship

to self identity, cultural identity, and cognitive development) because it, that is

mainstream, responds as though it has the solution. When and if PakehE did

recognise, or were forced to identiff, a specific problem, they constructed the

solution in terms which had validity within the experience of their own culture

(e.g. taha Mliori in the core curriculum).

MEori communities have followed a dynamic need to express themselves within

the context of their past and present experience by creating stnrctures which

flowed from their perception and understanding of that experience (the M6ori

Battalion, te kohanga reo, kura kaupapa MEori, wEnanga, Mdori radio etc. are

examples). At the heart of these initiatives is the connection to place through the

social organisations of whinau, hapii and iwi (WHI).
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Separate development is about Mdori control and claims that M6ori must repossess

their own knowledge and custom by re-learning, on their own terms, what it is that

belongs to them; separate development as Maori control, aims to serve the specific

needs of MEori people within a framework of activity originating from, controlled

and supervised by, persons who are themselves Mdori. At the centre of M6ori

control is the educational agenda of maintaining, supporting, developing, and

promoting MEori language, customs and knowledge.

Beyond mediating structures

One cannot translate one set of cultural labels into another culture and expect them

to be equivalent. The labels ulre not only in another language, their meanings are

often different as are their levels of priority. The relationship between Pdkeh6tanga

and Maoritanga has been based on a continuous tension between forces

recognising divenity and others recognising assimilation, Because the major factor

influencing relations between Mdori and PEkehE is that of domination-

subordination, tensions toward assimilation predominate in all state institutions.

The current manifestation of this asymmetrical relationship is a rising force within

Mdoridom that is asserting such goals as tino rangatiratanga (self-determination),

and mana M6ori motuhake (separate development) both of which have MEori

control of their own destiny as the key mission. The desire to crcate

institutionVpractices where M6ori control, within a MEori context, following a

kaupapa MEori, is central and has received increasing support over the last 20

years. Power sharing is the critical factor. Adequate power sharing in key areas of

decision-making will ensure that kaupapa-M6ori-cented institutions/practices

need not become separatist institutions. The delicate balance between the existing

mainstream institutions, and kaupapa-Mdori-centred institutions rests on factors

associated with power sharing such as: (a) whether the provision of KKM keeps

pace with the demand; (b) whether the constaints on MEori becoming elected

members of boards of trustees can be facilitated; (c) whether the Anga Marautanga

o Aotearoa (The New Zealand Curriculum Statement) can be developed from a

M6ori philosophical base; and (d) whether the system can accommodate the
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dwelopmen! prcmulgation, and implomentation of educational policy at the

highest level where accountabilrtyto MEori is satisfied in Maori terms.

These are the themes explored in this final chapter. Education, to work in the

interests of all New Zealanders, requires a strong 'mainstream' system, and an

equally strong 'kaupapa Miiori' system. The potential for an evolution of

consciousness at the national level is in the area of overlap, what I have called the

negotiated area where an 'imbricated' relationship can dwelop, where New

Zealanders can learn to walk in both worlds, a place where MEori have alrready

demonstated the authenticity of their ide,ntities and where P6kehE New Zealand

still has much to learn.
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Chapter 09

Towards a Theory of Education for AotearoaAlew Zealand -
Beyond Mediating Structures

9.1 Summary

There can be no authentic MEori educationr without a context in which te ao M6ori

(the M6ori world) can find its true expression. There can be no authentic M6ori

education without its encompassing wairua (spiritual ethos) manifest in te reo

Mdori (the M6ori language). There can be no authentic MEori education that does

not set out from the beginning to enhance and strengthen, he tuakiri tangata (a

M6ori identity). There can be no authentic Miiori education that ignores the

relationship of tangata (people) with whenua (location) and the rangatiratanga

(power and authority) that is embodied in this relationship. There can be no

authentic M6ori education that fails to recognise and accept the diversity of

educations that already exist within our nation state beginning with the Pdkehii

system (mainstream education).

In Chapter 2 it is argued that the prevailing ideology of Mdori education operates

in a way that prioritises the processes of socialisation rather than education and is,

therefore, a programme based on the mainstream socio-cultural ideolory of

'getting them to fit in'. The mediating structures of reports on Miiori education

(Chapter 5) and processes of consultation (Chapter 6) facilitate this objective.

It is argued in Chapter 3 that the way M6ori identity is constructed through

processes of schooling, contribute to the 'fitting in'/socialisation agenda, less

through the application of external constraints, and instead, through the far more

subtle subterfuge of encouraging M6ori acquiescence in their own exploitation.

The mediating structures that facilitate this objective are described and analysed in

Chapter 7 on institutional marae and Chapter 8 on Meori medium schooling.

' The sociologist, Etzioni suggests that an authentic social arrangement, "is one in which both the
reality and the appearance are responsive to human needs" (in Sampson, 1976:502).
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The question of agency is raised in each of the chapters on mediating structures to

ascertain whether the notion of choice or options, of the possibility of being able to

act differently was realistic or not, possible or not for those engaged.

The role mediating structures play in the education system (Chapter 4) is central to

the dominant position of mainstream New Zealand and PEkehd power. On the

other hand, like all modern democratic societiesn how the education system caters

for its diverse communities and ethnic groups is always of critical concern. Miiori

society has, from the earliest days of the missionary and settler societies, shown its

willingness to 'fit in' to mainstream society but at no stage in that history has

M6ori sought to abdicate or extinguish its authentic identity as tangatawhenua

(people of the land), its position as tuakana (seniority) in relation to all other

groups, and its relations of partnership with PEkeha New Zealand under the Treaty

of Waitangi. tt is argued that mediating structures have the potential to both distort

as well as transform relations.

It is this latter, transformative role of using mediating structures to shift the

emphasis from one of socialisation to that of 'education' that this last chapter

addresses. The major premise is that the consffuction of an authentic New Zealand

identity must look to Mdori people and their culture for its content. The role

education plays in this construction is theorised in what is referred to as an

'imbricated relationship', that is, one that retains the integrity of both/all parties

while seeking an education in the interests of all.

An education 6to be Miori'

The need to evoke new 'gods' is more critical today for Mdori than it has ever

been. However, it is foolish to believe that after about 150 years of cultural

imperialism that MEori are seeking a return to the ancient 'atua'/gods for their

salvation. For every one who is, there are a thousand who are not; fundamentalism

9.2
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is possible everywhere. The new gods include secular reasoning, it includes

scientific objectivity and literacy, and it includes an ecologically sustainable vision

of our society and planet. It is about asserting what O'Sullivan (1999:225)

describes as "a relational totality" and what Mdori have always believed to be the

primal matrix, whakapapa /genealogy. If Mdori were ever in doubt that they would

get a fair deal in New Zealand society, the last, almost two decades has completely

removed any uncertainty about that. The gaps between 'haves' and 'have nots',

between rich and poor, between those who succeed and those who fail, and

between PEkehE and Miiori have continued to increase despite a series of, what

Popper calls 'piecemeal interventions' from governments over generations.

According to a report from the Minishry of MEori Development (2000:12) six

critical factors affect the rate at which Meori economic development can expand

and these are: fewer skilled managers; a low capital base; over-reliance on primary

commodity exports; less familiarity with information technology; fewer skilled

workers; and multiple-owned land. M6ori society is marginalised to the extent that

they suffer severcly in terms of each of these factors. The report shows significant

disparities between MEori and non-Mdori in a variety of economic sectors such as

in employment and income, in participation knowledge-based industries, in the

percentage of Mlori students who leave schools with no formal qualifications, in

rates of home ownership, and in household income disnibution, to name but a few.

If there is an emerging educational vision among MEori it is the desire for an

education that enhances what it means to be MEori; so simple and yet so profound.

The sentiment behind the vision is encapsulated in the proverb:

He iti pou kqua, ka ngto; Ka huns tini u,hetil i te rangi.
(Although a cloud may be small, it may conceal mary sta.rs in the sky)

Mead & Grove (2001:77).

Henare (1995) uses the French statement 'plus etre' (to be more) rattrer than 'plus

avoir' (to have more) as the crucial idea behind the current 'Mliori rpnaissance'.

MEori would argue that this notion of 'being more' is closer to what MEori would
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aspire to as a people than the latter which could be argued is more the inheritance

of PdkehE society, of Western civilisation, of developed nations, of industrialised,

modernised, capitalist societies. This does not mean that Mdori lack an acquisitive

inclination since that is patently not true as tribalism, disputes over territory, and

traditional quarrels over boundaries often attest. [t is more related to the idea of

cultural identity and the loss of language, religion, and the symbolic significance

of land that the need 'to be more' takes on a priority. The need is deeply rooted in

their recent history of being a colonised people. Since Miiori now have

comparatively little arable land, whose language and knowledge is at a critical

stage in terms of survival, and they, as a people, are so thoroughly perplexed in

their apparent inability to sustain themselves as a viable entity within the nation

state, that having more of anything is like temptation for 'forbidden' fruits. These

fruits are still available to M6ori, so it seems, so long as they accept the hegemony

of Pdkehd cultwe.

What Milori really want and need are those fruits that originate in Te Moana-nui-6-

Kiw4 the Pacific and in Aotearo4 New Zealand. These are the fruits that belong

to them and for which they have been systematically denied for at least 150 years.

This is what it means for Miiori today when they assert they want to be more

M6ori. They want to know their language (te reo Mdori); they want their

taditional institutions to flourish (the marae, for example); they are hungry to

learn about their ancient history as well as their interpretations of colonial history;

they are aware their ancestors keenly sought much that belonged to European

civilisation, and they want to honour that desire with at least the same amount of

vigour as their tiipuna (ancestors) demonstrated; they want to maintain those

aesthetics that derive from the MEori world that make them unique in the world;

and more than anything else, they do not want to be limited in any way, in terms of

where and how they regain these fruits.

With the advent of te kohanga reo (TKR-family early childhood), kura kaupapa

M6ori (KKM-Maori philosophy and language immersion primary school), whare
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kura (WK-Milori phitosophy and language immersion secondary school), and

wdnanga (WAN-Maori tertiary insitution) one could be bemused and bewildered

by the way the all-powerful education system has turned its back on providing

adequate resources for the sorts of initiatives I have suggested in the paragraph

above. Pdkeh6 teachers and a significant proportion of Mdori teachers have

habitually stecred away from doing anything that was too seriously M6ori. Most

have been content to do something like talking about the M6ori creation stories,

visiting a marae (traditional M6ori institution), putting down a hengi (traditional

cooking method), teaching some well rehearsed waiata (song poetry), the

occasional haka (posture dance), studying traditional MEori ways and introducing

a few greetings and commands in the M[ori language, but very few indeed have

done anything remotely M6ori that progressed beyond kindergarten level. New

Zealanders in general might benefit from a deeper cultural understanding of their

country but whether they do or not is not the primary concern of this chapter.

Mdori want a deeper understanding of their country in every way possible because

to know one's own land intimately is to know oneself and they want the education

system to facilitate that desire. Euripides aptly expressed the negation of that

desire in 431 BC:

There is no grealer sonsw on hrth than the loss of one's own native land

The excuse of the majority for this lack of progression is fear: fear of getting it

wrong; fear of making a mistake; fear of making fools of themselves; and fear of

offending MEori. The reason for minimal progress is more sinister and is aligned

with ignorance and arrogance rather than fear. The only reason these so-called

fears persist is because the majority of Piikeh6 do not value M6ori knowledge and

culture themselves and therefore only consider them of exotic interest" as

peripheral activities, and a distraction from the main agenda" which in today's

world seems to be the identification of the New Zealander in ttre global market.

Politicians will send MEori cultural groups overseas to accompany them in

marketing some economic exchange because M6ori indigeneity is a brand that is

uniquely New Zealand. Of course, Miori groups do not have to accept being
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patonised but a rip overseas paid for by the tax payer to do 'what comes

naturally' and to be feted by international hosts seems petulant to deny on the

grounds that your own leadership is exploiting you.

The kaupapa M6ori initiatives (TK& KKI\4 WK, WAl$ mentioned throughout

this thesis have received substantial public moneys over the almost 20 years of

their existence, nevertheless they are still seriously under resourced given the

disparity of resourcing with mainsEeam comparative institutions. The resourcing

has not kept pace with the demand. Millions of dollars have been spent and te

kOhanga reo and the other kaupapa Mdori intiatives have blossomed. Politicians

and officials have been able to say with hands over hearts that they have been

supporting the movement and can prove it. Governments have instituted legislation

to enable the creation of kaupapa Maori institutions as well as the protection of

their specific educational philosophy, Te Aho Matua The Ministry of Education

has been formally involved in negotiated partnerships with iwi/tribal groups to

help create educational capacity at the family, community and regional levels. The

Education Review Office has been working with KKM to find a review

methodology that sits comfortably with KKM while still fulfilling the Review

Office obligations to the Crown. The Ministry of M6ori Development has

responsibilities to monitor the performance govemment departments and agencies

have with delivery of services to Mdori. These are all highly important activities

and connibute hugely to the success of the kaupapa M6ori movement.

Is justice pocsible?

Early childhood institutions, primary schools, secondary schools, and even

universities can say, we will put up a MEori option but if it is not of a high enough

standard or does not have sufficient MEori content, the message to MEori students

is, then go to one of these other institutions (kdhanga reo, wdnanga etc.) that does

offer what you want. This all sounds plausible and reasonable but there are at least

two fundamental problerns that I can see. Firstly, there are not enough of these

other institutions around, that is, there is an access problem. Secondly, this re-
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direction of M6ori clients suggests that the system-in-general, usually referred to

as mainsheam only has minimal responsibility for nurturing M6ori history,

language, arts and crafts, knowledge, customs and so on - there is an

accountability problem. The quantity of M6ori content in the curriculum is

determined by what Pdkeh6 deem to be sufficient for the population at large, that

is, PdkehE society. Maori, like all other New Zealanders, have as much right to an

education from the system-in-general as they have to any alternative such as

Montessori, Catholic Schools, integrated or private, or wharekura Twenty years

after k6hanga reo most Mdori students by far are still enrolled in mainstream

institutions and most of those students, it could be argued, choose to be there; it is

not a decision by default although that would be an argument difficult to prove or

disprove without empirical research. This point is the crux of the matter in

deciding how mainstream educational institutions might respond to contemporary

developments in M6ori education.

A fundamental premise of this chapter, then, is that the epistemological

foundations of the educational enterprise in New Zealmd must, necessarily,

incorporate the 'traditions' of MEori as well as Pdkeh6 New Zealand. Without at

least these two epistemologies and methodologies in education we have the

privileging of one culture over another. As the subordinate minority Meori are

historically and economically marginalised and as a result experience the ongoing

colonisation of their culture. It is not realistic to suggest that the dual

epistemologies called for should be an equal one since the M6ori population at the

time of the 1996 Census was 14.5% (523,400 people) of the total New Zealand

population of 3.62 million people. At that time 83.1% of Maori were urban

dwellers, 37o/o of them under the age of 15 compared with 20Yo of the non-Miiori

population (Ministry of M6ori Development, 2000: 1 2- 1 3).

The fact that all who call themselves New Zealanders today anived on these

shores on a 'waka' whether that was on a c,anoe (the Tainui from Hawaiki), a

settler ship (the Tory from England), or a plane (a Boeing 747 from Samoa) does
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not alter the fact that when the colonising nation arrived here, Miiori were already

inhabiting the whole of the country. The fact that the British were from a culture

technologically more advanced than the MEori is, in social justice terms,

immaterial to that prior fact. The suggestion that the British were a mor€

enlightened nineteenth century colonising nation than some of the other European

countries is immaterial. The fact that the British considered the Mdori culturally

superior to other indigenous peoples is immaterial. The only thing that is material

is that the British took over Aotearo4 made it New Zealand and shaped it in their

own image as though those who were resident did not matter. MEori education as

perceived through the eyes of MEori are saying that being Meori does matter and

that the education system, especially through the compulsory years of schooling

must do much better in incorporating a M6ori knowledge base through pedagogies

based on MEori aspirations. This chapter has focused only on the first of these

agendas, a Mliori knowledge base within an appropriate context.

9.3 Toward a theory of schooling

What is needed in mainstream education, certainly for the compulsory sector, is a

theory of schooling. To develop a theory of schooling we will also need theories of

knowledge, of pedagogy, of child development, of learning, of assessment and

evaluation, of the curriculum, and of community relations. None of this is easy to

do but one would expect that a system of schooling that has been centralised,

universal, and compulsory since 1877 would have a coherent philosophy of
education tucked away in a text book somewhere. I suppose kura kaupapa M6ori

being a relatively new option could be expected to have such a theory of kura

kaupapa M6ori schooling and indeed they do; Te Aho Matua is the name they give

their philosophy and it is a theory of kaupapa MEori schooling.

[n considering a theory of knowledge, or a theory of pedagogy, or a theory of any

other aspect of education, consideration of the deep conceptual stnrctures is called

for (Young, 1983). In a simple version of systems theory, for example, inputs lke
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ecological factors (geographical are4 parental choice, and teacher-pupil ratios),

school processes (academic emphasis, rewards and punishments, staffstability and

expertise), and intake factors (socio-economic status, and ethnicity) must be

empirically related to school outcomes such as academic attainments, ability to

converse and communicate in the Maori language, attendance, participation,

acceptable behaviour, enhanced job prospect and so on. To make an empirical

distinction between school outcomes (those factors in the experience of pupils that

are thought of as the effect or outcome of going to school) and what was done or

needed to cause these effects, an explicit theory of schooling has to be developed

otherwise the factors that are abstracted cannot be said to represent in some

faithful way, the reality of school.

The reality of schooling as experienced by M6ori makes schooling for the majority

of them a fundamentally flawed experience to the degree that accusations of

educational malpractice (Baugh, 1999) are not over-statements oftheir reality.

The current debate revolves around the strengthening of MEori education in both

mainstream and kaupapa Mdori. The idea of governance issues and the notion of a

M6ori Education Authority is the most recent development but is little more than

the manifestation of the continued frusnation of Maori to influence the system in a

way that gives them an advantage.

A constant thread throughout these developments is a politicisation process where

questions of representation, legitimation and voice are countered by the rhetoric of

a conseryative baoklash arguing issues of separation, contol, and authoriff.

The existing education system will never work in the real interests of MEori so

long as the central philosophical assumptions of the education syst€m remain

entrenched in the Western tradition. The TKR/tr(KIW WK/ WAN developments

are premised on the belief that 'MEori have the right to be M6ori', that the existing

education system will not deliver on that belief to the extent that the majority of
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Maori in the system will fail to gain an education, and that the only path to redress

past and present injustices is to develop a separate system. The focus of the

kaupapa Mdori initiatives keeps the debate on MEori terms and is both an

educational and a political agenda. The majority of M6ori students remain in

mainstream institutions; the introduction of at least two epistemological traditions

into schools, it has been argued, can make a difference in the performance of all

students in the New Zealand education svstem.

9.4 Whinau, hap[, iwi education

Organising education in the real interests of the community is the focus for this

concluding chapter.

What counts as 'real interes8' needs to be explained. According to Steven Lukes

(1974:34-35) "real interests are connected with (relative) autonomy and choice". I

will argue that so long as the organisation of education at the levels of whEnau,

hapti, and iwi remains problematic the real interests of MEori will never be

addressed. Organisation of education at whlnauo hapD and iwi levels are necessary

because Mdori parents could then judge what they wanted and preferred, were they

able to make the choice.

An education system of any size or descripion can only run efiiciently and

effectively when it is organised well enough to answer these kinds of questions to

the satisfaction of those for whom it was meant to serve. A whEnau/hapii/iwi

education system would be expected to satis$ the same criterion for its clients

with one further major problem to address: even if the majority of MAori wanted

such a community based system would the existing mainsteam system support

such a move? According to Archer (1984:t):

Change occurs because new goals are pursued by thosewho have the power to
modify education's previotts strucluralform, &finition of irctntction and
r e lations hip to s oc iety.
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If this is true the establishment of a parallel community-based M6ori system is

extremely problematic. The mainstream system has proven over generations that it

is not able to facilitate the improvements to M6ori education performance it says it

wants, even with the approximate one fifttr of Vote Education (Making Education

Work for MEori, 1997:9) dedicated to that purpose. Among MEori, at least two

developments lend some credibility to arguments for support at the local level:

fnstly, the growing pressure from M6ori society for greater control of their own

health, justice and education, and secondly, a slowly developing pool of expertise

of Maori with managerial skills, administrative, analytic and academic know-how.

The pool of expertise is the key component and no amount of posturing about

Meori control will solve the problem of improving the organisation and delivery of

Maori education at the level of whEnau, hap[ and iwi.

The politics of educational change

These questions cannot be addressed satisfactorily without developing a system

which is well organised and which has some idea about where it is going, or at

leasl where it wants to go. Up to the last decade at least, the Deparfrnent/Tvlinistry

of Education has had a more or less unfettered influence on the educational

direction of the system, which is not to deny the influences of the political

economy on it, but in today's market model educational environment (Middleton,

Codd & Jones, 1990) the Ministry struggles to maintain its hegemony over its own

portfolio. There are several reasons for this: the rise of political conservatism, the

growing globalisation of economies, the tansformation of information

technologies, and the human rights revolution to name but four. Several of these

international phenomena also account for the educational changes that have

emerged among MEori but it is probably the last of these that MEori society has

mainly taken advantage of. Up to now M6ori aspirations have figured only

minimally in giving direction to an education in their own interests let alone the

system as a whole. That is not the case today. Durie (1998:17) describes the MEori

capacity to:
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take advantage of changing situdions in order to realise aspiralionsfor cukural,
social and economic dv anceme nl.

It might be suggested that Mdori do not take advantage of schools in a way that

they should. Is this because they can'! don't know how, are not really allowed to,

or because they want their own schools?

Problem definition

The New Zealand education system, even before it could be justifiably described

as a system, provided the strategic direction for Mdori education. From the mission

schools of 1816 to the native schools of 1867, to the MEori schools of the 1950s

and 60s, right through to the kdhanga reo and kura kaupapa M6ori of today, the

government and its educational agencies have been directing and shapingn to a

considerable degree, the M6ori education option. This is not to suggest that M6ori

have not contributed to these initiatives, in fact the opposite is true. However,

MEori have been the least influential party in the resourcing decisions that have

shaped these schools.

To quote from Aroher (1984:2) again, MAori must have really lost badly because:

to un&rstand the naure of e&rcation at any tine we need to brow not only who
won the strugglefor control, but also hov': not merelywho lost, btt also how
badly they lost out.

The education system has not worked for MEori in the 120 years since the original

Education Act and no amount of piecemeal adjustment is going to change that nor

any systemic reform. We must look elsewhere for solutions.

Strategic directions

The stategic directions underlying the state's support for M6ori education werc at

different times: to Christianise, to civilize (Simon, 1992), to paciff (Nash, 1983),

to assimilate (Shuker, 1987), and in today's environment to rcvitalise (Smith,

1997).ln only the last of these directions can the state be seen to be acting, even

remotely in the interests of MEori. All the other strategies have seen the state
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impacting on M6ori but acting in the interests of the PEkehE population; this is the

colonial legacy.

If Miiori had to be convinced it was alright to be M6ori and it was alright to be an

educated Mdori - and it seems many did need to be convinced - then the k6hanga

neo movement, kura kaupapa M6ori, kura tuaru4 and whare wdnanga revolution

has signalled the efficacy of a MEori inspired and operated system. The

administrative or guardianship bodies which have arisen out of these initiatives,

namely, the K6hanga Reo Trust, Te R0nanga nui o NgE Kura Kaupapa MEori, and

Te Tauihu permit a certain degree of confidence in those whose spirit and sweat

rests with ensuring the successful operation of the kaupapa MEori system along

side those actually in the institutions. These guardianship bodies ar€ a

communicative linlq have a negotiation role, and provide policy advice to

govemment education agencies on their respective organisations. The definition of

the problem from the point of view of these M6ori inspired organisations is that

the system, at lea* for M6ori, is broke and the best thing for M6ori to do is to

create their own system. The point of view of the existing system is that the system

is not broke, not even for Mdori, but must continuously improve its performance

for everybody. Cracks are appearing in the establishment system. Mainsheam

reports on Mdori education continue to be produced but the Cabinet decision to

develop a long term strategic plan to improve M6ori education is ilre first time this

has ever been done by any govemment. At the heart of the problern (according to

the system) are issues about differential achievement and participation.

Assessment and performrnce

The achievement gap between MEori and non-Mdori has been an embarrassment to

governments for at least 30 yeaxs. Over that time explanations have gradually

shifted from deficit ftlaming the victim) theories, to school inadequaoy (blame the

teachers) theories, to resource provision accountability theories. There is no

empirical reason to believe Maori educational achievement levels arc any worse

today than they were three decades ago. The problem is they are hardly any better
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either although the survey by Chapple, Jefferies and Walker (1997) suggest there

is some room for optimism in some areas, tertiary for example. The achievement

gap is not referring to the gap between how well a student is performing and how

well the student could or should be performing, but rather how well a MEori

student at a certain level of the school is performing in science, for example,

compared with a non-Mdori student in similar circumstances.

I have highlighted three components in a definition of the problem facing MEori

education: firstly, the need for M6ori to contribute universally to the decisions

related to an education in their own best interests; secondly, the need for M6ori at

the level of whdnau/hap0/iwi to be better organised all-round so that they can

mobilise their own mita (ribal dialect), tanga (tribal culture), and ranga (tribal

leadership as in ranga-tira); and thirdly, certainly not to avoid the problems of

differential achievement but rather to prioritise data about performance on the

basis of information directly related to students and those with an immediate

vested interest in their leaming, that is, whdnau and teachers rather than policy

decision makers.

9.5 The best of both worlds - A theory of education for all

Developments in Mdori medium and kaupapa MEori schooling have accelerated

over the last 20 years. These developments have certainly captured the MEori

imagination and have had a catalytic effect on whEnau/hapii/iwi in terms of
politicisation and a growing confidence in asserting the notion of 'being' Mdori.

There is still very little research in the field that can be used to substantiate

increased resourcing on the basis of improved student performance as a result of

M6ori medium or kaupapa MEori intervention but neither is there any research

which can be used to support a slow down or a shift away from continuing MEori

medium provision.
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The only tangible, material, and measurable change in M6ori education over the

last 30 years is the growth and demand for MEori medium education. In the 5 year

period between 1992 and 1996 the schools offering MEori medium programmes

increased from 318 to 1,129, an increase of 255Yo; the number of students

represented in these figures over the same period increased from 17,426 tfr 33,438,

an increase of 92Yo; while the number of non-M6ori enrolments in these same

programmes increased from 1,375 to 5,769, which is an increase of 320o/o.

Sir Apirana Ngata's famous visionary aphorism about pursuing the benefits of a

dual heritage is as forceful today as it has ever been. Throughout the consultations

outlined in Chapter 6, Meori parents were adamant their children should be

exposed to the 'best of all worlds'. Most were not interested in restricting their

children's education to any single world, Mdori or Pdkeh6" sacred or secular,

individualistic or communal, practical or academic. In classical posffnodernist

terms they wanted their children to inherit a rich spiritual, cultural and materialist

world - what is more Ngata-related than that?

If the essence of PEkehE post-industrial, capitalist, market-oriented society is about

the priority of possessive individualism (Handler, 1985, 1991) above everything

else then that will not meet the standards of a future Aotearoa New Zealand

society. If the essenoe of a MEori society in the future is about the priority of

communality (Friedman, 1992; Johnston, 1989) above everything else, then that is

merely the negative reflection of PikehE society and is equally deterministic and

reductionist in relation to the standards of a future Aotearoa New Zealand society.

There is a moral poverty inherent in both models but M6ori society suffers

disproportionately because it does not have control of the resources, either material

or symbolic, to mobilise its ideologies; it has to leam to make do with the benefits

of goodwill within PEkehE frarneworks and priorities.

Goodwill is a necessary condition but is not suffrcient if learning to live together in

Aotearoa New Zealand is to shift to a new benchmark in social relations. In very
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recent times, history has shown us how vulnerable relations between different

peoples can be even when the difference is not obvious as in wars related to

religious belief. Witness the atrocities in Northern lreland, in Yugoslavia and the

skirmishes among the Bosnians, Croats, and Serbs, as well as the terrible genocidal

slaughter of Hutu ribesmen by the Tutsi. Only the arrogant, complacent and

misguided could ever believe race relations in New Zealand were so sound that

volaility on a scale similar to that experienced in Northern Ireland, Yugoslavia,

and Rwanda could never happen in New Zealand.

Principles for change

The question for us today, as educational brokers for the next generation, and as

the inspirational leaders of Maori society in the future is, ar€ we going to be better

organised to make things happen to our advantage or do we follow the well-worn

paths of complaining about our circumstances, displaying our envy of those who

have more of anything than we, and railing against those whose pace in pursuit of

change sets the pace? The education system as it stands has much to do to address

the inequalities between M6ori and non-M8ori but MEori have just as much to do

to address the inequalities among its own peoples.

MEori society has a problem, that is, the uneven development of Maori education

across and benveen wh6nau/trapii/iwi and the state education system. The solution,

I argue (Penetito, 1998) is to improve whanau/hapD/iwi education by organising

consciously, deliberately, and systematically at these levels right across the

country. The expertise of the existing state system needs to be used in the interests

of whdnau/hap[/iwi to organise education for whiinau/trapfi/iwi. It needs to

because the system is already paying for it now with all the ambulances at the foot

of the clifl and with all the reports spelling out once again what the problems are

but not fixing them.
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I suggest four basic principles should underly whiinau/hapii/iwi education

development:

- MAoridom as a whole is only as strong as its weakest iwi (benefits need to

accrue to all iwi);

Whflnau/trapii/iwi survival depends on how well each is organised to

ensure voice, history, tikanga mdtauranga, moteatea" and so on, and is

recorded and offered to the rising generation as worttrwhile knowledge;

Community-based MEori education shifu the emphasis away from the

over-powering influences of the central bureaucracies and assists in

strengthening the sense of community, of whanaungatanga through

establishing what Ivan Illich calls "convivial" institutions (Macklin,1976:9'

l4); and

Urban-based M6ori are sufliciently different from rural MEori to warrant

education plans specifically designed in their interests.

We need to be content to follow Antony Flew's (1971:402) good advice at this

time:

It is nol necessry to hope in order to act, nor to succeed in order to persevere.

Whenau/hapE/iwi education (WTTIF) plans

Snategic plans for M6ori education originating from the existing system have only

just preceded those that emanate from Meori sources - both have something to

leam from each other; both can conEibute to the design of each other's plans; both

are needed if MEori education is to cease being an instrument for assimilation; and

if whEnau/hapti/iwi education is to make the sort of conffibution for its young

people it needs to make, then it needs to learn from the existing system. It needs to

learn what to do as much as what not to do.
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The vision for change stated earlier was Mdori control of M6ori education. The

idea has been in the public sphere, in a formal sense, since at least 1984 according

to a discussion paper from the NZEI Miori group, Te Reo Areare. It seems the

consensus in the logic behind MEori control is tino rangatiratanga (absolute

authority), following the Treaty of Waitangi (Tapine and Waiti, 1997). The

practicalities for implementation usually revolve around making decisions without

the imposition of Pdkehd veto; legitimate promotion of te reo M6ori, tikanga and

m6tauranga; and accountability of the system to whEnau/hapii/iwi.

I will argue that tino rangatiratang4 like autonomy, is a relational rather than an

absolute concept so that interprctations like "unqualified exercise of chieftainship"

(Kawharu, 1989:22) is impossible to understand if chieftainship, as part of its

meaning, includes others who follow. Is a chief a chief if there are no followers, in

which case the notion of chieftainship is qualified. Of course, a rangatira based on

whakapapa is always a rangatira whether s/he chooses to exercise it or not or

whether others choose to recognise it or not. Howevet, this is not the same as 'tino

rangatiratanga' that does require exercising and recognising.

Another way of looking at this issue is to claim rangatiratanga for relations

between MEori and Maori and tino rangatiratanga for relations between Mdori and

PEkehE. This reading would, at least be historically correct and is probably closer

to the mark in terms of the argument put forward in this thesis. My argument is

more attached to the concept of kotahitanga (Cox, 1993:6) or solidarity through

being united in a cause, than self-determination that might be a consequence of

increased kotatritanga but is not my thesis at this time. Earlier attempts to build

solidarity like kr-ngitanga and kotahitanga though PEremata M6ori (Maori

Parliament) were mana motuhake (separate development) motivated, that is, to

assert separate iwi and MEori authority and control over lands and possessions. Of

course, circumstances have changed dramatically since the middle 1800s yet some

of the critical issues like authority and control persevere. I think it is important to

pursue win-win strategies where one can. Where tino rangatiratanga (self-
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determination) and mana motuhake (separate development) will always athact

negative responses from the establishment for whatever reasons, no one will

oppose people getting together to improve the education of their young ones.

Empowering'voices from the nargins'

The goal for devising a strategic plan for M6ori education is to improve the

education of all Mdori but especially those between the ages of 6 and 16, the

compulsory school years. The problem to be addressed is how to do that. Virtually

all the traditional resources for education reside within the existing system, that is,

money (Vote Education), expertise (teachers, researchers, bureaucrats), and

physical structures (early childhood centres, schools, tertiary institutions).

The existing mainstream system is also where most MEori students are enrolled. ln

most cases they have no choice about this; the centralised system of the last 100

years has put paid to virtually all independent Mdori education activities. The

native schools, Iater to be renamed MEori schools werp mainstream schools.

Private Mdori church colleges were at one time independent but are now all

integrated and therefore part of mainstream schools. The kura kaupapa Miiori

movement purposefully manoeuwed to see ie institutions embedded in legislation

so that the system was required to assist support and resource them and not leave

this form of schooling to whiinau to resource. Like kura kaupapa M6ori, kdhanga

reo and w6nanga have been mainstreamed.

There is no romantic notion in the kura kaupapa Mdori movement about

marginality, being at the fringes, resisting from the borders, or being radically

'other'. Their challenge to the dominant hegemonic discourse is from the inside

out and from the outside in. They have made it clear they want for their children

what the dominant society and its powerful groups want for their children (Nepe,

l99l; Smith,1997) and they want the benefit of their own M6ori cultural heritage

imparted through the education system. The demand is for radical change. The
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question is, what should be the locus of change given the basic principles listed

earlier?

Critical mass is an important factor in capturing resources which means the

number of Mdori students either opting into kura kaupapa MEori or at least into

MEori immersion programmes must increase dramatically every year until the

majority of Maori children are in these programmes. This is necessary at this time

because the establishment is using the fact the majority of Mdori students are not

in kur4 and by implication, their whinau have made that a deliberate choice, to

rationalise increases in resources rather than plan to meet the demand. There is no

way of knowing whether that is true or not given most Mdori families do not have

easy access to kura.

Another important consideration for o'an organising force that can change the

hegemonic directionality of historical-geographical change" (Harvey, 1 996: 1 04) is

the idea of "standpoint, of location, and of place" (ibid.). This idea is critical for

interpreting the debate in M6ori terms. Wren (1986:xv) states this point succinctly:

If we btow we musl take sides, the mt of naming who we arc supporting, who
opposing is a necessary step. h brings us out ofthe sheltered hqven ofrhetoric,
into the ocean ofreal risks and real voyages. Say who andwhat you are FOR
andwho andwhat you are AGAINST.

Essential components of place in M6oritanga relate to tfirangawaewae (literally,

the place where you have the right to stand), papatipu (the place where you belong

before the granting of legal title), papak6inga $our home village or marae),

whenua matua (homeland), kainga (home), and mana whenua (lore of authority

and control related to land).

The M6ori modern diaspora" from rural marae to the cities, and then from the cities

to the intemational megalopolis like Auckland, Sydney, New York" and London

has no more weakened MEori as a people than the taditional 'hekenga nui' from
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Hawaiki to Aotearoa. Indeed, we may in fact be enhanced by these experiences. ln

the words of bell hooks (1990:104):

one confronts and accepts dispersal andfragmenation as part oftle
construction of a new world order thol reveals more fully where we ete, who we

can become, an or&r thd does nol demandforgetting.

9.6 Whinau/hapfi/iwi'identity' as the locus for interuention

It is difficult to hear or read anything in M6ori education that does not in some

fundamental way link back to issues about identity. Identity is a much fiavelled

concept in the academic literature (Hall & Du Gay, 1997; Brock & Tulasiewicz,

1935). In M6ori education, focusing on identity was commonly put forward in past

eras as a solution to combat problems of inadequate socialisation. Today the focus

has shifted to correcting structures rather than personality, or child-rearing

patterns, or cultural norTns although these persist.

Common questions and answers continuously reflect the priority of identity

concerns: why is there a problem with M6ori student school performance - because

the cultural discontinuity between Mdori student home and family and the

institution of school are gross; how will learning the M6ori language improve

Meori student educational performance - it will help them feel positive about

themselves as MEori which is a necessary ingredient in their ability to successfully

contest the ethnocentric values and sometimes racist practices of the school; how

will the establishment of a M6ori education authority improve the delivery of

education to M6ori - it will do exactly what the system does now and with the

equivalent bias but in favour of Mdori rather than the dominant system; and what

is it that accounts for the perceived success of k6hanga reo and kura kaupapa

M[ori - they acknowledge the Mdori world as a valid option to be maintained in

everyday life.

The state choice of loci for intervention throughout the history of MEori education

has varied depending on the politics of the different times. Among MEori the focus
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for attention has gradually tightened around concerns to do with ownership,

accountability, and control @urie, 1995, 1998; MahutA 1993). Up to now the state

has kept an iron grlp on issues of control but in recent years ownership has arisen

as a contestable idea.

The Secretary of Treasury during the peak of the state reforms, and latterly an

international consultant, asked the question in a newspaper article, "Would society

fly asunder were the state not to run our schools?" (Scott The Independent,1993).

Ten years earlier it is inconceivable the question would even be contemplated.

Accountability is almost a slogan today as governments push more and more of the

responsibility out from the centre to the regions, but one should hasten to add, that

contrary to commonsense knowledge this does not mean governments would have

less control. Indeed, they have even greater control as a result ofincreased choices,

tighter regulations, more precise legislation, eliminating the choice between

compliance and non-compliance, and other similar control devices, all based on

the principle of the institutionalisation of authority.

As already shown, educational intervention at the level of iwi has had some effect

although it is difficult to substantiate, with any objective published evidence, the

level of effectiveness. Educational intervention at the level of whdnau, as already

argued earlier, has had a profound affect on the Maori psyche as well as athacting

a great deal of support fiom whiinau and resources from the system (Smith, 1995).

It is much more difficult in the context of M6ori education to find support for

intervention at the level of hapii or community (Marshall & Peters, 1990). And yet,

by far the most common form of education, that conducted through schooling, has

traditionally occurred at the level of the community. One can only suppose the

power of the reductionist ideology (families are no more than the sum of

individuals from which it is composed; communities are no more than the sum of

families from which they ar€ composed; and societies are no more than the

comrnunities from which they are composed) also operates in the M6ori

community and yet the embedded notion of kin-based whiinaulhapii/iwi makes a
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mockery of that deduction. The more likely explanation is that the three forms of

social organisation are probably taken for granted among Mdori. This is not good

practice either. The cunent legal debate about what constitutes an iwi (tribe) will

also, inevitably, end up defining hapii (sub-tribe) and whenau (extended family) as

well. This seems to be acceptable from the point of view of governments and the

legal system because as Sheleff(1997:309) argues:

In the final analysis, law deals with social control, and the kelt question lhen
becomes whether sociol control is lo be extensively inposed and rigidly erforced,
or whether it is lo be no more than aflexible guidelircfor action

From a MEori point of view the basic question is, can the law be tnrsted? M6ori

need to look at the ideology of iwi-tanga (or for that matter hapti-tanga and

whtuiau-tanga) and ask" how does the formation of an entity called iwi occur? To

paraphrase from Harvey (1996:99), "an iwi exists only as long as its specific

enjoyment continues to be materialised in a set of social practices and fansmited

through national myths that structure these practices" (emphasis in original). On

this basis whfurau certainly exists, albeit in a multitude of various forms in today's

world, and can usually be located in places of residence (houses, flats, apartrnents,

caravans). Multiplicity of forms is not new to MEori (Metge, 1995:51-60) but the

additional constructions from the modern world add a complexity not envisaged in

the traditional Miiori milieu.

We can also argue, hapti certainly exist and are usually located in residences close

to a marae and form a village, community or Pa. Iwi, with some stretch of the

imagination, constitute collectives of hapE. ln many cases they are no longer

geographical entities in that hapE associated through whakapapa with an iwi can

be territorially in a different part of the country in today's world.

Enjoyment is a function of the number of occasions each whiinau, hapii, or iwi can

get tggether for some social practice that is meaningful for the whole (from

experience each of these types of hui are reasonably frequent but seem to be more

difficult to attend with each passing generation). WhEnau hui are probably more
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common on occasions like re-unions, birthdays and other celebrations like

Chrisfinas. Hap0 hui would include tangihanga, weddings, land meetings, and

maf,ae meetings; they tend to be more formal. Meetings at the level of iwi are

usually less frequent, and deal with political issues such as raupatu, and other

matters which might impinge on the mana of iwi. Enjoyment among MEori is

usually a high priority at every level of social organisation.

My only interest at this point is to suggest what might be in an education

philosophy for wh5nau/hapii/iwi and not to prescribe one. Since first being

introduced to a very modest paper written by Bawden entitled, 'Praxis: The

Essence of Systems for Being' (1991), I have been excited by the possibilities the

paper raises for a M6ori educational philosophy. His system illustrates three ways

of knowing:

At the apex of the triangle is the idea of 'learning to be'; it relates to the

experiences we have in life; it is about process. This is the dimension that

mainstream schools and teachers are least successful with in dealing with M6ori

students. It is that part in the experience of school life which helps you to engage

or to lose your way. It is reflected in the culture of the school. It is that aspect of

school life that helps you to understand the interplay of passions, emotions,

rationality and intellect - what Harvey (1996:ll) refers to as'tnderstanding

processes of valuation".

An educational kaupapa has to spell out in some detail those experiences that

count toward what it means to obe' MEori. This section is highly vulnerable to

stereotyping and propagandising yet can there be any doubt schools in France,

Americ4 or Japan expect their children to graduate from their schools as young

people who identifr as French, American, and Japanese as well as being literate,

numerate and contributing members of their respective societies?
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'Learning to know' is about propositional knowledge, it is about some thing, and

is often expressed as fact or theory. Curriculum statements are filled with the

content of what counts as knowledge. What is it that whiinau/hapiiliwi believe their

young people should know when it comes to understanding what it means to

belong to whEnau/hapii/iwi?

In 'Education lndigenous to Place', Kawagley and Bamhardt (1999) of the

University of Alaska, write about a topic very dear to those involved in developing

whanaulhapu/iwi. M6ori need similar work to be done in every iwi geographical

areq across all the disciplines, and relevant to all the stages of human

development. Reclaiming whtuiau/hap0/iwi histories must be an important element

in the knowledge-to-identity equation and one everybody can get involved in.

'Learning to do' involves the exploration and discovery of personal meaning; it is

the place to resurrect the waning 'oral tradition'; it is about constucting the

opportunities for learners to contribute (Hampton, 1995). Learning the words of a

karakia (incantation) means doing a karakia at some authentic moment.

Knowledge about harakeke (flax) has to be tested in activities related to planting,

transplanting, pruning harakeke and so on. Understanding the tansformational

ge{metry in kowhaiwhai (design patterns) is important but even more so when the

kowhaiwhai can be reproduced and even transformed.

'The mobilisation of bias'

The many important questions, as well as the kaupapa" have to have the right

context in order to produce the kind of result that will make the difference in

Mdori student learning everywhere. By right cont€xt I have borrowed

Schattschneider's phrase (in Lukes, 1974:17) 'mobilisation of bias' to give M6ori

a deliberate advantage in organising their own system independent of the

influences of the mainstream system until such time as they feel prepared enough

to decide whether to integrate and/or to separate and/or to imbricate. The need for

this sort of advantage is played out in related activities such as TKR and KKM
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policies that keep researchers out until such time as these institutions feel stong

enough and are coping well enough with what they are doing before allowing

doors to be opened to the critics. This seems to me to be a sensible and reasonable

response especially where innovations derived from M6ori sources are concerned.

9.7 Being Meori 'goes all the way down'

There are many ways to be Mdori but some things remain constant. In MEori

terms, the collective has priority over the individual. The individual can only

become tmly a well-developed individual by evolving a consciousness of self in

relation to objects (people, things, events etc.) outside or beyond the self. This

state of consciousness is what Johnston, the Canadian legal scholar refers to as 'the

self-collective'. One cannot avoid the essentialist nature of the MAori interpretation

of the individual and nor is there any need to; e kore koe e ngaro he kakano i ruia

mai i Rangidtea (you will never be lost (because) you are the seed sown from our

origins - a proverb). In Mdori-eyes, to seek justification for the Mnori perspective

is to admit they are merely brown versions of Pdkeh6. As Royal (1998:80)

explains, 'He mea hanga te mdtauranga na te tangata M6ori kia m6rama ai ia ki

tdnd Ao, kia mErama rEnei te Ao ki a ia' (All theories of human development are

the outcome of investigations of events and processes, the object of which is to

explain how these events and processes work or how they come to be). After more

than 200 years of association with PEkehd, nobody should be surprised that the

essentialist nature of the Maori being has also developed a conshuctivist identity

usually packaged in terms of being bicultural. The world is full of influences and

all of these have contributed in some way to the changing Mdori perception of self.

Such influences include urbanisation, inter-marriage, higher levels of formal

education, growth of a middle-class, development of an indigenous consciousness,

international travel and much more.

The cultural revitalisation of the 1980s can be described as reactionary in that there

is something of a retum to a golden era culturally speaking, but reactionary in

itself is far too conservative. The last 20 years can be characterised as being
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profoundly socially-critical in the sense that the Meori perception that all time

exists now and the future has to be organised in order to consider a new, radically

different vision of humanity and society. The socially-critical accepts that all time

exists now and turns to the future to create a new, radically different vision of

people and society. The claim, as I have argued throughout this thesis, is that the

future in education in Aotearoa is about MEori and mainstream education and the

overlap between the two. MEori education should be focused on the tangata-M6ori

status of MEori as the indigenous people of this country. Its purpose is to

strengthen the Milori cultural base. Mainsheam education should be focused on the

tangata-PEikehE status of PEkehd as the majority population of this country. The

imbricated relationship is a function of the negotiated relationship between

tangata-Mliori, tangata-Pdkehd and all other tangata of this land. Who knows best

on any matter leads the way.

There is no question about the fact that M6ori as tangatawhenua wan! what the

philosopher Dworkin (1973 cited in Phillips, 1986:287) stresses as the deske to be

treated equally as their fundamental right. Under the law of the lan4 and in most

casss, this right is realised. But MSori want more than that - as tangata-MEori

(those who choose to be identified as Meori) they also want to be treated as

equals. That has still to be achieved and paradoxically, is dependent on non-Meori

New Zealanders choosing to know more and more about what it means to be

tangata New Zealandero one who belongs to the land instead of owning it.
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Appendices

Appendix 5A

Part 1 (1960-1971: 'Ka awhi noa i waho...'
Reports on Mf,ori education

Report I

Report 2

Report 3

Report 4

Report 5

Report 6

Report 7

Report 8

Report 9

Report l0

Report I I

Report 12

Report l3

Report on Department of Miiori Affairs - With Statistical Supplement.
(1960). J.K. Hunn (Chairman), Wellington: Government Printer. [R]
[Focus] Report on the Commission on Education in New Zealand. (1962).

Sir G.Cunie (Chairman), Wellington: Govemment Printer [R]
Watson, John E. (1967)'Horizons of Unknown Power - Some Issues of
Mdori Schooling. Wellington: New Zealand Council for Educational

Research. ffi
[Focus] Report of theNational Advisory Committee on Mdori Education
(1970). Mr J.L.Hunter (Chairman) [R]
[Focus] Deparfinent of Education. (1971a). 'Maori children and the

Teacher'. Prepared by School Publications Branch. Wellington:
Government Printer. [tIB]
Department of Education. (l97lb).'The Education of MEori Children - A
Review'. Education, 20(4). School Publications Branch' [FIB]
Bender, Byron W. (1971). Linguistic Factors in M6ori Education - A
Report. New Zealand Council for Educational Research. [MJ
Watson, John E. (1972).'Accommodating the Polynesian Heritage of the

Meori Child - A New Zealand Problem'. Wellington: New Zealand

Council for Educational Research. tlvfl
[Focus] Report of the Committee on Communication Between Schools

and Parents - 'Parent-School Communication'. (1973). IvIr J.G Johnson

(Chairman), Departrnent of Education, Wellington. [R]
Report of the Curriculum Review Group on the Education and Training of
Secondary Teachers - 'Teachers in Change'(1974), Mr R.G.Munro
(Chairman), New Zealand Post-Primary Teachers' Association. Longman

Paul Ltd. [R]
[Focus] Report of the committee on secondary Education - 'Towards
Partrership'. (1976). Hon. Sir Terence H,McCombs (Chairman).

Wellinglon: Department of Education. [R]
Report of the Task Force on Economic and Social Planning - 'New
Ze,aland at the Turning Point'. (1976). Professor Frank Holmes
(Chairman) [R]
Report of the Committee on Health and Social Education - 'Growing,
Sharing, Learning'. (1977). Mr J.G.Johnson (Chairman) [R]
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Appendix 58

Part 2 (197&2000): 'Ma te kanohi miromiro'

Report 14 Campbell, Dr E.M. (1978). 'Realities of Curricula'. Department of
Education. [R]

Report 15 [Focus] Report of the National Advisory Committee on MEori Education
(1980). 'He Huarahi'. Mr P.W.Boag (Chairman) [R]

Report 16 New Zealand Educational Institute. (1981) 'Te Tatai Hono' - Report and

Recommendations on Mdori Education Presented to 1982 Annual
Meeting. John McCaffery (Chairman). [R]
The Report from the Conference on Priorities in Multi-Cultural
Educational Research, Department of Education (1981). 'Priorities in
Multi-cultural Educational Research' [CR]
Race Relations Conciliator (Hiwi Tauroa). (1982). 'Race Against Time'.
Wellington: Human Rights Commission. [R]
Maori Education Development Conference. (1984). Turangawaewae

Marae, 23-25 Mar. Sponsored by New Zealand M6ori Council. [R]
[Focus] Department of Education. (1984). 'A Review of the Core

Curriculum for Schools'. Wellington. Mr J.A.Ross (Chairman). [R]
Ministerial Advisory Committee on a M6ori Perspective for the

Department of Social Welfare - 'Puao-Te-Ata-Tu' with Appendix.
(1986). Wellington [R]
Finding of the Waitangi Tribunal Relating to Te Reo Maaori and a Claim

Lodged by Huirangi Waikerepuru and Ngd Kaiwhakapumau i Te Reo

Incorporated Society. (1986). Edward T. Durie (Chairman). [R]
Scott, Raymond A. (1986). 'The Challenge of Taha Mdori - A PEkehE

Perspective [M]
*The Treasury Brief to the Incoming Government (1987) [BP]
Benton, Richard. (1987). How Fair is New Zealand Education? Pafi' 2 -
'Fairness in MEori Education - A Review of Research and lnformation.
(For Royal Commission on Social Policy). New Zealand Council for
Educational Research. [Ml
Report of the Committee to Review the Curriculum for Schools. (1987).

'The Curriculum Review' Department of Education. Mr Peter Brice
(Chairman). [R]
[Focus] Report of the Task Force to Review Education Administration -
'Administering for Excellence'. (19S7). Mr B.Picot (Chairman). [R]
Penetito, W.T. (1988). 'M6ori Education for a Just Society', in 'The April
Report', Report of the Royal Commission on Social Policy, Vol. IV'
Social Perspectives, pp.9l-l 14. [M]
*The Matawaia Declaration (1988) [M
Report of the Maaori Affairs Committee (1995, 1996). 'Te Uiuitanga
M6tauranga M6ori - Inquiry into M6ori Education. Mr K.T.Wetere
(Chairman) [R]

Report l7

Report l8

Report l9

Report 20

Report 2l

Report 22

Report 23

Report 24
Report 25

Report 26

Report 27

Report 28

Report 29
Report 30
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Report3l [Focus] Chapple, Simon; Jefferies, Richard & Walker, Rita. (1996).

'M6ori Participation and Performance in Education - A Literature Review

& Research Programme. Report for the Ministry of Education. New
Zealandlnstitute of Economic Research (Inc.). [RM

Report32 [Focus] Report to the Minister of M8ori Affairs (1998a, 1998b, 1999a,

1999b). oMaaori Education Commission, Reports l-4, Feb/Aug/Teb/Sept.

tRl

R : Reports
M : Monographs
RM : Research Monographs
CR : Conference Report
PD = Policy Document
BP : Briefing Paper

Appendix 5C

Subsidiary Reports (not central part of the research):

Tomorrow's Schools (1988) [PD]
Assessment for Better Learning (1989) [R]
MEori Education in PEkehd Hands (1989) tRM
Tomorrow's Schools - Kura Kaupapa Mdori Working Group (1989) [R]
Te Kohao o Te Ngira - Joan Metge (1990) [M
Hirsh Report (1990) tRl
The Sexton Report (1990) [R]
Tomorrowos Standards (1990) [R]
Aoteareo - Speaking for Ourselves (1992) [RM]
Te Kdtete Korite - Moving Forward, NZEI (1992) [PD]
MEori in Education - A Statisticd Profile (1993) [MJ
Education for the 2l't Century (1994) [R]
Making Education Work for Mdori (1997) [P]
Review of the Ministry of Education - Service Delivery to Mdori (1997)[RMl
Finding of Waitangi Tribunal Relating to Mokai School (2000) [R]
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Appendix 6

Consultation documents
Department of Internal Affairs. (2002). Community development goup business Plan -
2002103,1 July, Draftl. Guidelines on consultation with Mliori.

Gardner, Wira. (1993). The consultative process between Crown and Mdori - Discussion

notes for State Services Commission Seminar on Mdori issues in governmenl

Cyclostyled notes from Te Puni Kdkiri, Z2March.

Minister of MEori Affairs. (1988). Partrership Response - Policy StatemenUTe Urupare

Rangapti - Te Rdranga Kaupap4 November.

Ministry of Justice. (1997). A guide for consultation with MEori, Draft.

State Services Commission. (1989). Partnership dialogue - A M6ori consultation process.

Prepared for the Responsiveness Unit, April.

Te Puni K6kiri. (1993). A guide for departments on consultation with iwi.

Appendix 7

Institutional marae
Aoraki Polytechnic. ( I 996). Institutional marae. Letter/Ir4emorandum.

Auckland Institute of Technology - Te Whare Takiura o Tamaki Makau Rau. (1996)-

Institutional marae. Letter/lvlemorandum.

Central Institute of Technology - Te Whare Wdnanga o Whirinaki. (1996). No marae'

Letter.

Dunedin College of Education - Te Kura Akau Taitoka. (1996). No marae. Letter.

Eastern Institute of Technology - Te Whare Takiura o Kahungunu. (1996). Institutional
Marae. Letter/Jvlemorandum.

Hamilton Teachers' College. (1987). Te Ao Hurihuri - Opening. Programme-

Hutt Valley Polytechnic- Te Whare WEnanga o te Awakairangi. (1996). No marae but

uses local marae at Waiwhetii, 'Arohanui ki Te Tangata Marae'. Letter.

Manukau Institute of Technology - Te Whare Takiura o Manukau. (1996). Marau: He

Rangahau Marae. LetterilVlemorandum.
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M6ori Studies Departmen! Palmerston North Teachers' College. (no date) Te Kupenga o

Te Miitauranga (undated). Programme for opening ceremony.

Massey University. (1996). No marae until merger with Palmerston North College of
Education this year. Letter.

National Advisory Committee on M6ori Education. (19S0). Marae on campus - Wiremu

Ken(1714123) Appendix 7. Proposal.

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, The - Te Wharekura-tini Kaihautu o Aotearoa.

(1996). No marae. Letter.

Te Kawa a Mdui, Victoria University of Wellington. (undated). Te Herenga Waka Marae.

(cyclostyled paper).

UMTEC Institute of Technology - Te Kura Pflkenga o Wairaka. (1996). P0kenga

building but no marae. Letter.

University of Auckland. (1996). Marae on campus. Memorandum.

Victoria University of Wellington. (1996). Te Herenga Waka Marae. Memorandum.

University of Otago - Te Whare WEnanga o Otago. (1990 No marae. Letter.

Wellington College of Education. (1996). Marae on campus. Memorandum.

Wellington Polytechnic Te Kuratini o Te Whanganui a Tara (1996).

Letter/lvlemorandum.

Whitireia Community Polytechnic - Te Kura Matatini o Whitireia. (1996). Research

about institutional marae.
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